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TEv 2213A/2215A/2235 THE 
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES BY ANY MEASURE 

Now! Get a best-seller from 
the best name in scopes! 

100 MHz dual 
time base scope. 
Easy -to -read CRT. 
bright, full -sized 
8x10 cm: 14 kv 
accelerating 
potential complete 
with BEAM FIND, 
separate A/B 
dual intensity 
controls, FOCUS 
and TRACE 
ROTATION. 

Wide range verti- 
cal sensitivity. 
Choose from 
2 mV /div (lx 
probe) to 50 V /div 
(10x probe); 
color -keyed for lx 
and 10x probes; 
variable control 
increases scale 
factor by 2.5 to 1. 

Two 100 MHz, 
high sensitivity 
channels. 3 5 ns 
nsetlme. dc to 
100 MHz band- 
width from 5 V /div 
to 5 mV /div; 
extended sen- 
sitivity of 2 mV /div 
at a 90 MHz. 

A/B sweep selec- 
tion. Calibrated 
A sweeps from 
50 ns /div to 
0.5 s /div; B sweeps 
from 50 ns /div 
to 50 ms /div; vari- 
able control for up 
to 2.5 to 1 reduc- 
tion and 10x 
magnification for 
sweeps to 
5 ns /div. 

Dual time base 
measurements. 
Select either A or 
B sweeps, or both 
alternately with A 
intensified by B. 

B trigger slope 
and level. Use B 
trigger level to 
select B- triggered 
or run -after -delay 
modes: use B 
TRIGGER SLOPE 
to select transitions. 

Your order is toll -free! 
With its 2200 scope line, Tek 

tops them all in quality, perform- 
ance and popular appeal! The 
60 MHz single time base delay 
2213A, the 60 MHz dual time base 
2215A and the 100 MHz dual time 
base 2235 offer unprecedented 
reliability and affordability, plus the 
industry's first 3 -year warranty' 
on labor and parts, CRT included. 

The cost: just $1200 for the 
2213A, $1450 for the 2215A, 
$1650 for the 2235.t Even at 
these low prices, there's no 

scrimping on performance. You 
have the bandwidth for digital and 
analog circuits. The sensitivity for 
low signal measurements. The 
sweep speeds for fast logic fami- 
lies. Delayed sweep, too. All 
scopes are UL Listed and CSA 
approved. 

You can order, or obtain 
literature, through the Tek 
National Marketing Center. Tech- 
nical personnel, expert in scope 
applications, will answer your 
questions and expedite delivery. 

Direct orders include operator's 
manual, two 10X probes, 15 -day 
return policy and worldwide ser- 
vice backup. 

Order toll free: 
1- 800 -426 -2200, 
Ask for Kay. 
In Oregon, call collect: 
(503) 627 -9000. 
Or write Tektronix, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1700 
Beaverton, OR 97075 

Téktronix 
COMMIT TED TO E xf,E l l E NE,E 

Copyright c 1984. Tektronix. Inc Ali rights reserved #TTA-439C tPnce FO.B Beaverton. OR 13 -year warranty includes CRT 
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Probably 
the second 
most important' 
book you can 
turn to for 
guidance. 
Electronics dealers and repair experts know 
they can depend on Philips ECG® Replace- 
ment Semis to fit and to work -reliably. 

And they know they can depend on 
the new ECG Semiconductor Master 
Replacement Guide to save them 
time, money and aggravation when 
ordering the parts they need. 

545 pages. 3,100 ECG Semi- 
conductor types. More than 700 
new products including transient 
voltage suppressors, micro - 
processor ICs, thermal cutoffs, 
solid state relays and more. 

It's the only book of its 
kind you'll ever need this 
year, and you can get it 
from your nearest ECG 
distributor. Just call 
1-800-225-8326 
toll-free for his name 
and phone number (in 
Massachusetts, call 
1- 617 -890 -6107). 

If it's EMIR fits. And it works. 
PhilipsECG 
A North American Philips Company 

CIRCLE 47 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Because they are built to last... 

Global breadboarding sockets 
are guaranteed for a lifetime. 

For more than a decade, Global Specialties'solderless breadboarding has 
set the standard for quality, durability and dependable performance. Now, 
we offer a lifetime guarantee. If a Global breadboarding socket 
fails to perform according to your needs, you merely return 
it to Global Specialties. We will send you a replacement 
free of charge. No questions asked. 

This unconditional guarantee is offered because 
our breadboarding sockets provide outstanding per- 
formance, indefinitely. All of our sockets are made in 
the United States in our own factory, employing the 
latest equipment, manufacturing methods and quality 
control procedures. Each socket and bus strip is mold- 
ed of high quality plastic material to provide superior 
strength and durability. Precision -formed contacts and 
tie -points made from nickel -silver assure excellent 
contact every time. 

Seven sockets and three bus strips are included in our 
QT Series. Our new UBS -100 and UBS -500 models and our 
Experimentor line include socket and bus strip contact 
arrangements in single modular breadboards. 

The industry's largest selection, unmatched 
quality and economy have earned Global solderless 
breadboarding sockets the reputation for being 
number one with professionals, hobbyists and stu- 
dents. Now, the unconditional lifetime guarantee is 
your assurance that when you buy from Global you 
receive maximum durability and trouble -free performance. 
Unlike some manufacturers who require that you purchase by 
mail, our nationwide network of distributors permits you to see 
and inspect our products before you buy. 

See your electronics distributor or for the name of 
your local distributor, call our toll -free "Where To Buy" 
number: 1- 800 -243 -6077. 

Introducing the UBS Series 
Two new solderless bread- 

boarding sockets have been 
added to the Global line. The new 
UBS -100 is now the largest socket 
in the line, with 840 tie -points and 
the smaller UBS -500 has 430 tie - 
points. Each includes two rows of 
bus strips on each side for power 
and ground connections and the 
UBS sockets are made of the 
highest grade plastic material to 
insure maximum resistance to 
warping and breaking. 

GLOBAL SPECIALTIES 
An Interplex Electronics Company 

70 Fulton Terrace 
New Haven, CT 06512 -1819 

(203) 624 -3103 TWX: 710- 465 -1227 

OTHER OFFICES: San Francisco (415) 648 -0611, 
TWX: 910 -372 -7992; Europe: phone Saffron- Walden 
0799 -21682 TLX: 817477; Canada: Len Finkler 
Limited, Downsview, Ontario. 

CIRCLE 33 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Utaulis- 

Electronics publishers since 1908 

THE MAGAZINE FOR NEW 
IDEAS IN ELECTRONICS 

SPECIAL FEATURE 73 HUGO GERNSBACK: A MAN WITH VISION + 

On the 100th anniversary of his birth, Radio -Electronics looks 
back at the life of its founder. Robert A. W. Lowndes 

BUILD THIS 41 COLOR -BAR GENERATOR 
Turn your Atari 2600 into a color -bar generator with this novel 
cartridge Jerry Lawson and Dan McElroy 

57 INFRARED TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER 
This easy -to -build protect lets you add remote control to lust about 
anything Steven M. Margolin 

TECHNOLOGY 4 VIDEO ELECTRONICS 
Tomorrows news and technology in this quickly changing industry. 
David Lachenbruch 

44 CURING STATIC ELECTRICITY 
All about static electricity, and the ways that that dangerous 
phenomenon can be controlled. Elliot S. Kanter 

49 ELECTRONICS AND YOUR HEART 
Learn about the heart. and the role electronics plays in that 
wonder of biology Ray Fish, Ph.D., M.D. 

CIRCUITS AND 
COMPONENTS 

14 DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK 
One gate circuits Robert Grossblatt 

20 NEW IDEAS 
An award -winning protect from one of our readers. 

33 DRAWING BOARD 
Finishing up the sinewave generator. Robert Grossblatt 

66 DESIGNING WITH LINEAR IC'S 
Part 4. Differential and instrumentation amplifiers, and how to use 
them. Joseph J. Carr 

69 CMOS ANALOG SWITCHES 
These IC's offer an elegant solution to what used to be a very 
complicated problem. Robert Grossblatt 

76 HOBBY CORNER 
Some pointers on component specifications. 
Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS 

84 STATE OF SOLID STATE 
A power -supply monitor Robert F. Scott 

VIDEO 86 SERVICE CLINIC 
Fixing the tough ones Jack Darr 

86 SERVICE QUESTIONS 
Radio -Electronics Service Editor solves technicians' problems. 

RADIO 82 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER 
A new era in personal communications. Herb Friedman 

COMPUTERS 53 INTERFACING THE ZX -81 

Part 2. This month we look at the software needed to control the 
interface Neal Bungard 

80 COMPUTER CORNER 
A look at the MTX512 Lou Frenzel 

Following page 80 COMPUTER DIGEST 
A look at IBM compatibility, diagnostic software for disk drives, 
and lots morel 

EQUIPMENT 
REPORTS 

21 lwatsu SS -5702 Dual -Trace Oscilloscope 
30 Regency Model Z30 Programmable Scanner 

32 B&K Model 1851 Frequency Counter 

DEPARTMENTS 12 Advertising and Sales Offices 
112 Advertising Index 

113 Free Information Card 

15 Letters 

90 Market Center 

37 New Products 
6 What's News 

AUGUST 1984 Vol. 55 No. 8 

ON THE COVER 
A color -bar generator is one of those 
pieces of equipment that is needed 
only occasionally. But when that de- 
vice is needed, nothing else will do 
in its place. That is, until now. This 
month we present an inexpensive 
alternative -a plug -in cartridge for 
your Atari 2600 that generates color 
bars and other patterns required for 
proper color -TV alignment. To learn 
more about it, turn to page 41. 

INFRARED COMMUNICATIONS is used these 
days in a wide variety of a remote -control ap- 
plications. This month we'll show you how you 
can add remote control to just about anything by 
building an infrared transmitter receiver pair. 
The story starts on page 57. 

COMING NEXT MONTH 
On Sale August 21 

Sonic Motion Detector. It uses 
sound to detect motion. Great for 
use with a burglar alarm. 
Electronics Measurements in 
Medicine. A look at the electronic 
instruments used to monitor our 
health. 
What's New in Batteries. A look 
at the current state -of- the -art. 
And lots more! 

Radio -Electronics, (ISSN 0033 -7862) Published monthly 
by Gernsback Publications. Inc . 200 Park Avenue South. 
New York, NY 10003 Second -Class Postage Paid at New 
York. N Y and additional mailing offices. One -year subscnp- 
bon rate U S A and U S possessions. $14 97. Canada. 
$17 97 Other countries. $22.47 (cash orders Only payable in 
U S currency) Single copies $1 75 r 1984 by Gernsback 
Publications, Inc Your Own Computer. Your Own Software. 
Computer Digest. and Receiving Satellite Television are reg- 
istered trademarks. All rights reserved Printed in U S.A 

POSTMASTER: Please send address changes to RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS. Subscription Dept . Box 2520. Boulder. CO 
80322 

A stamped self- addressed envelope must accompany all 
submitted manuscripts and or artwork or photographs it their 
return is desired should they be rejected We disclaim any 
responsibility for the loss or damage of manuscripts and or 
artwork or photographs while in our possession or otherwise 

As a service to readers. Radio -Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments Because of possible 

variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers. Radio -Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader -built protects based 

upon or from plans or information published in this magazine 

3 
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VIDEO ELECTRONICS 

DAVID LACHENBRUCH 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 

STEREO TV Sets designed for the new Multichannel Television Sound (MTS) are beginning to arrive, well 
in advance of any substantial amount of MTS broadcasting. The new audio system, called 
BTSC (after the EIA's Broadcast Television System Committee, which selected the stan- 
dards), permits broadcasting in stereophonic sound, as well as on a Separate Audio Program 
(SAP) channel. The mono SAP channel may be broadcast at the same time that stereo is 
being transmitted on the main channel. One of the first uses for the SAP channel may be to 
supply sound in a second language. 

Sound was an important feature in the 1985 -model TV set introductions. RCA introduced 18 
TV sets -fifteen 25 -inch models and three projection sets -with stereo -sound systems and 
built -in multichannel tuning, capable of receiving stereo sound or the separate channel. They 
are relatively high -priced sets, starting at more than $1000. RCA says multichannel sound 
tuning adds $50 to $75 to the price of the set. Zenith chose a different approach. Although it 
introduced only two sets with built -in MTS, 20 of its new models -all of its sets with stereo 
amplifiers -are consumer adaptible with the addition of a special converter (see photo). The 
converter contains a 2- watt -per -channel stereo amplifier and can utilize the TV set's speakers, 
external speakers. or an external audio amplifier. The converter is controlled by the TV set's 
remote control. When stereo and or a SAP soundtrack is being transmitted, the audio system 
in the converter takes over for the set's amplifier. Zenith's converter -amplifier carries a 
suggested list price of $179.95. 

General Electric also has a converter, or adaptor, which is easily attached to the back of 
eight TV models in both its 1984 and 1985 lines. Those sets have much of the stereo circuitry 
built in, along with the needed pilot lights to show when a stereo or SAP program is being 
transmitted. GE's adaptor will sell for less than $100. Panasonic and Quasar both have 
introduced a few high -priced MTS models, as well as relatively low- priced 19 -inch monophonic 
sets designed to receive the SAP and the main channel, for bilingual listening. Zenith 
introduced SAP sets in both 13- and 19 -inch sizes. In addition to its consumer -convertible sets, 
Zenith says more than 3,000,000 of its sets produced since late 1981 may be quickly adapted 
to multichannel sound by a service technician. 

MTS broadcasting may be much slower in coming than MTS sets. TV stations must modify 
their transmitters and add other special equipment. It's doubtful that there'll be much MTS 
broadcasting before mid -1985. 

POLAROID GOES 
VIDEO 

Like its competitor Eastman Kodak, Polaroid has announced it will introduce a combination 
video camera -recorder that uses the new 8mm videocassete later this year. The 8mm 
cassette is about the size of a standard audio cassette and can record for up to 90 minutes. 
Polaroid's camcorder will be made for them by Toshiba, while Kodak's will be built by 
Matsushita (which also will make a similar unit for GE). The Polaroid unit, unlike Kodak's, uses 
a CCD solid -state pickup in place of a tube, and has an optical viewfinder in place of an 
electronic one. As a result, Polaroid's camcorder weighs less than four pounds. making it the 
lighest such combination announced to date. Kodak's model weighs nearly six pounds. 
Kodak's camcorder is due late this summer, Polaroid's before year's end. R -E 
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*HITACHI 
WDATA PRECISION TRIPLETT 

FLUKE AWS HICKOK 

4, 4,h, HITACHI 

- 

1:firetreik, 
LQkiki o: 

V -222 

HI- PERFORMANCE 
PORTABLE 
OSCILLOSCOPES 
ALL FEATURE 6" RECTANGULAR CRT 
Full 2 year Darts & labor warranty. 

77 0.3% Accuracy 
Manual or 
Autorange 

10A + mA Range 
Beeper 

"Touch- Hold" 
Function 

WE CARRY A FULL 
LINE OF FLUKE 
MULTI -METERS. 
IN STOCK NOW 

129® 

0.5% Accuracy 
Manual or 
Autorange 
10A + 300 mA 
Range 
Beeper 

V-422 $599 
DC to 40 MHz, 
1mV /div, dual -trace, 
DC offset function 

V-222 $499 95 

DC to 20 MHz, 
1mV /div, dual- trace, 
DC off. func., Alt. 
magnify function 

V-212 $439 95 

DC to 20 MHz, 
1mV /div, dual -trace 

VIZ tt; 

1 L_ 

d-.- 

V-1050 

1,249 95 

V -1050F 
100 MHz Quad Trace 
w /delay sweep 

V -650F 939 95 

60 MHz Dual Trace 
w /delay sweep 

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE 
PROBES. PROBES $50. A PAIR 
WHEN PURCHASED WITH SCOPE. 
$15 SHIPPING WITHIN 
CONTINENTAL U.S. 

FLUKE 
SERIES 
MULTIMETERS 

Analog Display Rotary Knob Volts AC & 
DC Resistance to 32 MS2 10 Amps Diode 
Test 3200 Counts Fast Autoranging Function 
Annunciators in Display Power -Up Self Test 

2000+ Hour Battery Life w/ Power Down "Sleep 
Mode" New Test Leads VDE & UL Approval 

$9900 

75 

$85® 

73 

0.7% Accuracy 
Autorange Only 
10 Amp Only 

L TOLL FREE NOT LINE 

800'22343474 
212.730 -7030 

26 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10036 

THE TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS 

ELECTRONIC s-- 
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WHAT'S NEWS 

FCC approves system of 
verifying commercials 

The FCC has approved an ap- 
plication by the Audicom Corp. of 
New York. NY, for transmitting tele- 
vision and radio commercials so 
encoded that the identity, source, 
and time of any such transmission 
can be known. The decoded infor- 
mation is automatically transmitted 
to a central computer for immedi- 
ate and continued access by users 
of the system. The encoding uses 
inaudible signals placed in the 
soundtracks of tapes. film, or other 
recordings. 

The system is expected to 
provide advertisers with indisputa- 
ble proof that what they paid for 
actually ran as ordered. It should 
eliminate guesswork and time - 
consuming verification pro- 
cedures- problems that have long 
hampered advertisers' and broad- 
casters' accountability efforts. 

Besides advertising, the new 
system has applications in 
monitoring the use of copyright 

and syndicated materials, and in 
efforts to combat piracy of tapes or 
other recordings. 

Automatic test system 
includes analysis 

A new GE software package, 
known as Test Manager, or TMGR, 
makes it possible to automate al- 
most completely the testing of 
many types of heavy industrial 
equipment. 

Automatic test equipment is 
widely used in the field today. But 
the usual type simply acquires 
data. which then must be analyzed 
and acted on by the technician. 
TMGR handles the routine tests - 
it issues orders to call up remotely 
operated sensors and retrieves. 
stores, and displays data from 
them. 

But unlike older systems. TMGR 
performs detailed engineering 
analyses on the data it receives - 
while the test is still going on 'A 
test engineer gets performance re- 
sults immediately -not after days 

tat SYSTEMS ANALYST micnaei Foley prepares a large compressor for per- 
formance tests at GE's Fitchburg, MA. Turbine and Compressor Department. 
The new software program analyzes the data as it is being collected, thus 
avoiding the days or even weeks of tedious calculations that might otherwise 
be required. 

or even weeks of calculation from 
the raw data: 

Multiple -picture TV 
proposed at conference 

A method of viewing several pic- 
tures on the same TV screen at the 
same time was proposed at the 
18th annual Society of Motion Pic- 
tures and Television Engineers 
(SMPTE) winter meeting by 
Joseph S. Nadan, of Philips Labo- 
ratories. 

That is made possible by a new 
integrated- circuit development by 
N.V. Philips of the Netherlands. 
Called an integrated circuit frame - 
store charge -coupled- device, it 
adds memory to the receiver. 

The multiple picture -in- picture 
(MPIP) would allow a viewer to see 
nine channels at a time on the TV 
screen. Or he could pull up one 
station as the "main" program and 
monitor three others in a strip on 
the side of the screen. Likewise, he 
could fill the screen with one pic- 
ture. leaving only one small box in 
an upper corner of the screen to 
monitor another station. By press- 
ing a button. the small screen 
could become the larger one, and 
vice versa. 

New AM stereo adapter 
receives "All- Four" 

Kahn Consumer Products, Inc., 
of Garden City, NY. has made 
agreements with several AM -ster- 
eo broadcasters to purchase and 
promote a new AM- stereo adapter. 
The adapter will make any car ra- 
dio that receives only the Motorola 
AM- stereo system able to receive 
AM- stereo broadcasts from all four 
of the FCC -accepted AM stereo 
systems. 

A Kahn spokesman said that the 
new product was developed to sat- 
isfy consumer demand. as well as 
to block Motorola's efforts to mon- 
opolize the AM- stereo market by 
capitalizing on Motorola's long- 
standing relationships in Detroit. 

The new adapter is named the 
"All- Four" to indicate that it will con- 
vert single- system Motorola re- 
ceivers to all- system stereo recep- 
tion. In quantities of 1.000 it is 
expected that the "All- Four" can be 
delivered at a price not exceeding 
$6.50. 

US- Israel grants 
for joint research 

The governing board of the US- 
Israel Binational Industrial Re- 
search and Development (BIRD) 
Foundation has approved funds for 
eight research projects to be un- 
dertaken jointly by private corn - 
panies from each country, reports 
the Department of Commerce. 

The eight projects, valued at ap- 
proximately $8.5 million, include 
development of improved, high- 
speed micro- electronic signal pro- 
cessors; an advanced voice -tele- 
phone message system; a com- 
puterized comprehensive training 
program for use in electronics lab- 
oratories; a comprehensive soft- 
ware application package for 
industrial organizations; video 
mapping systems; a polymer 
heart -valve prosthesis; a diag- 
nostic system for the detection of 
parasitic diseases, and finally a 
management software system for 
the printing industry. 

New products from 
space research program 

A long -range basic research 
program aimed at making products 
that cannot be produced on Earth 
was announced jointly by James 
Beggs, administrator of the Nation- 
al Aeronautics and Space Admin- 
istration, and Louis W. Lehr, 
chairman and chief executive of- 
ficer of 3M. The first efforts will be 
directed toward advancing the 
state of the art in processing 
organic materials in a low- gravity 
and high- vacuum environment. 

The first actual space experi- 
ments, which could occur as early 
as this month, will investigate the 
prospects for growing crystals from 
organic materials that cannot be 
crystallized on Earth because of 
gravity. and development of thin 
films with novel properties. 

Answers will be sought in three 
areas of research, says a 3M 
spokesman: "The effects of gravity 
and high vacuum on materials pro- 
cesses we know we can do 
on Earth; processes we know we 
can't do, and some 3M proprietary 
technologies." The results could 
have applications in a wide range 
of fields. 
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The West Coast Alternative! 
FRIENDLY SERVICE - KNOWLEDGEABLE AND COURTEOUS SALES PEOPLE 

4041H ITAC H 

Z - 100 MHz 
*P QUAD TRACE 

RHHITy1050F List Price $159500 

Hitachi Dershi. Ltd. 

$1279 
40 MHz 

DUAL TRACE 
RHHITY422 List Price $88500 

$649 
FLUKE 

60MHz 
TRIPLE TRACE 

RHHITIBSOF List Price $1195 00 

$985 
20 MHz 

DUAL TRACE 
RHHITIR ?2 List Price $69500 

$545 

DYNASCAN 
CORPORATION 

100 MHz 
8 TRACE 

RHBKP1590P List Price $1995.00 

7 47- 4444 
80MHz 47y4QUAD 

TRACE I 
RHBRS List 

$1645 $1145 
60 MHz 

TRIPLE TRACE 
RHBKP1580P List Price $115000 

$1045 

40 MHz 
DUAL TRACE 

RHBKP1MOP List Price $950.00 

$ 795 
DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 

from PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS 
YOUR AUTHORIZED FLUKE 
INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTOR 

_,0S ;4; 
SERIES 70 P Autoranging 

PQ 33/4 Digit With Analog Bar Graph 

Full 3200 count instead of Irre normal 2000 
ULTRA-Fast g bar 

Beeper included 
analo 

in ,ru 15 8 

graph 

77 

True touch and ndk on the 77 

RNFLU73 RNFLU75 RNFLU77 
7% accur 5% accur 3% accur 

$85 $99 $129 
RNFLUC7O Custom Holster (included w /FLU74) I 9.00 
RMFLUC 71 Sott Vinyl Case 

, 

9.00 

8060 SERIES 
4'/2 Digit .05% DMM 

True RMS dBm range (8060 only) 

Relative reference and continuity test 

01 to 200KHz frequency range (8060 only) 

Conductance range One year warranty' 

RNFLU6060A RNFLU8062A 
w/Freq and Continuity Test 4!7 Digit 05 OMM 

$349 $279 
RNFLUAeU 115VAC adaptor /Battery Eliminator S 20.00 
RHFLU60J10 10A Current shunt 30.00 
RNFLUCBO Vinyl carrying case $ 10.00 

Part Umber 

ANBAPlO10 
RNBKP3015 

ANBKP3020 

ANBKP3025 

ANBKP3O30 

ANBKP3300 

Signal G Pulse Generators: 
DsscrÌPUsR UM Price OUR PRICE 

1 MHz Function Generator 
200 KHz Sweep/Function Generator 
2 MHz Sweep/Function with Pulse 

5 MHz Sweep/Function Generator 
5 MHz Sweep/Funcl Lin/Log Sweep 
5 MHz Pulse w /Pulse Burst 

$229.00 8189.95 
$281.00 8995.00 
$394 00 8319.95 
$468.00 3369.00 
5671.00 8549.00 
$390.00 3296.00 

Frequency Counters: 
RNBKP1B05 

RNBRP1822 

RHBRP1851 

RHBKP1855 

80 MHz Frequency Counter 

175 MHz Frequency Cranter 
520 MHz Frequency Counter 
1.2 GHz Frequency Counter 

$290.00 
$450.00 
$575.00 
$750.00 

$229.00 
$325.00 
$459.00 
8599.00 

GSC LP-1 
LOGIC PRODE 
50 nS Response time 
With Pulse and 

Memory Modes! 

AS $50.00 
NEW LOW 

PRICE: 

$19.95 
PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS 

:lbì î enng Aee, Chatsworth, CA 9i311 

Terms (Check VISA. MasterCard or Money Order) Minimum Order is St 5 00 CA residents add 6''r% sales tax 

Prices valid through August 31. 1984 Pre-Pad Orders - Shipping and Insurance 148 States) 

SO to 5500 S 4 50 

5500 to 1000 $1000 
51000 and up $1500 

Credit Card Orders Will Be Charged Appropriate Freight 

VISA 

ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 423 -5922 - CA, AK, HI CALL (818) 709 -5111 
CIRCLE 20 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Wouldn't you like to have a 
new skill you could gall your own? 

Learn audio and video servicing 
training from NRI. 

! 
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You can learn to service and 
repair TVs, stereos, electronic 
musical instruments and ampli- 
fiers, car and portable radios, 
record and tape decks, videocas- 
sette recorders and disc players, 
almost any kind of electronic 
equipment on the market. And 
you can learn to do it at home, 
in your spare time, without quit- 
ting your job or wasting time 
and gasoline on night school. 
NRI will train you, as it has over 
a million and a quarter others, 
with effective methods proven 
over 69 successful years. 

Hands -On Training 
NRI training is practical train- 

ing all the way. Throughout your 
course, you'll perform hands -on 
experience projects that make 
theory come to life and give you 
real understanding. 

Includes Both 25" TV 
And VCR, Plus DMM 

And More 
As part of your training, you'll 

build your own 25" Heath/ 
Zenith color TV, a state- of -the- 
art unit with infrared remote 
tuning, programmable channel 
selection, and the incredible 
space phone for remote calling. 
You also get a front -loading, 
remote -controlled videocassette 
recorder to play your video- 
taped lessons and learn about 
servicing this complex instru- 
ment. 

Practical training on a real state -of- the -art TV, 

VCR or stereo, using professional equipment 

You'll learn troubleshooting 
techniques using a professional 
31/2-digit digital multimeter. 
You'll use it when assembling 
your TV to check demonstration 
circuits you build on the NRI 
Discovery Lab, and in your pro- 
fessional work. It's the equip- 
ment and training you need for 
success. 

Exclusive NRI Training 
On Videotape 

In addition to profusely illus- 
trated lessons, you get NRI Ac- 
tion Videocassettes ... video- 
taped lessons that show you 
graphic presentations of elec- 
tronic systems, vivid closeups of 
servicing techniques and profes- 
sional "shortcuts" to study and 
replay as often as you want. 

Training For Success 
NRI not only prepares you to 

become a top technician, we get 
you ready for independence. 
NRI Video /Audio servicing gives 
you a great new way to earn 

extra money doing part -time 
servicing for appliance and de- 
partment stores -building a 
good- paying, new career with an 
electronics firm ... or even 
starting your own business. You 
can start small, even part -time in 
your basement or garage, make 
the most of your opportunities 
to grow into a successful busi- 
nessman. 

Free Catalog ... Mail 
Card Today 

Send the postage -paid card for 
our free 104 -page color catalog 
describing our courses in full, 
showing all equipment, lesson 
outlines, and career opportuni- 
ties. It also shows other exciting 
courses like Microcomputers, 
Electronics Design, Industrial 
Electronics, Digital Electronics, 
and more. Mail the postage -paid 
card today for your copy. And 

see how you can make 
ill.the most 

4 

of your talent. If card has been 
removed, please write to: 

NRI Schools of 
Electronics 
McGraw -Hill Continuing 

Education Center 
1 3939 Wisconsin Avenue 

Washington, DC 20016 

We'll give you tomorrow 

11 
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WHAT'S NEWS 
continued from page 6 

Remote -controlled VCR 
programs a year ahead 

RCA has introduced a video cas- 
sette recorder that uses a remote - 
control unit to pre -program as 
many as eight programs up to a 
year in advance. The new 
VKP900s wireless infrared remote 
control also activates alpha- 
numeric graphic displays on the 
TV screen to guide the user step - 
by -step through the programming 
sequence, with a screened request 
for each instruction as needed. 

To start programming, the user 
pushes the PROGRAM button on his 
remote control and a "menu" ap- 
pears on the TV screen: 1. Clock 
Set; 2. Normal Program; 3. Daily 
Program; 4. Weekly Program; 5. 
Program review. 

Button 1 enables the viewer to 
set the clock and indicate AM or 
PM, day, month, and year, in re- 
sponse to requests for each piece 
of information. Button 2 is pressed 
to record a one -time program. The 
on- screen graphics ask first for the 
channel desired, and whether AM 
or PM, then for the time to start and 
to stop recording, and finally the 
date. Buttons 3 and 4 will bring 
forth the same queries, and the 
programs listed will then be record- 
ed daily or weekly. The same steps 
can be repeated for seven more 
programs. 

To review what has been pro- 
grammed, press button 5, and the 
screen displays each program in 

storage, pausing about ten sec- 
onds for each. Pressing the CLEAR 
button erases the program dis- 
played at the moment. 

Other features of the VKP900 
include 133 -channel capability, a 
five -head record /playback system 
with "field still" special effects, ex- 
press recording (XPR), and stereo 
recording'playback with high -fre- 
quency noise reduction. The unit 
has a suggested list price of 
$1,295. 

New device dissipates 
charges on spacecraft 

Hughes Research Labs is build- 
ing for the U.S. Air Force a system 
designed to overcome the problem 
of electrical buildup on a space ve- 
hicle. Called the Flight Model Con- 
trol System, it uses a self - 
contained plasma source to dissi- 
pate charges on the spacecraft 
surface to the surrounding space 
plasma, eliminating destructive 
arcing from charged surfaces. 

The system includes three types 
of charging sensors, a plasma 
source, and a microprocessor - 
based controller. 

The sensors are a proton elec- 
trostatic analyzer, two side -by -side 
surface -potential monitors, and a 
transient pulse monitor. Those, re- 
spectively, detect absolute charg- 
ing (relative to space), differential 
charging (relative to the spacecraft 
ground), and pulses generated as 
arcing begins. 

THE RCA VKP900 REMOTE -CONTROLLED VCR. The viewer Is using her unit 
to review the programs stored in the memory. The alphanumeric display also 
assists the viewer in setting the equipment to record one -time daily, or weekly 
programs. 

The plasma source establishes 
a dilute plasma cloud of low -ener- 
gy electrons and ions near the 
spacecraft surface. The ions in the 
plasma transport electrons 
through space to neutralize charge 
imbalance, thus preventing high - 
potential buildups. 

The controller interprets the sen- 
sor outputs, determines if and 
when charging is occurring, and 
controls the discharge device. It 
will include software that can be 
altered from the ground in order to 
permit in -space refinement of the 
charge detection and neutraliza- 
tion operation. 

World's fastest IC's 
use gallium arsenide 

Two new digital integrated cir- 
cuits, a universal shift register, and 
a binary counter, have been intro- 
duced by Harris Microwave Semi- 
conductor Co., of Melbourne, FL. 
Based on gallium arsenide (GaAs) 
technology, they operate at five 
times the speed of the fastest sil- 
icon -based integrated circuits 
available today. 

The speed and miniaturization 
characteristics of the two new 
products are particularly applica- 
ble in very- high -speed signal pro- 
cessing, test instrumentation, 
computing, and telecommunica- 
tions applications. 

1,000 charge cycles 
in carbon -lithium cell 

Matsushita Electric of Osaka, 
Japan, has developed a new 3 -volt 
carbon -lithium battery which as- 
sures at least 1,000 charge -dis- 
charge cycles. Mass production is 
scheduled for late 1984. 

The new battery uses activated 
charcoal for its positive electrode 
and lithium for the negative one. It 

uses a non -aqueous organic elec- 
trolytic solution. A special metal 
material, coupled with lithium, 
forms the negative electrode. The 
new metal absorbs lithium when 
charging, to form an alloy, and 
ionizes lithium when discharging. 

The new coin -type battery, 
R2020, is 20 -mm in diameter and 
2.0 -mm thick. Output voltage is 3, 
in contrast to lead or nickel -cad- 
mium types, whose output has 
been limited to 2 volts. R -E 
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DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK 
Single -gate circuits 

ROBERT GROSSBLATT 

WHENEVER MOST OF US THINK ABOUTCIR- 
cuit- design shortcuts or tricks to make life 
easier, it usually involves taking a handful 
of familiar circuit elements and using 
them in a way not mentioned in the data 
books. Plenty of brainwork goes into sav- 
ing time and energy and, of course, com- 
ponent cost. In general, the slicker the 
trick. the simpler the design and the great- 
er the savings. This month were going to 
look at the simplest design you can possi- 
bly have -one gate! 

For the purpose of this discussion we'll 
be looking at an exclusive -oR (xoR) gate. 
You can use the 4070 CMOS version or, if 
you're into TTL design, you can pick any 
of the 7486 family. The XOR gate is a 
really useful device when you're thinking 
about a one -gate design. But, just how 
much can you do with a single gate? Well. 
let's see. 

with its out being fed to an LED and 
resistor in series. 

The LED's cathode is tied to ground 
through the resistor. When the two inputs 
are equal (both high or both low), the 
output of the gate is low. On the other 
hand, when the inputs are out of phase 
(one high and one low), the gate outputs a 
high. That forward -biases the LED, thus 
causing it to light. Now, if we turn LED 
around and connect its cathode to + V, as 
shown in Fig. 3, it will light when the 
inputs are in phase. What could simpler? 

Another possibility is shown in Fig. 4. 
Here we see that if we replace LED I with 
a tri -color LED and tie it to a point half- 
way up the supply rail, it will be one color 
when the inputs are in phase and another 
color when they're not. Let's see why that 
happens. To understand how the circuit 
operates, we must first look into the mat- 

INPUTS 
B o 

INPUTS OUTPUT 
A B C 

o OUTPUT H H L 

H L H 

L H H 

L L L 

CLOCK 1 o 

CLOCK 2 0 / I 
LEDI 

R1 

1K 

FIG. 2 

CLOCK 1 

CLOCK 2 

R1 

1K 

FIG. 3 

Exclusive -on circuits 
Figure I shows the symbol for the XOR 

gate along with its truth table. The truth 
table shows that its output is low whenever 
both inputs are the same, and high if the 
inputs are different. (That's an important 
characteristic. as we shall soon see.) The 
most immediate use for that truth table is 
to build the world's cheapest phase detec- 
tor. All we have to do is route the two 
signals in question to the inputs of the gate 
and hang an LED on the output. Two 
possible layouts are shown in Figs. 2 and 
3. The Fig. 2 circuit shows an XOR gate 

FIG. 1 

ter of how a tri -color LED works. 
The tri -color LED can be thought of as 

two LED's connected anode to cathode in 
parallel. (It's not quite that simple, but, 
for discussion's sake, we'll use that il- 
lustration.) Anyway, when the voltage is 
negative, one LED will be forward -biased 
and will therefore light (let's say red). But, 
when the voltage is positive (or reversed) 
the other LED will light -this time green. 
The third color (yellow) lights when an 
AC voltage is applied, but we won't get 
into that this time. Now, let's get back to 
our circuit. 

Let's say that the two inputs to our gate 
are in phase (both high). That drives the 
gate output low; that low is then applied to 
the tri -color LED, causing one color to 
light (let's say red). But why not both? 
Remember, only one LED is forward -bi- 
ased at a time, therefore only one will 
light -it's just that simple. Now, we've all 
built "cheapo" oscillators using a pair of 
inverters; but, as you will see, the XOR lets 
us cut the gate count in half! 

Figure 5 shows a clock circuit that we 
can build using just one gate and a re- 
sistor. Although its Operation is reliable, it 

CLOCK 1 

CLOCK 2 

LED 1 

ITRI- COLOR) 

R1 

1K 

R2 

1K 

FIG. 4 

+V o R (SEE TEXT) 

TOUT 

FIG. 5 

is not as stable as an oscillator built from 
two inverters. However, if all you need is a 
clock, try that circuit. 

So that you can understand why it 
works, let's see what is actually going on 
in that circuit. First, let's assume that the 
output of the circuit in Fig. 5 is high. 
Since the B input is tracking the output, it 
will be high as well. If we apply a high to 
input A (making both inputs high), the 
output will go low. That makes input B 

low, thus driving the output high again, 
and the whole cycle starts all over. 

What you can expect to get from that 
circuit will depend on the level of voltage 
( + V) and the resistor value you use. If 
you're using a CMOS gate you will find 
that the output swing is less than you 
would get with a more traditional design. 
The output will only have an amplitude of 
about 80% of the supply. The frequency 
you get will depend on the supply because 
you have a resistor in line and a certain 
amount of time has to go by before input B 

"sees" enough voltage to make the gate 
change states. 

Obviously the value of the resistor is 
going to come into play as well. Experi- 
ment with different values, but make sure 
you stay above 10,000 ohms or so. If you 
use a supply of about 7 volts (a 9 -volt 
battery) and the resistor value is around 
50,000 ohms, you should be able to get 
about 5 MHz out of the gate. 

The actual frequency is also somewhat 
dependent on the IC itself. The propaga- 
tion delay of the gate (the time it takes to 

continued on page 83 
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LETTERS 

Address your comments to: Letters, Radio - Electronics, 

200 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003 

ROBOT PARTS! 
A note for those of you who have purchased 

the "Build Your Own Robot" reprint and have 
had trouble finding the various motors re- 
quired: I have found a new source for all kinds 
of DC motors (including the all- important 
gearmotor for wheels and shoulders) g ) 

at a 
very reasonable price ($24.75). In addition, 
the company carries a host of relays, casters, p y y 
motorized wheel assemblies, and a screw 
jack that extends from 121/2 to 20 inches (for 
those wanting the extendable type manip- 
ulator). For more information, contact: H&R 
Corporation, 401 East Erie Avenue, Phila- 
delphia, PA 19134. Catalog sales: 
215- 426 -1708. 
JAMES A. GUPTON JR. 
Charlotte, NC 
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REPAIR MANUAL NEEDED 
I am 

preamplifier d am in need of a 
C-200 

schematic 
and service manual for it. The preamp was 
distributed in the United States around 
1975 -1980 by the Teac Corporation of Mon - 
tebello, California. Can anyone help me with 
that? I would be willing to pay a fair sum for a 

RONALD 
manual if necessary. Thank you. 

RONALD F. MORRIS 
4823 Canehill Ave. 
Lakewood, CA 90713 

POWER SUPPLIES 
I've just finished reading Mr. Horowitz'sarti- 

de, "How to Design Power Supplies', in the 
March 1984 edition. While I found it to be very 

continued on page /8 

r 
QUALITY COMPONENTS NOT MAIL ORDER "SECONDS' Send S1 LOU postage encl handling 

for FREE COMPLETE CATALOG 
which includes coupon Io, SI 00 OFF purchase 

ARIES ZERO 
INSERTION 
FORCE 
SOCKETS - 
cam actuated. true zero 
Insertion - tin plated solder 
tall pins - capable of being 
plugged into dip sockets, 
Including wire wrap. 

Stock MO. of 
No Pins 1-9 

+'o5s 24 4.94 
, ose 34 5.15 

MY 40 a 41 
'IONS 64 12.02 

10-49 SO 

41.30 43.60 
4.40 4.05 
AM 6.39 

10.18 9.45 
1. I 

rK-ROOLl119- Imrn ela "r" uNITRACRdYaw. Mo K arle0 
2wn.Unapr,oin 22225 14 $.23 

22223 13 .r W 
u 4y oi a wioe 

22226 1820 .2/ 
and bonds C w,e ...POI. W 1 hele 

WILD ROVER 
Touch siech capeute 
0001.100 moton 6 005 wllnoul Ihe 

aa 
f levered *1m E.lraeh last on 

and o6 nd 0,111 lo. nos. Normally open - 
'sled 1 t 5 VAC t 6 amp-30 m4k00m ra- 
s.at*rles - 615 Gus by 160 Inch 
able NNe. 14 106Úp 

c 11091 $1.42 $5.20 

1 

SCREW MACHINED SOCKET 4. 
PINS, loose. packaged on traps of 
log Stock No 1131011 *Older lute 
with goof 000.1 Ion shall Stock No 

gold shell 
11311 is wire %TN, m15 gold 00002 

= .lams. 

toe `k o:'r ' 1 w !eke. Newt. ep mal0 et 100 
sWemell wee a .se e .Y 6.1 05 

11111 11 t r^ 41! ' 
11 ii 10.73 i 

80/40 ROSIN CORE SOLDER 
Stott, Lime. weiinl 

D. 11«11 
1et 

111/6 ,ae 
062 a 5 51 re 
062 25 4 2 39 
002 50 5 4 25 
032 33 15 1 31 
032 88 5 247 
032 175 a 457 

No 
50075 
50016 
50072 
5001a 
50071 
50010 

r 
EKI KITS come 
with all parts 
necessary to 
assemble! 

Stock No. 88844 
TV Jammer Kit "wipes 
our your TV 
screen .... S 7.71 

Stock No 88850 
Whooper Alarm Kit 
makes a great alarm 
or siren $11.33 
MANY, MANY MORE 
KITS AVAILABLE IN 
FULL LINE CATALOG 

The Battery Just Wrap- Tool 
Ne. an.,y po.e,.a 10a00.131. 71sui4tw 

laround 025 w 1n. 
aaetl.,panda u,0 ComWta 
*eh h'.nd+00h 300w0.ne 
6100, No Deee,rotwn A,.r. 
33.0 Bete, lwrwep loot wan hl 

end 100 11.30 Aw(.eve 050 O5 
3341 Feaacemnt b1 10 35 
3342 1p0'í o,. ,.n. poorer.,,. 7 54 
3343 00 
3344 100 n y-moss 

whet. a ,eecwnenl ..,a 1 54 

3345 1001 eÿ p4pypm,,t.,,e 7 54 
1 54 

OK MA 1A AND TaL 
IC INSERTION/ 
EXTRACTION KIT 
incnsorm die IC .irac1Or and 
surtan lo SocomnrodS eN K. 
Fern 14 40 40 pins Tools Itil 
engage cawud va wnacasare 
CMOS Is and mciude around 

MICRO Charts - cobnul 
cnanu onte.. the naso to 

stumble through manual 
and summerwa rwy decoded 
n tsnt accese 200sÿ 

wene?ime an 
0015. cycle timl0. buy 0044.070. 5'c 
!lock Mo. 0515.50. 
23010 280 CPU 
23011 90e04/90e6A 
23012 60021550X1 
23013 6046 and ntsltw 
23014 54/7400 TTL Plnouts 
23015 amok Algoathms 

ro 1035 e1 NO $41.34 

SINTE 

65.95 
5.03 
5.05 5 9 
5.93 
5.95 

IRE 
WRAP 
SOCKETS 
Tin plated 
phosphor bronze 
contact -3 wrap 
Stock 

No No Pin* 1 -9 
11301 e 9.40 
11303 1 .59 
11303 1e .94 
11304 1$ .73 
11305 20 in 
11306 22 1.12 
11307 24 1.25 
1130$ 20 1.52 
11306 40 2.05 

100 
499 500 
s-36 9.30 

.54 .45 

.58 .48 
-66 .55 
.90 75 

1.02 .85 
1.14 .95 
1.38 1.15 
1.86 1.55 

Special of the Month! 
ANTI -STATIC SUO SOX -h- 
30 compnmenls meaooang 1" x 375" 
X 5" dop Emb Burg Bot rote 010,000 
Nght.pin DIPS. 30 fourteen -an 0141.30 
Mxli0npin 0141 of 30 other 01110ll 
components such as Pensltom, diode. 
tselleat networks, Mc The Ifenpsrent 
cower ha. It0UelpdeMgn Irret Mows 
the par to amply one compartment el a 
Ilme A numoenng 531010m on In. cower 
gvea an blust count M ntmemmg KI. 
STOCK MO. DESCRIPTION PRICE 

12503Aa P.eka visor, 

PIN FORMING TOOL 
puts IC's on their F_ j"j D 
'rue row 10 row I¿ 

31 spacing. One side's 
tor. 300 centers, FI'p tool ONE TOOL DOES 
over for devices 8 thru 40 PINS! 
600 centers. Put device 

in tool and Sctueeie sock No. POD, 

Hand Tool 11069 $12.95 
NEW ANTI- STATIC MODEL 10200 $14.05 

SOCKET WRAP lb 
Dw 50e151Sled pluie p.nW g13291 

3an 
j9p. span 

eltnnu t0 meemdnotes In pan 3299 2 en 
tans Sip 600501 bps. 
ww. 

3299 2 n 
ey . ;111,,,? fl.! 

syn. n tor Masao. +3312 K 03M number. 100. 
51011-41001w6 p 
1700131.0001100 0071100/ si pack 

LOW PROFILE DIP SWITCHES 
Mated bottom STOCK No Of 

gold plated_ ,74 15 
OS es 

28 8th SI.. Box 410 C co. Frenchtown. NJ 0882`1 
linyo 

113 

10355 7 150 1 45 

TI LOW PROFILE 
SOCKETS 
Tin plated 
copper alloy 
688 contact pins 
with gas tight seal. 
St «a 100 - 

No No PIne 1 -24 25-99 999 
11201 8 9.10 9.09 9.08 
11202 14 .14 .13 .12 
11203 1e .16 .15 .14 
11204 1$ .18 .17 .15 
11205 20 .20 .18 .18 
112oe 22 .22 .20 .18 
11207 24 .24 .22 .20 
11206 26 .28 .28 .25 

`11209 40 .40 .37 .33_,J 

r OPCOA 
',ogle Dlgd Displays - 
Cathode 
Stock 
No Color r roo 
12082 Red 91.12 S 99 
12085 Green 1.84 1 53 
12087 Yellow 1.92 t 70 
12089 Orange 2.08 1 84 

Roght Angle Sockel ro, Abolr 
Displays 

Stock 
No 1 100 
11010 $1.240.99 

e.o.e:e.e OPTEL LCD's with pins 

Stock No. 47008 Nok Desspiton t 10 
47005 3's dog. 5 8 5.95$ 5.50 
7006 4 dig, 5 5.05 5.50 

Stock No. 47008 47007 4d19'7 11.00 11.00 
B.B:e.B 

,e BB B Stock No. 47007 

r 
BCOtCRflex Breadboard 
systems Basic kd 
Comae With 24 
venous Dual Sockets. 
40 venous Plug 
Slaps. wee and tools 
kit can be used m115 
any of Inn sit Dolma. 

Stock No. D..crlplwn 
03500 Basic cil 
0351 Basic board. 5 5 5 
03506 Inlet SOC -8010 Board. 12 6 75 
03507 0010,010 U4$00 Boma 9.75 t 6 
03504 5.100 Board 10 5 3 
03509 Z80 Board. 7 7 . 7 5 
03510 E u,ocard Board. 6 3 It 3.9 

Pro. 
170.05 

19.50 
64.95 
42.05 
36 95 
39 95 
21 95 

[MmleiCam ' TOLL 800 -526 -5960 ;N s OES 4,:tCMARG25 

FREE in NJ (201) 996-4093 sï+S25s5n5p4at 
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Diskette 
Users... 
When you've 
heard from 
all the 
animals in 
the diskette 
zoo, but you 
need fast 
delivery and 
high quality 
diskettes... 

Call Communications Electronics 
Diskette order desk 

800 -USA -DISK 
In Canada 800 -CAI -DISK 

Choose your brand 

Choose your price 
Product Description 

8" SSSD IBM Compatible 128B/S, 26 Sector 
8" SSSD Shugart Compatible, 32 Hard Sector 
8" SSDD IBM Compatible (128 B/S, 26 Sectors) 
8" DSDD Soft Sector (Unformated) 
8" DSDD Soft Sector (256 B/S, 26 Sectors) 
8" DSDO Soft Sector (512 B/S, 15 Sectors) 
8" DSDD Soft Sector (1024 B /S, 8 Sectors) 
51/4" SSSD Soft Sector w /Hub Ring 
51/4" SSSD Same as above but bulk product 
51/4" SSSD 10 Hard Sector w /Hub Ring 
51/4" SSDD Soft Sector w /Hub Ring 
51/4' SSDD Same as above, but bulk product 
5'4" SSW Soft Sector Flippy (use both sides) 
51/4" SSDD 10 Hard Sector w /Hub Ring 
51/4" DSDD Soft Sector w /Hub Ring 
51/4" DSDO Same as above, but bulk product 
51/4' DSDD 10 Hard Sector w /Hub Ring 
51/4" DSDD 16 Hard Sector w /Hub Ring 
51/4" DSDD Soft Sector w /Hub Ring (96 TPI) 

31/2" SSDD Soft Sector micro-floppy 

For more information 
about this brand call: 

Super Disk 
diskettes lt.ñ 

$0.99 each 

Super Dlek 
Pert # 

CE quell 
100 Fria 

per did IS) 

--- 
1.19 

0.99 

1431-J 

6137-J 

6411-J 

1417-J 

1.44 

1.24 -- 
6411-J 

6417-J --- - 
6501-J 

1.94 

1.74 - -- 
2 84 

Lifetime warranty 
For own WO si tour DWI oo1 

800 -USA -DISK 
II Wain! 313 -973 -1111 

CIRCLE 35 ON FREE 

BASF A 

FAk 
Wabash 

diskettes 
$1.14 each 

CE quit 

BASF 
diskettes w 

$1.54 each 
CE quit 

Wabash 100 Fria BASF 100 Flic 
Put * per dlek ISI PIA # Fur disk (SI 

FI11-J 1 89 

F31A-J 1.89 

F131-J 2.29 

FI4A-J 2.69 

F144-J 2.69 

F145-J 2.69 

FI41-J 2.69 

M11A-J 1.34 

M I 1 A8-J 1.14 

M414-J 1.34 

64174 -J M13A-J 1.59 1.54 

M13AB-J 1.39 

M11111-J 2.59 

M4311-J 1.59 

54150 -J 2.04 M144-J 2.09 

114111-J 1.89 

1144A-J 2.09 

1164A-J 2.09 

M16A-J 2.99 54992 -J 314 

54112 -J 2 74 

e year warranty 
For own lob a tolu) coif 

800 -323 -9868 
II 11111411 312-593-6363 

INFORMATION CARD 

Li /et /m warranty 
Fir own Ill n IAtI ull 

800 -343 -4600 
Is Mluahutt1617-271-4000 

3M 
diskettes I:.p 

$1.59 each 
CE quilt 
loo price 

per Ilsk (t) 
3M 

Part # 

ESSSD -J 194 

8SSBD -J 239 

80300 -J 2 89 

80000- 1024 -J 289 

538D0-11H -J 1 79 

55000 -11L -J 159 

50000 -AH -J 2 24 

50090- 9698 -J 

3SSMD -J 

314 

3 74 

Lifetime warranty 
For rn Ills a 3M call 

800 -328 -9438 
II Mluuute 612-736-9524 
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CE...your best source for diskettes 
For you the diskette buyer, it's ajungle out there. There are 
so many different brands to choose from, you need to go on 
a safari to find a good brand at a reasonable cost. 
Fortunately, CE has already hunted for the best diskettes 
and offers you an excellent choice at a CE price. To save 
you even more, CE also offers bulk product where 100 
diskettes are packed in the same box without envelopes or 
labels. Since we save packaging costs, these savings are 
passed on to you. Diskette envelopes are also available 
from CE. These super strong and tear resistant Tyvee 
envelopes are only $15.00 per 100 pack. Use order # TE -5 
for a 100 pack of 51/4' diskette envelopes. 

Quantity Discounts Available 
Our diskettes are packed 10 disks to a carton and 5 or 10 
cartons to a case. The economy bulk pack is packaged 100 
disks to a case without envelopes or labels. Please order only 
in increments of 100 units for quantity 100 pricing. With the 
exception of bulk pack, we are also willing to accommodate 
your smaller orders. Quantities less than 100 units are available 
in increments of 10 units at a 20% surcharge above our 100 
unit price. Quantity discounts are also available. Order 300 
or more disks at the same time and deduct 1 %; 500 or more 
saves you 2 %; 1,000 or more saves 3 %; 2,000 or more saves 
4 %; 5,000 or more saves 5 %; 10,000 or more saves 6 %; 
50,000 or more saves 7 %, 100,000 or more saves 8 %, 
500,000 or more saves 9% and 1,000,000 or more disks earns 
you a 10% discount off our super low quantity 100 price. 
Almost all our diskettes are immediately available from CE. 
Our efficient warehouse facilities are equipped to help us get 
you the quality product you need, when you need it. If you need 
further assistance to find the flexible diskette that's right for 
you, call the appropriate manufacturers compatibility hotline 
telephone number listed at the bottom of this ad. Dealer 
inquiries invited. 

Verbatim 
diskettes t::ú 

$1.79 each 

Memorex 
diskettes t ú 

$1.84 each 

Verbatim 
Pan # 

CE quint 
100 Price 

Per disk (8) 

Memorex 
Pert # 

CE aunt 
100 Pdu 

Per disk 1ßl 

3062-J 1 94 

3015-J 1 94 

3090-J 2 39 

3102-J 2 89 

3104-J 2 89 

28820 -J 1 79 3481 -J 184 

28821-J 254 3491-J 259 

28823-J 3 44 3501-J 3 49 

6100-J 3 74 

Lifetime warranty 5 year warranty 
For man Iola to WarhuiS call For tan Isle as Meaarla call 

800 -538 -8589 800 -448 -1422 
la Cdlbnh 408-245-4400 MnlgFndsg 9inr4Ps ET 

VI\I I11 0.M11 n,,,.' 

Ultra 
diskettes tun 

$1.89 each 
CE glut 
100 price 

per disk I81 

Ultn 
hin # 

81726-J 1.99 --- --- --- 
82701-J 2 94 

82108-J 2.94 

51401 -J 1.89 

52402-J 2.69 

52401-J 2.64 

52801-J 3 54 

Buy your diskettes from CE with confidence 
To get the fastest delivery of your diskettes, phone your order directly to 
our order desk and charge it to your credit card. Written purchase orders 
are accepted from approved government agencies and most well rated 
firms at a 1 0% surcharge for net 10 billing. For maximum savings, your 
order should be prepaid. All sales are subject to availability, accept- 
ance and verification. All sales are final. All prices are in U.S. dollars. 
Prices, terms and specifications are subject to change without notice. 
Out of stock items will be be placed on backorder or substituted for 
equivalent product at no extra cost to you unless CE is instructed 
differently. A$5.00 additional handling fee will be charged for all orders 
with a merchandise total under $50.00. All shipments are F.O.B. CE 
warehouse in Ann Arbor, Michigan. COD terms are available, in U.S. 

UPS areas for $5.00 extra, and are payable with cash or certified check 

For shipping charges add $8.00 per 100 diskettes and /or any 
fraction of 100 8 -inch diskettes, or $6.00 per 100 diskettes and /or any 
fraction of 100 51/4 -inch or 31 /finch diskettes for U.P.S. ground shipping 
and handling in the continental U.S. UPS 2nd day air rates are three 
times continental U.S. rates. For Canada, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Alaska, 
or APO /FPO delivery, shipping is three times the continental U.S. rate. 

Mail orders to: Communications Electronics, Box 1045, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A. If you have a Visa or Master 
Card, you may call and place a credit card order. Order toll -free 
in the U.S. Dial 800 -USA -DISK. In Canada, order toll -free by 
calling 800 -CA1 -DISK. If you are outside the U.S. or in Michigan 
dial 313-973 -8888. WUI telex anytime 671 -0155. Order today. 
Copyright `1984 Communications Electronics Inc. Ad #062184 

MCOMMUNICATIONS 
ELECTRONICS' 

Computer Products Division 
Box 1045 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 -1045 U.S.A. 
Call toil -tree 800 -USA -DISK or outside U.S.A. 313 -973-8888 

1=111111=11, 
WOK 

wD2 its - 
TDK 

diskettes tñ 
$2.09 each 

Fuji 
diskettes r. 
$2.14 each 

q 
O /)111 
Diskette 

Dysan 

diskettes 1N 

$2.49 each 
CE quit 
100 price 

Per disk (81 
TOM 

Pert # 

CE quit 
100 Pdu 

pr disk (81 

Full 
Pen # 

CE quill 
100 pries 

pr disk 131 

Ouse 
Pert # 

FI-S-J 2 69 F018-128M-J 2 79 80050I-J 

- - - 800605-J 

F20-8-J 3 29 F020-J 3 59 800803-J 

F20-81024-J 3 29 FO2D-1024-J 3 59 800839-J 

11111-84 209 M010 -J 214 801187 -J 

- 

11211-8-J 284 MD2D-J 289 802060-J 

M200-8-J 3 89 M029-96TP1-J 3 94 802067-J 

Lifetime warranty L /fetim warranty 
For tan Ida u Ulln ill For rn Igo u 10k a0 

2 74 

3 19 

3 59 

3 59 

249 

349 

429 

Lifetlm warranty 1 year warranty 
For tan Ian so 1u4 ill For tara Ide n orne call 

408 -728 -7777 800 -645 -6571 800 -223 -6535 800- 552 -2211 
Mnlry -Frllry 9 n -4 pm PT la Mn Park 516 -825 -0100 

CIRCLE 35 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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LETTERS 

continued from page 15 

informative, I did notice several errors omis- 
sions. I admit to some nitpicking, but there 
were enough bonafide errors to warrant the 
time to write this cote. When Mannie talked 
about selecting a diode, he suggested that 
fullwave rectifier diodes would "see twice the 
secondary voltage across it when not con- 
ducting. It will actually "see" twice the center - 
tap voltage, or the full secondary across it 
when turned off. In explaining the choice of a 
proper transformer, he said, 'Add the value 

you get for AT to Re." I'm not sure how to add 
`C to ohms. 

For Fig. 7 -b and the equation for the voltage 
across 01: 

V2 (R2+R3), 
R3 

V2 is not identified. 
"In Fig. 8 we've added," should be Fig. 9. 
Under Crowbar circuits: 'A crowbar circuit 

is used to prevent damage to a regulated 
power supply... ". A Crowbar circuit is used to 
protect the load, not the supply. When a high 
voltage appears across the load, for whatever 
reason, the SCR shorts the supply, thereby 
protecting the load from a possible damaging 

A QUALITY TRIPLE - REGULATED 
POWER SUPPLY AT A LOW, 
LOW PRICE!! NOT A 

KIT! 

This DC triple regulated variable power supply 
has all the features you could ask for plus a full 1 

year guarantee. Fully adjustable from 11/2 VDC to 
35 VDC! Three completely independent supplies 
that offer many advantages! They can be either a 
pos. supply or a neg. supply...they can also be 
stacked in series so that a 5V and two 15V sup- 
plies can total a 35 VDC supply or any combina- 
tion of the three...lafter one of the terminals is 
grounded to give it a reference)... for the first time 
you can now purchase this American made fully 
adjustable power supply at a price that is one - 
half of what you'd expect to pay! 

SPECIFICATIONS 
3 outputs: 

Fixed 5 VDC f 0.2V 
2 variable S11 V to 215 VDC 
Polarity- floating; can be used as pos. or neg. 

Ripple less than 10mV at full load, 
Regulation 51 % no load to full load, 
Line Regulation <0.2% 108 VAC to 135 VAC. 

Current: 
Fixed supply 1.0 amp max. 
Variable supplies 0.5 amp max. 

MODEL PS101 
FULLY ASSEMBLED & TESTED! 

S 

1 
88 
FULL 1 

YEAR 
REPLACE- 

MENT 
WARRANTY 

- Made In The United States - 
Protection built in, current limiting, with 

thermal shutdown. 
Power: 108 -135 VAC. 
Dimensions: 81/4" x 31/4" x 7A" (WxHxD) 
Wood grain finished metal case. 
Weight: 4 lbs., 9 ozs. 
Lighted on /off power switch, easy -to-read 

Voltmeter and large binding posts. 
Warranty: one year full replacement 

warranty from date of purchase. 

DISTRIBUTOR AND REPRESENTATIVE INQUIRIES INVITED 

_ _ 
E.W. ENGINEERING, INC. 

VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED! 
6 Herman Drive, E. Granby, CT06026 O 203/651 -0285 

CIRCLE 81 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

voltage. The supply could be damaged but, 
one hopes, not the load. Quite often a fuse is 
placed in the power supply to protect it from 
excessive current. 

Thank you for your time. I hope my obser- 
vations are of some help. 
ALFRED L. IZATT 
Aberdeen, Washington 

Yes, your observations are of some help - 
not only to turn our faces red but to give us the 
opportunity to correct ourselves. You cannot, 
of course, add 'C to ohms. You should add 
the temperature at which Rc was measured to 
A T The voltage V2 is actually VZ, the Zener 
voltage. if a high voltage is applied across the 
load, both the supply and the load could be 
damaged. A crowbar circuit can protect both. 
(Of course, if the supply is the source of the 

ihigh voltage, all you're concerned about is 
protecting the load.)- Editor 

THANKS 
Since you published my "Suggestions 

Needed" letter in the February 1984 issue of 
Radio -Electronics, I have received a phe- 
nomenal number of responses from readers 
all over. Thanks to them, my dream is a real - 
ity-I now have a 70 -MHz IF amplifier and 
detector made from discrete parts. I would 
like to extend a most heartfelt thanks to all 
those who made it that way for me. 

The response was really great and I have 
Radio -Electronics to thank also. By the way, 
I renewed my subscription for yet another 
year of fantastic articles of electronics innova- 
tion that has become a standard for your 
magazine. Keep up the good work. 
LeROY SMITH 
Wetumpka. AL 

PLEASED WITH COMPUTER 
DIGEST 

I was extremely pleased with your feature 
section ComputerDigest, especially be- 
cause it didn't take any "editorial space" from 
Radio -Electronics. 

With the death of Popular Electronics (I 
know they are now Computers & Electronics), 
you are the last decent electronics magazine 
left on the market. 

I enjoy computers as much as the next 
person, but I also enjoy electronics and as far 
as I'm concerned I have my choice of comput- 
er magazines I can read. 

Thank you for preserving my sanity. 
BOB BROADWAY 
Canoga Park, CA 

CORRECTION: C -GUAM 
STEREO CONVERTER 

I've noticed an error in the parts -placement 
diagram that appeared in the January, 1984 
article, "Build This C -Quam AM Stereo Con- 
verter." In all three parts -placement diagrams 
C17 and C18 listed as 2.2 µF and 4.7 µF 
respectively are interchanged from that of the 
schematic diagram. I assume the schematic 
has them listed correctly. 
DOUGLAS FINK 
Dearfield, Ml 

You are correct. Also note that, as we've men- 
tioned before, lC2 is incorrectly labeled Ql, 
although the package outline is correct. We're 
sorry for any inconvenience we've caused. - 
Editor 
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USEFUL ELECTRONICS FOR THE 
HANDICAPPED 

I read with interest your "Communications 
Corner" column in the July 1983 issue of Ra- 
dio- Electronics concerning electronics aids 
for the handicapped. However, I think that the 
article missed one of the most useful and 
obvious of those aids, namely the closed - 
caption device used by the hearing- impaired 
for watching television. 

Perhaps you could devote a column and a 
construction article for such a device. I can't 
believe it would be that difficult to extract and 
save these characters from horizontal lines 10 

through 13 and display them at the bottom of 
the screen. I would do this myself if I could find 
any literature on the format transmitted, ex- 
actly which lines carry the information, etc. Is 

it ASCII data? I have looked through all the 
reference guides at my library and can find no 
information. If this is a public service for the 
deaf, why isn't any information available? I 

know Sears Roebuck sells a decoder for 
about $300.00, but couldn't a few dollars 
worth of chips do the same thing? 

Two Teletext standards used in the United 
States are NAPLPS and Prestel. Is it possible 
that one of those two standards is being used, 
or is closed- captioning completely different? I 

know closed- captioning doesn't seem to 
work on my NAPLPS decoder (Zenith 
CV -550). 

Please perform a public service and 
provide the technical details if not a complete 
construction project. 
JOHN BUNTING 

INPUT HELP NEEDED 
1 have a 9 -inch Sanyo monitor and a Ball 

monitor, each with separate horizontal and 
vertical sync inputs. Can one of your readers 
help me with the circuit that will allow me to 
input composite video so I can use them with 
my home computer. Thank you. 
WALTER MOORE 
551 Elmwood Drive 
Brandon, MS 

COMPUTERS & RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS 

I thoroughly agree with the opinion ex- 
pressed by Richard Taylor in his letter 
published in the May 1984 issue of Radio - 
Electronics. I had subscribed to Popular 
Electronics almost since its inception, and 
before that, its parent, Radio News, for more 
years than I can remember. However, when 
Popular Electronics switched to its almost 
completely computer- oriented format, I al- 
lowed my subscription to expire. I don't feel I 

left them -they left me! 
Although I do own a Commodore 64, my 

first love is still general electronics and ham 
radio. I am now retired, after about 42 years 
with the Bell System. I would expect to con- 
tinue subscribing to Radio -Electronics as 
long as you see fit to continue the present mix 
of general electronics and computers. I've 
been through a long career in electronics with 
Gernsback publications- Radio -Craft, 
Short -Wave Craft, and Radio -Electronics. 
There are more than enough computer maga- 
zines out there already. Stay as you are -I'll 
stay with you! 
ALLEN L. BARNETT WB2QPM 
Jersey City, NJ R -E 

Now we can 
detect a breast 
cancer smaller 
than this dot. 

At such an early stage, 
your chances of living a 
long, healthy life are ex- 
cellent But we need 
your help. The only 
proven way to detect a 

cancer this small is with 
a mammogram A mam- 
mogram is a low- radia- 
tion x -ray of the breast 
capable of detecting a 

cancer long before a 
lump can be felt. If 

you're over 50, a mam- 
mogram is recommend- 
ed every year If you're 
between 40 and 50, or 
have a family history of 
breast cancer, consult 
your doctor. In addition, 
of course, continue your 

regular sell-exam na 

11 

tons. 

. American Canar Society 

THE 
RIGHT 
STUFF. 

The growth of NTE quality replacement parts has 
been nothing short of astronomical. And the proof 
is in our new 1984 Replacement Master Guide, 
destined to be the standard directory for technicians 
across the country. In excess of 3,000 quality NTE 
types are cross -referenced to more than 220,000 
industry part numbers. 

YOU'LL FIND ALL THE RIGHT STUFF FOR 
REPLACEMENT, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR: 
Transistors Memory IC's 
Thyristors Thermal Cut -Offs 
Integrated Circuits Bridge Rectifiers 
Rectifiers and Unijunctions 
Diodes RF Transistors 
High Voltage Microwave Oven 
Multipliers and Rectifiers 
Dividers Selenium Rectifiers 
Optoelectronic NEW! The Protector 
Devices 6000'" Transient 
Zeners Voltage Protection 
Microprocessors Strip 
and Support Chips 

Look for our Replacement semiconductors in the 
bright green polybags and cartons that list rating 
limits, device type. diagrams and competitive 
replacement right on the package. NTE quality 
parts are available from your local NTE distributor 
and come backed by our exclusive two -year 
warranty. Ask for your FREE NTE Replacement 
Master Guide and take off with NTE! 

za* 
NEW -TONE ELECTRONICS, INC. 

44 FARRAND STREET BLOOMFIELD, NEW JERSEY 07003 
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NEW IDEAS 
Energy -use monitor 

ENERGY CONSERVATION IS BECOMING IN- 
creasingly more important, particularly 
when your trying to save a couple of 
bucks -and who isn't? In fact, it is often 
with thoughts of energy conservation that 
we decide to get rid of an appliance and 
replace it with a new one. But replacing 
old appliances is not always worth the 
expense. The circuit described this month 
will allow you to monitor the time that an 
appliance -such as an old refrigerator 
with worn out insulation -runs. Then, 
with some simple arithmetic you can fig- 
ure the kilowatthours used. 

Multiplying the run -time in hours by 
the appliance load in watts (as printed on 
the appliance) will let you know the kilo - 
watthours used. Armed with that informa- 
tion, it is a simple matter to figure your 
total cost (by multiplying the kilowatt - 
hours by the cost of electricity in your 
area. Now, let's take a look at the circuit. 

How it works 
Figure I shows the schematic of the 

energy monitor. Besides having a low 
parts count, most of the components are 
commonly available. Power for the circuit 
is provided by TI (a 33 -volt transformer) 
and diodes D4D7 (1N4004), which form 
a full -wave bridge rectifier. The rectified 
AC voltage is filtered by capacitor C3. 
The LoAO and CLOCK sockets (SOI and 
SO2 respectively) are connected to the 
primary of the transformer. One side of 
the line cord to socket SOI is passed 

through the center of (handwound) coil LI 
so that they are inductively coupled. 
(More about that coil in a moment.) 

When an appliance is plugged into 
socket SOI and power is turned on, a 
current is induced in LI. That creates a 
potential difference that is then applied to 
the input of the op -amp, ICI, causing its 
output to saturate. Because of the high 
open -loop gain of the op -amp, a few milli- 
volts is all that is needed. Capacitor CI 
and diodes DI and D2 are used to protect 
the input of ICI. 

The output of ICI is then fed through 
resistor RI to the base of NPN transistor 
QI, turning Q1 on. Transistor Q1 provides 
the necessary drive current for relay RYI, 
while capacitor C2 filters the 60 -Hz 
pulses to prevent erratic relay operation. 
When QI is turned on, a signal path to 
ground is provided for RYI, causing its 
contacts to close. With the relay contacts 
closed, current flows to S02, causing the 
clock plugged into that socket to begin 
operation. 

With the components shown, a load 
current of from 6 -8 amps can be 
monitored. Here the limiting factor is the 
size of the line cord and hook -up wire to 
the load socket. None of the components 
are critical, therefore, junkbox parts may 
be used. For instance, coil LI was sal- 
vaged from an industrial power supply 
acquired from a junk dealer. The coil, 
one -inch in diameter, was rewound using 
34 turns of No. 24 stranded hook -up wire. 

rn 

Sod. 
CIOC.K 
50cKET 
CZ 
4l ISO V 

AC 
LOAD 'X 

5OLKT 
FIG.1 

The supply voltage can be varied to match 
the requirement of the components used. 
An ordinary household clock was used 
along with the circuit to find out how 
much the old refrigerator cost to keep 
running. -Sharon Christy 

NEW IDEAS 
This column is devoted to new ideas, cir- 

cuits, device applications, construction tech- 
niques, helpful hints, etc. 

All published entries, upon publication, will 
earn $25. In addition, for U.S. residents only, 
Panavise will donate their model 333 -The 
Rapid Assembly Circuit Board Holder, having 
a retail price of $39.95. It features an eight - 
position rotating adjustment, indexing at 45- 
degree increments, and six positive lock posi- 
tions in the vertical plane, giving you a full ten - 
inch height adjustment for comfortable work- 
ing. 

I agree to the above terms, and grant 
Radio- Electronics Magazine the right to 
publish my idea and to subsequently re- 
publish my idea in collections or compilations 
of reprints of similar articles. I declare that the 
attached idea is my own original material and 
that its publication does not violate any other 
copyright. I also declare that this material has 
not been previously published. 

Title of Idea 

Signature 

Print Name 

Street 

Date 

City State 
Mail your idea along with this coupon 
to: New Ideas Radio -Electronics. 

200 Park Ave. South, 
New York. NY 10003 

Zip 
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS 

lwatsu SS -5702 Dual -Trace model will fill your needs -then you ma 
want to start your shopping by checking 

Oscilloscope 4111111111111k out the SS -5702 from lwatsu Electric Co. 
Inc. (1200 Commerce Road, Carlstadt. 

' ` . NJ 07072). We'll look at its capabilities 

A 20 -MHz, dual -trace A + a 
shortly -after a look at its physical 

model at an r' `! Y 
r1 L. 

characteristics. 
The SS -5702 weighs about 14 pounds. 

attractive price 0 - 
'J v it I-. So although it's not a portable scope (in . r o the sense that you need an AC power out- 

`°e ,. let). it is easy to move around. Its max - 

CIRCLE 101 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
C Ó imum dimensions are less than!! x 7 x 18 

us inches. A comfortable carrying handle is 

included at the side of the scope. and three 
0[i 

THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT MODELS OF bandwidths, and flat panel. LCD -screen, sets of feet (side. back, and bottom) let 

oscilloscopes available today- literally storage oscilloscopes. But what type of you store the unit in any position. 
hundreds. They include low -cost, single- scope are you looking for? The front panel of the scope is domi- 
channel, narrow- bandwidth scopes; dual- If you're in the market for an os- nated by a 8 x 10 cm display. The grati- 
beam, quad -trace scopes with 100 -MHz cilloscope -and a 20 -MHz, dual -trace cule, with I -cm divisions, is internal (to 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

I 
I 9" Composite Video Input CRT Monitor 

Dataproducts D -50 Daisy Wheel Terminal: 
35 Character per second print rate 

RS-232 Input ("Receive-only.. configured' 
300 -9600 Baud rate tor last print speed 
Takes standard Diablo Daisywheels 
Offers 10 pitch and 12 pitch. 

Full 131 carriage width. 
6 & 6 lines per inch. 

These off -lease Daisy Wheel terminals are cleaned and adlustea and read, 

to use Built in the U S by master printer manufacturer DATAPRO 
Ideal for use as a high speed Word Processor Printer 
With data anc min 

CRT Terminals Built by a major OEM. these termi- 

nals include 3 microprocessor boards (Interface CPU 8 

CRT) plus composite video 8 switching power supply 48K 

or rams. 'Ergonomic- design and more Experimenter spec - 

ial. includes Data Keyboard. RS -232 I 0 plus much more 

Seems to be quite powerful 

Parallel, M. Input I/O "Selectric' 
TYPEWRITER/PRINTER These machines have bu 

driver and decoder circuitry and take TEL level. 6 -bit 

character. plus a 4 -bit function input signals. Easily driven 

micro Use as a typewriter with add'I "repeat" circuitry) or 

printer or both. 'Table Top" style case 

RIMY LIMITED 

1 

My Mw 

$ 
00 I 
p. 

Only11 

S289á.1 
Only!! 

. rï 
$ 

001 ll 299 
TESTED AND 
OPERATIONALi 

Op1y11 

S89ä.1 

OUCTS 

NOW ONLY 095 

1 

Requires approx. 12 VDC (a 1 -2A VDC in attractive case 

With schematics 

by most any 

as a KSR 

Only!! 1 

11 
Model SA -400 used. whole untested less power supply '(-4/,;''s n 
F. case Data and schematics included Removed from 

Equipment 

Shugart SA -400 "Mini- Floppy" Drives 

Prices do nor include packaging and shipping 

Wrote or Call for Our Latest Flyer NOW, 'Seleclrte is a registered trademark at IBM Corporation 
1 

Computer 
products & 617/372.8637 riphei ois Sorry No Collect Calls 

Unlimited MasterCard & VISA Accepted 

WAREHOUSE 18 Granite SI Haverhill Mass 01830 
MAIL ORDERS. Boo 204. Newton. New Hampshire 03858 

CIRCLE 68 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

L T ! I I S I :I 
ELECTRONIC EQU PMENT WHOLESALERS AND EXPORTS 

JERROLD 60 CHANNEL 
WIRELESS REMOTE 
CONTROL CONVERTER 
LCC 58 -3 $99 °5 

EXTRA HAND 
REMOTES $19 °5 

PHILIPS 67 CHANNEL WIRELESS REMOTE 
CONVERTER with VOLUME CONTROL and 
MUTEING. FINE TUNING CENTERING. $189°° 

PIONEER 57 CHANNEL WIRELESS REMOTE 
CONTROL with PARENTAL LOCKOUT and 10 
CHANNEL FAVORITE MEMORY RECALL. 
DEALERS WE HAVE VIDEO RECORDERS, 
ENHANCERS, STABILIZERS AND ACCESS. 

12' GALVINIZED RADAR MESH 
SATILITE DISH $1075 °° 
Dealers call for pricing! 

SATILITE RECEIVERS WIRELESS 
REMOTE CONTROL - HIGHEST 
QUALITY $5990° 

RETAIL - WHOLESALE 

305 -981 -1112 305 -981 -1113 

i 
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eliminate parallax error) and it is lighted. 
A front -panel control lets you continu- 
ously vary the graticule brightness. 

Controls and features 
Now that you have an idea of what the 

SS -5702 looks like, let's look at some of 
its capabilities. Perhaps the best way to do 
that is to go through some of the front - 
panel controls. To the left of the CRT are 
the vertical -amplifier controls. Each 
channel has a BNC INPUT jack and a coup- 
ling switch (with AC, oc and GND pos- 
itions) as well as a VOLTS /DIV control that 
allows you to vary the vertical- deflection 

factor from 5 millivolts per division to 10 
volts per division in the familiar 1 -2 -5 
sequence. 

An inner, concentrally mounted control 
can be used to continuously vary the de- 
flection factor. When that control is set in 
its cALibrated position, measurements 
can be made within ±4%. 

A display -position control is also in- 
cluded for each vertical channel. Incorpo- 
rated in that rotary control is a push -pull 
switch that can be used to magnify the 
vertical sensitivity by a factor of five. The 
vertical- deflection factor can then be var- 
ied from I millivolt per division to 2 volts 

Here's one phone book 
worth buying 

...and reading. 
Understanding Telephone Electronics. 
State -of -the -art technology is revolu- 
tionizing telephone communications. 
Enhancing capabilities. Lowering costs. 
Expanding functions. 

Learn why digital systems are replac- 
ing analog. Why cordless phones 
are practical. How cellular mobile 
phones work. 

Fully illustrated, Understanding 
Telephone Electronics is written in 
concise, nontechnical language, 
ideal for self -paced learning. 

To order Telephone Electronics, 
or any other book in the 
Understanding Series;" use 
the coupon below. 

Trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated 

TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 

Creating useful products 
and services for you. 

Please send me: 
Understudies Saw rides: 

Understanding Telephone Electronics - 
(LCB7141) (a Seal 

Cl Understanding Solid -State Electronics -3rd 
edition (LCB3361) (a $6.95 
Understanding Digital Electronics- (LCB3311) in $6 95 
Understanding Microprocessors -(1094023) $6.95 
Understanding Calculator Math- (LCB3321) C $6.95 
Understanding Communications Systems - 
(1C84521) (a :6 95 
Understanding Computer Science- (LCB5471) _(a $6.95 
Understanding Optronics- ILCB5472) (a :6 95 
Understanding Automotive Electronics- 
(LCB5771) ai Se 95 
Understanding Electronic Security 
Systems- (LCB7201) (a 56.95 
Understanding Electronic Control of Energy 
Systems- (LC866421 (a $6.95 
Understanding Electronic Control of 
Automation Systems- (LC86641) _(a $6.95 
Understanding Data Communications - 
ILCB7991) _(a 56.95 

Pries Mail to: 

Sell Study Courus: 
AC Audio iLCB66511AC Test (LCW81661 

D DC Auden 1LC659221DC test (LCW81611 

ír Sa.96 
(a tt4.M 

Texas Instruments 
P.O. Box 3640, M/S 54 
Dallas, Texas 75285 

Add $1.25 per book for postage and handling. Prices 
subject to change without notice. 

Enclose check or money order with sales tax (except 
AK, DE, NH, OR). Foreign orders must be in U.S. 
dollars and include shipping charges. No phone orders, 
please. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 

27-2116 01984 TI RE864 

Iwatsu SS-5702 

OVERALL 
PRICE 

EASE 
OF USE 

INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL 

PRICE/ 
VALUE 

111111111111, 
IM I 11111111, IIR11 
.111119, 
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per division by using the VOLTS /DIV con- 
trol. However, the accuracy of your mea- 
surements decreases to ±5% in the x5 
mode. 

Channel 1 and Channel 2 share a four - 
position V -MODE switch that is used to 
select the vertical operating mode (Chan- 
nel I, Channel 2, dual, and add). In the CH 
I (or CH 2) position, only the signal input to 
Channel I's (or Channel 2's) BNC jack is 
displayed. In the DUAL mode, the signals 
that are input to both channels are dis- 
played. (Chopped or alternate display is 
selected automatically: Below a sweep 
rate of 0.5 ms /division, the chopped 
mode is automatically chosen, while 
above that rate, the alternate mode is 
chosen.) The fourth position selects the 
ADD mode. In that mode, the signals that 
are input to both channels are al- 
gebraically added together. You can also 
determine the algebraic difference of two 
input signals because Channel 2 has a 
POLARITY switch that inverts the polarity 
of the Channel 2 display. Then, when the 
ADD vertical mode is chosen, the dif- 
ference of the input signals (A - B) is dis- 
played. Other controls include trace - 
intensity (INTEN), TRACE ROTATION and 
FOCUS. 

Moving to the horizontal- deflection 
system, we see a POSITION control, a 

TIME/Div, and a continuously variable 
time -per -division control. The sweep rate 
can be adjusted from .5 microseconds to 
.25 seconds -per -division in 18 steps (ar- 
ranged in a 1 -2 -5 sequence on the control). 
Measurements made over the &center di- 
visions are accurate within ± 5%. A ro- 
tary SWEEP LENGTH control doubles as a 

push -pull switch that increases the dis- 
played sweep rate by a factor of five. 
However, measurement accuracy in that 
mode (again over 8 divisions) decreases to 

15%. 
Another group of controls are those for 

the trigger circuit. It includes the LEVEL/ 
SLOPE control that is used to set the trigger 
level -that is, the level of the input signal 
that will cause the sweep to begin, and the 
slope of the input signal that will cause 
triggering. 

The next trigger control is the SOURCE 

switch that is used to select internal trig- 
ger signals (from Channel 1 or Channel 2) 
or an external signal. (A BNC connector 
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is used as the external -signal input.) 
The COUPLING switch selects either TV- 

V or AC (external DC) coupling. TV -V 
coupling is used mainly to view com- 
posite -video signals. The other position 
allows AC coupling (if internal triggering 
is chosen) or DC coupling (if the EXT 
trigger source is chosen). 

The SWEEP MODE toggle switch is used 
to choose between the unit's AUTO and 
NORM sweep modes. In the AUTO pos- 
ition, the sweep can be triggered by sig- 
nals with repetition rates greater than 50 
Hz. In the NORM position, the sweep can 
be triggered by signals that are within the 
frequency range selected by the COUPLING 
switch, including DC. 

The front panel also contains a CAL OUT 
terminal that is the source of a 0.3 -volt P -P 
squarewave at 1 kHz. While the voltage is 
accurate within 3%, the signal cannot be 
used for frequency measurements -the 
frequency of the calibration signal is 
accurate only within 50%. It can, 
however. be used for probe compensation. 

On the rear panel of the SS -5702 are 
several connectors. There is a four -posi- 
tion plug that is used to select the line 
voltage (90 -110, 104 -128, 194 - 238, 
and 207 - 257 volts P -P). A ground con- 
nector and an AC line input connector (a 
cable is supplied with the unit) are also on 
the rear panel, as is the Z-AXIS INPUT BNC 
connector. That Z -axis input is used to 
modulate the intensity of the trace. That is 
very useful for frequency measurements: 
You can compare a signal of unknown 
frequency (applied to the Z-AXIS INPUT 

jack) to an adjustable signal of a known 
frequency (applied to the horizontal am- 
plifier). The unknown frequency can be 
determined by the number of segments 
(or blanks) on the trace and the frequency 
of the known signal. 

An X -Y mode is also available on the 
SS -5702. Applications of the X -Y mode 
include comparing the phase of two sig- 
nals by displaying a Lissajou pattern. 

Usability 
The front panel's neat layout makes 

finding the right control easy -even if 
you've never used the scope before. Not 
only are the controls grouped according to 
function -for example, the TRACE ROTA- 

TION, INTEN, FOCUS, and SCALE-illumina- 
tion controls are all located under the 
CRT) -but a two -tone panel helps make 

the groupings even more evident. 
Two probes are included with the 

SS -5702. Each has a slide switch that se- 
lects attenuation factors of I or 10. A con- 
venient ground lead is located at the tip 
end of the probe. An "arrow tip" (what 
we would call a mini -hook clip) is in- 
cluded as a probe accessory. An adjusta- 
ble capacitor for probe compensation is 
located in the BNC- connector assembly. 

A tilt bail, included at the os- 
cilloscope's base, makes using the unit on 
a work bench easier. 

The instruction manual, although bet- 
ter than some we've come across, is the 

weak point of the SS -5702. It includes the 
usual specifications and operating in- 
structions. Sections on maintenance (in- 
cluding a troubleshooting guide. perfor- 
mance check, and parts -placement 
diagrams) are also included, as are cal- 
ibration instructions, schematics, and a 

parts list. Our complaint about the manual 
is that it is obvious that it is translated 
from the Japanese language. There are 
numerous misspellings, and "sentences" 
with bad grammar. (Magazine editors are 
sensitive to those things.) But the manual 
is usable and shouldn't cause too much 

continued on page 30 
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Good idea! You told us you wanted to build 
larger projects. And, that you needed big- 
ger breadboards to built them. Well, our 

two new A P PRODUCTS All Circuit 
Evaluators are just what you had 

in mind. 
The ACE 245 has 25°/0 more capacity 

than our previous largest bread- 
board. It has a circuit building 

matrix of 4520 solderless, plug - 
in tie -points. And, if bigger 
is better our new ACE 254 

has a circuit building 
matrix of 5424 

solderless tie -points. 
For the 

A P PRODUCTS 
dealer near you 
call TOLL FREE 
800 -321 -9668. 

(In Ohio, call 
collect 

(216) 354 -2101.) 

AP PRODUCTS INCORPORATED 
9450 Pineneedle Dr. Box 540 

Mentor, Ohio 4406C 
(216) 354 -2101 

TWX: 810 -425 -2250 
In Europe, contact A P PRODUCTS GmbH 

Baeumlesweg 21 D -7031 Weil 1 West Germany 
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Professional specs 
IG -4244 Scope Calibrator. 

<1 ns rise time. 0.015% tolerance. 
z 10 -4205 Dual -Trace 5 MHz 
Scope. Low cost, -0mV /cm 
sensitivity 

IT -2232 Component Tracer. 
Checks parts and circuits without 
energizing them. 
E IP -2718 Power Supply. One 
fixed 5 VDC and two adjustable 
20 VDC supplies. 

IG -1271 Function Generator. 
Sine, square, triangle waveforms. 
0.1 Hz to 1 1-Iz. 
© IG -1277 Pulse Generator. 
Pulses from 100 ns to 1 sec width. 

IT -5230 CRT Tester. Tests, 
cleans, restcres CRT's. 

for serious users 
C IM -2264 )MM. True RMS 
readings of AC voltages. Analog 
metering, too. 

C IM -2420 Frequency Countar. 
5 Hz to 512 MHz. 25 mV RMS 
ggLaranteed, 4 to 15 mV typical. 
O.enized oscillator. Has perbc 
and frequency modes, to). 

IM -2215 Hand -held CMM. 
Five DC V ranges. Accuracy: 

3.25% of raading + 1 court. 
» IT -2250 Capacitance Metier. 
199.9 pF to 139.9 mF. 0.2% b3s c 
amuracy. Allo ranging. 
12 10 -4360 Scope and 10A-12rß) 
Tire /Voltage Module. Oi.r 
finest. Triple :race, 60 Ml-z, < 7 is 
rise time. Resolutionary IOA -4200 
controls CRT cursor and mul i- 
fuecticn display. 

A subsidiary of Zenith Electronics Corporation 
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em for pride... some, to save money. 

flx The time you spend at your test bench 
makes you a professional, whether you're 

pursuing a proud hobby...or earning a 

living. 
So don't trust the accuracy of your 

measurements to anything less than the 
instruments that are built and used by 

professionals. Heathkit instruments. 
Our products are designed, from the han- 
dles up, as kits. The parts and chassis are 

a little bigger, more rugged, more accessible. Most have calibration 
standards built in so you can do that job yourself - accurately, conveniently, 
at no charge. This makes our instruments superior to smaller, "disposable" 

varieties that discourage self -servicing. 

Performance is superior, too. Check the specs on our new 10 -4360 
Scope and IOA -4200 Time -Voltage Module. View >90 MHz 

waveforms and get simultaneous cursor -controlled readout 
of Hz, period, pulse width and ± DC voltage! 

Get reacquainted with our full line. Bench, portable and 
hand -held instruments, from lab grade to hard working 

economy models. 

These instruments are built by experienced 
hands. Your hands. So they'll save you 

money, give you confidence and help you 
do a better job. Heathkit instruments. .; Don't trust your pride or money to 

o anything less. 

Heathkit instruments. 
The professional more 

memastiurement 
for your 
money 

® 

Company 

Take another look at the instruments 
you aheJld be building. 

FREE 
COLOR HEATHKIT CATALOG 
Mal this coupon to: 
Heath C3mpany, Dept. 020 -204 
Benton larbor, MI 49022 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 
GX-394 
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At CIE,you get electronics 
career training from specialists. 

If you're interested in learning how to fix air conditioning, 
service cars or install heating systems - talk to some other 
school. But if you're serious about electronics... even earning an 
Associate Degree... come to CIE -The Electronics Specialists. 
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Why trust your education 
and career future to any- 
thing less than a specialist? 

You shouldn't. And you 
certainly don't have to. 

If you talked to some of our 
graduates, chances are you'd find 
a lot of them shopped around 
for their training. They pretty 
much knew what was available. 
And they picked CIE as 
number one. 

Be sure to shop around. 
Because, frankly, CIE isn't for 
everyone. 

There are other options for the 
hobbyist If you're the ambitious 
type -with serious career goals in 
electronics -take a close look at 
what we've planned for you at CIE. 
What you should look 
for first. 

Part of what makes electronics 
so interesting is it's based on 
scientific discoveries -on ideas! 
So the first thing to look for is a 
program that starts with ideas 
and builds on them! 

That's what happens with CIE's 
Auto-Programmed®Lessons. 
Each lesson takes one or two prin- 
ciples and helps you master them 
-before you start using them! 
How practical is the 
training? 

This is the next big important 
question. After all, your career 
will be built on what you can do- 
and on how well you do it 

Here are ways some of CIE's 
career courses help you get your 
"hands -on" training... 
With CIE's Personal 
Training Laboratory... 
you learn and review the basics - 
perform dozens of experiments. 
Plus, you use a 3 -in -1 precision 
Multimeter to learn testing, 
checking, analyzing! 
When you get your own 
5MHz, solid -state 
oscilloscope, you take some 
real professional steps. You use 
it as a doctor uses an X -ray 
machine -to "read" waveform 
patterns...lock them in...study, 
understand and interpret them! 
When you get your Digital 
Learning Laboratory, you'll 

be into digital theory- essential 
training today for anyone who 
wants to keep pace with the state 
of the art of electronics. With 
CIE's Digital Lab, you'll be 
applying in dozens of fascinating 
ways the theory you've learned. 
For example, you'll compare 
analog and digital devices. You'll 
learn to make binary to decimal 
conversions and to work with 
semiconductor devices and 
circuits. You'll see how digital 
equipment is vital to today's 
exciting, growing fields such as 
security... where digital theory 
provides the brains for space -age 
alarm and protective devices. 
You'll build your Microproc- 
essor Training Laboratory, 
a working microcomputer -from 
"scratch." You'll also learn how 
to program and interface it with 
displays, memories, switches, 
and more. 
Earn An Associate Degree 
from CIE. 

One of the best credentials 
you can have in electronics 
-or any other career field - is a college degree. That's 
why CIE gives you the op- 
portunity to earn an 
Associate in Applied 
Science 

in Electronics Engineering Tech- 
nology. Any CIE career course 
can offer you credit toward the 
degree...more than half of the 
number needed in some cases. 

You can also prepare for the 
government-administered FCC 
(Federal Communications 
Commission) Radiotelephone 
License, General Class. It can be 
a real mark in your favor... 
government -certified proof of 
your specific knowledge and 
skills. 
Shop around...but send for 
CIE's free school catalog 
first! 
Mail the card. If its gone, cut out 
and mail the coupon. If you prefer 
to write, mention the name and 
date of this magazine. We'll send 
you a copy of CIE's FREE school 
catalog -plus a complete pack- 
age of independent home 
study information! For your 
convenience, we'll try to have a 
representative contact you to 

answer your questions. 
Mail the card or coupon - 
or write: CIE, 1776 

East 17th St, 
Cleveland, 

OH 44114. 

I 
u 

u 
I 
I Print Name 

1 
1 
I 
I 

= MMEN MI IN IM MI = IIE MIS = =III ME IIM 

GE Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland. Ohio 44114 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

YES... I'm shopping around for the right kind of career training in electronics - 
and CIE sounds well worth lookinginto. Please send me my FREE CIE school 
catalog- including details about the Associate Degree program -plus my FREE 
package of home study information! 

Address Apt. 

City State Zip 

Age Area Code /Phone No / 
Check box for G.I. Bill information: Veteran Active Duty 

MAIL TODAY! RE 90 
29 
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS 

continued from page 23 

confusion. 
Some people might complain that the 

scope should have a polarity switch for 
both vertical channels; or that the calibra- 
tion frequency should be more accurate, 
or that the scope should have provision for 
being powered by, say, 12 volts DC. (That 
is, incidently, an option). But with the 
SS- 5702's list price of $535, we're not 
complaining. R -E 

Regency Scanner Model 
Z30 Programmable 

Scanner 

Listen in on the 
excitement of the 

public- service bands 

CIRCLE 102 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CEI DELIVERS ET 
NOTHING BUT THE BEST- 

AND FOR LESS! 

1 

AWN 
ET REPLACEMENT SEMICONDUCTORS 

ONLY AT CEI 
YOUR COMPLETE ELECTRONIC PARTS 

SOURCE 
1 -800- 543 -3568 1 -800- 762 -3412 

U 
NATIONAL WATS 

CEI z 
° CONSOLIDATED ELECTRONICS INC. 
w 705 WATERVLIET AVE. DAYTON,OHIO 45420 [513] 252 -5602 

TELEX:288 -229 
cc< 

OHIO WATS 
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CIRCLE 18 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

THERE'S A LOT OF ACTIVITY AND EXCITE - 
ment to be found on the VHF and UHF 
bands. Police, fire, government, mobile 
telephone, amateur radio, and many other 
services use that portion of the spectrum 
for communications, and listening in on 
those communications has become a pop- 
ular pastime. 

Because of the wide range of frequen- 
cies we are dealing with, and because 
some exciting activity can be taking place 
on any one or more of those frequencies at 
any time, the most effective way to listen 
in is with a scanning radio. One such 
radio that we recently had a chance to 
examine is the Regency Electronics (7707 
Records St., Indianapolis, IN 46226) 
model Z30 programmable scanner. 

That unit is a programmable 30 -chan- 
nel, three -band, FM scanner receiver. It 
also incorporates a digital alarm clock. It 
can be powered from either the Ill -volt 
line or from a 12 -volt negative -ground DC 
supply such as found in a car, truck, or 
boat. To simplify mobile installation, a 
DC power cord is included. Also included 
is a detachable telescopic antenna. 

The unit is compact, measuring 103/4 x 
2'% x 8% inches, and weighs 23/4 pounds. 
It is housed in a brown plastic case, with a 
simulated wood -grain finish. 

Turning to the receiver itself, it is a 
double -conversion, superheterodyne cir- 
cuit. It receives narrow -band FM com- 
munications over three bands: 30-50, 
144 -174, and 440 -512 MHz. The unit 
boasts a sensitivity that varies by frequen- 
cy from 0.7 to 1.5 µV (12 dB Sinad, 
maximum), and a selectivity of ± 7:5 kHz 
at 6 dB and ± 18 kHz at 50 dB. 

Use 
Aside from an ON /OFF switch and 

VOLUME and SQUELCH slide controls, all 
functions and frequencies are entered 
using a front -panel keypad called the Pro- 
gram Panel. (As you would expect in a 
unit of this type, except for the one used as 
a reference, there are no crystals. Instead, 
a microprocessor- controlled frequency 
synthesizer is used.) 

The keys on the Program Panel are 
grouped into two types: the mode keys and 
the program keys. The mode keys are 
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used to place the unit in one of its various 
modes. They are also used to activate or 
deactivate the unit's special features and 
to control the built -in alarm clock. The 
program keys are used for entering fre- 
quencies and for selecting the 'channel 
number during programming. 

Frequencies, channel numbers, and the 
time of day during periods that the unit is 

turned off, are displayed on a blue vac- 
uum- fluorescent readout. In addition, the 

Regency Z30 

OVERL 
PRICE 
li i' 

EASE 
OF USE 

INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL 

1 p IN, 
PRICE 

VALUE 
E 

1 3 4 5 608 9 10 

readout can display a variety of prompting 
messages to alert the user to a particular 
condition. For instance, if the frequency 
entered is not within one of the bands that 
the unit covers, a FR ERR message is dis- 
played. Also, a variety of annunciators are 
used to alert the user to which special 
functions and features are active. Finally. 
the brightness of the display can be con- 
trolled using the DISPLAY DIM key. 

The unit has three primary modes of 
operation: search, scan, and manual. The 
search mode is used to find new frequen- 
cies. To use that mode, the PROGRAM key 
is pressed and upper and lower search 
limits are entered. Once that is done, the 
search is initiated by pressing the SEARCH 

key. The band of frequencies selected is 
then searched continuously in 5 -kHz 
(VHF) or I2 -kHz (UHF) increments. 

Once you have found a frequency of 
interest, it can be entered into the unit by 
placing it into the manual mode. Entering 
frequencies is a very simple operation. It 
involves merely pressing the MANUAL 
key, entering the frequency using the pro- 
gram keys, pressing the ENTER key, and 
finally entering the channel (from 1 to 30) 
that you want the frequency stored in. 

After you have programmed the fre- 
quencies of your choice, they can be scan- 
ned automatically by using the scan 
mode. That mode is entered by pressing 
the SCAN key. 

The Z30 has several special functions 
that are designed to give the unit max- 
imum flexibility. In the scan mode, you 
may want to delay the resumption of scan- 
ning after activity on a channel has ended 
so that you might hear a reply that might 
otherwise be missed. Pressing the DELAY 
key causes the unit to pause for about 2 

seconds before resuming the scan. In the 

search mode, the DELAY key is used to 
select between a 4- second delay and a 

hold function. If the hold function is se- 
lected. the unit will remain on a pre- 
viously active frequency until either the 
SEARCH or DELAY key is pressed. (Note 
that pressing the DELAY deactivates the 
hold function.) 

Other special functions include a pri- 
ority mode that lets you sample a favorite 
frequency every two seconds during the 
scanning process. Channel I has been set 
aside for that function. A channel -lock- 
out feature lets you force the scanner to 
skip over any channel that you select. 

The manual that accompanies the unit 
is, as you would expect, pretty much just 
an instruction manual. It covers the opera- 
tion of the unit in step -by -step fashion, but 
has little in the way of technical details 
such as theory of operation, schematics, 
parts lists, or parts- placement diagrams. 
In fact, the company discourages any user 
adjustments by stating that such un- 
authorized adjustments will invalidate the 
unit's one -year warranty. One bit of useful 
information that is provided is a list of 
national frequency allocations. The 
model Z30 sells for $269.95. R -E 

continued on page 32 
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aASSOCIATED 
RESEAIICN.INC. 

CJ DATA PRECISION 
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POWER DESIGNS 

YEW 

WESTON 

SOLTEC 
CORPORATION 

Introducing 
the analog /digital 

handheld 
multimeter, 

Fluke 73 

$85 
Analog/digital dsplay 

Volts. IT 10A. diode 
lest 

Autorange 

0 7% basic dc aauracy 
2000+ tour battery Ilk 

3 -year warranty 

Fluke 75 

$99 
Analog /digital display 

Volts. ohms 1OA mA. 

diode test 

Audible continuay 

Autorange, range hold 

0 5% basic dc accuracy 

2000+ hour battery Me 

3 -yrar warranty 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 

Fluke 77 

$129 
Analog /digital display 

Vnits ohms 1OA mA 

d ode lest 

Audible contnuùy 

Touch Hold function 

Aulorange /range hold 

0 3% basic do accuracy 

2000 hour battery Ole 

3-year warranty 

Multipurposelolsteo 

FLUKE 

The Professional Test Equipment Source 

The Instrument Mart 
295 Community ()rive, Great Neck, New York 11021 

(516( 487 -7430 Outside N Y (800) 645 -6535 

Sales, Service, Rental /Leasing Programs 1111 
... and Pre -Owned Test Equipment also Availab le 
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B Model 1851 
Frequency Counter 

This unit is 
suitable for even 

UHF work 

CIRCLE 103 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

VIEW 8 TRACES ON YOUR SINGLE 
OR DUAL TRACE SCOPE WITH THIS 

LOW COST DEVICE!! 

E W 6Yt'r®MGpC 

POWER 

INPUT 

MIN 
AMPLITUDE 

MIN MAX 
SPACING 

1.4 5 -8 1-8 

CHANNEL 
IELECT 

HI LO SAM E 

OUTPUT 

Now you no longer have to spend 
thousands on an expensive multi - 
trace oscilloscope - our single trace 
Hitachi scope combined with this 
module will allow you to view up to 8 
simultaneously occuring analog or 
digital (or both) signals in their real 
time and amplitude relationship. The 
MPX 101 may be used on any oscil- 
loscope, whether single, dual or mul- 
tiple traces. Its low cost makes it a 
particular favorite for designers, test- 
ers, hobbyists and repairmen who 
want to compare and analyze dis- 
played signals in a timing diagram 
format. The controls on the front 
panel of the metal case allow you to 
vary amplitude and spacing of the 
displayed signals. 

MODEL MPX101 
FULLY ASSEMBLED & TESTED! 

SPECIFICATIONS 

NOT 
A 

KIT 

88 
FULL 1 

YEAR 
REPLACE- 

MENT 
WARRANTY 

- Made In The United States - 
Inputs: 8 signals plus ground via 9 

input leads terminated with alliga- 
tor clips 

Bandwidth: ± 1dB to 5 MHz 
Impedance: 10.9 K 
Input Voltage: ± 5V peak (diode 

clamped to ± 5 Volt supplies) 
Output: Staircase waveform summed 

with input signals, 0-800 mV 
full scale 

Step Amplitude: Variable 0 to 150 
mV/ step 

Signal Voltage: Variable 0 to 

150 mV /step @ 5V Input 
Multiplex Rate: Switch selectable, 40 

KHz or 4 KHz 
Impedance: 50 Ohms 
Power: 105 -135 VAC @ 1 V a 
Dimensions: 6.25" x 3.25" x 

4.75" (WxHxD) 
Operating Temperature: 0 -40 °C 
Weight: 1 lb. 10.5 oz. 
Warranty: one year full replacement 

warranty from date of purchase 
Lighted on /off power switch 
Wood grain finished metal case 

DISTRIBUTOR AND REPRESENTATIVE INQUIRIES INVITED 

I I I 

EW.ENGNWEERING, /NC. 

VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED! 
6 Herman Drive, E. Granby, CT 06026 203/651 -0285 

CIRCLE 82 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

NO MATTER WHAT YOUR INTEREST IN 
electronics, and no matter whether that 
interest is as a professional or a hobbyist, 
you're sure to have run across countless 
instances where a frequency counter was 
an absolute necessity. That's not surpris- 
ing, though. when you consider that no 
other instrument will do when you need to 
know the frequency of a signal precisely. 

We recently had the opportunity to look 
over the model 1851 frequency counter 
from B + K Precision. Dynascan Corpo- 
ration (6460 West Cortland St., Chicago, 
IL 60635). 

Features 
The first thing we should mention is the 

unit's wide frequency range. It is capable 
of measuring input frequencies of 5 Hz to 
520 MHz. That means the unit is suitable 
for even UHF work. 

In addition to measuring frequencies, 
the unit can also measure period and total 
the number of times an event occurs dur- 
ing a time interval. In the period mode, 
the counter will measure the period of one 
cycle. in microseconds, of inputs with 
frequencies of 5 Hz to 2 MHz. The period 
mode is particularly useful when working 
with low- frequency signals because it will 
yield much more accurate results when 
working with such signals. It is, of 
course. a simple matter to convert a 

period reading into a frequency. 

B &K 1851 

OVERALL 
PRICE 

EASE 
OF USE 

INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL 

PRICE 
VALUE 

.......," 
3 4 507 8 9 10 

The unit's totalize mode is used to 
count the number of individual events 
over a period of time. That period of time 
can be defined manually by the use of a 

front -panel HOLD switch. In addition, the 
time period can be defined by applying a 

gating signal to the counter via a rear - 
panel connector. Because of the capaci- 
tive coupling of the counter's input. events 
should occur at least 5 times -per -second 
to assure an accurate count. 

Signals are input to the device via one 
of two front -panel BNC connectors. The 
one -megohm CHANNEL A input is used for 
signals from 5 Hz to 80 MHz. For high - 
frequency signals, from IO to 520 MHz, 
the 50 -ohm PRESCALE input is used. 

The display 
Measurements are displayed on an 

eight -digit LED readout. Annunciators 
continued on page 40 
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THE DRAWING BOARD 

Finishing the sinewave generator! 
ROBERT GROSSBLATT 

I HIS MAY SEEM HARD TO BELIEVE, BUT 

we've just about reached the end of our 
discussion on digital sinewave generators. 
This month were going to put a lid on the 
whole thing and take a look at the bits and 

pieces that have to be added to make a 

working unit. If you have been following 
along the last couple of months, you know' 
that all that's left to do is to select an 

oscillator for the front end and a filter for 
the back end. Let's take care of the rest of 
the design and then talk a little bit about 
the advantages that come your way by 
generating sinewaves with digital, rather 
than analog circuitry. 

If you were to single out the most often 
designed (or redesigned) circuit in the his- 
tory of electronics, the oscillator would 
win hands down. The reason for mention- 
ing that is to point out that it would be a 

waste of brain power to sit down and de- 
sign a special one for our application. 

Our requirements are sufficiently sim- 
ple to make use of most existing general - 

purpose oscillator circuits. All we need is 

something that is easily tunable over a 

1000:1 range, has good stability, is 

foolproof, and has a garbage -free output. 
The bells and whistles would include an 

adjustable pulse -width, minimum parts 
count, low power consumption, and so 

on. But first we must select an oscillator! 

Oscillator circuit 
Obviously. the first thing that should 

come to mind is the venerable 555 timer. 
Not only is it easy to use, but the design 
equations are simple to apply. And if 
power requirements are really a problem, 
we can use the CMOS version (7555). 
Both parts also satisfy another unspoken 
design criteria. That is, they are common 
enough to be to be found almost every- 
where except in a box of Cracker Jacks. 

Figure I shows the basic circuit layout 
for an oscillator using a 555 timer. We are 

looking at one IC and four components - 
not a whole lot of parts. Now, there is 

absolutely no doubt (in my mind) that all 
of you out there know everything there is 

to know about the 555; but just to make 
sure. let's go through the circuit, equa- 
tions. and the math. 

The first thing that must be realized is 

that the output duty-cycle will not be ex- 
actly 50%. With the circuit in Fig. I, we 

RI 

K 

R2 
IK 

IE 
Cl 

4-1OpF 

i 

555 

--11.+V 

is 
cZ 
.1 

r 

oGND 

FIG. 1 

capacitor Cl charges up until the voltage 

across it reaches about ;/.1 of the supply. At 
that point the internal transistor turns on 
providing a discharge path for capacitor 
CI through resistor R2, while the flip -flop 
changes states and the IC's output goes 

low. When the capacitor voltage gets 
down to about '/.3 of the supply, the flip - 
flop again changes states and the tran- 
sistor turns off. Capacitor CI starts to 

charge up again through both RI and R2. 
Now that we understand what deter- 

mines the duty cycle of the basic 555 

oscillator. a quick look at some of the 

design equations for the IC will show you 

what has to be done to square up the duty 
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can get extremely close to 50%, but never 
quite reach it. The reason for that is capac- 
itor CI charges up through resistors RI 
and R2. but discharges only through R2. 
If you were to look inside a 555, you 
would see that there's a transistor han- 
dling the discharge half of the cycle and 
that its collector is connected to pin 7 of 
the IC. Its emitter is connected to ground 
and the base sits on the output of an inter- 
nal flip -flop. 

When the output of the 555 is high, 

cycle. Because we're looking at a series 
R -C timing circuit. the equations related 
to the duty cycle will be as follows: 

high time = K(RI + R2)CI 
low time = K(R2)CI 

The "K" in the formula is a constant, 
which we'll get to in a minute. But for 
now. we can ignore it because when we 

calculate the duty cycle, we'll see that 

continued on page 36 
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UNGAR DESOLDERING &SOLDERING 
Special Pricing...Special Free Offer 

Hot VAC Desoldering System 
/ Reg $599.95 

tt.+ 
OUR SPECIAL PRICE 

$37995 

Model 4000 
Built-in vacuum pump eliminates the need for shop air Compact design and portability 
make it ideal for use at any location where there is an AC electrical plug-in outlet 
Self- Contalned, SuperQulet AB Pump: The vacuum pump is not only virtually 
maintenance tree it is remarkably quiet The pump operates only when the handle switch is 
actuated 
Temperature Control: Variable solid-state control that adjusts the tip temperature from 
500 - 1000 F. An electric circuit assures that transient spikes are fully suppressed thereby 
making the system sale for desoldenng voltage- sensitive components. 

Electronic Temperature 
Controlled Soldering System 
with Built -in Controller 
OUR ECIAL 
PRICE 

SP 

.00 

TOLL FREE (800) 645 -9518 

FORDHAM 
260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, N Y 11788 

Model 9100 
Includes base unit with built -in controller, micro-size handle with THERMO-OURIC 
heater. 1/16" *9012 screwdriver tip, sponge and tip tray, sponge. and Iron Holder 
A low cost alternative in an operator -adjustable. temperature controlled soldering 
system. 

Electronic, closed-loop temperature control kir maximum precision Temperature is 
operator -adjustable from 400 F to 800 F Continuous. variable control so you can 
select the exact temperature you need Neon "on -off light Iron Holder can be 
right- or left-hand mounted to accommodate all operators. 

in N.Y. State 800- 832-1446 
ADD FOR SHIPPING AND INSURANCE 

$250.00 .... S4.50 
VISA COD Master Charge $251 .00 to 500.00 8.50 
Money Order N.Y. State residents add 501 .00 to 750.00 ... 8.50 
Check appropriate sales tax. 7 51 .00 to 1000.00 ....12.50 

COD's extra (required 25% deposit) over 1000.00 15.00 

FORDHAM DISCOUNTS DISCOUNT 
PRICES ON HITACHI SCOPES 

We will beat any advertised price 
60 MHz DUAL TRACE 

DELAYED SWEEP 

/sr8ñM/tell One cry 

35 MHz DUAL TRACE SIGNAL DELAY LINE 
Vertical sensitivity 5m V /div to 5V /dm 
and 1 m V /div to 1 V /div with 5X 
amplifier Trigger modes Auto- 
matic, Normal, TV ( +), TV( -). 

REG $895 
OUR PRICE 

$59995 
WITH PROBES 

V-355 F 

TOLL FREE (800) 645 -9518 
VISA' 

260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, N.Y 11788 

High sensitivity 1 mV /div 
(10 MHz) 5 ns /div sweep rate 

3rd channel display (trigger 
view) Variable trigger hold-off 

Full TV trig- OUR PRICE gering Single 
sweep Auto- 
matic focus 
correction. 95 Model 650F 

WITH PROBES 

100 MHz QUAD TRACE 
DELAYED SWEEP 

Large, bright 8x10 cm screen 
Ouad trace operation/Ch1, Ch2, 

A trigger and B trigger High 
sensitivity 500 p V /div (5 MHz) 

Full g 
OUR PRICE triggering 

95 Model V- 1050 -F 

WITH PROBES 

in N.Y. State 800-832-1446 
VISA COD Master Charge 
Money Order N.Y. State residents add 
Check appropriate sales tax. 

COD's extra (required 25% deposit) 

ADD FOR SHIPPING AND INSURANCE 
$250.00 .... $4.50 

$251.00 to 500.00 8.50 
501.00 to 750.00 .... 8.50 
751.00 to 1000.00 ....12.50 

over 1000.00 15.00 
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will beat any advertised price 

Smallest digital multimeter on the market Probe - 
style design makes it ideal for taking measurements in 
hard-to-reach test areas 

3'u-digit pocket -size multimeter 
0 846 Vdc accuracy diode test hFE 
test conductance 10 amps AC and 
DC ranges Autopolanty Auto Zero 

A to-decimal 

B &K PRECISION 
100 MHz FREQUENCY COUNTER OUR PRICE 

MODEL 1803 $ 
REG. $169.95 144 50 1I I 5 Hz to 100 MHz range 8 digit LED 
display Leading zero blanking Low pass 
tiller BNC Connector Input Overflow 
Indicator Battery or AC powered 

Charger /AC Adaptor included with Model 
1803. 

NTSC COLOR BAR GENERATOR 
MODEL 1251 
REG. $995.00 

OUR PRICE 

$ 84995 
Generates a wide variety of test signals and patterns for comprehensive testing 

servicing and adlustment of virtually all types of television and video equipment 
Video patterns include standard NTSC color bars. -IWO. and staircase at two levels 

of burst phase chrominance A full assortment of convergence patterns raster 
colors gated or full field multiburst 

BP DIGITAL 
CAPACITANCE METER 

MODEL DCM -601 
REG. $149.95 

OUR PRICE 

$ 7995 
Digital display easy and correct 

readout High accuracy 100 PPM 
0.5% LSI- circuit provides high 
reliability and durability LCD display 
provides low power consumption. 

FORDHAM 
550 MHZ 
FREQUENCY COUNTER 

OUR PRICE 
MODEL 
FM -8 $14 95 
REG. $199.95 

8 -digit high frequency counter with a 
switch selectable input using single 
BNC Completely assembled Pre- 
Calibrated Pre-tested 

FLUKE 70 73 
Analog Display Rotary Knob 
Volts AC 8 DC Resistance to 32 Mil 
10 Amps Diode Test 3200 

Counts Fast Autoranging Function 
Annunciators in Display Power - 
Up Self Test 2000+ Hour Battery Litfe 
w /Power Down "Sleep Mode' New 
Test Leads VDE & UL Approval 

MODEL 
DM25 

I ikrlil pocket -size multimeter 
u 5% Vdc accuracy diode test 
capacitance continuity beeper 
conductance 10 amps AC and DC 
ranges auto-polarity auto -zero 
auto -decimal 

HITACHI PORTABLE OSCILLOSCOPES 
MODEL V -222 (20 mHz) 
REG. $695.00 

t.. e. 'v' .` __ 
l 

' wamesilaaRlas--. 

MODEL V -422 (40 mHz) 
REG. $895.00 

CALL FOR SPECIAL PRICING 
New senes of scopes provides high performance and light weight Large 6-inch 

rectangular, internal graticule CRT Autofocus circuit and scale illumination DC 
offset funcion Voltage and frequency reading outputs High accuracy - ±3% 

High sensitivity - 1 mV /div. 

LEADER NTSC WAVEFORM MONITOR 
MODEL L80-5860 OUR PRICE 
REG. $2050.00 $ 

Permits displaying vertical inlerval test and reference 
signals by Iront panel line selector 

NTSC VECTORSCOPE 
MODEL LVS -5850 OUR PRICE 
REG. $2050.00 $1850 
Convenient method for observing and measuring the 
relative phase and amplitude of chrominance signal 
components 

VIZ DC TRIPLE POWER SUPPLYST 
MODEL WP-708 
REG. $489.00 
OUR PRICE 

$39995 
NM= , . , , e 4% 

Dual DC Voltmeter Triple DC Power Supply Three separate complen- . 

isolated DC power supplies. two 0 -20V at 0.2A, one lined 5V at 4A. 

w E LLE R SOLDERING STATION 

ATION 
MODEL 

PRICE 
PL EC2000 

OUR 

$ 

SOLDERING ST 

13995 4 
iir OUR PRICE Continuously 

variable tip 
temperature --. from 350 to 850 F Positive 
temperature coefficient sensor inside 

Identical to the EC2000 except LED the tip provides lempera:ure feedback 
Digital temperature readout to maintain tip temperature at a set 

The EC1000 is dial controlled point 

li ' i Accuracy 
Manual or Autorange 
10A + 300 mA Range 
Beeper 

77 

$125°° 
03 %Accuracy 
Manual or Autorange 
10 A + 300mA Range 
Beeper 
'Touch -Hold' Function 

IFORDHAM 
260 Motor Parkway. Hauppauge. N.Y. 11788 

MODEL EC1000 

Master Ctu,pe N Y Stare 
VISA COD resistants am 
Morey Order alpapnate 
Chock sales tu 

COO s atra (replied 25% depop 

ADD FOR SHIPPING AND INSURANCE: 

50-$25000 S 450 
5251 00 to S 50000 S 650 
S501 00 to S 75000 S 850 
0751 00 to $1000 00. 51250 
tuer 5100000 57500 

Free Catalo on Request 

TOLL FREE 

(800) 645 -9518 
In N.Y. State call 800- 832 -1446 
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DESCRAMBLER PARTS 
We stock the exact parts and PC Board for Radio 
Electronic's February Article on building your own 

Cable TV Descrambler. 

#701 PARTS PACKAGE $29.95 
Includes all the original resistors, capacitors. diodes. 
transistors, integrated circuits, coils and IF trans - 

formers (BKAN-K5552AXX). 

#702 PC BOARD $12.95 
Original etched & drilled silk-screened PC Board used 

in the article 

+704 AC ADAPTOR $12.95 
(14 volts DC @ 285MA) 

Both #701 & #702 $39.00 

FREE!! MOW N ItNb Electronics Articl, 
on Whig Var Ow, Coble TV Dcr,lnbl,r with 

ewe proem. 

Add $4.00 huai, & Handling 

TOLL FREE (24 HRS.) 
1 -800- 522 -1500 Ex-t. 708 (Orders Only) 

(gam to 5pm) 1/617- 339-5372 (Information) 

J6GÌ 
ELECTßOlIICS,I1IC. 

P.O. Box 52 
Cumberland, RI 02864 
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DRAWING BOARD 
continued from page 33 

"K" takes care of itself and disappears. 

duty cycle = high time /low time 
= K(RI +R2)Cl /K(R2)CI 
= (RI +R2) /R2 

The duty cycle is controlled by the val- 
ue of the two resistors (RI and R2), so we 
can approximate 50% by making RI 
really small when compared to R2. A 
ratio of up to two or three thousand to one 
is perfectly workable. The frequency of 
the oscillator. as we all know, is just the 
reciprocal of the period (or one divided by 
the period). Rather than just throw for- 
mulas at you. let's briefly reason the 
whole thing out. 

period = high time + low time 
= K(RI +2R2)CI 

The frequency (/) is therefore: 

J'= I /K(RI +2R2)CI 

For the circuit shown in Fig. I, the value 
of 'K' is about .695. That value comes 
about because the 555's internal com- 
parator is set to trigger at 1 of the supply 
voltage. The actual math to derive that 
value is far from being interesting but, if 
you want to. you can check it out in any 
good data book that includes the 555 
timer. You can set the trigger level higher 
by applying a DC voltage to pin 5, but for 
our application it's not needed. Besides, 
we can bypass it with C2 to help make the 
circuit a bit more immune to noise. Now, 
let's move on to the sinewave generator. 

Generator circuit 
The original design criteria we set up 

for the sinewave generator called for an 
output range of 100 Hz to 100 kHz. Since 
the 4018 is dividing by ten. the range of 
the oscillator must be I kHz to I MHz. 
Because the upper limit of the 555 is just 
around I MHz, we should be all right. 

Figure 2 is the layout for the complete 
sinewave generator with all the values 
shown. You can plug your own numbers 
into the formulas we've just described and 
change anything you want. Nothing is en- 
graved in stone and. to tell the truth, you'll 
learn much more if you experiment with 
different value components. 

Potentiometer R3 serves as the frequen- 
cy selector. making the 555 tunable from 
about I kHz to I MHz. I say "about" 
because its impossible to find standard 
value parts that will plug into a formula 
and give you exactly the results you want. 

Resistors R4 through R7 are the famous 
ones we spent so much time examining. 
They determine the shape of the wave 

you're going to get from the 4018. As 
shown, the fixed resistors are set at 10,000 
ohms: and trimmers were used for the 
QI and Qr outputs, because the value we 
want for each of them is calculated to be 
1.617K -not exactly a standard value! 

Not only that, but the strange resistor 
value is correct only if the fixed resistors 
are exactly 10,000 ohms. Since we all 
routinely use 5°k- or 10%- tolerance re- 
sistors, the best thing to do is take two 
10.000 -ohms units, measure them (out of 
circuit), and then do the arithmetic neces- 
sary to find the value for the two trimmers. 
After you set the trimmers, it might be a 
good idea to put a drop of lacquer (or nail 
polish) on the turnscrews to hold them in 
place. 

The output filter is just a l0 -µF capaci- 
tor. It should work well enough to smooth 
the wave out for most applications. 
However, if you feel that it does not fulfill 
your needs, by all means substitute some 
other type filter. Harmonics are not going 
to be much of a problem because they're 
quite a bit above the fundamental frequen- 
cy and they are a good deal smaller in 
amplitude. 

You may wonder what's so great about 
generating sinewaves digitally. Well, 
there are several advantages: good sta- 
bility, low -power requirements, no com- 
plicated R -C setups, and so on. As far as 
I'm concerned though, the biggest advan- 
tage is that you can easily and reliably 
generate frequencies (of any precision) 
even well below I Hz. Since the input 
clock is running ten times higher than the 
output of the 4018, you can produce fre- 
quencies down around .0001 Hz. Try 
doing that with capacitors! 

The output of the whole generator can 
be fed into anything you want from a sim- 
ple buffer to an amplifier: What you use 
depends on what you want to do. An op- 
amp would be great to use as a buffer/ 
amplifier here. Also. we could make the 
gain adjustable. and so on. But wait a 
minute: Op -amps need a bipolar supply 
and all that is available in our circuit is a 
single -sided one! 

That's quite a problem -or is it? R -E 

"John and l had a big row; so all last night 
he played this videotape of our wedding 
ceremony in reverse." 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
For more details use the free 

information card inside the back cover 

TOOL KIT, model JTK -87, is a deep poly- 
ethylene case with a removable document 
portfolio. A recess in the outside of the lid 
accommodates a locking, black, vinyl port- 
folio for documents and schematics. It is se- 

The case measures 174 x 123/4 x 61/2 

inches and also features two removable gate - 
swing pallets. That permits easy access to 
tools, parts, and equipment carried in the 
case bottom. The model JTK -87 is available 

CIRCLE 111 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

cured to the lid with velcro fasteners, and can 
be detached when necessary to do paper- 
work while traveling, or slipped into the case 
for shipping. 

with a selection of over 100 tools, and is 
priced at $509.00. The portfolio case only is 
priced at $189.00 - Jensen Tools, Inc., 7815 
South 46th St., Phoenix, AZ 85040. 

COLOR -VIDEO CAMERA, model CV -301, 
weighs 1.6 lbs and is compatible with all VHS - 
format video -cassette recorders. It is adapta- 
ble to Beta -format video -cassette recorders 
with a standard adapter cable. 
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The unit delivers horizontal resolution of 
270 lines; a minimum required luminance of 
35 Lux; image signal -to -noise ratio of 45 dB: 
video -output signal of 1.0 -volt p -p /75 ohms, 
and an audio- output level of 20 dB (1000 
ohms). 

Other features of the model CV -301 include 
a unidirectional electret condenser micro- 
phone, and f/1.5 manual 3 -to -1 zoom lens 
with 10 30mm focal length, a through -the- 
lens optical viewfinder with in- finder LED to 
indicate recording low -light and power warn- 
ings, and a light balance control to match four 
separate color temperatures. 

The model CV -301 has a suggested retail 
price of $795.00.- Konica, Konishiroku 
Photo Inc. USA Inc., 440 Sylvan Avenue, 
Englewood, Cliffs, NJ 07632. 

POWER SUPPLIES, the PAB -A series, fea- 
turing 31/2-digit LED readouts that are green in 

the voltage mode and red in the current mode. 
They are available in five models, with outputs 
ranging from 350 volts at 0.2 amperes to 5.0 
amperes at 8 volts, with 0.02% regulation. 

TRAIN AT HOME IN SPARE TIME! 
NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED! 

FOR HOME 
OR BUSINESS! 
WXAL..WNEX...NOW 

LEARN HOW TO USE A COMPUTER 
Learn how and why a computer can help you. 
Learn to write your own computer programs. 
See how easy it is to use different programs 
already available. See how they fit into your 
home or business operations...budgeting, real 
estate, bookkeeping, inventories, expenses. 
pricing, profit margins, investments, interest, 
taxes, shopping lists, vacation planning, ad- 
dresses, phone numbers, routing...hundreds 
more including foreign languages, computer 
games and graphics. Never again be at the 
mercy of a so-called "computer expert." Know 
what really happens when you get a computer 
problem from a bank, store, loan company, oil 
company, utility or anyone else. You'll be able 
to talk their language...understand why and 
how things happen...be able to take the offen- 
sive when you're the victim of a computer error. 

EXPERTS SHOW YOU WHAT TO DO, 

HOW TO DO IT...TO MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER 
Everything is explained in easy -to- understand lan- 
guage with plenty of examples. Step-by -step di. 
rections take you through basic computer program 
ming. You learn everything you need to know to use 
the computer. You'll be able to understand computer 
experts and talk their language...storage, systems. 
terminals...you'll learn it all and much. much more 

NOW...ALL THIS IN ONE COURSE! 

Computer Training Computer Programming 
Computer Applications Computer Games 

Find out what you need to 

know about computer operations 

COMPUTER TH 

WITH WITH 
YOUR TRAINING 
Plugs into any TV' 

SEND FOR 

FREE FACTS! 

COMPUTER TRAINING, Dept. DE Oi.i 
Scranton, Pennsylvania 18515 

Please rush me free facts and color brochure 
that tells how I can learn computer applica- 
tions, programming and operation at home in 
spare time. NO SALESMAN WILL CALL. 

Name 

Address 

Lily/State/Zip 

Age 
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The features include constant -voltage or con- 
stant- current operation: remote -voltage pro- 
gramming: overcurrent protection: series or 
parallel operation, auto -ranging in voltage 
mode. and independent external -voltage 
readout using the supply's digital meter. 

The PAB -A series has a design MTBF of 
over 10.000 hours. and prices range from 
5175.00 to S350.00 -Kikusui International 
Corporation, 17819 South Figuerola St., 
Gardenia. CA 90248. 

DIRECT -DRIVE TURNTABLE, model 
DP -15F. is a complete non -contact system 
that senses and corrects for record imperfec- 
tions such as warps. The tonearm provides 
for improved tonearm cartridge matching. be- 
cause it responds to the combined tonearm 
cartridge mass. 
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The DP -15F has a flat -twin direct -drive 
motor. microprocessor-controlled automatic 
operation with front -panel soft -touch controls. 
and magnetic head -speed detection. 

The model DP -15F has a suggested list 
price of S199.00. -Denon America, Inc., 27 
Law Drive. Fairfield. NJ 07006, 

SIGNAL GENERATOR, the model 
LSG -215A. is a programmable synthesized 
AM FM RF signal generator featuring conve- 
nient keyboard control of frequency and out- 
put level Semi-automatic operation is 
available by pre -programming up to 100 dif- 
ferent test conditions Two kilobytes of memo- 
ry stores frequency. output level, and 
modulation data for each test condition. 

The model LSG -215A offers an output -fre- 
quency range of 0.1 to 120 MHz in two bands: 
0.1 to 30 MHz in 100 -Hz steps. and 30 to 120 

continued un page -!U 

Radio- 
Elecirunisi EFfl(dr_d= 

flI(:ITAI RAAQfl TFCTINI(: CAI IQCP_Thie 
18 lesson course, including lesson books, 
cassette tapes, and workbooks, will give you 
the information you need to enter the field of 
test engineering and to learn the latest tech- 
niques used in automatic test equipment. 
Earn your certificate from the Test Engineer- 
ing Institute. Check M.O. Mastercard Visa. 
$450 plus shipping. 10 DAY NO RISK TRIAL. 
Logical Solutions, Inc., 1799 S. Win- 
chester, Suite 201, Campbell, CA 95008. 
(408) 374-3650. 
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VIDEO 

SCRAMBLING 

TEC NNIOUES 

SUBSCRIPTION TV MANUAL. This infor- 
mation packed book details the methods 
used by subscription TV companies to 
scramble and descramble video signals. 
Covers the Sinewave. Gated Pulse. SSAVI 
system, and the methods used by most cable 
companies. Includes circuit schematics, the- 
ory. and trouble shooting hints. Only $12.95 
plus $1.50 first class P &H. Into $2.00, refun- 
dable. RANDOM ACCESS, Box 41770 -R, 
Phoenix, AZ 85080. 
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N\S 
TELTONE'S TRK -957 KIT makes bread- 
boarding a low- power, central office quality 
DTMF detection system easy and inexpen- 
sive. The included M -957 receiver decodes 
12 or 16 digits and operates from 5 to 12V dc. 
Its sensitivity, wide dynamic range, noise im- 
munity, and low power consumption are ideal 
for telephone switching, computer and re- 
mote control applications. Only $24.75. To 
order, call: TELTONE, 1- 800 -227 -3800, 
etx. 1130. 
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CALL NOW 
AND 

RESERVE 

YOUR SPACE 

6 rate $605 per each insertion. 
Reaches 215,460 readers. 
Fast reader service cycle. 
Short lead time for the placement of 
ads. 
We typeset and layout the ad at not 
additional charge. 

Call 212 -777 -6400 to reserve space 
Ask for Arline Fishman. Limited num- 
ber of pages available Mail materials 
to mini -ADS. RADIO- ELECTRONICS. 
200 Park Ave South New York. NY 
10003 

MODERN ELECTRICS. Miniature souvenir 
of the first publication ever produced by Gems- 
back Publications. This issue appeared in 
April 1908 -dust 75 years ago. You can own 
your own reprint of this unique first edition for 
lust $2.50 plus 75c P &H. It's available from 
R -E BOOKSTORE, Radio -Electronics, 200 
Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003 
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Italia- 
Electronics 

THE ULTIMATE IN 
Wally a Video Switch 
electronic switching 
The Beta Bunny" 

control membrane panel: 
ity: bright LED true 
urious solid oak or 
wood enclosure: 6 

form $99.95, Assembled 
shipping handling. 
2081 -A 3RD ST., 
(714) 788 -2701. 

CIRCLE 22 ON FREE 

d"iii 8101; 
a 

VIDEO SWITCHING. Fi- 
with precision solid state 

and a touch of class. 
features "one touch" 

excellent video clar- 
position indicators: lux 
simulated dark walnut 

inputs and 3 outputs. 
$129.95. Add $4.95 

BETA ELECTRONICS, 
RIVERSIDE, CA. 92507 

INFORMATION CARD 

NOW 

SPACE 
per each insertion. 

readers. 
cycle. 

for the placement of p 

layout the ad at no 

to reserve space. Ask 
Limited number of 

Mail materials to: mini- 
200 Park 

NY 10003. 

- 

Kit ZENITH Z -TAE CABLE T.V. Descrambler. 
Brand new tag along. For Complete informa- 
tion and our Catalog SEND 5.00 to R &M Dis- tion 
tributoou P.O. Box 266 -R15, Boston, 
MASS. utors,9P. 

SHEET METAL WORKER -The 24 TRIOK 
is a Press Brake. Shear and Slip -roll ma- 
chine -perfect for research and development 
or maintenance shops. Over a thousand ma- 
chines world wide in little to the largest com- 
panies. For free literature on this and our 
other sheet metal working machines contact: 
PACIFIC ONE CORPORATION, 513 Superi- 
or Ave. Suite K -410, Newport Beach, CA 
92663, (714) 645 -5962. 
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Bring in those hard to get channels with these 
low priced amateur microwave T.V. receivers. 
HMR Mini -$64.95; HMR Daisy Dish- 
$69.95; Spectra Dish -$89.95; MDS 52 
ROD -$89.95. All systems complete and 
fully guaranteed. Free Shipping. Cable con- 
verters call or write for quantity pricing. Add 
$4.00 for COD orders. Call today. H.M.R. 
Sales, 221 East Camelback, Suite 1, 

Phoenix, Arizona 85012, Phone 602 -993- 
0398. 
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CALL 
AND 

RESERVE 
YOUR 

6 rate $605 
Reaches 215,460 
Fast reader service 
Short lead time 
ads. 
We typeset and 
additional charge. 

Call 212 -777 -6400 
for Arline Fishman. 
pages available. 
ADS, RADIO -ELECTRONICS, 
Ave. South. New York. 

-j 
-` 

SUPERMINI DIGITAL MULTIMETER -8 
Functions: 23 ranges; 0,5 %- 0,8 %; Slim 
Body. 22mm '0,87 ". DC Voltage 100uV to 
1000V. AC Voltage 100mV to 750V. DC Cur - 
rent 100 nA to 10 A. Resistance 100 mit to 20 
Mil. Diode test 1 mAjunction voltage. hfe from 
0 to 1000. 31/2 digits LCD 0,5 "H, AUTO ZERO 
POLARITY, Low Bat. INDICATOR, DIODE 
TEST, Transistor Hie TEST, and CON - 
DUCTANCE. INCL. BATTERY, Vinyl carrying 
case and test leads. MODEL - 108: 0,8 /o, 

$44.95. MODEL -105:0,5°ío, $54.95. RENAU 
ELECTRONIC LABRATORY, 8465 Canoga 
Avenue, Canoga Park, Calif. 91304, 
818-341 -1994 - Telex 888 277. 
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FREE 1984 ELECTRONIC TOOL & IN- 
STRUMENT CATALOG is packed with over 
5,000 quality technical products for assem- 
bling, testing and repairing electronic equip- 
ment. All products fully illustrated with 
photographs, detailed descriptions and pric- 
ing to allow for easy ordering by phone or 
mail. Most orders are shipped within 24 
hours. 100% satisfaction guarantee. 
CONTACT EAST, 7 Cypress Drive, Burling- 
ton, MA 01803. (617)272 -5051. 
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' MINIATURE W 5% CARBON FILM RE- 
SISTORS offer superior overall performance 
characteristics compared to carbon composi- 
tion resistors - at significant cost savings! EIA 
color coding. 1 ohm thru 10 megohm. $3.75 
per hundred per value. Mastercard, Visa, 
American Express, accepted. Please add 
$2.00 for shipping. California residents add 
6% Sales Tax. No C.O.D. ACORN INDUS - 
TRIAL ELECTRONICS P.O. Box 10846, 
SANTA ANA Ca. 92711. 1300 -D E. Edinger 
Ave., Santa Ana, Ca. 92705. (714) 
547 -8424. 
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FIX YOUR FREQUENCY RESPONSE! The 
P -94 -S Parametric Eq lets you dial up any 
center frequency from 40 Hz to 16 kHz and 
boost or cut anywhere from /6th to 2 full oc- 
taves up to 15 dB. Boosb'Cut, Bandwidth (Q), 
and Frequency are continuously variable for 
perfect correction of amplitude errors. P -94 
(kit) $129, P -94 -SA (assembled and tested) 
$179. M C & Visa -Call or write PHOENIX 
SYSTEMS INC -re3, P.O. Box 628, Man- 
chester, Ct. 06040 (203) 643 -4484. 

CIRCLE 86 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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MHz in 1 -kHz steps. Output4evel range is 
-10 to 120 dBuvolt in 1 -dB steps. 

The model LSG -215A is designed par- 
ticularly for use in the communications indus- 
try, but is a general -purpose signal generator 
as well It is priced at $2,795.00.- Leader 
Instruments Corporation, 386 Oser Ave- 
nue, Hauppauge, LI, NY 11788. R -E 

EQUIPMENT REPORTS 

continued from page 32 

are used to indicate whether the reading is 
in kHz or MHz. Annunicators are also 
used to indicate when a measurement 
(GATE) is being taken and if an overflow 
(ovER) condition exists. The OVER an- 
nunicator lights whenever the range of the 
display is exceeded and one or more sig- 
nificant digits are not displayed. 

The resolution of the display depends 

The 
Professionals 
Choice P S 
"VCR service just got 
faster and better 
with new PIS 

VCR t boards ... 
Like thousands of prcfes.ionals nationwide 

Eve depended pn PIS rbu_lt tuners and 
rticdules for Ifs. Now you can guet the 
pure fast quality rebu Iding 
s?r.ice for VCR boaris!' 

Most Popular Makes 8- Models 
Fast Tumar t nd 

Automatic Update, 

Meets or Exceeds MarLfa_:urer's 
ïpecificatic arts 

Six Month Limited 
Waranty 

il 

lProfessionals' 
PTS.C61' PC RATION 

Box 272 
B oomingtor, N 4402 
(El ?) 824 -9331 

F RE E 
With 

PI'S Price and Tech 

NEW V ÇR s 

repiac m 1 0c 
at tors 
I'S distribu 

national ide 

4 
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upon the frequency of the input signal. 
For signals up to 10 MHz, the maximum 
resolution is 0.1 Hz. For signals from 10 
MHz to 80 MHz the maximum resolution 
is I Hz. For signals higher than 80 MHz, 
the maximum resolution is 10 Hz. Lesser 
resolutions can be switch- selected in four 
decades from the front panel. For in- 
stance, for signals up to 10 MHz, the four 
selectable resolutions are 0.1, 1, 10, and 
100 Hz. All available resolutions are 
shown on a handy front -panel chart. 

All functions and measurements are se- 
lected using front -panel pushbuttons. In 
addition to the connectors and controls 
we've already touched upon, a RESET but- 
ton is provided that can be used to clear 
the counter back to zero. When the button 
is released, a new measurement is taken. 
Also switch -selectable from the front pan- 
el are a x 10 attenuator and a 100 -kHz 
lowpass filter. Those features are available 
whenever a signal is input through the 
CHANNEL A BNC connector. The at- 
tenuator is used to help prevent miscount- 
ing that might be caused by noisy or 
improperly terminated high- amplitude 
signals. The lowpass filter is used to pre- 
vent the miscounting of low- frequency 
signals due to the presence of high -fre- 
quency noise at the input. 

The counter uses a I0 -MHz time base. 
That time base is generated by a tem- 
perature- compensated crystal oscillator 
for excellent temperature and line -voltage 
stability. The specifications for the unit 
claim a temperature stability of ± 

1 part- 
per- million over a range of 0 °C to + 50 °C. 
Line voltage stability is about -*0.1 part- 
per- million for a line- voltage variation of 

IO percent. 
The unit is housed in a rugged steel case 

that measures 3.75 x 9.5 x 12.6 inches; 
the unit weighs 5.31 pounds. In addition 
to making the unit more durable, the use 
of a steel case provides excellent RF 
shielding. 

The manufacturer did a nice job with 
the instruction manual: It covers almost 
everything you need to know to use and 
maintain the unit. Included are sections 
dealing with specifications, operating in- 
structions, circuit descriptions, mainte- 
nance and calibration, parts -placement 
diagrams, available accessories, and war- 
ranty information. You may have noticed 
that we did not list a parts -list or sche- 
matic diagram. That's because those are 
provided in a separate booklet that comes 
with the instrument. 

Note that although there is a handle that 
doubles as a tilt stand, since there is no 
provision for battery power the instrument 
is not really suitable for most field work. 
Our only complaint, and it's a minor one, 
is that no probes were supplied with the 
unit. Those must be purchased separately 
and are available from B + K as outlined 
in the manual. The model 1851 carries a 
suggested retail price of $575.00. R -E 
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PR( \I4I] ffll.11..\sI,\l'PKLCLV LI) NIA I. 
uI test cquipme1t is the color -bar gener- 
ator. It is one o.' those pieces of equipment 
that there is ro substitute for when 
needed. But sirce that is so infrequent. 
the price tags .m those units world ma <e 

most of us squirm. 
But there is ar alternative. In th.s ankle 

we will show }.w a color -bar generator 
that will prodLc color bars. dot ;. cross- 
hatch patterns Lnd lines. And it can ne 
built for less the n 525.(0. 

What make; that possible is 1 device 
that is l )und it over 15 millior house- 
holds: the Atari 2600. That color -graphics 
generator. whir i most people call a vid- 
cogame comp/tor. along with otters that 
are available. can be programmed to pro- 
duce graphics of almost any shape. For 
the sake of this project. it can be pro- 
grammed to produce the same 2raph:cs 
pattern as a conventional color -bar gen.r- 
Jtor, but at only a fraction of the cost. 

This novel cartridge 
for the Atari 2600 lets 

you use that videogame 
computer as a color - 

bar generator. 

The 2600 
What slakes this device practical is the 

popularity of tic 26(X). Considering the 
number of those units that have been so d. 
the odds are i. ellent that either you or 
your children o\.'n one of those machines. 
If not. perhaps a friend would be willing 
to lend you his fir a while. If all else fails. 
those units cal often be bought it a sub- 
stantial discoLrt or even second hand. 

Let's look .a little more closely at the 
26(X). That unit (see Fig. 11 consists of 
three LSI IC's -A 6507 microrrocessor 
(28-pin verson of the popular 6502 
CPU I. a 6532 2AM -1/O -timer array. and a 

custom graphics IC known as a VIC. 
There is some other circuitry. hut those 
three IC's are the heart of the 2600 ga ne 
console. 

The VIC IC and the 6532 a :t as :he 
peripherals to the 6507 CPU. Since :he 
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FIG. 1 -BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE 2600. Three IC's. a 6507 microprocessor, a 6532 RAM -I O -timer 
array, and the VIC graphics IC form the heart of the unit. 

6507 has only thirteen address lines, des- 
ignated AO -Al2. it can address only 8K 
bytes of memory. 

The 2600 uses address line Al2 to se- 
lect whether the peripherals or the ROM, 
which is inside the external cartridge 
(more on that shortly). will be addressed. 
When address line Alt is high (logic I). 
the ROM in the cartridge is selected: 
when address line Al2 is low (logic 0), the 
peripherals inside the 2600 are selected. 

Let's see how the memory of the 2600 
is organized. The VIC is memory mapped 
at addresses 0000H to 002FH ( the H at the 
end indicates that a number is in hex- 
adecimal ). Loading in the right data to the 
right address at the correct instant will 
produce the desired pattern or sound. 

The RAM occupies the addresses from 
0080H to OOFFH. The RAM is used by 
the 2600 for temporary data storage dur- 
ing program execution. The hand control- 
lers and the unit's console switches are 
memory mapped at locations 0280H to 
02FFH. The 6532's internal timer is also 
memory mapped within that range. 

Color -bar cartridge 
The plug -in cartridges used by the 2600 

consists of a printed- circuit board and a 
ROM that contains the instructions, or 
programs, to produce patterns or sounds 
from the game console. The contents of 
the ROM is memory mapped at locations 
1000 to IFFF. When a memory location 
within the ROM is selected by the address 
bus, the contents of that location is placed 
on the the data bus and passed on to the 
6507 CPU. 

The program, which is contained in a 
2732 EPROM. causes the 2600 to ack like 
a test -pattern generator. A TTL inverter 
(74LS04) is used to transform the OE 
signal from the 2600 to the OE signal 
required by the EPROM. A schematic di- 
agram of the color -bar cartridge is shown 
in Fig. 2. The pinout of the device is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

Construction 
The task of building the color -bar gen- 

erator cartridge is very simple and 
straightforward: after all. there are only 
two components in the circuit. A double - 
sided PC board is required. however. The 
patterns for that board are shown in Figs. 4 
and 5. The parts -placement diagram is 
shown in Fig. 6. Note that there is a metal 
shield over ICI. That shield is formed 
from copper foil and simply tack soldered 
to the board. 

Use 
Connect The 2600 as you would nor- 

mally to play a game. Insert the color -bar 
generator cartridge as you would an ordi- 
nary game cartridge, turn the power on, 
and the screen will display a title page. If 
you made your own board and do not have 
a cartridge case, be sure to insert the board 
with the component side up. 

Table I is a listing of the display func- 
tions of the color -bar generator. By de- 
pressing the GAME -SELECT switch you 
move forward through the functions in the 
order they are listed in the table. By de- 
pressing the RESET switch you move back- 
ward through the functions. 

PARTS LIST 

IC1 -2732 EPROM (see text) 
IC2- 74LSO4 inverter 
Miscellaneous: PC board. metal shield, 
plastic case 
The following are available from Video 
Soft. Inc.. PO Box 4242, Santa Clara, 
CA 95050: Color -bar generator car- 
tridge kit, S23.95. plus S1.70 postage 
and handling: assembled unit. S29.95, 
plus S1.70 postage and handling: 
Source -code listing for the EPROM. 
510.00. plus S1.70 postage and han- 
dling. California residents add 6 °a 
sales tax. VISA and MasterCard ac- 
cepted. 

The color -bar display is a close approx- 
imation to the NTSC standard color bar. 
The top colors are grey, yellow, cyan, 
green. magenta. red, blue, and black. The 
bottom colors are a very dark green, 
white, blue, and black. 

The gray -scale pattern produces eight 
shades across the screen, going from 
white to black. That pattern is used to 
check that the television can reproduce 
uniform changes in the luminance ampli- 
tude. The brightness and contrast can be 
adjusted so that all bars are showing 
across the screen. Note: It is not possible 
to turn off the color -burst signal on the 
game console, even with the CoLOR/ 
BLACK -WHITE switch. 

The cross -hatch, dot, vertical lines, 
horizontal lines, and center -cross patterns 
are very useful for checking vertical and 
horizontal linearity on any television, and 
are also useful for checking and aligning 
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FIG. 2 -THE COLOR -BAR CARTRIDGE. This simple circuit allows you to use the 2600 as a color -bar 
generator. 
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FIG. 3 -THE PINOUT of the color -bar generator 
cartridge's card -edge connector. 

convergence on a color television. 
The circle pattern is used to adjust the 

vertical size and linearity. If the vertical 

TABLE 1- FUNCTIONS 
Title Page 
Green Screen 
Red Screen 
Blue Screen 
Low -Level White Screen 
Window 
Wide Vertical Bars 
Circle 
Cross Hairs 
Horizontal Lines 
Vertical Lines 
Dots 
Cross Hatch 
Stair Step (Gray Scale) 
Color Bars 

site and /or linearity are out of adjustment. 
the circle will look like an oval or an egg. 

Wide vertical bars are provided to test 
for smearing or fading of the video signal. 
If all is in order. the bars should appear as 

completely white and black bars. 
If all is normal. the window pattern will 

appear as a white window in a completely 
black background. If the black back- 
ground changes between black and grey at 

the top or bottom of the window. the DC 
coupling or DC restoration between the 
video amplifier and the picture tube is not 
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FIG. 4 -THE COMPONENT SIDE of the double - 
sided PC board is shown here. 
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FIG. 5 -THE FOIL SIDE of the double -sided 
board is shown here. 
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FIG 6- PARTS -PLACEMENT DIAGRAM. The 
dashed box around IC1 is a shield made of cop- 
per foil. That shield is tack soldered to the PC 

board. 

functioning correctly. 
The white screen is used to adjust the 

color circuits to produce a white screen on 
a color television. The red screen is most 
useful in adjusting color purity. If the 
screen is not completely red (that is. if it 
shows other colors around the edges). the 
television should be degaussed (or the 
color -purity magnets will need adjust- 
ment ). R -E 
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ELLIOTT S. KANTER 
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Learn the "shocking' facts 
about static electricity, the damage 

it can do, and how it can be controlled. 

HIDDEN IN YOUR HOUSE, OFFICE, OR GAME 
room is a sinister and silent enemy. It sits 
quietly waiting for the proper moment to 
"zap" either your computer. disks, or vid- 
eogame into oblivion. It has no smell, 
taste. leaves no odor, and can strike in the 
best of homes or offices. That silent killer 
of things electronic is static electricity. It 
strikes without warning, and in the blink 
of an eye can send over 50,000 volts of 
electricity coursing through the sensitive 
electronics of your computer, videogame, 
or data -filled floppy disk. 

None of us would knowingly connect 
sensitive electronics equipment to such a 
large potential surge. but in fact, that po- 
tential is present all over your house, shop, 
office, or den. The problem. while not 
exactly the topic of conversation in polite 
circles, has found its way more than once 
to the pages of a national financial daily 
paper. There. a videogame company was 
quoted as acknowledging the hazard, its 
potential destruction of equipment, and 
then, perhaps in a tongue -in -cheek man- 
ner. suggested that game owners get 
themselves a large, hairy dog and touch it 
before operating their videogame, or han- 
dling a game cartridge. 

While the suggestion does have some 
basic merit. it clearly would be inconve- 
nient to use in an office situation, not to 
mention the obvious requirement to feed, 
water, and walk such an acquisition. 
However, there is hope; and in fact, the 
principles of dealing with this hazard are 
well known. documented, and even sim- 
ple to implement in your office or home 
with little or no extra cost. You need not 
resort to sophisticated devices, or even 
hairy animals. 

Curing 
Static 
Electricity 

For years, hospitals throughout the 
country. and the world for that matter, 
have been forced to deal with static elec- 
tricity and more important, to develop 
techniques to keep it in its place. 

Static electricity is usually produced by 
differing potentials, friction, or the flow 
of gases through tubing at high flow- rates. 
What makes that static -electric formation 
dangerous in the hospital is the effect of a 
discharge of static electricity in the form 
of a seemingly harmless spark in the pres- 
ence of either flammable anesthetic - 
agents or in oxygen- enriched areas. Ob- 
viously, if you were to apply a spark in an 
area rich in fumes or oxygen, a fire or 
explosion would result. 

In order to safeguard the lives of pa- 
tients and health -care personnel, hospi- 
tals embarked on an aggressive program 
of static -electric control that resulted in a 
number of simple cures and a better un- 
derstanding of the problem. Readers de- 
siring more information on that program 
are referred to Document 56A, a complete 
"course" on static -electricity control 
available from the National Fire Protec- 
tion Association, Boston, Mass., for 
about $3.00. 

Static electricity can also cause serious 
problems in a number of other special 
situations. In the munitions industry, for 
instance, electrically ignited devices such 
as blasting caps and primers can be set off 
by static electricity. 

A little closer to home, a variety of 
electronics components, such as MOS 
semiconductor devices (see Fig. 1), are 
extremely static sensitive. Because of 
that, special handling is generally re- 
quired. When working with MOSFET's, 

for example, both the user and the device 
case should be grounded at the same po- 
tential during any handling. During tran- 
sit, all device leads should be shorted 
together. When soldering a device into a 
circuit, the soldering -iron tips should be 
grounded. Finally, the chassis and cabinet 
of any unit using MOSFET devices 
should be grounded. 

In the balance of this article, we shall 
examine the basic principles and rules for 
keeping static electricity in its place, not 
in your sensitive equipment. 

Terms 
To fully understand static electricity 

and how to control it, we have to change 
some of the ways we think about or define 
terms. Normally, when we refer to a con- 
ductor, we would assume that it has a very 
low resistance. An insulator, on the other 
hand, could be thought of as something 
that has a high resistance. Copper wire is a 
good example of a conductor, and rubber 
immediately comes to mind as a typical 
insulator. There are other examples, but 
for the purpose of this article, let's accept 
them as is. 

In things of a static -electric nature, a 
good conductor will have a resistance of 
between 25,000 and 500,000 ohms; in- 
sulators a resistance of over 500,000 
ohms. Typically, the resistance as mea- 
sured from chassis ground to the ground 
pin of the power cord, would be less than 2 
ohms, so we can see the disparity in terms 
and definitions. Another term we might 
want to examine is "isoelectric." Speak- 
ing in terms of static -electricity control, 
that term is defined as a condition wherein 
all objects are at the same potential. 
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Static electric charges 
If you recall from your childhood, rub- 

bing a hard rubber comb with a piece of 
wool "charged" the comb with static 
electricity and enabled you to pick up bits 
of paper in a manner not unlike a magnet 
attracting small metal filings. Likewise, if 
you have carpeting and shuffle your feet as 

you walk, you will have a visual and start- 
ling example of static electricity when you 
touch a metal object such as a door knob. 

Those are examples of static electricity 

being produced by friction, the most com- 
mon cause of static -electric build -up in 
the home or office. Static electricity may 
be generated anytime that two objects rub 
against each other, especially if the ob- 
jects are made of dissimilar materials. 
While the objects are in contact, the elec- 
trons move from one to the other. But if 

FIG. UJC i nc r ux a variety uuCIui UCVIÇCS, 

RAM IC, computers are especially prone to damage from static discharges 

either (or both) of the objects are non- 
conducting, when they separate, the built - 
up charge remains on the non -conducting 
object as it has nowhere to go. An object is 
considered to be strongly charged if it has 

an excess or deficiency of only one elec- 
tron in 100,000 atoms. 

The more perfect an insulator, the lon- 
ger an object will retain its built -up 
charge. If the charge leaks off rapidly, 
there is no problem. If it continues to 
accumulate, the accumulation will be- 
come sufficient at some point to jump to 
some nearby object. That is what causes a 

spark (see Ag. 2). 
A spark may be as long as eight inches, 

or may be too small to see. The energy in 
the spark is given by E = thCV2, where E 
is the energy in joules, C is the capaci- 
tance in farads, and V is the voltage in 
volts. The capacitance for a person is con- 
sidered to be 100 pF. The human body can 
build up some considerable static voltages 
under commonplace situations. For in- 
stance, sitting on a varnished wooden 
stool can generate up to 20,000 volts; a 

walk across the floor can generate up to 
50,000 volts (see Ag. 3). Thus, since volt- 
ages of 50,000 are possible, a person can 
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FIG. 2 -IF A CHARGE DOES NOT LEAK OFF, the accumulation of charge will at some point be 
sufficient to jump to a nearby object. That is what causes a spark. 

FIG. 3 -THE ACT OF WALKING across a wood 
floor is sufficient to build up a charge of up to 
50,000 volts. 

cause a spark with an energy of 0.01 
joule. A spark with that energy level is 
quite hazardous in many situations, as it is 
enough to ignite such chemicals as 
acetone, benzene, alcohol, and propane 
gas under certain circumstances. All of 
those are commonly used in industry, and 
also might be found in the home or work- 
shop. To further complicate matters, if a 
drum of acetone, for instance, is left to sit 
for some time, it too will pick up some 
charge (see Fig. 4). 

The spark caused by a static build -up 
can also cause some less spectacular, but 
quite harmful effects when dealing with 
sensitive electronics or computer equip- 
ment. A static discharge can be quite fatal 
to that data disk you are reaching for to 
load into the computer, or for that CMOS 
IC or a videogame cartridge. 

Besides friction, we do need an at- 
mosphere conducive to static -electric 
build -ups. That atmosphere or environ- 
ment usually consists of a dry, (low -level 
humidity) room. For various reasons, low 
levels of humidity tend to amplify the 
effects of static -electric charge build -ups. 
Keeping that environment in mind, it 
would seem that if we had a controlled and 

humidified atmosphere or environment, 
then we would have taken one important 
step in keeping static electricity in its 
place. 

Think humidity 
Tests have shown that humidity levels 

of fifty percent (50 %) or more tend to 
discourage the formation of static -electric 
build -ups. Hospitals condition their static 
electric critical areas to ensure that the 
humidity does not fall below that level. In 
the home or office, it is essential to first 
determine what the present humidity level 
is before taking any action. Humidity in- 
dicators are available at most discount 
stores and hardware dealers. Frequently 
they are available with thermometers so 
that you can keep track of temperature as 
well as humidity. 

The NFPA suggests that the tem- 
perature be around 72 °F, with a minimum 
humidity level of 50%. The normal 
change in seasons affects the natural hu- 
midity found in a room. During the sum- 
mer or warm months, the humidity level 
in a room could conceivably be consider- 
ably higher than the suggested 50%. Con- 

FLAMMABLE SOLVENT DRUM 

FIG. 4 -SINCE BOTH a drum of solvent and a 
person moving about can accumulate a charge, 
the potential for disaster in an industrial situa- 
tion is great. 

versely, warm heated air present during 
the winter months tends to dry out the 
room. Knowing exactly where you stand 
is quite important in combatting static - 
electric charge build -ups. If your room or 
work area has a humidity level of 60%, it 
is not necessary to reduce it to the level 
suggested by the NFPA. Remember, that 
level is a minimum one where tests have 
shown that static -electric charge build- 
ups are discouraged. Too high a humidity 
level is uncomfortable for both people and 
equipment. 

If the humidity level is too low, we 
would want to add moisture to the air. 
That can be done by using a humidifier to 
add precise amounts of water to the air 
until an acceptable level is reached. Those 
devices vary in size and cost; and if more 
than one area is affected, it might be wise 
to consider a central humidifier that would 
work with the centralized heating and 
cooling system. Conversely, if a room is 
too wet or overly humid (and we would 
define that as being at a level perceived as 
uncomfortable by the occupants of an 
area), then a dehumidifier, a device de- 
signed to remove moisture from the air is 
indicated. Again, we are looking to estab- 
lish an environment that contains at least 
enough humidity (50%) to discourage the 
formation of static -electric build -ups but 
low enough to provide comfortable work- 
ing conditions. 

Typically, we will be removing 
moisture during the warm summer 
months and adding moisture during the 
dry winter months. However, if you live in 
a climate which is excessively dry or wet, 
you should make the needed adjustments 
accordingly. 

In search of a common potential 
Building on our previous definition of 

isoelectric, we can see that we must at- 
tempt to bring all objects to a common 
potential. In pure electrical terms, that 
common potential would be ground; but 
unlike the pure electrical potential, we do 
not want the degree of conductivity that an 
electrical ground would produce. That is 
to say, our definition of conductive must 
follow the requirements for static -electric 
control and be somewhere between 
25,000 and 500,000 ohms. The reason for 
those levels, rather than the traditional 2 
ohms or less, is that the higher -resistance 
conductor will permit the static -electric 
charge to bleed harmlessly to ground. 
That bleeding off of the charge avoids the 
obvious differing potentials that would 
not be of any concern if we were dealing 
exclusively with conventional electrical 
energy. 

Simplistically, if a stranded wire of per- 
haps 18 -gauge were attached to the case 
(metallic only) of each item and then rou- 
ted to a central ground through an individ- 
ual 27,000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor, then all 

continued on page 89 
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Electronics and 
Your Heart 
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Learn about the role 

biology, the heart, in the first part of our 
new series on electronics and medicine. 

RAY FISH, M.D. 

WE OFTEN HEAR THE WORDS BLOOD PRES- 

sure. electrocardiogram, cardiac arrest, 
heart attack, and myocardial infarction. 
But. what do those terms really mean? 
This article is the first of a series of articles 
which will explain those terms. Other top- 
ics to be discussed will include electrical 
rhythms of the heart, the causes of cardiac 
arrest. means of resuscitation (reversing 
cardiac arrest). electronic pacemakers, 
and the electronic monitoring of critically 
ill patients. 

As we will see, there are many different 
causes and types of cardiac arrest (cessa- 
tion of heartbeat). The most common 
cause of sudden. unexpected cardiac ar- 

rest is a myocardial infarction. or heart 
attack. In a myocardial infarction. a part 
of the heart loses its blood supply and 
dies In the USA there are about 
1.500.000 myocardial infarctions with 
650010 deaths resulting each year. 

Structure and function of the heart 
The heart is the muscular pump that 

moves blood throughout the body. As 
shown in Ag. 1, the heart receives blood 
from the veins of the body. The blood first 
goes into the right atrium. The right 
atrium is the first of the four compart- 
ments. or "chambers" of the heart 
through which the blood will pass. Blood 
goes from the right atrium to the right 
ventricle The tncuspid valve (see Fig. 2) 

electronics plays in that wonder of 

BLOOD FROM BLOOD TO ARTERIES 
VEINS 

BLOOD 
TO 

LUNGS 

RIGHT 
ATRIUM 

RIGHT 
VENTRICLE 

LEFT 
ATRIUM 

LEFT 
VENTRICLE 

FIG 1 -THE FOUR CHAMBERS of the heart. The 
arrows shown the direction of blood flow. 

keeps the blood from flowing backward 
into the right atrium. After leaving the 
right ventricle, blood goes to the lungs. 

The lungs add oxygen to the blood and 
get rid of the waste gas (carbon dioxide) 
that the blood has accumulated while 
going through the body. The blood returns 
to the left side of the heart. 

Blood passes from the left atrium to the 
left ventricle through the mitral valve. The 
left ventricle can then pump blood to the 
body through the aortic valve. The aorta is 
the largest artery in the body. 

The aorta branches and divides into 
smaller arteries. as shown in Fig. 3. Those 
smaller arteries divide repeatedly into 
smaller and smaller arteries. Finally the 
dividing of arteries leads to the very small 

capillaries. Capillaries join to form small 
veins. The small veins join together to 
form larger veins. The larger veins come 
together to form the great veins that return 
blood directly to the right atrium. The 
actual giving of oxygen to the body oc- 
curs at the capillary level. 

Although the heart is full of blood, the 
heart's thick muscular walls must receive 
oxygen and nutrients through a separate 
system of arteries. The arteries that bring 
oxygen and nutrients to the heart muscle 
are called coronary arteries. If a coronary 
artery is blocked, or "occluded," the 
heart muscle supplied by the artery will 
die (infarct). Thus, a coronary artery oc- 
clusion is a blockage of an artery that 
leads to the death (infarction) of a part of 
the heart muscle. That muscle death is 
termed a myocardial infarction or heart 
attack. 

The heart is an electrically controlled 
pump. Electrical signals cause a sequence 
of events to occur. First, the heart rests 
between heartbeats. Then the left and 
right atria, the top half of the heart, con- 
tract. Then the left and right ventricles, 
the bottom half of the heart, contract. 

Between heartbeats, the heart rests and 
blood flows into the right and left atria 
from the body and lungs, respectively. 
Blood also flows into the ventricles at that 
time. Then the atria contract and force 
even more blood into the ventricles. There 

49 
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FIG. 2. -THE MAJOR PATHWAYS of blood flow are shown here. Also shown is the heart's electrical 
conduction system. 
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FIG. 3- BRANCHING IN the vascular system. Nutrients and waste are exchanged between the blood 
and the cells of the body through the walls of the capillaries. 

is a pause to allow time for the blood to 
flow, then the ventricles contract. That 
ventricular contraction forces blood into 
the lungs from the right ventricle and into 
the body (via the aorta) from the left ven- 
tricle. 

Electrical character of the heart 
A heart muscle cell normally has a volt- 

age on the inside of the cell membrane 
that is about 90 millivolts more negative 
than the voltage outside of the cell. (See 
Fig. 4.) That voltage is called the resting 
potential. If the resting potential is raised 
to a threshold voltage, the cell will sud- 
denly discharge (or "depolarize "). When 
discharge occurs, the potential inside the 
cell becomes about +30 millivolts, and 
the cell contracts (the muscle cell be- 
comes physically shorter in length). After 
about 200 milliseconds, the potential in- 
side the cell returns to the resting poten- 
tial, and the cell relaxes mechanically 
until the cycle repeats (when the resting 
potential is again raised). 

The cells of the atria are connected to 
adjacent atrial cells electrically. Therefore 
when a cell discharges, nearby cells will 
receive the stimulus to discharge. A wave 

0 100 200 300 400 
TIME -MILLISECONDS 

FIG. 4 -THE VOLTAGE Inside a heart- muscle 
cell. When caused to depolarize, the voltage 
becomes briefly positive, drops to 0 for about 
200 milliseconds, and then goes negative. 

of depolarization spreads through the 
atria. Eventually all the cells of the atria 
will have discharged. The atria will have 
contracted. Waves of depolarization in- 
volving large numbers of cells cause a 
voltage that can be detected by electrodes 
placed on the body surface. The voltage 
detected in that manner is the electrocar- 
diogram (ECG or EKG). 

Similar to the arrangement in the atria, 
all cells of both ventricles are connected 
electrically to adjacent ventricular cells. 
Therefore, discharge of any ventricular 
cell will spread and eventually cause dis- 

charge (and contraction) of all ventricular 
cells. 

However, the atria and the ventricles are 
not directly connected together. The atria 
are connected electrically to the ventricles 
by a small area called the AV (Atrio- 
Ventricular) node. That conduction path 
between the atria and the ventricles delays 
the signal about 0.04 second. That delay 
gives the atria time to eject blood into the 
ventricles. That delay also limits the 
number of beats per minute that can reach 
the ventricles. In conditions in which the 
atria are beating much too fast, this limit- 
ing of the ventricular rate is often life 
saving. That is because it is mostly the 
pumping of the ventricles that causes 
blood to flow to the brain and other vital 
organs. If the ventricles are made to beat 
too rapidly, the flow of blood is decreased 
because there is insufficient time for the 
ventricles to fill with blood between con- 
tractions. 

Refer back to Fig. 2. A "schematic 
diagram" of the "circuitry" used to con- 
trol organized sequential depolarization 
of heart muscle cells is shown there. If not 
caused to depolarize from some outside 
stimulus, most cells of the heart slowly 
depolarize from their resting potential and 
discharge a characteristic number of times 
per minute. The cells that discharge most 
quickly are the "pacemaker cells" in the 
SA node. The depolarization signal from 
the pacemaker cells spreads through the 
atria first. Then the AV node conducts the 
signal to the rapid conduction fibers that 
line the inside of the ventricles. The stim- 
ulus to depolarize then spreads from the 
inside to the outside of both ventricular 
walls simultaneously. Cells in the atria 
tend to depolarize at the rate of around 60 
to 100 times per minute. The cells in the 
AV node tend to depolarize at a rate of 
about 60 times a minute. The cells in the 
ventricle tend to depolarize at a rate of 
about 30 times a minute. 

Thus, the atria contract, first, then, fol- 
lowing a delay, the ventricles contract. 
There will then be a pause before the next 
heartbeat or "cardiac cycle." All of the 
heart muscle cells become depolarized 
and contract in an orderly, timely fashion. 
Before any heart muscle cells outside of 
the SA node have time to depolarize and 
contract at their characteristic rate, an- 
other signal from the SA node will come 
along and cause depolarization again. 
Thus, the SA node is the normal 
pacemaker of the heart. If the SA node 
fails, or if signals are blocked in a disea- 
sed AV node, the ventricles will some- 
times be able to effectively beat because 
some ventricular cells spontaneously de- 
polarize and act as a pacemaker for the 
ventricles. The rate is often slow (around 
30 beats -per- minute), but that "escape 
rhythm" will often be sufficient to sustain 
life until something can be done to help 
the patient. 
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The electrocardiogram 
The electrocardiogram is a signal that 

one can obtain by connecting electrodes 
to a person's chest, arms, and legs. Figure 
5 shows a typical electrocardiogram. The 
signal is about 1 millivolt in amplitude, so 
low -noise differential amplifiers are usu- 
ally used to obtain that signal. The chart 
recorder paper moves at 25 millimeters - 
per- second. The signal can also be dis- 
played on an oscilloscope screen. 

Several key points in a cardiac cycle are 
shown in Fig. 5. The P wave occurs due to 
atrial depolarization. The QRS complex- 
es arise as a result of ventricular de- 

FIG. 5-A NORMAL ELECTROCARDIOGRAM 
tracing. The P waves cause by the atria are fol- 
lowed by the ORS complexes from the ventri- 
cles, which are followed by the T wave. 

polarization. The T wave comes as a result 
of ventricular relaxation (repolarization). 
The wave associated with atrial re- 
polarization is usually hidden by the QRS 
complex. 

Electrical problems in the heart 
What problems might occur with this 

system'? Just about anything you could 
imagine, and more! Some of those prob- 
lems will be discussed in this series of 
articles. 

With myocardial infarction, one of the 
arteries that supply blood throughout the 
thickness of the heart muscle becomes 
blocked. That blockage causes a lack of 
oxygen and nutrients to a portion of the 
heart muscle. The injured cells may not 
conduct electrical signals (may not de- 
polarize) as they should. At other times 
the injured cells become irritable and de- 
polarize more frequently than they 
should. 

Thus, a signal to depolarize may be 
blocked by an injured or dead cell. Or. 
extra depolarizations from an injured cell 
may cause inappropriate contractions. In 
that case the result may be further harmful 
signals that propagate throughout the 
heart muscle. 

Similar problems can occur with any 
condition that interferes with oxygen or 
blood supply to the heart. Thus the heart 
will often develop unusual rhythms (dys- 
rhythmias or arrhythmias) or stop when 
there is lack of oxygen. Lack of oxygen 
may occur due to inadequate breathing, 
drugs, head injury, chest injury, drown- 
ing, or lung trouble. Arrhythmias can also 
occur as a result of blood loss or dehydra- 
tion (depletion of body water). The heart's 
electrical function is also predictably af- 
fected by inbalance of salts and other sub- 
stances in the blood such as calcium and 

potassium and certain drugs. 

Electronic monitoring 
The electrocardiogram is the first 

means of electronically monitoring the 
patient with a myocardial infarction or 
other heart problem. The electrocar- 
diogram does not tell the whole story, 
however. Sometimes the electrocar- 
diogram will look normal but the person 
will be having significant problems. 
Other measurements of heart (cardiac) 
function must be made. Electronic instru- 
mentation plays an extremely important 
role in many of those measurements and 
will be discussed in future articles in this 
series. 

In order to obtain vital information 
about cardiac function in an acutely ill 
patient, the blood pressure is often mea- 
sured in the arteries, the veins near the 
heart, and in the pulmonary artery. Elec- 
tronic pressure transducers are used to 
measure pressures in those locations. 
Sometimes the transducer itself is put in 
the area of interest. More often, however, 
a plastic tube filled with fluid goes from 
the transducer to the area of interest. The 
tubing transmits the pressure to the trans- 
ducer. 

The actual function of the heart can be 
determined by measuring the cardiac out- 
put, the blood flow coming from the heart 
as measured in liters -per- minute. Future 
articles in this series will discuss those 
measurements in detail. 

What happens in cardiac arrest 
In cardiac arrest, the heart stops pump- 

ing blood. In the first type of cardiac ar- 
rest, the electrocardiogram may show a 
flat line representing no electrical activity 
(see Fig. 6 -a). In the second type of car- 
diac arrest, the electrocardiogram may 
show ventricular fibrillation (see Fig 6 -c) 
or ventricular tachycardia (see Fig. 6 -d). 
Those tracings show that an electrical sig- 
nal is present in the ventricles. However, 
the three dimensional sequence of de- 
polarization and muscle contraction in 
ventricular fibrillation is irregular, non - 
repeating, and chaotic. Because there is 
no coordinated contraction of the ventri- 
cle, blood is not pumped into the lungs or 
body. Instead, the heart simply quivers or 
vibrates irregularly. 

In ventricular tachycardia (tachycardia 
means fast heart) the same situation often 
holds. However, if the patient is lucky, 
ventricular tachycardia may produce a se- 
quence of contractions that are effective in 
pumping blood. Such a patient would 
have ventricular tachycardia, but would 
not be in cardiac arrest. 

In the third type of cardiac arrest, 
termed "electromechanical dissocia- 
tion," the electrocardiogram looks nor- 
mal. Yet, no blood is being pumped. How 
can that be? There are several ways. A 
large coronary artery occlusion (heart at- 

a 

b 

FIG. 6-THREE ELECTROCARDIOGRAM TRAC- 
INGS. The one in a shows only electrical noise; 
either a connection is loose or the patient's 
heart has stopped. The tracing In b shows ven- 
tricular tachycardia. The tracing in c shows ven- 
tricular fibrillation. 

tack) may cause such a large part of the 
heart muscle to lack oxygen so that effec- 
tive pumping does not occur. The elec- 
trical signals go through most of the heart 
normally, but pumping is undetectable. 
Another type of electromechanical dis- 
sociation occurs if blood is prevented 
from entering the heart. The heart puts out 
a normal electrocardiogram and goes 
through the motions of pumping, but no 
blood flows. That may occur when there is 
massive bleeding, when major blood ves- 
sels are plugged up (as with blood clots), 
or when the heart is compressed by out- 
side mechnical forces. 

A fourth general category of cardiac 
insufficiency may be defined. In that 
fourth category would be included various 
ineffective cardiac situations. For exam- 
ple, the heart may beat too slowly or the 
heart may beat too weakly. 

The causes of cardiac arrest 
Cardiac arrest in children most often 

occurs due to obstruction of breathing. A 

child may have his or her airway 
obstructed, as by an ingested toy. Without 
oxygen, the heart muscle cannot function 
and eventually will die. Adults similarly 
sometimes choke on food and have a later 
cardiac arrest because the heart muscle 
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A GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Aorta -The largest artery in the body. 
That artery branches off into smaller ar- 
teries and finally into small capillaries. It is 
at the capillary level that nutrients and 
oxygen are passed on to the individual 
cells. 

Arrhythmias (or dysrhythmias) -An 
unusual heart rhythm. 

Atrium -A chamber of the heart that re- 
ceives blood from the veins. The right 
atrium receives blood from the body; the 
left atrium receives oxygenated blood 
from the lungs. 

AV Node -The conduction path between 
the artia and the ventricles. 

Cardiac Arrest -The stopping of the 
heart. 

Cardiac Cycle -The series of con- 
tractions that form the heartbeat. 

Coronary Arteries -The arteries that 
supply blood to the thick walls of the heart. 

Cononary Artery Occlusion -The 
blockage of a conorary artery; that con- 
dition usually leads to the death of a part 
of the heart muscle and a heart attack. 

ECG (or EKG) -Electrocardiogram. 
When large numbers of heart cells dis- 
charge, a voltage that can be detected by 
electrodes place on the body is gener- 
ated. The record of that voltage is called 
an electrocardiogram. (An ECG is shown 
in Fig. 6.) 

Electromechanical Dissociation -A 
condition where the electrocardiogram 
looks normal but no blood is being 
pumped. 

Myocardial Infarction -The death of 
part of the heart muscle; otherwise known 
as a heart attack. 

SA Node -SinoArterial node; the group 
of cells responsible for beginning the car- 
diac cycle. The natural pacemaker of the 
heart. 

Ventricle-One of the chambers of the 
heart. The ventricles force blood ino the 
arteries. The right ventricle sends blood to 
the lungs while the left ventricle sends 
blood into the body via the aorta. (See Fig. 
1 and 2.) 

Ventricular Fibrillation -Irregular, non - 
repeating, and chaotic contraction of the 
ventricular muscle. (See electrocar- 
diogram in Fig. 6 -c.) 

Ventricular Tachycardia -A very rapid 
heartbeat. (See electrocardiogram in Fig. 
6-b.) 

dies due to the lack of oxygen. Other 
causes of cardiac arrest include chest trau- 
ma, drugs, salt and fluid balance prob- 
lems, and bleeding. 

The most common cause of cardiac ar- 
rest, however, is acute coronary artery oc- 
clusion. In that situation, an artery 
supplying blood to part of the heart mus- 
cle is blocked. The blockage may be 
caused by a blood clot or by a muscular 
spasm of the wall of a coronary artery. 
Cardiac arrest may result because a large 
area of muscle was made incapable of 
pumping. Alternatively, cardiac arrest 
may follow coronary artery occlusion be- 
cause the electrical signals telling the ven- 
tricles to pump were blocked (and the 
ventricles did not have an effective escape 
rhythm). More often than not cardiac ar- 
rest follows coronary artery occlusion be- 
cause an area of ventricular muscle puts 
out extra signals and causes ventricular 
fibrillation. 

How cardiac arrest is treated 
Quite often, a small area of heart mus- 

cle dies and causes ventricular fibrillation 
because of electrical impulses generated 
by the dying heart muscle. In those cases, 
ventricular fibrillation comes early during 
the myocardial infarction. In fact, over 
half the people who die of myocardial 
infarctions do so before they reach a hos- 
pital. That is often within the first two 
hours of the myocardial infarction. If the 
ventricular fibrillation could be stopped, 
many of those people could be saved be- 
cause frequently only a small percentage 
of the heart muscle has lost its blood sup- 
ply. Those patients are said to have 
"hearts that are too good to die." When 
they die it is because the electrical activity 
of the heart is disorganized. 

Ventricular fibrillation is commonly 
the rhythm found in a person who has had 
a cardiac arrest following a coronary ar- 
tery occlusion (heart attack). In ven- 
tricular fibrillation electrical signals are 
going every which way through both ven- 
tricles. Because of that, the heart muscle 
is quivering, not contracting in an 
organized manner. 

Ventricular fibrillation can be stopped 
by applying a large electrical shock to the 
chest. The shock is created by an instru- 
ment called a defibrillator, which causes a 
current to flow through the heart. The volt- 
age applied comes from a capacitor that is 
charged to several thousand volts. An in- 
ductor limits the peak current. The shock 
lasts 4 to 12 milliseconds. 

That shock causes depolarization of all 
the muscle cells of the heart. The chaotic 
pattern of depolarizations is stopped be- 
cause all the cells are depolarized simul- 
taneously. The first cells to recover are 
those that naturally depolarize the fast- 
est -the SA -node pacemaker cells. Thus, 
in ventricular fibrillation, a normal heart- 
beat can often be restored by means of 

electrical shock. 
Drugs can suppress unwanted spon- 

taneous depolarizations occuring in dying 
or irritable areas of heart muscle. Sup- 
pressing those depolarizations with drugs 
will tend to prevent the reoccurrence of 
ventricular fibrillation. 

In cardiac arrest caused by absence or 
blockage of the normal pacemaker signal 
from the SA node, an artificial electronic 
pacemaker can be connected to the heart 
muscle by means of wires. Small elec- 
trical shocks carried from the pacemaker 
to the heart muscle will then initiate waves 
of depolarization. That electrical activity 
caused by the pacemaker will cause the 
ventricles to contract. 

So, in our simplified discussion of the 
cardiac arrest situation, rhythm problems 
can be treated with shocks, drugs, and 
pacemakers. Assuming there are no other 
major problems such as blood clots or 
bleeding, will restoration of the normal 
cardiac rhythm save the patient? Not usu- 
ally. In addition to the original cause of 
the cardiac arrest, there are other prob- 
lems that come up when a person has a 
cardiac arrest. 

When a person's heart stops beating a 
number of things happen. Actually a per- 
son may remain awake and continue to 
talk for about 10 seconds after his or her 
heart stops. Relatively ineffective 
breathing may continue for about 30 sec- 
onds. No permanent damage occurs until 
about 4 minutes after the heart has 
stopped. At that time permanent brain - 
damage begins (though that time is less if 
the person was not functioning fairly nor- 
mally before the cardiac arrest). Future 
developments in medicine may extend 
that 4- minute period. 

Does that mean that if one cannot re- 
store normal heart function and breathing 
within 4 minutes, the person will suffer 
brain damage? Fortunately not. There are 
ways to replace the functions of the heart 
and chest muscles with external forces 
applied to the body. Specifically, one can 
press on the chest about once a second to 
replace the heartbeat and breathe into the 
person's mouth to cause breathing to oc- 
cur. Millions of Americans have learned 
the technique that was outlined above, 
which is called CPR, or CardioPulmon- 
ary Resuscitation." 

While CPR is being done, additional 
procedures are prepared and performed. 
Those procedures include giving oxygen, 
intravenous fluids, drugs, electrical 
shocks, and pacemakers. Those addi- 
tional procedures are termed ACLS, or 
Advanced Cardiac Life Support. The pro- 
cedures used in CPR and ACLS have been 
widely taught in programs organized by 
the American Heart Association. 

We've already covered a bit of ground, 
though not in too much detail. That detail 
will be supplied in future articles in this 
series. R -E 
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This month, we'll look at what is often the 
least -understood aspect of computer 
interfacing -the software -as we continue to 
show how to interface the ZX81 or Timex 
Sinclair 1000 to the "real world." 

Interfacing the ZXS1 
NEIL BUNGARD 

Part 2 t AST 
MONTH, IN THE 

first part of this article, 
we took a look at hardware that allows us 
to connect external devices to the Sinclair 
7X81 (or Timex- Sinclair 1000). We also 
looked at some basic principles of corn - 
puter interfacing and described some of 
the ZX81's interfacing idiosyncrasies. 

We used the interface circuit to connect 
a clock/calendar IC (OKI's MSM5382) to 
the ZX81. But we couldn't do anything 
with the resulting circuit -we never dis- 
cussed the software that is required to op- 
erate the it. This month, we'll start with a 
review of some general software princi- 
ples and take a look at machine -language 
programming. 

Machine language vs. BASIC 
Why do we have to discuss machine - 

language programming? You might won- 
der why you can't use BASIC -a lan- 
guage that you're so familiar with and that 
is so easy to use -to control the interface. 
(If you're not familiar with BASIC and 
need more information, your ZX81 user's 
manual has a good explanation of most 
instructions, and many examples of how 

to use them.) Actually, you wi // use 
BASIC to control the interface. But, be- 
cause the Sinclair BASIC has no IN or 
OUT commands, you have to use machine 
language as well. 

When you program in machine lan- 
guage, you are programming in the lan- 
guage that the Z80 microprocessor 
understands. BASIC simplifies program- 
ming by allowing many machine -lan- 
guage instructions to be represented by a 
single command. (When you program in 
BASIC, the 7X81 must break each corn- 
mand into machine -language instructions 
before can execute it.) In addition, 
BASIC was written to be more under- 
standable and easier to learn by the inex- 
perienced programmer. Its word structure 
is similar to the English language, and the 
command -words more explicitly describe 
the operation that the command repre- 
sents. 

If you program in BASIC, you do not 
have to be familiar with the architecture of 
the microprocessor (CPU). However, 
w hen programming in machine -language 
the architecture of the CPU becomes in- 
creasingly more important: You must be 
more aware of how the microcomputer 
system is configured. That's because you 

become responsible for all of the "house- 
keeping" that BASIC takes care of auto- 
matically. If you don't completely 
understand that, don't worry-it will be- 
come clear as we study the machine -lan- 
guage mode of programming. 

As mentioned earlier, the reason we 
must program in machine language is be- 
cause no provisions were made in Sin - 
clair's BASIC that allow us to output data 
to (or input data from) any external de- 
vices. There's another reason: Machine 
language executes many times faster than 
BASIC. That speed advantage, as you'll 
soon see, is a necessity in many interface 
applications. 

Machine language and the ZX81 

To begin programming in machine lan- 
guage, we must first consider the ZX81 
memory configuration. The ZX81 system - 
control software, and a number of stacks 
and registers occupy the first 16,512 mem- 
ory locations of the computer's memory 
space. (Actually, it only occupies the first 
8K, but "repeats itself' in the next 8K.) 
That means that when you enter a program 
into the ZX81 it begins storing your pro- 
gram at memory location 16513. ForZX81 
owners with 1K of memory, your user 
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memory extends to 17408, giving you 
only 895 memory locations into which 
you can store program instructions. 

When you program in BASIC, the 
ZX8/ takes care of storing the instructions 
for you, and only bothers you with memo- 
ry information (error -message 4) if you 
run out of space. But when programming 
in machine language, you are responsible 
for reserving memory locations for your 
program. Each instruction must be placed 
into a specific memory location within the 
reserved space. 

Reserving space for machine code 
One way to reserve space for the ma- 

chine- language instructions or machine 
code is to set up a REM (REMark) state- 
ment. The REM statement takes the fol- 
lowing form: 

l REM 0123456789 
Anything after the REM is not acted on by 
the computer -it is treated simply as a 

remark. However, the remark does occupy 
space in memory. For example, for the 
statement just listed, ten memory loca- 
tions are occupied by the numbers from 0 
to 9. Those ten locations are a good place 
to put the machine code. (Of course, the 
numbers 0 to 9 are not the machine 
code -they simply act as place holders 
until you enter the code.) 

The reason we want to reserve the space 
in line number I is because we know the 
address where the first line of the program 
starts: The first character after the REM 
occupies location 16514. So the 0 in the 
REM statement is at location 16514, and 
the number 9 resides in memory location 
16523. If your machine -code subroutine 
is longer than 10 bytes and you need more 
space, you can simply place more charac- 
ters in the REM statement. If you want to 
know the ending address of your reserved 
space just add the number of characters 
after the REM statement to 16513. Once 
you have reserved sufficient space for the 
machine code you must then place the 
desired machine code into the reserved 
space. 

We should point out that there are alter- 
nate ways to store machine code in the 
ZX81. One of the most convenient we've 
seen is to store it in RAM that occupies 
the addresses from 8K -16K. (That area is 
transparent to the ZX8I's operating sys- 
tem and is not affected by NEW or LOAD 
commands.) A circuit that allows you to 
do that was described in the July and Au- 
gust 1983 issues of Radio -Electronics. 

Binary, decimal, and hexadecimal 
If you're going to do any machine -lan- 

guage programming, you're going to have 
to get used to working in different number 
bases. The ZX81 understands numbers 
only if you enter them in decimal (base 10) 
form. In other words, when you POKE 
anything into the ZX8I's memory, the ad- 
dress and data must be decimal numbers. 

If you've never done any machine -lan- 
guage programming, you might think that 
using decimal numbers is convenient. It 
isn't. Usually, machine code is listed in 
hexadecimal (base 16) form. That's be- 
cause it lets us represent one byte using 
just two symbols. 

However, because everyone does not 
follow the same conventions, it is neces- 
sary to be able to convert from one 
number base to another. We will want to 
be able to convert to and from binary, 
decimal, and hexadecimal. 

In this article, binary numbers will be 
listed with a capital "B" following the 
number while hexadecimal numbers will 
be followed by a capital "H." Decimal 
numbers will be written without any in- 
dication. 

Before we can explain how to convert 
from one base to another, lets look at our 
decimal (base 10) system to see how it 
works. We all remember learning about 
the "ones' place," the "tens' place," the 
"hundreds' place," and so on. Each place 
is worth ten times the place to its right -as 
you move to the left, the value of each 
place increases by a factor of ten. 

It's essentially the same when you work 
in other number bases just the numbers 
change. For example, in the binary sys- 
tem, the value of each place increases by a 
factor of 2 as you move to the left. In the 
hexadecimal system, the value of each 
place increases by a factor of 16 as you 
move to the left. A look at Fig. 5 should 
clear up any questions you have-except, 
perhaps, one. Since the value of the "ones 
place" in hexadecimal doesn't change un- 
til after it reaches 15, you might wonder 
how you represent the numbers from 
10-15 in hex while still using only one 
digit. It's rather simple: The numbers 
10-15 are represented by the letters A F. 
Here's a problem to see if you're follow- 
ing what we're talking about: What is 
D3H in decimal form? D3H = 
(Dx I6) +(3 x I) = (13 x 16) +(3) 
=208 +3 = 211. 

If you want to convert a hexadecimal 
formatted instruction to a decimal form, 
you have a few choices. First, you can 
follow Fig. 5 and the example above and 
multiply each number by its place value. 
But if you don't like multiplying things by 
16, there's another way: Convert the hex- 
adecimal form to binary and then convert 

the binary to decimal. It's very easy to 
convert hex to binary-it's a special case 
where you can simply take each number 
(or place) in hex and replace it with the 
corresponding number in binary. (See 
Table 4). For example, D =1101B and 
3= OOl1B. Therefore, D3H = 
1101001IB. 

Binary 
0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0111 
1000 
1001 
1010 
1011 
1100 
1101 
1110 
1111 

TABLE 4 

Hexadecimal 
0 
1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 

You can convert the binary number to 
decimal by multiplying each digit by its 
place value. For example, the decimal val- 
ue for IIO10011B is (1 x l) +(1x2) 
+(l x 16) +(1x64) +(I x 128) = 211. 

Which of the two methods is easier? It 
all depends on your point of view. 
However, we're sure that you'll agree that 
the following is the easiest method of all: 
Use the table shown in Fig. 6. You can use 
it to convert from hex to decimal and from 
decimal to hex. Unfortunately, it works 
only for numbers between 0 and 255. 

Whatever method you choose, we 
would advise you to become comfortable 
with base conversions -when you do a lot 
of machine -code programming, you'll do 
a lot of base conversions. 

Entering machine code 
We are now ready to begin storing ma- 

chine- language instructions into the 
memory space you have previously re- 
served with the REM statement. How do 
you replace the contents of the REM state- 
ment with the machine code? You use 
BASIC! Specifically, the POKE instruc- 
tion, which takes the form: 

POKE address, data 
where the address is the memory location 

PLACE 
VALUE 

DECIMAL VALUE (1 x 1000) + (1 X 100) + (0 x 10) + (1 x 1) = 1101 

(1x8) +(1x4) +(0x2) +(1x11 =13 (1 x4096) +(1x256) +(0x16) +(1x1) =4369 

FIG. 5- CONVERTING FROM ONE BASE TO ANOTHER does not have to be difficult or confusing. Just 
remember that all number bases operate the same as the decimal system you're used to. 
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9 AB C D E F 
0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1L 15 0 

1 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 1 

2 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 2 

3 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 3 

4 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 4 

5 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 5 

6 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 6 

7 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 7 

8 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 8 

9 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 9 

A 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 A 

B 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 B 

C 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 C 

D 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 0 

E 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 E 

F 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 F 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C OE FN 
FIG. 6 -THE EASY WAY TO CONVERT FROM HEX TO DECIMAL. All decimal values from 0-255 can be 
represented by a two -digit hex number. 

where the instruction is to be placed and 
the data is the machine -language instruc- 
tion. In order for the ZX81 to understand 
the POKE command, both the address 
and the instruction must (unfortunately) 
be in decimal form. If you want to place an 
instruction into a single memory location, 
a POKE instruction is probably the easiest 
way to do it. But in a situation where you 
want to store many instructions (the usual 
case), POKE -ing each value can be a 

tiresome (and error -prone) process. 
One way to get around some of the 

tedium is to write a small loader program 
that sets the starting address of the ma- 
chine code, POKEs the first instruction, 
and advances to the next memory storage 
location automatically. While we're at it, 
we'll include a couple of lines in the pro- 
gram to convert hex to decimal so that we 
can enter instructions in a hexadecimal 
format. 

For the following programs, we'll as- 
sume that your ZX81 has only 1K of mem- 
ory, which is standard with the 7X81. (The 
Timex -Sinclair 1000 came equipped with 
2K.) Unfortunately, all the programs 
we'll need to operate the clock/calendar 
interface cannot be stored in 1K of memo- 
ry at the same time. Therefore, we'll have 
to write individual programs to perform 
specific tasks and then erase the programs 
when we have finished to make room for 
the next program needed. As you can see, 
cassette -tape storage is almost essential: 
Once the programs are written, they can 
be stored on tape and loaded into the ZX81 
via the tape player as they are needed. (Of 
course, if you have more memory than the 
standard 1K, you'll be able to write and 
save all of the programs in one shot. 
What? You can't plug in your RAM -pack 
when you have the interface board con- 
nected? We'll show you how to get around 
that problem next month. 

Clear the 7X81 with the NEW com- 
mand and enter the program shown in 
Table 5. If you have a cassette recorder, 

SAVE the program. 
The first line of the program reserves 17 

memory addresses for storing a machine- 
language program. Line IO sets the varia- 
ble "X" to the value of the first address of 
the machine code storage area (16514) 
which is now occupied by the first number 
"1" in the REM statement. Line 40 con- 
verts your hexadecimal input to decimal 
and pokes it into memory. 

The program takes your first input and 
POKEs it into location 16514. Your fol- 
lowing inputs are POKEd into successive 
memory addresses until an " "S" is enter- 
ed. When the machine -language program 
has been completely entered, input an S, 
and the program will end. Now you're 
ready to give the program a try. RUN it, 
and enter the machine code shown in Tab- 
le 6. 

Loading the registers 
The left column is the machine code 

that is to be entered. The order of entering 
the code is: 06,40,0E, 91, OA, etc. (When 
prompted, enter one number -two digi- 
ts-at a time, followed by hitting the EN- 
TER key. Don't, of course, enter the 
commas.) The right -hand .column con- 
tains the mnemonics that represents the 
Z80 machine -language instructions. Un- 
fortunately, we cannot go into a detailed 
description of the mnemonics at this time. 
(A full explanation of the Z80 instruction 
set is contained in the Z80 Software Man- 
ual from Zilog Corporation, and in a 
number of Z80- programming books on 

TABLE 5- MACHINE -CODE ENTRY 

1 REM 12345678901234567 
10 LETX =16514 
15 PRINT 'INPUT DATA 
20 INPUT A$ 
30 IF A$ "S" THEN STOP 
40 POKE X,16*CODE A$ +CODE 

A$(2) 476 
50 LET X =X +1 
60 GOTO 30 

TABLE 6- REGISTER LOADING 

06 40 
OE 91 

OA 

D3 00 
OE 92 
OA 
D3 08 
D3 04 
C9 

LD B, 40 
LD C, 91 

LD A, (BC) 
OUT 00 .A 
LD C, 92 
LD A, (BC) 
OUT 08 , A 
OUT 04 ,A 
RET 

the market.) 
After all of the machine code has been 

entered, enter an "S." Look at a LISTing 
of the BASIC program. In the REM state- 
ment, you'll notice that the first 15 num- 
bers have been replaced with strange 
looking characters. Those characters rep- 
resent the machine -language program 
that has just been entered. The reason that 
you do not see the machine code as it was 
entered is because the ZX81 stores its 
"character set representation" of the hex- 
adecimal numbers that were entered, and 
not the numbers themselves. A complete 
listing of the ZX81 character set and the 
associated codes can be found in "Appen- 
dix A" of the 7X81 User's Manual. 

Now that you have the machine -lan- 
guage program in memory, you will no 
longer need the machine -code -entry pro- 
gram. Erase everything but the REM 
statement that contains the machine code 
(line 1) and enter the BASIC program in 
Table 7. 

TABLE 7- REGISTER LOADING 

10 FOR I 0 T0 12 

20 PRINT I 

25 PRINT INPUT VALUE FOR REGIS- 
TER ,I 

30 INPUT A 
40 POKE 16529,1 
50 POKE 16530,A 
60 LET C = USR 16514 
70 NEXT I 

80 PRINT 'END OF LOAD 
90 STOP 

That BASIC program, along with the 
machine -language program previously 
entered, work together to load the 
MSM5832 clock/calendar IC with its ini- 
tial settings. The BASIC program asks for 
an input of the value to be stored in each of 
the 12 registers of the MSM5832. (Table 8 
defines the registers and their allowable 
data ranges.) The BASIC program then 
calls the machine -language routine (line 
60) which does the actual loading of the 
values. 

Let us follow the operation of these 
programs line -by- line as they load a regis- 
ter in the MSM5832: Line 10 sets the first 
register to be loaded to register 0 (seconds 
register). Line 20 will print the register 
number and line prompt you to enter the 
value you want stored there. 

After you enter a value, the ZX81 stores 
the register code in memory location 
16529 (4091H) and stores the register val- 
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TABLE 8- MSM5832 REGISTERS 

Register Contents D3 
DATA I O 
D2 D1 0 

Allowable output range 
(decimal) 

0 SECONDS 0-9 
1 TENS OF SECONDS X X X 0-5 
2 MINUTES X X X X 0-9 
3 TENS OF MINUTES X X X 0-5 
4 HOURS X X X X 0-9 
5 TENS OF HOURS X X 0-1 0-2 
6 DAY OF WEEK X X X 0-6 
7 DAYS X X X X 0-9 
8 TENS OF DAYS tt X X 0-3 
9 MONTHS X X X X 0-9 

10 TENS OF MONTHS X 0-1 
11 YEARS X X X X 0-9 
12 TENS OF YEARS X X X X 0-9 

Notes: 
Indicates that data can be either I or 0 
D3 1 for 24 -hour format. D3 0 for 12 -hour format 
D2 1 for PM. D2 -- 0 for AM 
Depends on D3 
D2 = 1 for 29 days in Feb. D2 - 0 for 28 days in Feb. 

ue in location 16530 (4092H). Line 60 
calls the machine -language subroutine. 

The first thing the subroutine does is 
take the register code out of memory loca- 
tion 16529 (4091H) and send it to the 
MSM5832 via OUT device -code pulse 
00H. (Recall from Part I of this series that 
that device code selects the MSM5832 for 
inputting and stores the register code in 
the 74LS75.) The machine- language rou- 
tine then retrieves the value to be placed 
into the selected register from memory 
location 16530 (4092H). The ZX8I then 
sends the register value to the MSM5832 
via the OUT device -code 08H. An OUT 
device -code 04H is then generated to de- 
select the MSM5832 so that it can resume 
normal timing operation. Program execu- 
tion returns to the BASIC program and 
the remaining function registers are filled. 
When the last register is set. the ZX8I 
prints "end of load" and the program ex- 
ecution stops. 

Table 9 is an example of the values that 
must be loaded to initially set the 
MSM5832 to: Sunday, April 18, 1983, 
1:25:00 PM. At completion of the above 
program, the MSM5832 clock/calendar 

TABLE 9 

INITIAL REGISTER VALUES FOR 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 19, 1984 

Register code Register value 
0 0 
1 0 
2 5 

3 2 

4 1 

5 4 

6 6 

7 9 
8 1 

9 8 
10 0 
11 4 
12 8 

IC will be loaded with initial values for 
time ( *hours, minutes, seconds), date 
(year, month, day), and day of the week. 

Reading the register contents 
Great-the NISN15S32 knows the time 

and date, but we don't. A short program, 
however, will allow us to retrieve the time 
and date information from the MSM5832. 
To make room for the new retrieval pro- 
gram. clear the ZX8I with the NEW com- 
mand. That will erase both the machine - 
language and the BASIC programs used 
to load the MSM5839 with initial values. 
Since a new machine -language routine is 
to be used, the BASIC program which 
loads hexadecimal machine code must be 
re- entered. If you SAVEd the machine 
code entry program on cassette tape the 
first time you used it, it can be LOADed 
from tape. If not, you will have to type it 
again. (You can waste a lot of time that 
way. can't you ?) After the hexadecimal 
machine -code entry program has been en- 
tered, you will need to reserve 39 memory 
locations for the machine -language pro- 
gram which retrieves the date and time 
values from the MSM5832. That is done 
via the REM statement: 

I REM (40 characters). 
Type in the REM statement and load the 
machine -language program in Table 10, 
using the same method as you did earlier. 

With the machine -language program in 
place, erase the entry program (lines 10 
through 80) and enter the BASIC program 
in Table Il. 

The BASIC program and machine -lan- 
guage routines work together to retrieve 
time and date information from the 
MSM5832. As the values of the 13 regis- 
ters in the MSM5832 are retrieved, they 
are placed in memory locations 16540 
through 16552. Table 6 lists the addresses 
and contents. (Those memory locations 
were reserved earlier by the REM state- 

TABLE 10- REGISTER RETRIEVAL 

06 40 LD B.40 
OE 99 LD C.99 
OA LD A,(BC) 
D3 00 OUT OO,A 
3A 9A 40 LD A,(409A) 
47 LD B.A 
3A 9B 40 LD A,(409B) 
4F LD C,A 
DB00 INA,00 
E6 OF AND OF 

02 LD (BC), A 
D3 04 OUT 04, A 
C9 RET 

TABLE 11- REGISTER RETRIEVAL 

800 LET C 0 

810 LET D 156 
820 FOR 1 == 0 T0 12 

830 POKE 16537,C 
840 POKE 16538,64 
850 POKE 16539.D 
860 LET A =USR 16514 
870 LET C =C +1 
880 LET D =D +1 
890 NEXT I 

900 STOP 

ment with 40 characters.) Let's follow the 
program through one complete register 
retrieval. 

In lines 800 and 810, the initial register 
code (0 for seconds) and initial register 
content storage location are defined. In 
line 830, the initial register code is stored 
in location 16537 (409AH). In lines 840 
and 850, the address of the initial register - 
content storage -location is placed into 
memory locations 16538 and 16539. Note 
that the address 16540 (409CH) has to be 
entered in two commands. Line 840 en- 
ters 64 (40H) and line 850 enters 156 
(9CH). Line 860 calls the machine -lan- 
guage routine. 

The first three instructions of the ma- 
chine- language program place the con- 
tents of memory location 4099H (16537) 
into the Z80's accumulator. That value is 
the code that defines the MSM5832 regis- 
ter that will be accessed. (That location 
was previously loaded by line 830 before 
branching to the machine -language rou- 
tine.) The OUT 00H,A instruction loads 
the 7475 (IC7 of the interface circuit) with 
the register code, and selects the 
MSM5832 for inputting. The next 4 in- 
structions retrieve the address of where 
the MSM5832 register contents will be 
stored in the ZX8I's memory. (That was 
also previously defined in the BASIC pro- 
gram, lines 840 and 850, before branch- 
ing to the machine -language program.) 

The instruction IN A, 00H inputs the 
MSM5832 register contents. AND OFH 
masks the four higher -order bits to logic 
zeros, and LD (BC), A stores the 
MSM5832 register contents in the ZX81's 
memory. 

The OUT 04H, A instruction deselects 
continued on page 98 
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D1 L 

Infrared Transmitter 
and Receiver 

COMMUNICATION BY INFRARED LIGHT 
has found numerous applications in re- 
motely controlling the operation of elec- 
tronic equipment. If you don't beleive 
that, just walk into any video store today. 
You'll find that many TV's and VCR's use 
infrared transmitters and receivers to 
change channels, set the volume level, or 
control videotape speed and direction. 

That technology can be made practical 
for the electronics hobbyist. It is easier 
than you think to control some device, say 
a computer game, from a distance -with- 
out running wires around the room. Per- 
haps the best thing is that you don't have 
to spend a fortune to get started. We'll 
show you how to build an infrared (some- 
times called IR) receiver /transmitter com- 
bination that you can experiment with and 
put to practical use. We'll show you one 
particular applications example -a re- 
mote TV- channel selector (for TV's in 
which channels are selected by pushbut- 
tons.) But we're sure that you'll discover 
practical applications for infrared com- 
munication on your own -you probably 
have a million going through your head 
right now. 

When the infrared receiver and trans- 
mitter was designed, every effort was 
made to use as simple a circuit as possible 
and to use parts that are relatively easily 
available and inexpensive. That's because 
our goal is to bring infrared -communica- 

tion technology within easy reach of the 
hobbyist. If the price is kept low, the pro- 
ject becomes practical for many more 
hobby applications. But the circuits are 
not limited in potential applications just 
because they are simple to build. As we 
will see, the versatility of the receiver/ 
transmitter design is limited only by your 
imagination. 

The receiver /transmitter circuits con- 
tain CMOS IC's and few other compo- 
nents. That makes battery operation very 
feasible. However, we should point out 
that you can use TTL IC's instead of their 
CMOS equivalents. That would makes 
battery operation impractical, however. 

Why infrared? 
You may wonder why we would want to 

use infrared light for a remote -control 
project when any number of radio -fre- 
quency (RF) designs would do the job as 
well. One reason is that infrared light of- 
fers distinct advantages that, for the ap- 
plications to be discussed, far outweigh 
those of RF circuits. For example, no 
tunable circuits are required -the circuit- 
ry simply pulses an infrared LED on and 
off. In addition, infrared light does not 
interfere with RF reception. 

The problem with radio- frequency de- 
signs is that they require accurate tuning 
of both receiver and transmitter circuits. 
Also, RF circuits can be noisy and may 

STEVEN M. MARGOLIN 

You can add remote -control 
features to just about 

anything with an easy -to- 
build infrared transmitter 

receiver pair 

interfere with a neighbor's TV or radio 
reception. But more important, they are 
prohibited by the FCC's regulations re- 
garding the use of unlicensed transmit- 
ters. Finally, RF circuits typically contain 
more devices not only to transmit carrier 
and information signals, but also to detect 
them and separate the transmitted data. 
Those characteristics not only add to the 
cost of the project, it means that the power 
requirement is greater, and battery use, if 
possible, will be limited. 

We will admit, though, that RF does 
have at least one advantage over infrared 
light- transmission range: An RF design 
transmits its signal longer distances (even 
if the path is obstructed) than an infrared 
transmitter (whose beam path must be 
unobstructed) can. But if you think about 
it for a while, the range restriction is not 
necessarily a disadvantage: Most in -home 
remote- control applications are really in- 
room applications (such as controlling a 
TV). And the restriction on the unob- 
structed path for the infrared beam be- 
tween the transmitter and receiver is not 
necessarily a disadvantage either: We can 
use another infrared transmitter /receiver 
pair in the room next door without any 
interference between units. 

The infrared transmitter 
Let's begin our look at the remote con- 

trol system with the infrared transmitter. 
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FIG. 1- INFRARED TRANSMITTER. To prolong the life of the battery, you might want to add a power 
switch. 

Figure I shows its schematic. A 16- switch 
keypad, an X -Y matrix type, is connected 
to ICI, a 74C922 16 -key keyboard en- 
coder. That IC passes a 4 -bit binary repre- 
sentation of the key number pressed to its 
outputs, A through D. Those outputs are 
applied to the DATA inputs of 1C2, a 
74C193 up /down counter. 

Whenever a key is pressed, ICI gener- 
ates a data -available strobe signal at pin 
12, which is differentiated by Cl and RI to 
produce a low -going spike at pin 11, the 
WAD input of IC2. When the 4 -bit data is 
loaded into IC2, the BORROW output (pin 
13) goes high to enable the clock, IC3, a 
7555 timer. The clock signal is sent to the 
COUNT DOWN input of IC2, causing it to 
count down from the value that was first 
loaded into its registers. When the count 
reaches zero, the BORROW pin returns low, 
shutting off IC3. The pulses that clock 
IC2 also turn transistor QI on and off, 
which "fires" the infrared- emitting di- 
odes, LEDI and LED2. 

The LED's therefore pulse the exact 
number of times it takes IC2 to count 
down to zero-we have a circuit that gen- 
erates a number of infrared pulses that 
corresponds to the key that was pressed. 
Actually, only 15 of the 16 keys, 1 through 
15, generate pulses -the "O' key does not 
produce an output which can be pulsed. 

Note that the clock speed could be var- 
ied to yield a faster pulse or transmission 

rate. For the component values shown, 
IC3 operates at about 150 Hz; however, 
too fast a rate diminishes the pulse current 
through the LED's, thus reducing the 
transmission range. At a rate of 150 Hz, 
the transmitter range is about 15 feet. 

Since the transmitter uses CMOS IC's, 
the current requirement from a 9 -volt bat- 
tery is minimal -about 7 milliamps when 
no key is pressed. The current increases to 
about 60 mA when the maximum number 
of pulses (15) is sent. 

The receiver 
The receiver circuit is somewhat more 

complex than the transmitter because it 
must not only detect the transmitted 
pulses, but count and decode them as 
well. We'll start our description with a 
look at the basic circuit; we'll then add 
features to it. 

Figure 2 shows the basic receiver cir- 
cuit. The infrared pulses are detected by 
phototransistor Q2 and amplified by IC4, 
which is configured for very high gain. 
The output of IC4 is fed to a Schmitt 
trigger, IC5, which conditions ( "squares 
up ") the pulses to be counted by IC6, a 
74C193 up /down counter. The output of 
IC6 (at pins 3, 2, 6, and 7) is the binary 
equivalent of the number of pulses re- 
ceived, 0001 to 1111. 

The receiver circuit described thus far 
yields some interesting applications. For 

example, the binary outputs of IC6 could 
be tied to an input port of a computer 
programmed to respond in some way to 
the received commands. A videogame re- 
mote control could be one application. 
Note, however, in this circuit configura- 
tion IC6 continually adds successive 
pulses as they are counted. So, if "0001" 
is present on IC6's outputs, and the next 
pulse train counted consists of two pulses, 
IC6's outputs will become "0011," the 
binary equivalent of three. That can be 
modified by allowing the computer to 
clear the 74C193 after the input port data 
is read. Figure 3 shows a possible applica- 
tion of that kind. Note that a buffer with 
three -state outputs is used to effectively 
disconnect the 74C193 from the data bus 
when not in use. 

To expand the receiver's capability even 
more, we could add timing circuits that 
would freeze the outputs of IC6 for each 
pulse stream it counts. The outputs would 
remain stable until a new value is re- 
ceived. The addition to the circuit, IC7, a 
4098 dual one -shot, is shown in Figure 4. 
The new circuit operates as follows: One 
half of IC7 triggers on the leading edge of 
the first pulse sent and immediately trig- 
gers its second half, which sends a CLEAR 
pulse to IC6. So, before IC6 can count the 
first transmitted pulse, the counter is 
cleared and allowed to count only the re- 
maining pulses. The result is that the 
number of pulses detected is one less than 
what is transmitted. We can use that fea- 
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FIG. 2 -THE BASIC INFRARED RECEIVER counts the pulses sent from the transmitter. The number it 

counts is output from IC6. 
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FIG. 3 -AS MORE PULSES ARE COUNTED, they 
are merely added to the output already on IC6. 
You could use strobes from a computer to clear 
the output and enable a 3 -state buffer. 

cure to our advantage: By transmitting one 
pulse, we can clear all outputs to 0000. 
The pulse that is sent is effectively ig- 
nored by IC6, due to ICI's clear- before- 
count action. Alternately, the maximum 
number of pulses this circuit may count is 
14, yielding a "1110" output. 

Simply by adding another CMOS one- 
shot, IC8, shown in Fig. 5, we enable IC6 
to momentarily hold its 4 -bit outputs, 
then be reset and readied for the next val- 
ue. Now, when IC7 reacts to the first pulse 
it received, it triggers IC8 to remove the 
high state on IC6's CLEAR input. That 
enables IC6 to count all the pulses and 
display the number on its outputs. But, 
IC5 times out after about .5 second, its 
0 output, pin 11, returns high and clears 
IC6 to zero. IC6 may now count the next 
pulse stream, output the value briefly, and 
be reset. 

But what if we can't use a binary output 
and want the receiver's outputs in a dif- 
ferent form? This is easily done with the 
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FIG. 4 -A DUAL ONE -SHOT, IC7, sends a CLEAR 

pulse to IC6 upon receipt of an initial pulse. 

circuit shown in Fig. 6. That circuit uses a 
one -of- sixteen decoder, 1C9, to supply 15 

unique output signals for a variety of con- 
trol applications, such as a channel selec- 
tor for a TV with push- button channel 
switches. By using one of the two timing 
circuit designs just mentioned, we allow 
each selected output to be held momen- 
tarily, or be frozen until a different output 
is selected. 

The new circuit operates in the same 

PARTS LIST 

All resistors 1/4-watt, 10% unless other- 
wise noted. 

R1.R12,R14.R16- 10,000 ohms 
R2,R6 -1000 ohms 
R3.R4 -2000 ohms 
R5- 33,000 ohms 
R7,R10 -5600 ohms 
R8 -3600 ohms 
R9-4.7 megohms 
R11,R13.R15 -4700 ohms 
Capacitors 
C1 -.001 1.1.F, ceramic disc 
C2 -.1 µF, ceramic disc 
C3-1 F. 16 volts, electrolytic 
C4 -2 µF, 
C5-100 µF, 
C6 -2200 pF, ceramic disc 
C7-4.7 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic 
C8 -0.05 µF 
C9-10 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic 
Semiconductors 
IC1- 74C922 16 -key keyboard encoder 
IC2, IC6- 74C193 synchronous up down 

dual clock counter 
IC3 -7555 timer 
IC4 -TL092 op -amp 
IC5 -74C14 hex inverter 
IC7 -4098 dual monostable multivibrator 
IC8 -4047 monostable astable multi - 

vibrator 
IC9 -4514 4 -to -16 line decoder (or 

4545 -see text) 
IC10 -74C74 dual D -type flip -flop 
Q1- ECG293 
Q2- TIL414 
03,04- 2N4401 
LEDI,LED2- XC880 -A infrared LED (Ra- 

dio Shack 276 -143 or similar) 
Other components 
RY1 -SPDT miniature relay (Radio Shack 

275 -240 or similar) 
RY2 -DPDT relay (Radio Shack 275 -215 

or similar) 
B1 -9- volts, transistor type 

way. except that when the first pulse is 
detected, IC9 is disabled by the high - 
going trigger pulse from pin 6 of IC7. 
(That's done to prevent IC9's outputs from 
cycling as IC6's outputs change states 
during counting.) After the last pulse is 
counted, IC7 times out and enables 1C9. 
By that time, the inputs to IC9 are stable 
and are decoded to select the appropriate 
output. IC9 may either be a 4514 (as 
shown) or a 4515 CMOS IC. If an applica- 
tion requires active -high signals, use a 

4514. If the application requires active - 
low signals, use a 4515. 

The receiver may be powered by a 9- 
volt battery and regulated by a voltage 
regulator to + 5 volts. Current drain is 
between 7 and 15 milliamps, depending 
on how many of the additional IC's are 
used. Of course, the receiver could be 
powered by the circuit in which it is used; 
in this case, the receiver's voltage reg- 
ulator might not be necessary. 

Although not shown in the schematic. 
it's a good idea to add bypass capacitors 
(about .01 -.I $LF) between the positive 
supply pin and ground at each IC. (They 
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FIG. 5 -THE ADDITION OF IC8 causes the output of IC6 to be automatically reset to zero after about 2 
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FIG. 6 -THE 4 -BIT OUTPUT of IC6 can be converted Io a one -of- sixteen output w th the addition of IC9. 
a 4514 latch decoder . 

should be mounted close to the IC. ) Those 
bypass capacitors are especially impor- 
tant if the receiver is mounted in a 

"noisy" environment. such as inside a 

TV. Another step you should take to de- 
crease on -board noise is to add a 100 -11F 
capacitor between power and ground 
where the power cable is connected to the 
board. You might also find it necessary to 
add a .1µF bypass capacitor across the the 
phototransistor (where the leads are con- 
nected to the board). 

Remote control TV 
Using the circuitry shown in Fig. 6, 

well take a look at one particular applica- 
tion in more detail -a wireless TV -chan- 
nel selector for a TV that uses a row of 
push -button channel switches. First, 
though. a word of caution: Adding remote 
control to a TV requires connecting wires 
to the circuitry inside a TV set. Extreme 
care must be taken when making connec- 
tions to the switch board inside the TV. 
Obtain a copy of the set's schematic and 
be familiar with it before opening the set. 
Keep in mind that in making such connec- 
tions. you may be voiding the manufac- 
turer's warranty on the set. More 
important. remember there are poten- 
tially dangerous voltages present in the 
set, even %! hen it is unplugged from the 
AC line. 

The most critical design consideration 
in this receiver is to make the unit com- 
pletely isolated from the TV's circuitry. 
We can use small relays to act as the chan- 
nel selector switches (so that there are no 
electrical connections between the relay's 
contacts and the infrared -receiver circuit- 
ry). Do not attempt to bypass that safety 
function ( unless other electrically isolated 
devices. such as opto- isolators. are used). 
The infrared receiver could be battery 
powered. But because it's likely that you 
don't need a portable receiver, you can use 
a small power supply, such as a "battery- 
eliminator" unit. 

Figure 7 -a shows one relay circuit that 
could be activated by one of the outputs of 
IC9. You may want to reserve one switch 
for muting the TV's sound. as is shown in 
Figure 7 -b. For that feature, a 74C74 D- 
type flip -flop is added to hold the relay on 
for as long as the sound is to be muted. It 
will release the relay when the mute corn - 
mand is transmitted again Note that a 
speaker -substitution resistor is connected 
to one set of relay contacts. The resistor's 
value must match the impedance and 
power rating of your set's speaker. 

The original design of the receiver/ 
transmitter was laid out on perferated con- 
struction board and hard -wired together 
as shown in Fig. 8 -the wiring of the 
circuits is not very critical. Of course. you 
could use a printed -circuit board or an- 
other construction method. Enclose the 
phototransistor in a small black tube. with 
a diameter of about V, inch: that reduces 
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FIG. 7 -THE OUTPUTS FROM IC9 can be used to turn on relays. ha, a, -elay RY1 is set u 3 o close switch 
contacts on a TV. In b, relay RY2 is se' up to act as a remote muting switch. 

FIG. 9-FHE RECEIVER BOAMD Instal ed In TV -er eiver. Note he ccnnections to the Tv si. itcf -board. 

the amount of ambient light falling on the 
photo device and improves reception. 

The receiver can be built into a plastic 

FIG. 5-THE INFRARED RECEIVER BOARD. 
Note that construction is not critical. 

Fig. 9. The phototransistor and housing 
should he attached to a length of shielded 
cable, and the sensor should be mounted 
on the top or side of the TV, toward the 
front of the set. 

The transmitter can be enclosed in a 

small plastic box and the keys labeled to 
correspond to the channel numbers and 
mute feature. The author's prototype used 
a membrane keyboard salvaged from a 

calculator. That, of course, is not a re- 
quirement: you can use any matrix ar- 

rangement of 16 keys. 

Troubleshooting 
If you double check the wiring of all 

circuits before powering up the project, 
you shouldn't have any trouble. Even if 
you do, troubleshooting a faulty circuit 
should not present too many problems 
because the receiver and transmitter de- 
signs are fairly simple. Checking the 
transmitter can be done quickly by con- 
necting an oscilloscope probe to the col- 
lector of QI. Press one of the keys and 
watch for the corresponding number of 
pulses at this point. Look for the pulses at 
the base of QI, also. QI may be faulty if no 
pulses appear at the collector, but are 
present at the base. 

The receiver should be checked in 
stages. Using an oscilloscope, observe 
the output of phototransistor Q2 for a se- 
ries of pulses from the transmitter. Trace 
through the circuit to locate the point 
where the pulses are no longer present. 
Check the output of IC4 and both sections 
of IC5. If the pulses are present, verify the 
operation of the timing circuits, IC7 and 
IC8, by looking for the various output 
pulses at their Q outputs while transmit- 
ting a number. 

By now, you must certainly have a 

sense of how versatile this infrared corn- 
box that can be mounted to the rear of the munication project is and how you can 
set. If space permits, you can mount the enhance other projects by providing this 
receiver board inside the TV, as shown in wireless communication link. R -E 
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In Computer Electronics... 

NTS II1ThII1ICTM HOME 
TRAINING GIVES YOU 
THE EDGE 
The competition for 
High-Technology 
careers is strong, 
and the rewards 
are great. Give 
yourself the edge 
you need by training 
with NTS. 

NTS IiITHOiIIE home training provides 
you with a special kind of "Hands -On" 
experience that prepares you better, 
develops your skills faster. You advance 
as quickly as you wish, working with 
actual circuits, diagrams, schematics, 
and state -of- the -art hardware. There are 
a dozen different NTS programs in 
electronics to help you develop and 
reach your potential. They range from 
basics to advanced areas in several 
fields. And the ALL -NEW NTS course 
catalog spells it all out. It's free, and 
does not obligate you in any way. Send 
for it today. 

A GROWTH INDUSTRY 

High -Technology is a growth industry. The 
evidence is clear, and most observers predict a 
steady expansion due to a relatively strong flow 
of investment capital into computers, electronics 
and precision instruments. Sales of computers 
alone will reach an estimated ten million units 
this year. This means challenges and new 

employment opportunities, especially in 
servicing and maintenance. Computer servicing 
skills can best be learned by working directly on 
field -type equipment. NTS electronic hardware is 
selected and developed especially for the 
training program with which it is associated. You 
learn by doing, by assembling, by performing 
tests and experiments, covering principles of 
computer electronics, microprocessor trouble- 
shooting, and circuitry. 

MICROCOMPUTERS 

NTS offers three programs in computer 
electronics. You will receive training covering 
solid -state devices, digital logic circuitry, and the 
fundamentals of the computer itself. Instruction 
includes micro -control technology and detailed 
operation of microcomputers. These courses will 
prepare you for entry -level in many facets of the 
computer industry such as field service and 
customer engineering as well as programming. 
In addition to written texts your course includes 
the NTS /HEATH disc -drive computer which you 
assemble as part of the training process. The 
assembly and use of the computer will serve to 
reinforce practical application of principles. 
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MICROPROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY 

The field of industrial and microprocessor 
technology encompasses the application of 
electronic microprocessor control principles. 
Your course takes you from fundamentals of 
digital electronics and associated circuitry 
through the application of the microprocessor as 
a control device. You will learn how to move and 
manipulate instructions and information. The 
microprocessor trainer included in your course is 
a microcomputer system designed as a practical 
tool for learning the use of software and 
hardware techniques utilized in the linking of 
microprocessors to various systems. 

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS 

The NTS Compu- Trainer is a fascinating solid - 
state device which you will build in order to 
perform over ninety logic circuit experiments. 
These experiments serve to emphasize an area of 
electronics which is essential to the under- 
standing of state -of- the -art control equipment; 
they are also extremely important to those 
wanting to pursue a career in computer 
servicing. Separate courses involving the 
Compu- Trainer are also available in 
Microcomputer Servicing and Digital /Analog 
Electronics. 

ROBOTICS & VIDEO TECHNOLOGY 

Other NTS courses cover a wide range of 
specialization. In Robotics, the NTS /Heath Hero I 

is included to train you in robotic applications in 

NO OBLIGATION NO SALESMAN WILL CALL 

NATIONAL 
TECHNICAL 
SCHOOLS 

TECHNICAL TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905 
Resident and Home -Study Schools 

4000 So. Figueroa St., Los Angeles, CA 90037 

manufacturing processes. In Video technology, a 
new course features the advanced NTS /Heath Z 
Chassis "Smart Set" color TV with computer 
space command remote control and space 
phone. This is an excellent program for those 
interested in a career in video servicing with 
microcomputer basics. 

EARN CEU CREDITS 

America's industrial giants are turning more and 
more frequently to home study as an effective way 
to upgrade employee skills. You benefit from the 
experience NTS has gained in its 79 years as a 
leader in technical training. The skills and 
experience gained in the building of kits and test 
equipment provide you with training that cannot 
be duplicated. And, 
depending on the 
program you select, 
you can earn up to 
30 CEU credits for 
successful 
completion. 
Complete details 
included in the 
catalog. 

Use the mail -in card or fill out and mail the coupon. Indicate the field of your choice. 
(One. only please.) FREE lull color catalog will be sent to you by return mall. r 1 

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS Dept 206 -084 

4000 South Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, CA 90037 
Please send FREE color catalog on course checked below. 

Robotics 
Digital Electronics 
Auto Mechanics 

Narre 

Address 

Cdy 

Zip 

Computer Electronics 
Video Technology 
Home Appliances 

Air Conditioning /Solar Heating 

Age 

Apt _.- 
State 

LI Check if interested ONLY in classroom training in Los Angeles 
Check if interested in G.I. Bill Information. 

L J 
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DESIGNING 
WITH 
LINEAR IC'S 
A look at differential and instrumentation amplifiers, 
and hnw to use them. 

JOSEPH .I. CARB 

Part 4 ' HF AMPLIFIERS DIS- 
cussed thus far in this 

series have Al heen single- ended; that is, 
they have a single input that is referenced 
to either ground or the power -supply com- 
mon. In this part of .the series, we are 
going to discuss the differential -input am- 
plifier. A differential amplifier uses two 
ground -referenced inputs; one inverting, 
the other noninverting. Those inputs have 
an equal but opposite effect on the output 
voltage. As a result, applying equal volt- 
ages to the two inputs will cause cancella- 
tion; that is, zero output voltage. That 
phenomenon is called Common Mode Re- 
jection (CMR), and is expressed by the 
Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR) 
specification. Devices are available with 
CMRR ratings of 60 dB to 120 dB; the 
higher the rating the better. 

Differential amplifiers find extensive 
use in scientific and medical instrumenta- 
tion. The electrocardiograph (ECG) am- 
plifier is an example. The ECG amplifier 
must acquire a 1- millivolt signal gener- 
ated by the heart, and amplify it to the 1 

volt or so needed to drive an oscilloscope 
or strip -chart recorder. Thus, the ECG 
amplifier needs a gain of 1000 or so. The 
signals for the ECG amplifier are taken 
from the patient's limbs, with the right leg 
(RL) being common. For example, the 
"lead I" ECG signal uses the right arm 
(RA), left arm (LA), and RL signals. 
Since the bioelectrodes used to acquire 
the signal are high impedance, and the 
system is used in the presence of 60 -Hz 
electric fields from local power lines, a 

substantial amount of 60 -Hz signal pick- 
up can be expected. If it were not for the 
CMRR of the differential ECG amplifier, 
the 60 -Hz interference would be several 

V1 

V2 

FIG. 1 -THE SIMPLEST form of DC differential 
amplifier using an op -amp. 
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FIG. 2- DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIERS are used in a wide variety of medical applications. Here, one is 
used in a circuit that uses a Wheatstone- bridge transducer to measure arterial blood pressure. 

hundred times higher than the desired sig- 
nal. But, since the 60 -Hz fields affect both 
leads equally, the 60 -Hz signal is com- 
mon mode, so it will be nulled to zero. 

Ordinary operational amplifiers have 
differential inputs, so they can be used to 
form differential amplifiers. Figure 1 

shows the simplest form of DC differen- 
tial amplifier using an op -amp. The dif- 
ferential voltage gain is given by: 

Avo = R3 /R1 (1) 

provided that Rl = R2, and R3 = R4. 
The value of RI and R2 must be high 
enough to not load the signal source. A 
Wheatstone -bridge transducer might have 

a source resistance of, say, 200 ohms. By 
the "rule -of- ten," then, the minimum val- 
ue of R1 and R2 should be 2000 ohms. 

In order to illustrate the design method, 
let's consider a practical example. Sup- 
pose we have a Wheatstone -bridge trans- 
ducer that measures arterial blood - 
pressure. Assume a transducer sensitivity 
of 40 RV /(V)(P) (where P is pressure, 
measured in units of torr). Design a sim- 
ple pressure amplifier that has an output 
scale- factor of 10 mV- per -torr and a max- 
imum range of 300 torr. Figure 2 shows 
the required circuit, while Table I shows 
details of the calculations and the specifi- 
cations for our circuit. 

The Wheatstone bridge requires a DC- 
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TABLE 1 

Specifications 

Sensitivity of Transducer. 
4011V 

i, FL 

V torr 

Full scale pressure: 300 torr 
Output scale factor (S): 10 mV torr or 3000 
mV 300 torr 
Transducer excitation potential: 5 volts 

Calculations 

1. Output voltage from transducer at full 
scale: 

Vo = 4)Ve Pmax 

Vo -orcV x 5V x 300 torr 

Vo = (40 µV) (5) (300) 60.000 p.V 
Vo = 60 mV qz' 300 torr 

2. Find the required gain by dividing the 
output scale factor by the transducer out- 
put. (Note: Use values taken at same 
pressure, e.g. 300 torr.) 

AVD - vo 

3V 
300 torr 

60 mV 
300 torr 

3000 
50 

60 

excitation voltage, which is provided from 
a +5 -volt regulator(ICI). The LM -309H 
selected for that delivers 100 mA at +5 
volts DC. so it can handle transducers 
with equivalent resistances down to 50 
ohms. 

The Zener diode (DI) in Fig. 2 is not 
used to regulated voltage, but to protect 
the transducer from faults in ICI . The di- 
ode is a IN5431A, or any equivalent 6.2- 
volt. 5 -watt Zenec Most resistive trans- 
ducers have a maximum excitation volt- 
age limit of 7.5- to 10 -volts DC. A shorted 
ICI would place + 12 -volts DC across the 
transducer, causing it to burn out. If ICI 
shorts out, however, the excessive voltage 
will turn on DI. which conducts heavily 
and thereby blows fuse FI. 

Potentiometer R6 is used as a balance 
control. and in most cases will be panel- 
mounted for operator use. It works by 
injecting a current into one arm of the 
bridge to counter offsets. All transducers 
have some inherent unbalance. In addi- 
tion, there is also the possibility of in- 
duced unbalance. In the arterial- blood- 
pressure transducer. for example, hydro- 
static pressure -heads (which can be 
positive or negative) develop from dif- 
ferences in patient position and in the 
position of the interconnections between 
the patient and the transducer. Potentiom- 
eter R6 eliminates those problems. 

Under most circumstances, potentiom- 
eter R6 is adjusted with the parameter it 
detects equal to zero. In our hypothetical 

blood- pressure amplifier, the potentiome- 
ter is adjusted to zero the output of I('2 
when the transducer is open to at- 
mosphere. That establishes a baseline; 
when the system is closed again, the 
transducer will measure gage pressure- 
i.e. pressure above and below at- 
mosphere. 

To provide the required gain of 50, we 
must select resistor values that have the 
ratio R3 /R1 = 50. Furthermore, since the 
transducer has a Thevenin -equivalent re- 
sistance of 200 ohms, we must select R1 

greater than or equal to 2000 ohms. 
The process of finding suitable resistors 

is a matter of trial and error using standard 
values. Equation I may have to be worked 
several times to find a combination in 
which both R3 and Rl are standard val- 
ues. Here, however, it is simple because 
2000 ohms (the minimum value permissi- 
ble for Rl) is a standard value; fifty times 
2000 ohms is 100,000 ohms, also a stan- 
dard value. We accomplish our goal, 
therefore, by setting Rl = R2 = 2000 
ohms, and R3 = R4 = 100 kilohms. 

Maintenance of an acceptable CMRR 
requires that we specify resistors R1 

through R4 as 1% tolerance, low -drift 
types. We might also want to build in a 

CMRR control. An example of that would 
be to replace R4 in Fig. 1 with a series 
combination of a fixed resistor and a po- 
tentiometer. The potentiometer should 
have a value not more than 20 percent of 
the total value of the series combination, 
and the total value of the series combina- 
tion must be capable of swinging above 
and below the nominal R4 value. 

Adjusting the CMRR control is best 
done with the transducer disconnected. 
Short together the differential amplifier's 
inputs and then connect the inputs to an 

AC sinewave source (100 to 1000 Hz). 
Adjust the CMRR control for minimum 
output (zero if attainable). 

The principal problems facing the sim- 
ple circuit presented thus far are similar to 
those that plague the inverting follower; 
input- impedance limitations and gain 
limitations. We can overcome those by 
using the instrumentation amplifier. 

Instrumentation amplifiers 
The basic instrumentation -amplifier 

(IA) circuit is shown in Fig. 3. That par- 
ticular design requires three operational 
amplifiers. If possible, ICI and 1C2 
should be a dual op -amp so that drift prob- 
lems are minimized by keeping the two 
input devices in the same thermal en- 
vironment. 

Amplifiers IC1 and IC2 are operated as 

noninverting followers, so the overall in- 
put impedance of the IA is extremely 
high. Amplifier IC3 is the IA output 
stage, and is operated as a simple DC 
differential amplifier. 

The differential voltage -gain is given 
by the following expression: 

AVD = L q? + t JLR4 J (2) 

provided that Rl = R2, R4 = R5, and R6 
= R7. The term in the first set of brackets 
is the gain of IC1 -IC2, while the term in 
the second set of brackets is the gain of 
IC3. 

Having two stages gives us more flex- 
ibility when juggling resistance values to 
get precise gains. The overall gain is the 
product of the gain of the two stages, so 
we can increase one or decrease the other 
in order to force -fit the values into the 
standard values normally available. 

The IA would be selected when either 

® R4 R6 

® v, 
I 

. ® IF R2 = R3 

R4 = R5 
R6 = R1 

FIG. 3-A BASIC INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER. Three op -amps are used ICI and IC2 are configured 
as non -inverting followers while IC3. the output stage. is a differential amplifier. 
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high gain or high input -impedance is 
needed. There are certain applications 
where those are required, for instance 
when certain chemical electrodes and 
most bioelectric amplifiers are used. 

The circuit in Fig. 3 is a DC amplifier, 
so it can be used to amplify signal fre- 
quencies from DC to the upper limit of the 
amplifier bandwidth. Some applications, 
however, cannot tolerate a DC amplifier. 
The ECG amplifier, for example, has to 
contend with a half -cell potential formed 
when metallic electrodes are connected to 
skin through an electrolytic gel; in other 
words, a battery is formed. The half -cell 
potential is seen as an input offset by the 
amplifier, so that can produce problems. 
The solution is use AC- coupling. 

FIG. 4 -WHEN THE INPUT to a circuit is AC- 
coupled, capacitors are used to block any DC. 

Figure 4 shows the input circuit of the 
I k modified for AC- coupling. The capac- 
i or in series with each input blocks the 
DC component. If the op -amp input is 
truly an infinite impedance, then the 10- 
megohm resistors are not needed. But real 
op -amps do have bias currents in the input 
circuits, so the capacitors will accumulate 
charge. The effect of that charge is to 
place a DC voltage in series with the in- 
put. The amplifier would see that voltage 
as a valid DC offset signal, which would 
eventually cause the amplifier to latch up. 
The "solution is to ground the resistor so 
that the charge on the capacitor is drained 
off. In order to prevent degradation of the 
input impedance, the value of those re- 
sistors needs to be very high; 10 
megohms, such as is used here, is usually 
selected. 

Let's next see how to find the values for 
CI and C2. Assuming that the input im- 
pedance is very much higher than 10 
megohms (or whatever value is selected 
for the input resistor), the low -end fre- 
quency response is set by: 

21tRC (3) 

Or, if 10 megohms is used, we can rear- 
range the ''standard" formula to find what 

we really want to know -what value ca- 
pacitor will yield the specified frequency 
response. That is found from: 

_1.6 x 10-2 

/ (4) 

where C is capacitance in microfarads and f is the frequency in hertz. 
Lets work an example. An ECG ampli- 

fier requires a frequency response of 0.05 
Hz to 100 Hz. Select a capacitance valve 
for Cl and C2 in Fig. 4 that will result in 
0.05 -Hz lower limit. C = 
(1.6x 10- 2)1(0.05 Hz) = 0.32 µF. Since 
0.33 ILF is the next lower standard valve, 
specify 0.33 ILF for Cl and C2 in the final 
design. 

IC instrumentation amplifiers 
The integrated circuit instrumentation 

amplifier (ICIA) combines in one pack- 
age all of the components required to 
make an IA, with the possible exception 
of a single gain -setting resistor (RI in Fig. 
3). 

The ICIA is not usually cheap, at least 
when compared with 741- family devices, 
yet it is often the most economical selec- 
tion. Also, the IC packaging confers cer- 
tain assembly advantages, and the ratings 
of the ICIA are often better than 741 - 
family devices. The proper cost com- 
parison would be between the ICIA and 
an ordinary discrete IA built from preci- 
sion resistors and three premium -grade 
op -amps. 

Figure 5 shows the National Semicon- 
ductor LM -363 device. Three versions of 
that device, with the difference between 
them being the gain, are available. Those 
are the LM- 363 -10, LM- 363 -I00 and 
LM- 363 -500, which offer gains of 10, 
100, and 500, respectively. 

LM363 

+V COMP 

INVERTING 
INPUT 

SENSE 

NON- INVERTING 
INPUT 

OUTPUT 

-V REF 

FIG. 5 -THE INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER is 
available in IC form. The pinout for one such IC, 
the LM -363, is shown here. 

Ordinarily, the LM -363 is connected in 
a circuit such as the one shown in Fig. 6. 
The COMPENSATION terminal (pin 8) is 
connected to a series RC network for fre- 
quency- response tailoring. The REFER- 
ENCE terminal (pin 5) is connected to 
ground, and SENSE (pin 7) is connected to 
the output. No external components are 
needed to set gain as that is fixed. The IC 
comes in an eight -pin metal case. 

+V 

OUTPUT 

FIG. 6 -THE SERIES R -C NETWORK is used to 
tailor the frequency response of the circuit, thus 
the values of Cl and R1 will vary according to 
the application. 
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FIG. 7- PINOUT of the LM- 363AD. The gain for 
that device is pin -selectable. 

Another version of the LM -363, the 
LM- 363 -AD, is shown in Fig. 7. That 14- 
pin DIP also features fixed gain, but three 
selectable gain levels -l0, 100, and 
1000 -are available in a single device. 
The gain is set by shorting the GR terminal 
(pin 4) and the gain terminals, x Iqo (pin 
3) and x woo (pin 2) as shown in Fig. 7. 

The LM- 363 -AD has two terminals that 
may look a little strange; + SHIELD and 
- SHIELD. Those terminals are used to 
drive the input -wire shield (i.e. when 
shielded cable is used) with a sample of 
the signal. A shield treated in that manner 
is called a guard shield, and tends to im- 

continued on page 88 
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IN THE "OLD" DAYS -WHEN TTL 
(Transistor -Transistor Logic) was 
the only game in town -all sorts of 
hassles used to crop up when you 
designed circuitry that had both 
digital and analog elements. Not 
only were there different voltage re- 
quirements for each section, but 
transients generated by one section 
of the circuit were a problem for the 
other section. All sorts of design 
tricks had to be dreamed up if you 
expected the circuit to be reliable 
and glitch -free. 

Designing the interface portion 
of the circuit also presented its own 
special problems. Schemes of in- 
credibly complex circuitry had to 6 
be dumped in the middle of an oth- 
erwise sane and orderly design. 
The benefits you could enjoy by 
using digital logic to control analog 
signals were often outweighed by 
the problems inherent in the de- 
sign. 

Fortunately those days are gone 
forever. With the introduction of 
CMOS (Complementary Metal 
Oxide Semiconductor) technology 
a few years ago, most of the design 
problems we've been talking about went 
out the window. The construction tech- 
niques used in the design of the chips in 
that family opened up whole new worlds 
of possibilities. Because CMOS uses both 
P- and N- channel MOS transistors, (re- 
member that the "C" in CMOS means 
Complementary), we aren't limited to 
having the current flow in only one direc- 
tion. Everything depends on how we con- 
nect up the transistors on the chip. We can 
see some of the possibilities that appear if 
we connect the P- and N- channel tran- 
sistors back to back as shown in Fig. I. 

Cmos 
Analog 

The simple CMOS switch 
When SI, the control switch, is con- 

nected to ground, the gate of the N -chan- 
nel transistor is grounded and the gate of 
the P- channel (because of the inverter) is 

at + V volts. Since both transistors are 
turned off, points "A" and "B" are iso- 
lated from each other. (Well, that's not 
entirely true -because of the leakage cur- 

_ 

L 

GND 

+v 

Switches 
ROBERT GROSSBLATT 

With CMOS switches, you can 
use digital techniques to con- 
trol analog signals. 

+v 

GI 

A 

II I Hi 
I i 

P-TYPE 1 N-TYPE 

Gz 

FIG. 1-SIMPLE CMOS ANALOG SWITCH. When 
S1 Is switched to V, a signal path is created 
between points "A" and "B." When S1 is switch- 
ed to ground, the path Is opened. 

rent of the transistors.) When we 
move the control switch to + V, a 

much more interesting thing hap- 
pens. The P- channel gate is now 
grounded and the N channel gate is 
at + V. Both transistors are turned 
on and points "A" and "B" are 
connected to each other through the 
transistors. Since we're using two 
complementary transistors, the cir- 
cuit of Fig. I can handle current 
flow in either direction. The P- 

channel transistor will conduct in 
the one direction and the N- channel 
transistor will conduct in the other. 
In other words, we can use the cir- 
cuit to pass either digital or analog 
signals. 

The OFF resistance of the circuit 
will be pretty high since we're es- 
sentially looking at a reverse -bi- 
ased silicon diode. The ON 
resistance will be low; it's deter- 
mined by the voltage across and the 
transistors and their physical 
characteristics. Although that 
looks wonderful, let's see what's 
wrong with it -and what can be 
done to make it better. 

For starters, the ON resistance is 

going to be on the high side (about 500 
ohms) for low -level analog signals. Run- 
ning audio through that amount of resis- 
tance, especially low -voltage audio, can 
lead to possible termination problems and 
floating signals. A further problem with 
the circuit of Fig. 1 is that the resistance is 
going to change as the voltage changes 
across points A and B. That's because 
there's always a voltage drop across a tran- 
sistor and the conductivity of even the 
world's most perfect transistor will vary 
somewhat with changes in voltage and 
frequency. 

There's one more problem with the cir- 
cuit of Fig. I. Even though the transistors 
are a matched pair built on the same sub- 
strate, they are not exact complements of 
each other. That means that the signal path 
from point "A" to point "B" won't be 
exactly the same as the path from "B" to 
"A." In practical terms, that means that 
the resistances are going to be slightly 
different in each direction, and the switch 
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will run the risk of distortion and latch -up 
if the current flow gets up around the max- 
imum limits of the transistors. 

The improved CMOS switch 
It's for those and other reasons that the 

type of switch circuit shown in Fig. I was 
soon referred to as a "simple" switch and 
the semiconductor manufacturers intro- 
duced an "improved" version. 

Figure 2 is the schematic of the im- 
proved version. At first glance at seems as 
if there has been quite a bit of change, but 
a second look will show you that we've 
simply made a few common -sense addi- 
tions to the circuit of Fig. I. Two inverters 
have been added to the control input of the 
switch to isolate the control voltage from 
the voltages being switched. That pre- 
vents the possibility of the control voltage 
being modulated by the voltages across 
the switch terminals. The high ON 
resistance of the simple switch has been 
reduced by adding two new transistors, 
Q4 and Q5, in parallel with Ql and Q2. 
Since they're in parallel, the voltage drop 
across the two pairs will be less than it was 
in the simple switch -and a smaller volt- 
age drop means a smaller resistance. 

Because the controlling inverter is iso- 
lated from the control switch, we can add 
Q3 to make sure that the switching pairs 
of transistors stay off when the control 
switch is connected to ground. Since Q3 
is an N- channel transistor, a logic -low at 
it's gate will turn it on and help make sure 
that the other transistors are held in cutoff 
when the switch is opened. Remember 
that we added the extra switching pair, Q4 
and Q5, to lower the voltage drop across 
the switch. Well, nothing is without a 
price. The cost of the lower resistance we 
achieved was the increased possibility of 
signal leakage through the switch when 
it's turned off. Even though Q3 goes a 
long way in helping to lock the other tran- 
sistors in cutoff, the simple switch of Fig. 
I is still a better choice if your application 
demands the absolute lowest leakage cur- 
rent when the switch is turned off. 

By using the basic principles we've just 
analyzed, chip designers have come up 
with an incredible variety of CMOS 
switches. By combining the switches 
with other digital circuits, MSI (Medium 
Scale integration) IC's have been de- 
signed that can solve almost any circuit 
switching problem. On -chip binary coun- 
ters and decoders allow the use of stan- 
dard binary addressing to control the 
switching in a circuit. It doesn't take a 
great deal of imagination to realize the 
enormous advantage of being able to easi- 
ly switch analog signals using digital con- 
trol lines. Before you rush out and pick up 
some of those IC's, let's take a look at 
some of the rules you have to follow when 
you use them. 
1. CMOS technology is used to make 
analog switches. That means that they are 

FIG. 2- IMPROVED SWITCH. The ow resistance has been decreased at the expense of a greater signal 
leakage when the switch is turned off. 

subject to the same sort of damage from 
static electricity that you can expect with 
any other CMOS IC. The oxide layer be- 
tween the gate and channel of a CMOS 
transistor is extremely thin and can be 
punctured by even a moderate amount of 
static discharge. Follow the same han- 
dling procedures you would with any 
MOS device and never insert or remove 
one of those IC's from a circuit that's 
powered up. It will ruin the chip -and 
your whole day. 
2. The amount of current you can route 
through the switch changes somewhat 
with the supply voltage, but it should nev- 
er be more than 25 mA for improved 
switches and 15 mA for simple ones. Try- 
ing to force more current through the 
switch will do things like degrading the 
internal transistors (if you're lucky) or 
blowing them up (if you're not). 
3. There are voltage limits to your input 
signals. Never allow the voltage swing of 
the input to go above the supply rail or 
below ground. That isn't as much of a 
restriction as it would seem because 
CMOS IC's can operate over an as- 
tonishingly wide power -supply range. If 
you're sure that the voltage swing of the 
signals going through the switch in your 
circuit is going to exceed the range of the 
power supply, you're going to have to do 
some designing to meet that restriction. 
Since CMOS can operate safely at up to 15 

volts however, you shouldn't have too 
much of a problem: It's a fairly simple 
matter to cut an input signal down to size 
ahead of the switch and boost it back up 
afterwards. 
4. Never let the control pins float. That's 
especially true if you 'have signal voltages 
always present at the switch inputs. Don't 
forget that a general rule for all CMOS 
design is that all inputs have to go some- 
where. Remember that the control pins 
are connected to inverters inside the IC. If 
the control inputs are floating, the state of 
the switches will be indeterminate at best 
and haywire at worst. More than likely, 
the inverters will bias themselves into lin- 
ear operation and the whole circuit will 

start oscillating. Since the inverters will 
have no clear path to either end of the 
supply rail, they'll draw a lot of power and 
you'll be running the risk of blowing up 
the IC and doing severe damage to the 
other parts of your circuit. 

All those usage rules may make things 
seem a lot worse than they really are. But 
in practical terms, CMOS switch IC's are 
extremely easy to use and provide solu- 
tions to design problems by using meth- 
ods that simply didn't exist before the 
introduction of CMOS technology. 

Table 1 is a listing of some of the switch 
packages that are available. As you can 
see, some of the IC's are multiplexer /de- 
multiplexers- switch configurations that 
are controlled by onboard binary de- 
coders. They're a little bit slower than the 
plain switch packages, but they come in 
really handy when you're looking for an 
easy way to distribute analog data. 

Before we examine some of the infinite 
amount of uses for these IC's, let's exam- 
ine one consequence of usage rule 3 -the 
input voltage can't exceed the IC's power 
supply. Although the voltages running 
around in a digital system are usually 
within those limits, analog signals are 
something else. It's perfectly normal for 
an analog signal to swing below system 
ground. That is especially possible if the 
analog signals are being generated by cir- 
cuitry whose power supply is separate 
from the digital supply. Figure 3 is a graph 
that illustrates that problem perfectly. The 
digital voltage is between 0 and V + and 
the analog swing is between + (V/2) and 
- (V/2). Although the voltage ranges are 
the same (V volts), it's evident that the 
difference in the values is going to present 
a special design problem -or at least one 
that has to be solved before the switches 
can be used to process analog data. 

The solution is the same as it is with op- 
amps: The IC has to be powered by a 
bipolar supply. You're going to have to do 
something about generating a negative 
voltage for the IC. That means using cen- 
ter- tapped transformers or some other ar- 
rangement to produce the negative 
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TABLE 1- ANALOG SWITCH IC TYPES 

IC type Switch type Quantity ON resistance Frequency 
response 

Operating speed 

4016 SPST 4 500 ohms 40 MHz 25 MHz (0.12 volts 
4051 1 of 8 1 80 ohms 40 MHz 2 MHz C 12 volts 
4052 1 of 4 2 80 ohms 40 MHz 2 MHz 0-112 volts 
4053 1 of 2 3 80 ohms 40 MHz 2 MHz C 12 volts 
4066 SPST 4 80 ohms 40 MHz 30 MHz Ca 12 volts 
4067 of 16 1 200 ohms 40 MHz 5 MHz (0 12 volts 
4097 1 of 8 2 200 ohms 40 MHz 5 MHz (a 12 volts 
4529 1 of 4 

or 
2 300 ohms 35 MHz 5 MHz 0/ 12 volts 

10 of 8 1 300 ohms 35 MHz 5 MHz Ç 12 volts 

DIGITAL HIGH 
VOLTAGE LEVEL 

_V1 
FIG. 3-SITUATIONS WHERE THE ANALOG sig- 
nal swings below the system ground require 
that a bipolar supply be used to power the IC. 

ANALOG SIGNAL 
VOLTAGE SWING 

t 

DIGITAL LOW 
VOLTAGE LEVEL 

voltage level. The exact amount of power 
you'll need from a negative supply will 
depend on how you're using the switch, 
the frequency of the input voltage, the 
output load, and so on, but the current 
demand will never exceed about 5 to 10 
milliamps. Since so little is needed, a 
center -tapped transformer is really over- 
kill. A more realistic approach is to get 
below system ground by using some 
"Mickey- Moused" circuits or even one of 
the IC's specifically designed for the job, 
such as Intersil's ICL -7660 voltage con- 
verter. 

Some real devices 
Figures 4 and 5 show you two of the 

IC's in the family of analog switches. 
Since they're typical of the basic types of 
switches available, understanding them 
will make you familiar with the other IC's 
in the series. 

The 4016 (in Fig. 4) is a package con- 
taining four simple switches exactly like 
the ones we analyzed. The 4066 is a pin - 
for -pin replacement containing four im- 
proved switches. The switches can be 
ganged together any way you want to sat- 
isfy whatever switching needs you have. 
A high signal on any control pin will close 
its associated switch and a low signal will 
open it. 

Aside from the rules and limitations 
we've already discussed, there's nothing 
special you have to watch out for when 
you use this IC. The switches are all inde- 
pendent of each other and the crosstalk 
between them is very low- isolation is on 
the order of about 50 dB. 

The 4051 (in Fig. 5) is one of the MSI 
rotary type switches we discussed before. 
It's a single -pole, eight -position switch 

Pin 3 is the center pole of the switch and it 
will be connected to whatever pole is des- 
ignated by the three -bit word presented to 
the weighted select pins (9, 10, and II). 
Pin 6 is an enable or inhibit control for the 
IC -if it's made high the inputs will be 
disconnected from the output. That's a 
useful feature because there might very 
well be times when you want no channel 
to be connected. Pin 7 gives us an easy 
way to make the IC usable for both digital 
and analog applications. 

If you're going to use the 4051 to han- 
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FIG. 5- ROTARY ANALOG SWITCH, the 4051, Is essentially t s sane as Its mechanical counterpart 

and can be used, like its mechanical coun- dle only digital signals, you should tie pin 
terpart, to either select or distribute data. 7 to ground. That pin is connected to cir- 
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cuitry inside the IC that takes care of the 
voltage translation needed to handle ana- 
log signals. When analog signals are 
going to be routed through the chip, you 
should connect it to the lowest voltage 
level in your system. That would be the 
lower limit of the analog voltage swing 
presented to the chip. In practice, that 
would probably be whatever negative 
voltage level you're generating in your 
system. 

Remember that you can't ever let the 
input signals exceed the voltage range 
spanned by the supply levels on pin 8 and 
pin 16. If you connect pins 16 and 7 to + 6 
and -6 volts respectively, and connect 
pin 7 to ground, you can handle analog 
voltages of up to 12 volts and still use 6- 
volt digital -control signals to select the 
channel you want selected in the IC. 

Even the slowest of the analog switches 
will operate at 2 MHz with a 12 -volt sup- 
ply. The frequency response of the switch- 
es is typically 40 MHz. That means that 
you can easily switch audio signals and 
even standard NTSC video signals. Since 
the propagation times are on the order of 
about 200 nanoseconds, you're probably 
thinking that these devices can be used for 
popless audio switching, remote control 
of analog signals, and so on. 

Digitally controlled gain 
Well you're absolutely right. Let's look 

at two basic examples. Figure 6 shows 
how you could use a 4066 to digitally 
control the gain of an amplifier. The am- 
plifier is an op -amp in a non -inverting 
configuration, and the gain is determined 
by the amount of resistance in the feed- 
back path. 

By putting a binary word on the control 
pins, we can have any one of 16 possible 
gain settings that are both precise and 
repeatable. Obviously that circuit is not 
the last word in this sort of thing, and 
we're not limited to using a 4066. We can 
gang as many switches as we want, use 
one of the "rotary" switches, or any com- 
bination at all. Microprocessor control of 
things is a mal possibility and the range of 
control you have will be limited only by 
the width of your data bus. 

The advantages of digital gain -control 
are obvious. Anyone who has fooled 
around with audio knows the insidious 
nature of 60 -Hz hum from the power 
lines. As you run more and more lengths 
of shielded cable, your chances of main- 
taining a clean signal get less and less. 
That's in sharp contrast to digital signals: 
You can grind the digital control lines into 
the dirt and not upset anything. (Well, 
almost anything.) 

Figure 7 shows you how you can use a 
4051 to select the inputs to an amplifier. If 
you use that sort of arrangement with au- 
dio signals, the transition from one chan- 
nel to another will be smooth, popless, 
and absolutely undetectable. Notice also 

CONTROL 
INPUTS 

VIN 

+v 

b-- SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC of a digitally 
controlled variable -gain control. 

tially an open circuit, crosstalk is less than 
50 dB, and because CMOS is an inher- 
ently noise immune logic -family, that sort 
of circuit is a real possibility. 

The question of video switching is in- 
teresting. The analog switches have more 
than enough speed and bandwidth to han- 
dle it. Even the slowest devices can pass 
frequencies up to 40 MHz and premium 
IC's can go way past that. I've built video 
switchers using analog switches and, 
beyond the normal precautions you take 
when working with high frequencies, no 
particular problems showed up. Re- 
member: I'm talking about NTSC vid- 
eo-not un- demodulated broadcast tele- 
vision signals. TV signals would be a bit 
of a problem because you'd be looking at 
VHF and UHF signals. You might be able 
to handle the extreme lower end of the 
VHF band, but that's about it. Since 
Channel 2 centers around 58 MHz, you're 
starting out at the upper limit of most 
analog switches. And since UHF begins 
somewhere around 440 MHz, it's out of 
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i -irnru I umruricri can oe switchea in any order using the select Mia. 

that you don't have to switch channels in 
any particular order as you do with me- 
chanical switching. You might refer to 
that sort of circuit as a random- access 
selector. Since those are analog switches, 
you can turn the circuit upside down and 
use it to send a signal to a selected out - 
put-in other words, a distribution ampli- 
fier. 

That isn't as trivial an observation as it 
may seem. Remember that the 4051 will 
scan outputs at greater than 2 MHz. That 
immediately brings to mind a unique sort 
of distribution amplifier. A little bit of 
design ingenuity will allow you to use one 
amplifier to feed eight outputs by scan- 
ning the outputs so quickly that there's no 
noticeable signal loss at any one of them. 
(That's similar to multiplexing LED dis- 
plays.) Since the OFF resistance is essen- 

the question. The best approach is to de- 
modulate those signals before the analog - 
switch circuitry, and cut the frequencies 
down to a level more easily handled by the 
switches 

CMOS switches are the digital win- 
dows to the analog world. No logic family 
has ever been able to directly process the 
signals those IC's were designed to han- 
dle. Although they can be used to deal 
with digital data, their real advantage 
comes in being able to deal internally with 
analog voltages. The next time you design 
circuitry for audio or video signals, using 
these specialized IC's can save you time at 
the bench. They'll also help reduce the 
number of problems with power supplies 
and provide you with an elegant solution 
to what used to be an impossibly compli- 
cated problem. R -E 
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This August marks the 100th anniversary of the birth of Hugo 
Gernsback -author, publisher, and inventor. In this article, 

we'll look back at the life and achievements of that great 
man, the founder of Radio -Electronics. 

HUGO GERNSBACK: 
A MAN 

WITH 
VISION + 

"IF HUGO GERNSBACK HAD STAYED HOME, 
everything would have been different." 
So begins The Futurians, by Damon 
Knight -a book about a famous science- 
fiction fan club of the late 30's and early 
40's, many of whose members became 
prominent science- fiction writers and edi- 
tors. That statement is even more true of 
the world of electronics and radio, and 
electronics periodicals. 

Where was Gernsback's "home ?" He 
was born in Luxembourg on August 16, 
1884. That was the year that Grover 
Cleveland was first elected President of 
the United States; Harry S. Truman and 
August Piccard (Swiss physicist) were 
born, and the first practical steam turbine 
engine was invented. 

As a boy, young Hugo was fascinated 
by the electrical workings of a doorbell 
he'd been given for his 8th birthday, and 
that concentrated interest in all aspects of 
electricity proved to be life -long. He stud- 
ied that subject at the Bingen Technicum, 
one of the best technical institutes in Eu- 
rope, from which he graduated. But his 
education was not a narrowly scientific 
one; he had a thorough classical education 
as well, and knew the literature of three 
languages in which he became fluent: 
German, French, and English. 

His first venture toward a career was 
invention: He developed a greatly im- 
proved dry battery, and emigrated to the 
United States, at the age of 19, where he 
hoped to make his fortune as an inventor. 
His name had actually been Gernsbacher; 

he changed it to "Gernsback," for the 
purposes of simplification. 

The battery was, indeed, a superior 
one -but the cost of manufacturing it at 
the time proved to be too great. He got a 

job with a storage- battery manufacturer, 
and developed a cheaper, lighter, and 
stronger battery case than any other then 
available. Unfortunately, he neglected to 
test it fully and it proved all too vulnerable 
to corrosion. That ended his job and his 
career as an engineer. 

His third venture would be successful 
and lead directly into his career as a pub- 
lisher and writer. He formed the Electro 
Importing Co. , to obtain equipment from 
Europe and sell it to electrical and wire- 
less experimenters. His catalogs not only 
showed and described the products he was 
selling, but also contained short articles 
explaining how electrical equipment actu- 
ally worked. 

Gernsback the publisher 
In 1908, he decided to try publishing a 

magazine devoted to instructive articles 
on new and unfamiliar equipment, as well 
as background material on electrical fun- 
damentals. The first issue of Modern 
Electrics was dated April, 1908, and from 
the start was concentrated on wireless the- 
ory and construction projects. The maga- 
zine was a success, and in 1911 Gernsback 
started to write what he would later term 
"scientifiction " -a charming story root- 
ed in sound scientific principles, speculat- 
ing upon the future (near or far) when as- 

ROBERT A. W. LOWNDES 

yet unheard of devices and inventions 
would be realities. Because of its com- 
bination of sound scientific background 
and vision, that first story, "Ralph 
124C41 + ," contained a cornucopia of 
what proved to be accurate predictions: 
radar, television, tape recording, and 
night sports games, are just a few of them. 
The story ran serially for 12 issues in Mod- 
em Electrics, and it is very likely that 
Gernsback had no idea, when he started it 
as a space -filler, that it would wind up as a 

novel. It was rewriten for hardcover pub- 
lication in 1925, and reprinted in the 
winter 1929 issue of Amazing Stories 
Quarterly. 

Modern Electrics was sold in 1912; 
Gernsback had already started another 
publication with a broader base: The Elec- 
trical Experimenter was a large -size, roto 
magazine. (Modern Electrics had been 
something between pulp magazine and 
digest size.) The title was changed to Sci- 
ence and Invention in 1920. By then, he 
was already publishing Radio Amateur 
News; the word "amateur, was dropped 
from that title in 1920. 

In 1925, Hugo Gernsback established 
radio station WRNY, the first broadcast 
station to devote regular time to broad- 
casting programs of interest to electrical 
experimenters and technicians. The edi- 
tors of Science and Invention and Radio 
News were frequent speakers, and 
Gernsback himself talked on scientific 
subjects every Monday night at 9 PM. 

In 1928, station WRNY began daily 
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television broadcasts, and those who had 
built themselves TV receivers saw tiny 
images comparable to halftones in the 
daily newspapers. There was no sound, 
however, and those without receivers who 
tuned into WRNY when TV broadcasts 
were going on heard only peculiar noises. 
In the same year, Station WRNY was 
broadcasting by shortwave all over the 
world. 

He had already achieved considerable 
influence not only on inventors and re- 
searchers, but also on legislators. He 
founded the Wireless Association of 
America in 1909; its purpose was to ad- 
vance the interests of both professionals 
and amateurs in the field. It went farther 
than that: it protected them. On two occa- 
sions when legislators would have elimi- 
nated the amateur and amateur radio 
itself, Gernsback's editorials (and un- 
doubtedly much mail from his readers) 
prevented that from happening. The ama- 
teur section of the Wireless Act of 1912 

reads like a paraphrase of one of his edi- 
torials. Gernsback also formed the first 
organization of radio repairmen, the Of- 
ficial Radio Service Men's Association. 

Gernsback's humor came out, however, 
not only in stories, but in "April -Fool" 
type articles. For that purpose he adopted 
the pseudonym of Mohammed Ulysses 
Socrates Fips, office boy, who was also an 
immigrant from Mars. Fips' inventions, in 
the Modern Electrics days, included a de- 
vice to obtain ham sandwiches through 
matter transmission. 

Although his initial experience had 
convinced him that he wasn't going to 
make his living as an inventor, Hugo 
Gernsback didn't stop inventing. That as- 
pect of his life continued and he obtained 
over 80 patents, few of which he made any 
attempt to commercialize. Among those 
that were developed was what he called 
the "hypnobioscope," described in 
"Ralph 124C41 + " -a device by which 
one can be instructed or educated while 
asleep. It was tried and used successfully 
in 1922 at the Pensacola, Florida, Naval 
Training School for teaching students 
Morse Code. Another was a bone -con- 
duction hearing aid; he patented it in 1928 
but never made or developed it, nor ob- 
jected when someone else "reinvented" 
and manufactured it. His comment then 
was "I never intended to market it. Why 
should I bother someone else ?" 

One exception was the compression 
type "condenser," which was a prototype 
of the present -day trimmer capacitor. That 
was used as the "book condenser" in the 
Crosley radios. Patents were also obtained 
to protect devices he had developed for the 
Electro Importing Company. 

However, he did not forsake developing 
some of his own ideas. In 1906, he 
brought forth the first radio set ever sold in 
the United States. It was a spark set that 
included both a transmitter and receiver, 

and was portable. The price was $7.50 
and it included what would later be called 
receiving and transmitting antennas. 
While the range was limited (one mile), it 
operated in the UHF band and did not 
need tuning. There was no such thing as a 
commercial radio station at the time; the 
Telimco Wireless Outfit, as it was called, 
was used by experimenters and hobbyists 
who would later be known as radio hams. 

Not all of Gernsback's periodicals were 
dedicated to radio or electricity. He also 
published Your Body, a magazine dedi- 
cated to sound medical instruction for the 
layman, as opposed to other, "health - 
fad" , types of periodicals at the time. One 
of the publishers of that type of magazine 
was Bernarr MacFadden, who would play 
an important part in Hugo Gernsback's 
later fortunes. 

While Amazing Stories, Gemsback's 
scientifiction magazine introduced in 
1926, did not become a money -maker, it 
was popular; and the response to it was 
such that, after experimenting with one 
issue of Amazing Stories Annual in 1927, 
Gernsback started a second scientifiction 
title in 1928: Amazing Stories Quarterly, 
which featured a book- length novel, a 

novella, and short stories, all complete in 
each issue. 

It was at this time that MacFadden tried 
to buy Amazing Stories and Your Body 
from Gernsback. MacFadden was a 
sincere scientifiction enthusiast, and it 
was more practical to obtain an already - 
established title than take the risks of 
starting a new one. (He wanted Your 
Body, however, in order to bury it.) 
Gernsback declined the offer, and as- 
sumed that that had ended the matter. 

It hadn't. Early in 1929, Hugo 
Gernsback suddenly learned that bank- 
ruptcy proceedings had been set up 
against his Experimenter Publications. A 
sizeable debt to one of his suppliers (who 
also did much business with MacFadden) 
had been manipulated so that bankruptcy 
petitions could be presented to the court. 

Such a ploy would be prosecuted as crimi- 
nal conspiracy today, but in 1929, the 
steps taken by the "conspirators" were 
entirely within the law. The bankruptcy 
laws in New York were changed there- 
after, to prevent further such incidents, but 
that could not restore Gernsback's 
ownership of his publishing company. 

A few months later, proof appeared that 
Hugo Gernsback was not broke and 
finished. On May 3, 1929 the first issue of 
Science Wonder Stories came out, with 
the familiar "Hugo Gernsback, Editor" 
line on its cover. That cover was by Frank 
R. Paul, who had done all the previous 
covers for the monthly and quarterly 
Amazing Stories. The term Scientifiction 
had been dropped and "Science Fiction" 
substituted. Inside was a full -page an- 
nouncement of another science -fiction ti- 
tle, Air Wonder Stories, which would start 
the following month. And that same 
month, June 1929, the first issue of Radio - 
Craft went on sale. Hugo Gernsback had 
made the fastest comeback in magazine- 
publishing history! 

From its first issue, Radio -Craft gave 
close attention to not only hobbyists and 
experimenters, but also service techni- 
cians. (The editorial in that initial issue 
was titled: "How to Become a Service 
Man. ") At that time it was extremely dif- 
ficult to obtain needed technical informa- 
tion, or even parts, from radio set 
manufacturers; Gernsback's influence 
would gradually change that situation to 
the point where any layman could obtain 
information needed to repair his equip- 
ment or use components in his projects. 

The year 1933 saw the inauguration of 
Hugo Gernsback's most important non - 
technological magazine: Sexology, the 
first periodical devoted to sound, scien- 
tific, and absolutely non -sensational arti- 
cles on the entire range of sex, medical 
and psychological, including marital 
counseling. 

The same year, one of Gernsback's 
choicest bits of humor backfired upon 

HUG) GtHNStiACK at the key of the Telimco wireless transmitter. The receiver is at the aft. 
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him: The May 1933 issue of Radio -Craft, 
on sale in April, contained a description 
of a "super -hetero- ultradyne" radio so 
small that it could almost fit into the 
owner's pocket. It was called the "West - 
ingmouse." Although the words "APRIL 
FOOL," in capitals, appeared at the end 
of the article, readers refused to believe it 
was all a joke. The manufacturer whose 
name was suggested received innumera- 
ble orders for the "Westingmouse," as 
did Radio -Craft. As steady readers know, 
Radio -Electronics now has "April Fool" 
material each year, but that was not the 
case for a number of years after 1933. 

In 1934, readers saw the first article in 
Radio -Craft to use the term "high 
fidelity." (As with the word "television," 
high fidelity was not a Gernsback coin- 
age, but he was prominent in bringing 
attention to the latter, while he introduced 
the former into English.) There were con- 
struction articles in 1933 issues on how to 
add high -fidelity to old sets, and the May 
issue of that year had five articles on the 
subject of hi -fi. 

Also in 1935, the first mention of FM 
came up in discussion of an invention by 
Major Edwin H. Armstrong that would 
eliminate static; at the beginning that was 
its principal use. Earlier, Hugo Gernsback 
had championed de Forest in his claims to 
have developed an entirely new device in 
the Audion (rather than just an improve- 
ment on the Fleming diode valve), and the 
Supreme Court recognized de Forest as 
the inventor of the regenerative circuit. 

In 1937, there was a serial: "How to 
Build Your Radio -Craft Television Re- 
ceiver." 

Nikola Tesla, now recognized as one of 
the world's greatest electrical inventors 
and engineers, died in 1943. Gernsback 
had been an admirer and personal friend 
of Tesla from the very beginning. It was 
through Gernsback's influence that West- 
inghouse arranged for Tesla to receive the 
pension as "consulting retainer" that kept 
him from poverty in his last years. The 
February 1943 issue of Radio -Craft was a 
special Tesla issue. 

Today, the electret, which is a dielectric 
disc with a permanent positive charge on 
one face and a negative charge on the 
other, is widely used in microphones. The 
public first heard about it, however, in an 
article, "Electret -Frozen Electricity," 
appearing in the November 1945 issue of 
Radio -Craft. Few scientists and techni- 
cians paid any attention, but Gernsback 
kept pushing the idea and finally per- 
suaded Edward Padgett to make some. 
Padgett described his experiments in a 
series of articles, and another author 
showed readers how to make their own. 

The birth of Radio- Electronics 
By now, the magazine had a new title. 

Gernsback repeated a procedure he had 
used when he started his new company in 

1929: he asked readers to choose a title - 
in this case a more appropriate name for 
Radio- Craft, whose coverage now had ex- 
panded far beyond the limits of radio. He 
specified that he wanted the word "televi- 
sion" in the new title -but the voters 
didn't. Starting with the September 1948 
issue, the magazine became Radio -Elec- 
tronics. (The old title was phased out on 
the cover after several months.) 

Gernsback wrote all the editorials for 
the magazine, but began to confine his 
long, highly speculative and predictional 
material to his annual Christmas card. It 
was far from a card; each year, it appeared 
as a take -off on some other well -known 
national -circulation magazine, following 
that publication's general format. (Time 
was burlesqued as Tame.) The articles on 
scientific subjects, sound as they were in 
principle, read like science fiction, and 
many of them were illustrated by Frank R. 
Paul. A number of them were reprinted in 
Gernsback's last attempt to launch a suc- 
cessful science -fiction magazine in 1953. 
(Wonder Stories had folded in 1936.) 
There was a boom in science -fiction mag- 
azines at the time, although by the time 
the first issue of Science- Fiction + ap- 
peared, it had started to die down. The 
magazine was edited by Sara Moskowitz, 
and printed on coated paper, large size, 
but it only lasted for eight issues. 

Some of the material from Christmas 
cards and Science Fiction + found its way 
into the original manuscript of Hugo 
Gernsback's final novel, The Ultimate 
World, which he wrote in 1958 and 1959. 
No publisher would take it because of the 
intermingling of narrative fiction and 
prophetic articles. It was finally published 
in 1971, as edited by Sara Moskowitz, 
without any of the non -fiction. 

Gernsback had seen a number of his 
dreams come true, but one of them was 
proving to be a nightmare by the end of the 
50's. FCC Commissioner Minnow had 
summed it up when he described commer- 
cial television (and that was the only vari- 
ety then available) as a "wasteland." 
Gernsback noted in the February 1962 
Radio -Electronics that TV programs had 
"shrunk to an incredible low." But what 
could be done about it? Gernsback sug- 
gested canned TV recordings, either in 
tape or disc format; such recordings ex- 
isted at the time in experimental form. 
Educational material and entertainment 
on a high -quality level could thus be pro- 
duced and sold profitably. Those who 
owned TV sets could buy such discs and 
view them whenever they wanted to. 

The early 60's saw the first active com- 
munications satellite, Telestar, launched; 
the discovery of voiceprinting, the electret 
microphone and earphone, microwave 
ovens, and the first weather satellite. 
More and more electronics devices and 
procedures that Hugo Gernsback had ei- 
ther predicted, or championed when no 

one considered them commercially via- 
ble, had come into being. 

One of his last predictions was a voice - 
operated typewriter; he based that proph- 
ecy on work in progress. One experi- 
menter, Count Dreyfus -Graf, had reached 
the point where he could dictate readable 
Christmas cards. Gernsback's powers 
were failing by 1965, and many of the 
editorials in Radio -Electronics that year 
were written by guest writers, such as 
John R. Pierce of Bell Labs (who had 
been a winner in a Science Wonder Stories 
cover contest); David Lachenbruch, one- 
time associate editor, and managing edi- 
tor, Fred Shunaman. Gernsback had not 
stopped writing, but he was saving his 
material for his Christmas card, Fore- 
cast -1966. That would be the final one 
he would write. 

He lived to see the opening of the com- 
puter age, and one of his most serious 
proposals was that of a computerized Na- 
tional Facts Center. While that has not 
come about, and may not because of the 
danger of massive government intrusions 
into citizen's privacy, privately -owned 
data files, accessible at reasonable prices, 
constitute the essence of his idea. Back in 
1930, in ads for his science -fiction maga- 
zines, he had predicted that we would 
reach the Moon by 1950; he had predicted 
in 1929 that the first Moon -shots would be 
unmanned. His later prediction that the 
event would occur before 1970 hit the 
mark. He added that he wouldn't be 
around to see it happen -but in a sense he 
was there at the famous moon- landing in 
1969: a crater on the Moon had been 
named after him. 

Hugo Gernsback died on August 19, 
1967 -shortly after his 83rd birthday. His 
son, M. Harvey Gernsback, who had been 
working with his father in Gernsback Pub- 
lications for many years, and had contrib- 
uted articles to Radio -Electronics, 
continued the magazine. 

Although his interest in invention re- 
mained throughout his life, the key ele- 
ment of Hugo Gernsback's personal faith 
was that the world would be greatly im- 
proved if the common man had a basic 
comprehension of science and its mean- 
ing in society in all aspects, and at all 
levels. With a very few exceptions, all his 
publications were directed to that end. 

A collection of tributes to Hugo 
Gernsback's effectiveness in pursuing his 
chief goal from those who knew him, 
from close friends to acquaintances and 
working scientists and technicians, would 
fill a good -sized book. Testimonials from 
those who never met him, but whose lives 
had been significantly changed by follow- 
ing Gernsback publications, would fill a 
many -volume set. 

Damon Knight, a prominent member 
of the larger group, was right: Had Hugo 
Gernsback stayed in Luxembourg, every- 
thing would have been different. R -E 
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HOBBYCORNER 
Component specifications 

EARL "DOC" SAVAGE, HOBBY EDITOR 

DESIGNING AN ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT IS A 

difficult job in itself; nowhere is that better 
illustrated than in circuits that are to con- 
tain IC's. Without knowing something 
about the components that you intend to 
use, it's next to impossible. 

Several of you out there have written 
recently about the troubles you've had in 
designing circuits using IC's. I have prob- 
ably been of little help because trou- 
bleshooting by mail is a difficult, if not 
impossible, undertaking. However, I can 
offer this bit of advice to Pat Rube (SD), 
Walter Bumgamer (NE), William Stamile 
(NY) and others who may be having sim- 
ilar problems. 

For general design information and IC 
requirements, go first to two books by 
Don Lancaster (published by Howard W. 
Sams): The 77'L and the CMOS Cook- 
books. They're getting a bit old now, but 
they still contain valuable information that 
is clearly presented. The next place to 
look is in the manufacturer's data sheets or 
databooks to get information on the spe- 
cific IC's involved. (Your local library is a 

good place to look for databooks.) 
The databooks will give you necessary 

information about such things as de- 
bouncing input lines, stabilizing power 
supplies, current requirements, what 
must be done with unused input pins, 

AN INVITATION 
To better meet your needs, "Hobby 

Corner" has undergone a change in 
direction. It has been changed to a 

question- and -answer form. You are in- 
vited to send us questions about gen- 
eral electronics and its applications. 
We'll do what we can to come up with 
an answer or, at least, suggest where 
you might find one. 

If you need a basic circuit for some 
purpose, or want to know how or why 
one works, let us know. We'll print 
those of greatest interest here in 
"'Hobby Corner." Please keep in mind 
that we cannot become a circuit -de- 
sign service for esoteric applications; 
circuits must be as general and as 
simple as possible. Please address 
your correspondence to: 

Hobby Corner 
Radio -Electronics 
200 Park Ave. South 
New York, NY 10003 

5 Ica 
112 4015 

LEDI 

100.11 

needed "pull -up" resistors, fan -out lim- 
itations, current -sink limits, maximum 
frequencies, and the like. Those are the 
kinds of things you should know before 
you start designing a circuit. 

There are many instances where two (or 
more) IC's have identical pinouts, yet are 
not interchangeable in most applications. 
Without both general and specific data, 
you are likely to go astray. 

If you build a device based on an arti- 
cle, or other set of instructions, the author 
should have done all the ground work. On 
the other hand, if you are going from 
"scratch," you will need some references 
like those mentioned earlier. 

Another question related to this subject 
comes from Roger Secura (OH), who in- 
quired about the use of the phrase "de- 
signing for the worst case." You, no 
doubt, have heard of Murphy's Law - 
Anything that can go wrong, will. That 
certainly applies to electronic circuits! 
For example, someone is sure to put a 

book over the ventilation holes of a piece 
of equipment and cause it to run hotter 
than the designer intended, thus causing it 
to malfunction. Another instance where it 
is a good idea to consider the worst case is 
in dealing with'the AC powerline. That is 
because the voltage on the line does not 
remain constant, but often varies over a 

range of ten volts or more and therefore, 
can affect the power input to a circuit. 

In your designs, it's a good idea not to 
run components at or near their limits. 
That's because those limits are likely to be 

exceeded even during the normal opera- 
tion of the circuit. In other words, do not 

FIG.1 

FIG.2 

use capacitors rated at 15 volts in 15 -volt 
circuits. Likewise, don't use a 20 MHz IC 
in a circuit that you expect to run at 20 
MHz. Also, do not use a %a watt resistor 
when you expect it to dissipate 0.25 watts. 

Though you may get away with doing 
such things now and again, your circuits 
will be more likely to fail or operate er- 
ratically. Allow your components and 
yourself some room to breathe (so to 
speak). Over -design enough to take care 
of the worst case the circuit is likely to 
meet during normal operation. That way 
your designs are bound to survive a little 
longer. And now, let's see what else is in 
the of mailbag. 

Touch switch 
Dave Hipp (IL) sent a neat circuit for a 

touch (plate) switch using 4049 and 4013 
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integrated circuits: That circuit is shown 
in Fig. 1. He plans to rebuild the circuit 
and incorporate it into a table lamp, so that 
the lamp can be operated by simply touch- 
ing it. His problem is that the circuit 
works fine when just a touch wire is at- 
tached as shown, but it turns on and stays 
on whenever he attaches a large piece of 
metal. 

Well, Dave, you must first consider the 
principle on which that type of device 
operates. Remember, when you touch the 
end of the wire, the capacitance between 
your body and ground change the poten- 
tial on the wire. That, of course, changes 
the potential on the IC's input pin, which 
then turns the device on. If you attach a 
big piece of metal, it forms a significant 
capacitor with ground, and that keeps the 
relay on. 

You can still use that piece of metal for 
the touch plate, but you must first de- 
crease the sensitivity of the input. There 
are two approaches that you can take to 
reduce circuit sensitivity, depending on 
the circuit involved. First, you can apply a 
small voltage to the input; in that way, the 
applied potential caused by body capaci- 
tance must first overcome that voltage to 
be effective. Second, you can use a volt- 
age divider at the input so that only a 
portion of potential affects the input. 
(That's easily done in your circuit by 
adding a series input resistor). 

Another circuit related to your project, 
one that I am sure will interest you and 
other readers, was sent in by Dan 
Napolitan (PA). In his circuit (shown in 
Fig. 2) he uses only the familiar 555 timer. 
If you vary the value of resistor R2 you can 
change the length of ON time. (The value 
of R2 should be somewhere between 22 
kilohms and I megohm.) You can com- 
bine the two circuits by taking the output 
of the first and feeding it to the trigger 
input (pin 2, not shown) of the 555 timer. 

Note that both diagrams show LED's in 
the output. That is done for testing and 
adjustment purposes. To operate a lamp, 
or other high voltage /current device, just 
substitute a relay for the LED. 

Wireless doorbell 
Pat LoSquadro (NY) has written to ask 

for help in finding some kind of "wire- 
less" doorbell. It seems that Pat has an 
apartment with cement -block walls and 
does not want to have wires strung around 
in plain view. 

Well , Pat, two approaches to your prob- 
lem occur to me. The first involves a car- 
rier- current transmitter and receiver that 
sends RF (Radio Frequency) energy 
through the AC lines. Of course, you 
could build the equipment yourself, but 
the cost of the commercially available 
units is reasonably low. You have proba- 
bly seen them advertised as wireless inter- 
coms, monitors, or baby sitters. 

My thought is to place a small bell or 

McIntosh 
STEREO CATALOG 

and FM DIRECTORY 
Get all the newest and latest information on the new 
McIntosh stereo equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In 
addition you will receive an FM station directory that 
covers all of North America. 

SEND 

TODAMI 

r 
McIntosh Laboratory Inc. 
East Side Station P.O. Box 96 
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904-0096 
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L 
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RE 

If you a e in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh. 
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine. 
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buzzer at or near the door in a small box 
with the transmitter. Then, you can plug 
the receiver into any convenient AC re- 
ceptacle in the house. Obviously, you will 
not need a two -way intercom, though one 
could be used. Radio Shack has a wireless 
FM- monitor for about $30 that could be 
used in this application. 

Another approach would be to use an 
infrared transmitter and receiver. One cir- 
cuit that could be easily adapted to your 
application is described in this issue of 
Radio -Electronics. 

Walkie- talkie power modifications 
A young man, who shall remain name- 

less, has written to ask advice on increas- 
ing the output power of walkie- talkies. 
That question raises several concerns. 
First, you should be aware that fooling 
around with the circuitry of a transmitter 
of any kind can change characteristics of 
the signal it produces. That can result in 
the radiation of spurious signals that 
could interfere with other equipment. 
That is illegal. 

Second, there are precise legal limits 
on the power that can be used by certain 
types of devices. For those reasons, my 
young friend, I cannot give you the infor- 
mation you seek. In addition, I strongly 
advise that you operate the equipment as it 
was intended. R -E 
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Sams Introduces PHOTOFACT." 
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HOWARD W. SAM M C - CO., INC.. 

Radio Engineer's Service 

PHnTnFA('T* FnT 1lFR SFT Nn 1 

The Inside Track 
To Servicing Your Microcomputer 

The Inside Track To Servicing Your 
Microcomputer. 
It started in the early days of television 
Sams began reconstructing and 
documenting how technology works 
and published its first PHOTOFACT TV 
service manual. 

But Sams didn't stop there. Sams 
continued to apply its technical 
expertise in new areas. And in 1967, 
released the first computer book 

Now Sams has combined its 
knowledge of computers and 
technical servicing to bring you 
COMPUTERFACTS -the first and only 
technical manual series for servicing 
today's microcomputers and 
peripherals. 

The Facts Remain Clear. 
Buy Sams COMPUTERFACTS and 
you've got the inside track to 
servicing and maintaining your 
computer yourself. Because with 
COMPUTERFACTS, ou have 
everything you needy to understand 
how your computer is put together 
and how you can make it work better. 

B 

5 

1111.11111 

40211000 

w Offer good in USA only. Prices and availability subject to change without notice. 
o In Canada, contact Lenbrook Electronics, Markham, Ontnrio L3R 1H2. 

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc Commodore is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines Inc. Atari is 
a o registered trademark of Atari, Inc Osborne is a registered trademark of Osborne Computer Corporation. Diablo is a registered trademark 
Q of XEROX CORPORATION. TI 99/4A is a registered trademark of Texas Instruments, Inc PHOTOFACT is a registered trademark of Howard W. 

Sams & Co., Inc. COMPUTERFACTS is a trademark of Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc g 
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Sams Introduces COMPUTERFACTSÉ 
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COMPUTERFACTS are available for 
every major computer and component 
made including data storage devices, 
modems, and printers by Apple ", 
Osborne" Commodore', Atari", 
Diablo ", TI 99/4A ", and others. 

And like PHOTOFACT, 
COMPUTER FACTS cover every circuit, 
chip and control thoroughly and 
accurately with pages of: 

Fully- diagrammed schematics 
Disassembly instructions 
Logic charts 
Parts descriptions 

Terminal guides 
Troubleshooting hints 

So you can spot and service problem 
areas in minutes. 

COMPUTERFACTS Give You More. 
If you want more out of your computer, 
get more into it with COMPUTERFACTS. 
Only COMPUTERFACTS can be used 
alone or with your favorite computer 
guide to improve operation, change 
configuration, replace defective parts, 
and more. 
So get Sams COMPUTERFACTS 
and get on the fast track to better 
computing. To order visit your local 
Sams dealer. Or call OPERATOR 164 
at 317 -298 -5566 or 800 -428 -SAMS. 

SAMS- 
What Technology Is All About. 

HOWARD W. SAMS & INC. 
4300 West 62nd Street, P.O. 

CO. 
box 674 

Indianapolis, IN 46268 
CIRCLE 25 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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COMPUTER CORNER 
A look at a lesser -known computer 

LOU FRENZEL 

WHAT MANUFACTURERS COME TO MIND 
when you think of personal computers? If 
you're talking about conventional desk- 
top computers, you probably think of Ap- 
ple, IBM, or Radio Shack without hesita- 
tion. If you are talking about low -cost 
home computers, then Atari, Corn - 
modore, Timex /Sinclair, and Texas In- 
struments probably come to mind. Those 
are certainly the most popular ma- 
chines -even though the last two have re- 
cently dropped out of the home -computer 
market. After all, there are more of them 
than any others in the field. Further, those 
manufacturers are all large companies 
that advertise regularly. Therefore, it's dif- 
ficult not to know about their machines. 

On the other hand, there are over 100 
other manufacturers of personal comput- 
ers. Their machines are not as well known 
and the manufacturers are certainly not as 

visible. For example, have you heard of 
Columbia, Corona, Eagle, Franklin, 
Memotech, Morrow, Seequa, Spec - 
travideo, and TeieVideo? They're just a 
few of what we might call the second 
string of personal- computer products. 
Those manufacturers each sell hundreds 
of thousands of computers to satisfied 
customers. Yet most of us tend to forget 
the off -brand machines, and focus our at- 
tention and interest on the more popular 
mainstream units. Still those lesser - 
known companies offer excellent prod- 
ucts- usually with prices, performance 
characteristics, or unique features worth 
considering. 

Recently we had the opportunity to take 
an in -depth look at an offering from one of 
the smaller and newer manufacturers of 
personal computers; and what we found 
was astonishing. No longer will we ignore 
that second tier of products and neither 
should you. You could be overlooking the 
hest machine for your needs. 

Memotech's MTX512 
Recently, Memotech decided to take 

the plunge and offer a "full- blown" mi- 
crocomputer; The result of their effort was 
the MTX5I2. While Memotech isn't ex- 
actly your basic household word in com- 
puters, they are known for their numerous 
add -on computer products. Their most 
popular products are memory- expansion 
modules and plug -in I/O interface adapt- 

FIG.1 

ers for the Sinclair 7X81 and Timex /Sin- 
clair 1000. The MTX5I2 (known in 
Europe as the MTX500) is manufactured 
in a small town in England called Whitney 
and is an excellent example of the power- 
ful new machines being offered today. The 
U.S. version went on sale in July, 1983. 

The MTX5I2 is packaged in an unusual 
but attractive black anodized aluminum 
cabinet (see Fig. 1). The cabinet itself is 
really an extrusion especially designed for 
this application. Very few personal com- 
puters have metallic housings; most use 
inexpensive foam or plastic cabinets. The 
unit has a 79 -key keyboard that includes a 
numerical keypad and eight special -func- 
tion keys. The MTX5I2 features a Z80 
microprocessor running at 4 MHz. It 
comes with 64K of user RAM, plus an 
additional 16K of RAM dedicated to vid- 
eo graphics. The user RAM can be ex- 
tended to 512K using bank switching. In 
addition, there two disk -drive options 
available: One is a floppy -disk unit that 
features a 500K byte double -sided dou- 
ble- density 51 -inch disk drives, and the 
other a 10- megabyte hard -disk drive. The 
unit also comes with 16K of ROM that 
contains its own version of BASIC (more 
on that later), the operating system, and 
other programs. 

As for the display, a standard color -TV 
set or video monitor can be used. The 
display uses the standard 24x40 format 
for text and graphics. The machine has 
excellent color and graphics capabilities. 
And thanks to a TI9918 graphic IC, the 
MTX5I2 can accommodate up to eight 
virtual screens. Its graphic resolution is 
256 by 192 pixels with a full 16 colors 

available in the high resolution mode. Up 
to 32 sprites can also be created and used. 
(A sprite is a special type of user -definable 
character. By user -definable we mean that 
the user decides what the character will 
look like, what color it will be, and where 
the character will appear on the screen.) 
An 80- column adapter and an RGB color - 
output interface are also available. 

The unit also comes with several I/O 
interface ports, which include a standard 
Centronics -compatible parallel I/O port 
for a printer, two game -controller ports for 
joysticks, and a sound output. A built -in 
2400 -baud audio- cassette interface lets 
you use an external cassette player /record- 
er for mass storage. There is also an 
RS -232 serial -port board (2 ports -per- 
board) available as an option. Another 
interesting I/O feature of this unit is the 
Oxford Ring. The Oxford Ring is a built - 
in communications system using ring 
nodes that allow up to eight MTX512's to 
be interconnected for office, school, or 
lab applications. That is accomplished 
using the RS -232 ports and the optional 
disk system. The MTX5I2 has a slot on the 
side for plugging in ROM cartridges, 
which also accepts Memotech's game 
programs such as Toado, Blobbo, Kilo - 
pede, Super Minefiield, Continental In- 
vaders, Chess, and several others. 
Additional games, and program car- 
tridges such as the Pascal and Forth lan- 
guages will be available in the future. 

Firmware 
The special version of BASIC men- 

tioned earlier is known as Oxford BASIC. 
Oxford BASIC is pretty much the stan- 
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EDITORIAL 

Let's set the record straight. 

1 was having dinner with a friend last night, and he commented that I've 
probably got -to use his words -a very "cushy" life. "You sit around in a 

big, walnut -panelled office all day, giving orders, pretty secretaries running 
in and out, three -hour lunches...You've really got it made!" 

'Taint so. Much of my work is done in my bedroom at home, working at my 
typewriter, wearing only a pair of shorts. When I can spend time at my 
"office," where I just happen to be right now, I'm in a room perhaps ten feet 
wide by about fourteen feet long. The computer terminal at which I'm 
working sits on a Formica -topped table, perhaps four -by -six feet in size, 
and the room is filled with a bunch of mysterious cartons, an old copying 
machine, a green metal cabinet or two, and a bank of file cabinets. 
Glamorous? Hardly. 

I'm certain that someplace this side of Hollywood, there may be an editor 
or two that lives the kind of life my friend's fantasy called up, but I've never 
seen it, and frankly, I hope I never do. 

Editing a magazine is simply hard work. It's exceedingly rewarding work, 
but it's also hard work. What makes it rewarding is getting mail from people 
like you, who read the magazine, who tell us that they appreciate what 
we're trying to do. That makes it all worthwhile. Ask any editor worth his 
salt what he does for a living, and before long, you're going to hear him talk 
about his readers. You, the reader, are what it's all about. For example an 
editor might be personally interested in a subject covered by a manuscript 
that comes in from an author, but the acid test of whether or not the 
manuscript is purchased, is "How much reader appeal will it have ?" Each 
and every decision that an editor makes is based on the reader's point of 
view. 

That's why we want to hear from you. We're starting a "letters" column with 
this issue of ComputerDigest, and we'd like some feedback from you. If 
you like what we're doing, please tell us. If you don't like it, tell us that, too. 
Got some suggestions on how we can improve things? You'll be amazed at 
how we listen! 

Of course, editors do make certain decisions on their own. For example, I 

just decided -on my own -I'm going to get a cup of coffee. 

BYRON G. WELS 
EDITOR 
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COMPATIBILITY 

IBM compatible? Sure! But just how compatible? 

MARC STERN 

min the world of personal computers, there's probably 
no more controversial a topic than compatibility. There 
are so many stories about it because so many 
manufacturers want to make their systems just a bit 
different from others on the market. 

Why? Most likely, its the result of an effort by 
computer manufacturers to marry users to one 
company for all their peripheral and software needs. 
And who can blame them? It seems to make eminently 
good business sense (at least to the manufacturers - 
not necessarily to the consumers). But it has led to an 
abundance of incompatible operating systems, 
incompatible disk formats and sizes, and incompatible 
programming languages. 

Frankly, its a confusing, aggravating situation for the 
average computer user. Its a situation about which 
many computer users complain, but also about which 
they have very little control. The various manufacturers 
have control of the situation -and, for competitive 
reasons, it's unlikely they will agree on standards in the 
near future. 

Halting steps forward. 
By and large, that situation is likely to exist in the 

personal- computer world for some years to come as 
droves of computer manufacturers enter, compete and 
leave the industry and new competitors take their 
places. 

There have been some halting steps toward 
standardization. It's not due to any cooperation 
between the manufacturers. It's because of the 
dominant presence of certain disk -operating and 

personal -computer systems in the marketplace. For 

example, the CP /M operating system has brought a 

measure of standardization to the 8 -bit computer 
world, while the IBM Personal Computer and its 
operating system, PC -DOS, have brought some 
standardization to the 16 -bit world. 

Why have these two forces been so dominant? With 
CP /M, quite simply, it has been a matter of longevity 
and ubiquity. It was one of the earliest disk operating 
systems in the microcomputer world and, as such, 
many programs were naturally written to run under it. 

For the IBM Personal Computer, the story is much the 
same. Because IBM is so dominant in the world of 
computers and because its PC has become a major 
force in the market, it was inevitable that it would 
become the standard in the 16 -bi, world. Even the 16- 
bit version of the venerable CP /M system couldn't 
compete with it (apparently because of poor marketing 
decisions). 

Limited standards. 
Since CP /M has become the de facto standard in the 

8 -bit world and since it has been covered in the pages 
of ComputerDigest (May and June 1984), we will 
concentrate on what is becoming the standard in the 
16 -bit world, MS -DOS, or, as it is also called, PC -DOS, 
the operating system of the IBM Personal Computer and 
"compatibles." 

At the start, let's understand that even though 
advertising hype may say a computer is "PC- 
compatible," the range of that compatibility can vary 
greatly. There are computer systems on the market- 
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FIG. 1 -AN APPLICATIONS PROGRAM can access IBM PC 
hardware through PC -DOS. However, a program can also ac- 
cess the PC's ROM directly, causing incompatibility. 

such as the Leading Edge PC, Sperry PC, Corona, and 
Compaq -that can run just about any program 
available for the IBM PC. But there are others on the 
market, such as the Heath /Zenith H/Z 100 series that can 
only read IBM data disks. And there are still others that 
are only "DOS- compatible," meaning they run MS -DOS 
but really can't handle program or data disks for the 
IBM PC. 

Theoretically, any computer capable of running MS- 
DOS (Microsoft -Disk Operating System) is capable of 
handling any program or data disk created or used by 
another MS -DOS computer system. In reality, it just isn't 
true. But it's not due to any fault of the operating 
system. Programmers can develop applications 
programs that will run under MS -DOS and that won't 
be difficult to move from machine to machine. But 
because of the way in which the IBM -PC -and those 
who write programs for the PC- handle things, 
programs that are developed for the PC may or may not 
run on a machine that is supposed to be compatible. 
On some "compatible" machines, however, the 
developers consciously tried to give users access to 
the wide base of IBM -backed programs. They 
succeeded in that 95 percent or even more of the 
programs available for the PC will run directly on those 
machines. But, on others, the developers were only 
striving for operating -system compatibility- meaning 
that they wanted a machine that could run MS -DOS. 
On such machines, few, if any, IBM -PC programs will run 
directly. Of course that doesn't mean that the programs 
cannot be rewritten so that they will run under MS- 
DOS. But let's see why they are not written that way for 
the IBM PC which, after all, is an MS -DOS machine. 
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IBM PC S 

ROM BIOS 

How IBM does it. 
For a better explanation of why all "PC- compatible" 

machines aren't equal, let's take a look at how IBM does 
things. 

When an applications program interacts with the PC 

hardware, it does so through PC -DOS. Keyboard I /O, 
video I /O, disk I /O, printer I /O, etc. are all handled by 
PC -DOS through software interrupts (which is 

something like calling a subroutine). But there is another 
way to access the PC hardware: through the PC's 

extensive ROM. 
The advantage of using the PC's ROM instead of PC- 

DOS is that, in many instances, the ROM software lets 
you do more. For example, PC -DOS' video control is 

rather limited -its functions are much like those of a 

teletypewriter. You can send characters to the screen, 
but not much more. For example, you cannot directly 
position the cursor through PC -DOS. So word - 
processing programs, for example, go to the ROM, 
which contains extensive text- and screen -handling 
routines. 

The routines in the PC's ROM are also accessed by 
interrupts. They can be accessed through PC -DOS (as 
shown in Fig. 1). But an applications program can "go 
around" PC -DOS and directly access the ROM -based 
routines. That (not shown in Fig. 1) is the real reason for 
the incompatibility problem. 

The PC uses interrupt 10H (the H indicates a 

hexadecimal number) for video control, while interrupt 
16H handles input from the keyboard. The system uses 
interrupt 17H to handle output to the printer, while disk 
input and output is handled via interrupt 13H (See Fig. 

1). Those and other interrupts provide for most 
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programmers a chance to control the PC more 
completely than PC -DOS does. They write their 
applications programs accordingly. 

For instance, when a programmer implements 
interrupt 10H to have direct access to the PC's video 
capabilities, he is given access to a set of powerful, 
proprietary, ROM -based routines; with those powerful 
routines he can make the screen do just about anything 
he wishes. 

Interrupt 16H is used to access keyboard routines. 
PC -DOS can be used to get information on the 
keyboard. But programmers prefer to use interrupt 16H 

directly. You see, the PC's keyboard not only has the 
usual range of keys, but it also has 10 special function 
keys, and it is capable of generating an alternate set of 
characters. Some of the key codes are non -ASCII. PC- 

DOS can pass their values back to the program, but the 
ROM routine can do it in a more convenient form. So 
programmers use it. 

The fact that so many programmers make use of the 
PC's ROM routines directly makes it hard for users of 
non -IBM machines. If you try to run a PC -DOS program 
on your IBM "compatible," you may find that the 
program makes many calls directly to the PC's ROM that 
may or may not be matched in your MS -DOS 
machines. 

Of course, some developers have purposely opted 
to build their machines following IBM's blueprint as 

closely as possible, and some machines are more 
compatible than others. But on many machines, 
programs that use the proprietary capabilities of the PC 

will either fail to run or will run erratically, causing 
strange results or screen messages. 

Levels of compatibility. 
If all things were equal in the world of 

microcomputers, then any program written to run 

under MS -DOS (PC -DOS) would be able to work on 
any MS -DOS machine. But, as we have seen, that just 
isn't the case. If you want a machine with 100% 
compatibility, a machine that will run all programs 
written for the PC without any surprises, then your only 
choice is to buy an IBM PC. 

However, there are manufacturers who have chosen 
to implement IBM -like functionality in their machines 
and have made them nearly identical in capability with 
the PC. But don't forget that there are others who have 

only given their machines data -level compatibility, and 
still others who have chosen only to use MS -DOS 
without attempting to emulate the IBM PC. In a moment 
we will see the differences between those levels of 
compatibility 

In all honesty, there are limits to what the 
manufacturers can do because the routines contained 
within the PC's ROM are proprietary and copyrighted. 
So those companies that have chosen to implement a 

nearly IBM -like system have been forced to do massive 
amounts of engineering in order to achieve IBM -like 
capability, without violating any copyrights. An almost - 
fully- compatible machine must provide ROM calls like 

those in the PC (but they don't have to be in ROM). For 

close compatibility to be achieved, the video memory 

must also be like the PC's. 

With that said, you can now see that there are levels 
of PC- compatibility. The first level is nearly total 
compatibility, with the machine capable of using IBM 

programming and data disks and having the ability to 
create disks which can be read and used by the PC. 

The programming for those machines will also usually 
run without modification on the PC. (Although there 
will likely be some problems with BASIC unless each 
machine converts the BASIC instructions into the same 

single -byte tokens.) Near -total compatible machines 
can use PC programming and data disks, but their 
BASIC implementation will probably be different. 

The next level can be considered system level or 
data compatibility. An example of such a machine is 

the Heath /Zenith H/Z -100. That microcomputer is 

capable of using IBM -generated data disks, but will run 

few, if any, PC -DOS programs. Instead, the user must 

employ a program ported over to the specific 
machine, but written under MS -DOS. 

In this category of machine, the subtleties of the 
programmers become apparent. Because PC -DOS 
programmers make use of calls directly to IBM 

hardware, those calls usually don't work correctly on 
the data -compatible machines. The result is that 
programs that work correctly on the PC either won't run 

on the data -compatible computers or will run poorly, 

at best. If you can get them to boot and run, the 
chances are good that at some point in the program, 
your computer will head off into never -never land with 
the disk drive spinning. 

The final category of machine is the DOS- compatible 
machine. That is, a computer that only uses the MS- 

DOS system and heads its own way as far as 

implementation and programs are concerned. It usually 
won't run any PC program and it usually can't use a PC's 

data disk. About the only apparent justification for 
calling it "PC -DOS- compatible" is from a marketing 
standpoint. It is apparently an effort on the part of the 
manufacturer to climb on the IBM bandwagon and gain 
from the popularity of the machine. 

Two good tests. 
So how can you determine if a machine is a true 

compatible, a data compatible, or a DOS- compatible? 
There is an easy test, involving the programs Microsoft 
Flight Simulator and Lotus 1 -2 -3. 

Those programs make heavy demands on screen and 
keyboard interrupts and machine calls. If they will run 

on a system being considered, then it is a good bet 
that it is a (nearly) true compatible. But if the computer 
just sits there with no reaction, then the machine is 

either only data compatible or DOS- compatible. If you 
are looking for a true compatible then that system isn't 
for you. 

However, if you all you want is MS -DOS software 
and the ability to have 16 -bit IBM -like power at your 
fingertips, as well as the broad variety of software 
available, then a data -compatible or DOS- compatible 
machine is the ticket because you can take advantage 
of familiar software names that have been ported to 
these machines..4CW 
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DIAGNOSTIC 

FOR 

DISK DRIVES 

Diagnose sick disk drives 
before they give you trouble. 

HERB FRIEDMAN 

Of all the various devices that go into a personal 
computer system, more often than not it's the disk 
drives that cause the most problems. If a computer 
fails, it fails: the screen fills with garbage and you know 
to press the reset key or recycle the power. If the 
printer fails it also fails: it stops printing, or feeding 
paper, or a good percentage of the printing is the 
wrong characters. 

But a disk drive...it fails with finesse. It will work fine 
for 15 minutes, then fail to read data, and when you go 
to check it out it's back to reading data properly. Or it 
stores data on Monday, then won't feed it out on 
Tuesday. Or disk A: won't read data recorded on disk 
B:, while disk C: won't read data recorded on the 
computer in the next office. 

Disk drives are very fussy, and rightly so. Consider, for 
a moment, the precision that we expect from 
something that sells for something like $200 (the cost of 
a "bare" drive -meaning without power supply or 
case). We expect it to put down, in the space of 0.8 
inch, at least 40 magnetic tracks that are so precisely 
positioned they can be sensed by any other disk drive 
(for the same computer) any where, any place, in any 
environment, anywhere in the world. We expect the 
polarization of the magnetic fields (the "alignment ") to 
be so precise that data can be recorded on any disk 
drive and read by any drive. We expect the mechanism 
itself to be so precise that if we cycle the drive 
hundreds of thousands of times, the read /write head 
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will always be positioned right where it belongs. 
Yes, we ask a lot from disk drives. That they work so 

well is almost magical. But disk drives work within such 
narrow tolerances that if wear or aging affects anything 
concerning the mechanical system the whole system 
"crashes." 

Though a disk drive has many critical areas, for many 
years the only test commonly available to the average 
user was the "speed test." The speed of the 51/4 -inch 
floppy disk is standardized at 300 -RPM t 2 %. Actually, 
we strive for ±1% because ±2% is really 4% "worse 
case." (Figure it out: If disk A: is 2% high and disk B: is 

2% low, though both are within tolerance, the disparity 
is 4 %-and that's looking for big problems if any other 
adjustment isn't right "on the money" 

The typical speed test is done with software that 
provides a screen display of the disk speed, either 
through direct numerical values or through a graphic 
display. There are speed -test disks available for just 
about every major computer. Prosoft's (Box 560, North 
Hollywood, CA 91603) speed -test program called RPM, 

whose screen display is shown in Fig. 1, is 

representative of the better speed -test software. It 

continuously updates the data display, while the range 
of variation is stored by the graphic display- providing 
a visual indication of the speed range. 

Most of the speed -test software available for 
personal computers is "memory resident," meaning the 
program loads into memory so the disk itself can be 
removed. The software disk must be removed because 
the software records test signals on a "blank" disk. (The 
speed test(s) will destroy any data on the disk.) 

If you have ever examined a disk drive you will 
wonder why in heck you need test software when the 
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disk drive mechanism has a "strobe" pattern on the 
flywheel or stabilizer (the metal weight attached to the 
back of the spindle that rotates the disk). Examined 
under the "pulsating" light from a fluorescent or neon 
lamp, the strobe pattern will appear frozen when the 
drive is running precisely at 300 RPM. So why use 
software when we can observe a strobe? 

There are several reasons why software is preferable 
to "reading the strobe." First, you don't want to 
disassemble the drive's cabinet in order.to view the 
strobe every time you feel it necessary to test the disk 
speed: it's a lot easier just to run software from a disk. 
Second, unless you're very skilled, it's almost 
impossible to determine if the speed is within 
tolerance, if the pattern is "drifting." Third, the strobe 
pattern doesn't easily disclose "crossover drift." By the 
time you notice the strobe pattern indicates a "low 
speed," the drive is running at a "high speed;" a real 

problem if you're attempting to adjust the disk drive's 
speed yourself. 

Until recently, virtually all 51/4 -inch drives in common 
use had a user -accessible speed adjustment. Generally, 
it was some form of trimmer potentiometer that could 
be adjusted using a small screwdriver or a TV- 

alignment tool. If a test disk disclosed that the disk 
speed was incorrect, the user could bring it "on the 
mark" by simply running the software and adjusting the 
potentiometer until the screen presentation was as 

close as possible to 300 RPM. 

But technology eventually outruns the consumer. 
Some (and soon all) of the modern disk drives have 
electronic servo speed control that is often referenced 
to a crystal- controlled oscillator; hence, there is no user 
adjustment. The most the speed test disk can do is 

indicate whether the servo circuit has failed: the actual 
repair or adjustment must be made by a service shop. 

Speed checks aren't enough 
Poor speed adjustment is just one of the many things 

that cause disk read errors. Unfortunately, until 
recently the only software available to the average user 

tested only the disk speed, nothing else. The 
specialized software that tests all the disk drive 
adjustments, such as clamping (hub eccentricity), head 
alignment and sensitivity, mechanism hysteresis, and 
head azimuth was available only to the disk 
manufacturers. 

Actually, all the required tests are on a single special 
diagnostic test disk manufactured by Dysan (5201 
Patrick Henry Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050), the same 
people who produce high -performance blank disks. 
The problem is that the Dysan diagnostic requires a 
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1 - 
clawing Test 

2 - Quick Tests 

3 - Speed Test 

4 - Inde. Hole Timing 

5 - Read Sensitivity 

6 - Head Alignment 

7 - Directional Seel, Test 

8 - Head Rotation Test 

A - Anlog Alignment Aid 

P - Parameter Changes 

Enter Selection =_> 

FIG. 2 -THE MENU FOR J &M's DDD test disk. Other software 
well might have a different menu for the same functions. 
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separate in -memory runtime program written for a 

specific computer, so until recently the diagnostic disk 
wasn't available to the average user. 

But create a need and someone will write the 
necessary program. Presently, J &M Systems (137 Utah 
NE, Alburquerque, NM 87108) markets a complete 
diagnostic kit consisting of the Dysan Diagnostic Disk 
and a separate disk with runtime software written 
specifically for the Radio Shack Models 111 and 4. By the 
time you read this article, Dysan themselves will have 
introduced a disk -drive diagnostic package for the IBM 
PC (and expects to have diagnostic packages available 
for other computers in the near future). 

The Dysan Diagnostic Disk -which they and 
everyone else refers to as the DDD-is read -only and 
contains many different standardized tests and checks 
recorded in precisely -positioned tracks. When you run 
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QUICK TEST 

Speed test 

Index hole timing test 

((( PASS ))) 

((< PASS ))> 

Radial alignment test 111 FAIL 111 

r Azimuth rotation test ((< PASS ))> 

r Hysteresis test ( (< PASS ))) 

Dg" End of test 

Drive 1 

D- Select drive S- Start /stop drive 8- Return to sain menu 

Enter Selection =) 

FIG. 3 -THE QUICK TEST does just what it claims: It tests the 
drive and compares the results against built -in standards. 
Note that the drive failed the radial -alignment test. 

the DDD you are actually comparing the performance 
characteristics of your disk drive against recognized 
standards. 

While the visual displays will depend somewhat on 
the specific diagnostic package you use for your 
computer, the J &M screen displays are representative of 
what you can expect. While no one suggests that you 
muck around inside the drive and try to make 
adjustments using the screen display, its really possible 
for a skilled technician to calibrate a drive using the 
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CLAMPING TEST 

Drive 8 Head 8 Track 21 (o) 7 mil offset 

D- dri.,e H -head S- start /stop drive !- return to sain menu 

En.er selection =_> ; -;nner M- middle 0 -outer 

FIG. 4 -THE CLAMPING TEST checks the condition of the 
disk's hub, and also the drive's clamping mechanism. The 
eight rectangles indicate that the disk is properly centered. 
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DDD. In fact, some of the tests are specifically intended 
for aligning the drive. 

All tests are selected from the main menu shown in 
Figure 2. The DDD provides several individual tests, but 
if you're in a hurry and want to do quick- and -dirty 
periodic checks, the DDD contains a "Quick Test" for 
speed, index -hole timing (you've never heard of that 
test ?), radial alignment (or that one ?), Azimuth rotation, 
and hysteresis. (See Fig. 3.) 

The quick test has its own pass -fail limits that are 
compared against the results of the other tests which 
are run automatically by the resident software. Unlike 
the individual tests which provide reference values, the 
quick -test screen display is pass -fail. If you want more 
specific information, you can run the individual tests. 

The first specific test to run is for clamping, as shown 
in Fig. 4. Clamping is a function of the condition of the 
diskette's hub. The purpose of the clamping test is to 
insure that the test disk is properly centered around the 
drive spindle. Also, the clamping test checks the 
alignment of the read /write head. If the screen doesn't 
display a perfect set of eight rectangles, as they say, 

"You got big trouble!" It's probably the reason that disks 
written in drive A: gives read errors when read in drive 
B: (and vice- versa). 

The clamping test proved to be an accurate guide to 
the overall performance of disk drives. We had one 
computer with three drives (Nos. :0, :1, and :2) that was 
producing sporadic read errors on drive :1. The first 
time we ran the clamping test we got nowhere near 
the eight rectangles on drive :1. Further tests indicated 
just about every conceivable problem with the drive. 
While no problem was extreme, they combined to 
produce a worst -case condition -having errors at the 
limits of the tolerance ranges -that resulted in sporadic 
read errors. 

For example, the speed test, which is indicated on a 

bar -graph screen display calibrated from 294 to 306 
RPM with 300 RPM at the center. (The maximum limits of 

2% are represented by 294 and 306 RPM.) Drives :0 

and :2 produced readings which -more or less - 
remained where they started out. Drive :1 produced a 

reading that wandered back and forth, always within 
tolerance but continuously drifting -an obvious 
harbinger of doom to come. 

For soft -sectored disks -the kind with only one 
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Drive 1 Head 8 Track 16 imi 
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FIG. 5 -READ SENSITIVITY is a good indicator of the ability of 
a drive to read disks recorded on other drives. The display 
shown indicates that drive 1 passes, but barely. 
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sector hole -between 100 and 30 microseconds 
should elapse from the leading edge of the index hole 
to the beginning of the sector mark. The measured 
timing is indicated by a bar graph with 200 
microseconds -the optimum value-at the center. 
Actually, unless the drive literally falls apart or the LED 

that shines through the hole or its photodetector fails, 

you should never find the screen display in error. If you 
must align the index hole timing simply move the 
photodetector while observing the display. (Don't do it 

unless it A) needs it, and B) you know what you're 
doing.) 

Read sensitivity is the ability of the drive to read low - 
level signals from the DDD. The signals that test for 
sensitivity are recorded progressively offset from the 
centerline of the track. The more sensitive the head the 
greater the offset that can be read. 

As shown in Fig. 5, sensitivity is indicated by a 

special bar graph that indicates how many times out of 
five tries the offset is read. The results are expressed in 

percent. (As the drive mechanism ages, the upper and 
lower limits of the display are reduced.) 

The same bar graph is used to indicate head 
alignment. If the bars are displaced, the head is out of 
alignment. As we've discovered, if all heads are 
similarly out of alignment, they cancel the error and 
disks from drives having the same misalignment can be 
read (within limits). But read errors can occur when a 
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RADIAL ALIGNMENT 

-7-6-5-+-3-2-1 e1.2.341546.7 

I I, 1 

Drive 1 Head 8 Track 16 (e) 

D -drive 14i»ad S- start /stop drive I- return to mein sI 
Enter selection ..) I -inner Middle 0 -enter 

FIG. 6 -THE RADIAL -ALIGNMENT TEST must be interpreted 
in terms of the other tests. Here, drivel is shown in alignment, 
yet all other tests, including the Quick Test, indicated a prob- 
lem with drive 1. The reason the Quick Test failed is because it 
combines both read sensitivity and head alignment into the 
"radial- alignment" quick test. 

misaligned head tries to read data recorded on a 

properly aligned head, or one misaligned on the 
opposite side of the center mark. 

The radial -alignment test is similar to the read - 
sensitivity test except only the center of the total good 
sectors is displayed, thereby making for a much more 
sensitive display when aligning a drive. As shown in 
Fig. 6, a special zero- center radial -alignment bar graph 
is displayed, and the object is to adjust the head 
alignment so that the display is as close as possible to 
the center of the scale -the "0" mark. 

The directional -seek test is the one that exposes 
really worn mechanisms because it tests the 
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DIRECTIONAL SEEI TEST 
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( - -- away from spindle toward spindle -- -) 

Drive = 1 Head = 8 Track = 16 (e) 

D-Select drive S-Start,stcp drive A- Return to win menu 
Enter sele -_ti_r 

FIG. 7 -THE DIRECTIONAL -SEEK TEST Indicates either ex- 
cessive wear or a poorly manufactured drive. Note the results 
from drive 1, our problem drive. 

mechanical parts that move the head back and forth, 

the parts that get the most wear. This test uses "happy 
faces" to indicate both proper operation and 
misalignment. (See Fig. 7.) If the two rows of happy 
faces aren't in alignment it's likely the head -positioning 
hysteresis is defective. It works this way: The head is 

moved inwards to the test track and then outwards to 
the test track. If the mechanism isn't worn, it will center 
on the test tracks regardless of which direction it is 

moved. If the head positioning mechanism is worn, the 

head takes different positions on the inward and 
outward positioning. Each direction is represented by 
its own row of happy faces; if they are stacked one 
above the other the alignment is perfect. The greater 

the radial misalignment of the head the greater the 

misalignment of the happy faces. 

The head -rotation test or azimuth test is analagous to 
the alignment test for conventional audio tape 
recorders. It provides an indication of the angle at 
which the head intercepts the track's center -line. It uses 

a special bar -graph display that indicates centering of 
the pattern. The better the centering, the more precise 
the head's alignment with the track. 

To assist the technician in adjusting the disk drive, 
the J &M package contains a special Analog Alignment 
Aid program that provides such functions as disk -drive 
start and stop, select drive, step head in and out, seek 
track, restore to track 0, etc. All those are procedures 
for a qualified service technician. In no way should the 
casual user, or even a computer hobbyist, attempt a 

drive alignment with the program. It requires special 
knowledge and test equipment, and the service 
manual for the specific drive. 

Summing up 
Though diagnostic disks were originally intended for 

the service technician, they are an invaluable aid to 
even the applications- oriented user when disk drives 
start to do peculiar things: when they read properly on 
even days of the week, but not on the odd days; when 
they read only when the disks are warm; when disks 
from drive C: will read in drive B: but not in drive A:. At 
the very least, they give you an insight into whether the 
trouble is in the drive or the computer.. 
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NOW 10 MAKE 

YOUR COMPUTER'S 

MEMORY NON - VOLATILE 
TJ BYERS 

Don't let power failures wipe out that valuable data forever! 

Ask any computer enthusiast a question about his 
system -any question -and his answer will likely ring 
with sounds of 64K, 128K, and so forth. Memory has 
become a buzzword within the computer community. 
Usually, the larger the memory cache, the more 
powerful the machine is considered to be. 

In large part, most computers use static or dynamic 
RAM IC's for their memory. Unfortunately, 
semiconductor memory is volatile. Once power is 
removed from the device, whether it is accidental or 
intentional, everything is "forgotten." The sudden loss 
of power can be most frustrating when you're running a 
long program or doing word processing. Hours of work 
can be wiped out in a split second. 

Unquestionably, there is a need for a memory that 
can retain its contents even in the wake of a disaster. 

Battery support 
The most obvious solution is to place a battery 

within the memory circuit. Basically, the battery is 

paralleled with the main power supply and maintained 
in a standby state until it is needed. 

Under normal operating conditions, the computer's 
main power supply is operating and furnishing power 
to the RAM. In the event of a power failure, however, 
the power supply drops out of commission and the 
battery takes over the task of supplying power for the 
memory so that the data is not lost. 

It is fortunate, indeed, that most memory IC's don't 
require a full 5 volts in order to retain their stored bits. 
You'll find that the IC's will maintain their memory with 
voltages as low as 3 volts. That means that a 5 -volt 
power source is not essential for memory support. 
Lower voltages can be used, thus relaxing the battery 
requirements. 
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Battery isolation 
To prevent damage to the battery by the power 

supply during normal operation, a switching circuit is 

employed to remove the battery from the circuit unless 
it is needed. A simple diode switch, like the one 
shown in Fig. 1, does an excellent job of isolating the 
battery from the power supply. 

The switching circuit uses two diodes to steer 
currents in the proper direction at the right time. 
Remember, the battery voltage is normally lower than 
the 5 -volt power supply; it is usually in the 
neighborhood of 3 to 4 volts. Because the power 

+5V 

01 
1N34A 

f01 
1N34A 

B1 

1 3.6V NiCd 

I 

TO RAM 

FIG. 1. DIODES WITH LOW forward voltage drops work best in 
this circuit. Although Schottky diodes usually come to mind 
first, the trend has been to germanium diodes such as the 
1N34A. 

supply voltage is higher than the battery voltage, diode 
D2 becomes reverse biased. Hence no current can 
flow either to or from the battery, thus isolating it from 
the rest of the circuit. 

When the 5 -volt source is removed, though, D2 is no 
longer reverse biased, and current can flow from the 
battery and provide power for the RAM IC's. Diode D1 

now acts as a blocking diode which prevents the 
battery current from backing up into the power supply 
and other computer circuits. 

A common choice for the auxiliary battery is the 
NiCd or nickel- cadmium cell, (commonly known as a 

"NiCad "). 
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Battery monitor 
The voltage across a fully- charged NiCd cell is about 

1.2 volts. By stacking three NiCd cells in series, we can 
make a battery with an output of 3.6 volts -well within 
the range needed for memory protection. 

NiCd batteries have virtually flat discharge curves, 
which makes them very attractive for computer 
applications. However, leakage current inside the 
battery causes the cells to self discharge. The amount 
of self discharge is dependent upon the type of 
battery you use and its surrounding temperature. 
Regardless of the battery though, the entire charge will 
eventually bleed itself off. 

Now this battery death could occur at a most 
inopportune moment -usually when you least expect 
it. A quick check of the batteries from time to time will 
eliminate the problem. But that simple chore often 
goes undone until its too late. 

Fortunately, Intersil (10710 N. Tantau Ave., Cupertino, 
CA 95014) makes an inexpensive battery monitor, the 
ICM7201, that can solve this problem. (That IC is sold 
through most Radio Shack stores.) Figure 2 shows a 

simple circuit that lets you monitor the battery voltage. 

FIG. 2. GROUNDING PIN 2 will light the LED, thus providing a 
lamp -test feature. 

The ICM7201 is a four -lead device that measures the 
voltage of your battery pack and can be used to give a 

visual indication of the battery's condition. As long as 

the battery voltage remains above 3.1 volts, the LED 

does not light. But if the voltage dips below 2.9 volts, 
the LED will light, indicating that only 5% of the 
battery's charge is left. That means that it's time you 

TO RAM +5V N 
01 
iN34A t 03 D2 

o 

1N34A 
R1 

1N34A 

6852 

4.Aik 

81 
3.6V NiCd 

I 
FIG. 3. A 68 -OHM RESISTOR limits the charging current to 10 
mA. 

recharged your NiCd cells before they die altogether. 

Battery charging 
In most cases the NiCd's can be charged right from 

the 5 -volt line. The charging current, however, must be 
limited. That's easily accomplished by inserting a 

resistor between the 5 -volt source and the battery, as 

shown in Fig. 3. The value of the resistor is selected so 
that the charging current satisfies the charging 
requirements of the battery, while staying within the 
limits of.the power supply. 

Depending upon the cell you use and your particular 
system, the value of the current -limiting resistor will 
vary from one application to the next. Calculating the 
value of that resistor is easier if you realize that the 
battery is actually placed in a float application. That is, 

the battery doesn't ordinarily have to supply power 
and it simply "floats." That means it has plenty of time 
for recharging between uses. Therefore, the charging 
rate can be rather small in comparison to other 
charging schemes. 

Normally, a trickle current is all that's needed to keep 
the battery alive. As a rule of thumb, the trickle current 
is numerically equal to or less than 10% of the battery's 
rated capacity. For example, a standard "C" size NiCd 
cell, which has a capacity of 1200 mAH, should be 
charged with 120 mA, no more. Otherwise you run the 
risk of overcharging the cell, and quickly destroying it. 

Notice that another blocking diode, D3, has been 
added to the circuit. Its function is to prevent the 
discharge of the battery through the power supply via 
the charging resistor in the event of a power failure. 

What battery size? 
How long will a fully -charged battery last? That all 

depends upon the battery itself and the number and 
type of RAM IC's it has to support. Bipolar RAM's, like 
the 2101, are pretty power hungry, drawing as much as 

5 mA each in the standby mode. CMOS memory IC's, 

on the other hand, draw very little current, and the 
battery can be expected to last considerably longer. 

Size the battery to your memory power 
requirements and the time you need it serviced. Let's 

say, for example, that your memory demands 5 mA. If 

you select an 'AA "cell, which has a capacity of 500 
mAH, the battery can maintain the memory for about 
100 hours. Remember, you will need three cells in 

series. 

Lithium batteries 
One of the problems facing the user of batteries for 

backup power has always been shelf life. The longer a 

battery sits, the more charge it loses, even if it's not 
being used. The NiCd overcomes that problem by 
constant recharging. 

Unfortunately, charging circuits are bulky and 
expensive. They add to the cost of providing memory 
protection and require considerable board space. 

Recently, a new battery has come into the picture 
which eliminates the shelf -life problem: the lithium 
battery. Lithium batteries have a shelf life that exceeds 
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ten years! 
Lithium cells also have another characteristic that 

makes them particularly attractive for computer use. 
Most batteries, as you know, generate less than 2 volts. 
The carbon cell produces 1.5 volts and the NiCd stores 
1.2 volts. A lithium cell, on the other hand, develops 3 

volts. That means one lithium cell can do the work of 
two flashlight batteries or three NiCds. 

That results in a considerable savings of space-a 
commodity so precious in cramped computer 
cabinets. And because lithium batteries are primary 
cells, they require no charging circuits. 

When the lithium battery is teamed up with the 
CMOS memory IC, a natural match up occurs. (See for 
example, the non -volatile memory add -on for the 
Sinclair ZX81 in the July and August 1983 Radio - 
Electronics.) The newer static -RAM designs consume 
almost no power in the standby mode, and the lithium 
cell will last as long as its shelf life when used in this 
application even with constant use! 

Consequently, many lithium cells come with solder 
tabs rather than button contacts. The battery is simply 
soldered in place right on the memory board. The 
chances of the battery going dead before you service 
the board are very slim. 

A more recent development is the introduction of a 

RAM IC that contains its own battery source. That IC, 

manufactured by Mostek (1251 W. Crosby Road, 
Carrollton, TX 75006), plugs right into the same socket 
as a conventional memory IC and provides its own 
standby power in the event of a power failure. 

Write protection 
In most cases, it is not advisable to alter the data 

within the RAM after the operating voltage has 
dropped below 4 volts. That precaution is especially 
critical once the backup battery has taken over control 
of the IC. First, it requires more power to keep a RAM in 
its operating mode than it does to keep it in its 
standby mode. Since the battery already has a limited 
supply of power, that's important. 

Second, and more important, the data bytes don't 
always write properly when they are entered under 
low- voltage conditions -the probability of an 
erroneous entry is quite high. 

To protect against accidental data changes therefore, 
the write function must be disabled while the RAM is 

in the standby mode. That can't be done with our 
simple circuit of Fig. 1. We must instead go to a more 
sophisticated design, which senses the difference 
between the proper 5 -volt input and a low- voltage 
condition. An example can be seen in Fig. 4. 

Monitoring the supply voltage is a low -voltage 
sensor. That sensor can be built from a comparator. The 
output of the sensor drives switching transistors Q1 and 
Q2. When the 5 -volt input is present, Q1 is switched 
on and Q2 is off. Current flows from the power supply, 
but not from the battery. 

When the 5 -volt line falls below the preset limit 
(usually 4.5 volts), the output of the low- voltage sensor 
toggles: Transistor Q1 drops out, and Q2 is activated. 
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Battery power now supports the RAM. At the same 
time, the low- voltage sensor inverts the input logic to 
the NAND gate, which prevents the chip -enable signal 
from reaching the RAM. Essentially, the write operation 
is locked out. 

+5V 

CHIP 
ENABLE 

LOW.VOLTAGE 
SENSOR 

1 

01 

TO 
RAM 

B1 

3.6V NiCd 

TO RAM 
CHIP ENABLE 

FIG. 4. IT IS NOT ADVISABLE to alter the data within the RAM 
after the operating voltage has dropped below 4 volts. The 
low- voltage sensor essentially locks out the write function 
when the - 5 -volt line disappears. 

Installation 
Unfortunately, we cannot instruct you on installing 

battery protection for your particular computer - 
computers vary considerably from one model to the 
next. However, the following guide should help you 
along. But remember that each conversion is unique. 
Also remember that this modification might void your 
computer's warranty. 

Your first task is to remove the cover and locate the 
memory IC's and the power leads. 

You want to isolate the memory IC's from the main 
power supply, but not the other circuits. You can do 
that by cutting the power -supply traces on the board 
in the proper place using an Exacto knife. You may 
need to make two cuts: One at the input and one in 
the outgoing line(s). You can then use a jumper to 
bridge the gap and supply power to the other 
computer circuits. 

Once that is done, all you have to do is to add one 
of the circuits -such as the ones in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. 

The hard part is making sure that the components fit on 
the computer board. If they don't, place them on a 

separate board and run wires to the memory section. 

Standby regulators 
Sometimes though, you don't need full -time memory 

protection. For example, there may be times when you 
want to temporarily shut down the console without 
having to dump the memory. Removing the power 
source to the regulator will, of course, shut everything 
down and reset the memory. For such applications, a 

special voltage regulator has been developed. The 
LT1005 from Linear Technology (1630 McCarthy B'lvd., 
Milpitas, CA 95035) is a dual- output regulator that 
contains two regulated 5 -volt outputs instead of the 
usual one. (See Fig. 5.) The main power line is 

controlled by an enable pin on the regulator. A logic 
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THE MOSTEK MK48Z02 contains its back- 
up batteries within the IC package. 

high to that input enables the main 5 -volt output. 
Pulling the input low kills the output. 

The second output is a low- current 5 -volt source 
that supplies power to the memory portion of the 
computer. It too, is regulated. That output remains on, 
even if the main output is turned off or shorted. 

In other words, the memory will be preserved while 
the bulk of the system is shut down. 

8V 

TO RECTIFIED 
POWERSUPPLY 
OUTPUT 

R1 

10K 

Cl 
1000/ 
16V 

IN OUT 

ICI 
LT1005 

ENABLE AUX s 
3 

S 

STANDBY C3 + + C4 
C2 + 1.0 /10V 1.0'10V 

'5V TO 
TERMINAL 

+5V TO 
MEMORY 

0.1 

FIG. 5. A DUAL -OUTPUT REGULATOR can provide standby 
power for the memory while the main systems are shut down. 

Mostek's MK48Z02 
We metioned earlier an IC that contains a static RAM 

and lithium battery in one DIP (Dual /nline Package). The 
MK48Z02 combines the low power requirements of 
CMOS technology with the long lived energy of the 
lithium battery. But unlike other designs that use 
external lithium batteries attached to the memory 
board, the MK48Z02 contains its backup batteries right 
inside the IC package! 

The memory portion of the IC contains a 2K by 8 -bit 
CMOS static RAM. The unique thing about this RAM is 

its low power requirements. By using advanced CMOS 

technology, Mostek has been able to reduce the power 
consumption of the static RAM to an ultra -low 5 

nanoamperes. That's about as close to nothing as you 
can get. In normal operation, the IC functions 
identically to any other static RAM and has an access 
time of less than 200 nanoseconds. 

Also contained on the chip is an analog voltage 
sensing circuit that consumes very little power. The 
precision voltage sensor continuously monitors the 
+5 -volt line. When the voltage falls below 4.5 volts, 
control logic within the sensor disables the RAM's write 
circuits and prevents the write -enable signal to the 
array from becoming active. That ploy locks the 
memory into the IC and prevents accidental data 
changes. 

After the 5 -volt line falls below 3 volts, a switching 
circuit connects one of the two lithium batteries to the 
RAM's power distribution bus and disconnects the 
external power supply. The sensor circuit monitors the 
voltage of the two batteries contained in the IC. 

Whichever battery has the highest voltage is the one 
selected to power the IC. The lithium batteries are 
removed from service once power is restored. 

The batteries are actually welded into the case of the 
MK48Z02. In other words, they are not replacable. Just 
how long, you might wonder, will the batteries last? 
Well, with the combination of low -power consumption 
and high- battery power, the estimated life of the 
batteries is ten years. 

What happens after the batteries are finally used up? 
Do they have to be replaced, or will the IC still 
function? According to Mostek, the IC simply reverts to 
a standard RAM. It will now use the 5 -volt line to 
power its internal circuits, and completely disregard 
the internal batteries. Unfortunately, that leaves the 
memory vulnerable. 

It appears that Mostek has succeeded in developing 
the perfect memory IC. They have avoided the pitfalls 
of EPROM's while maintaining nonvolatility. ACC* 
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LETTERS 
PRO... 

Dear Editor: 
ComputerDigest is what I've been 

waiting for. Most computer magazines 
have no meat in their articles. They 
seem to be sales pitches for their 
advertisers. 

Radio -Electronics had a good 
idea in keeping ComputerDigest as 

a separate section instead of 
scattering it throughout the magazine. 
Your thoughtfulness is appreciated. 
Albert Shugzdis, Arkadelphia, AR 

Dear Editor: 
Congratulations! I think 

ComputerDigest is heading in the 
right direction. I cast my vote for its 

survival and perpetuation! 
I pray the "old pros" and 

electronics purists will be unable to 
gang up and force you to abandon 
your new and most promising effort. I 

think it makes R -E all the more 
valuable. 

I also happen to be a fan of Herb 
Friedman. His piece on CP /M was 
superb. Wish I had something like that 
a couple of years ago. Mr. Friedman 
does a terrific job of boiling the best 
out of his subject. Please tell him to 
keep up the good work. 
William H. Raden, Toledo, OH 

Dear Editor: I welcome the 
appearance of ComputerDigest. As 
you point out, no one can afford to 
buy all the computer magazines. 

I hope you won't fall into the snare 
which has captured too many 
computer magazines. The world does 
not begin with IBM nor does it end 
with Apple. 

I'll be looking forward to the next 
insert in Radio -Electronics. I've 
been a Gernsback fan since my youth. 
Robert J. McGarvey, Kendall Park, NJ 

...AND CON. 
Dear Editor: 

Regarding ComputerDigest: 

Although it hasn't taken any space 
away from the regular Radio - 
Electronics editorial features, it must 
cost a lot of money that could better 
be spent on developing a series, or 
several series of articles for the home 
experimenter. It looks like just another 
computer magazine, even though it 
claims otherwise. My subscription is 

to Radio -Electronics and I expect 
my subscription dollars to be spent 
keeping it the best electronics 
publication possible. I do not want 
its precious resources diverted to 
another computer magazine. 
W. M. Tuleja, Boilingbrook, IL 

Dear Editor: Regarding your new 
computer magazine, my advice is 

"Don't do it!" I want a magazine that 
covers the entire field of electronics. 
Sure, an occasional computer article 
is fine, but don't dwell on them. 
There is so much more in electronics 
that is equally, if not more fascinating. 
Gary Gordon, Cincinnati, OH 

COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
For more details use the free 

information card inside the back cover 

CARTRIDGE WORD PROCESSOR, "Write Now ", catalog 
number CO2 is designed for the Commodore -64 personal 
computer. It has a built -in 80- column display, and the user 
sees exactly what will print. Its features include: easy full - 
screen editing; compatibility with any printer; special codes 

ITE NO 
U. S. A to c". : ty- w / , o 
is t 
I" p\ Clrli 

S very wer 
.o ff: r- : =31 .--, r-"N r 

CIRCLE 121 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

that can be transmitted to printers maintaining justification, 
and unlimited recall. Finding or replacing any copy is easy, 

and full -block command enables moving or deleting entire 
blocks of copy. The "Write Nov' cartridge word processor is 

priced at $49.95.- Cardco, Inc., 313 Mathewson, Wichita, 
KS 67214. 

16 ComputerDigest - AUGUST 1984 

IN- CIRCUIT EMULATOR, the model lCD- 178 68000, has the 
following features as standard: It emulates the 68000, 68008, 
and 68010 in one unit to 10 MHz. There is 128K of emulation 
memory (expandable to 256K), a 4K x 48 bit realtime trace 
buffer, and 3 hardware and 8 software breakpoints. 

CIRCLE 122 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The unit can also be connected to the IBM PC with 
optional software package that turns the PC into a complete 
development system for the 68000. The model lCD -178 
68000 is priced at $7,995.00. -Zax Corporation, 2572 
White Road, Irvine, CA 92714. 
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dard BASIC, with statements and corn- 
mands similar to those used by Microsoft 
and other popular BASIC language inter- 
preters. However, one uncommon feature 
of this BASIC is that it contains LOGO - 
like commands that can be used in creat- 
ing special graphics effects. Those in- 
clude: MOVE, ADVANCE, ROTATE 
LEFT, ROTATE RIGHT, and SPRITE 
commands. 

In addition to BASIC, the on -board 
ROM includes an assembler /dis- 
assembler. Name another machine that 
gives you an assembler /disassembler as 
standard equipment. There is also a spe- 
cial program called "Front Panel" that 
provides you with the full capabilities of a 

standard machine -language monitor. That 
program is one of the best ones that we've 
seen; it not only allows you to display and 
change all register and memory contents. 
but it also automatically disassembles a 
portion of the memory content shown on 
the screen. Three virtual screens show the 
full- register contents simultaneously 
along with a 256 -byte block of memory in 
a hex format and a completely dis- 
assembled portion of that hex code com- 
plete with mnemonics. 

You can also single -step the machine 
and assembler programs one instruction 
at a time -that feature should prove to be 
invaluable for such applications as debug- 
ging. While the machine /assembly lan- 
guage capability is not often used by the 
average personal- computer user, it is ideal 
for learning computer operation and pro- 
gramming, or such things as developing 
your own special routines. 

One exciting bit of firmware included 
in ROM is a special language called 
NODDY. Its primary application is in de- 
veloping programs that display sequential 
blocks or frames of information where the 
next block shown depends on the response 
to the previous frame. With that ca- 
pability, NODDY should be great in 
creating question- and -answer sequences, 
exams, and computer -aided instruction 
(CAI) programs. 

The MTX512 uses the standard CP /M 
operating system, which puts the entire 
CP /M applications program library at 
your disposal. The latest version of 
CP /M, CP /M Plus (Version 3.0), is in- 
cluded with the disk -drive option. 

Overall, the Memotech MTX512 is an 
interesting machine; although there is 
nothing particularly new about a unit with 
a Z80 microprocessor and the CP /M oper- 
ating system. What is different here, 
however, is that few, if any, Z80 -CP /M 
machines feature full -color graphics. 
Also, most do not contain anything like 
the Front Panel program, assembler /dis- 
assembler, or the terminal- emulator pro- 
gram built into this one. 

With its color graphics and joystick, the 
unit would be a good home computer to 
play games and learn to program on. In 

addition, the MTX512 can also be a se- 
rious business machine because of its CP/ 
M operating system and software base. 
Wait 'til you see some of the more popular 
CP /M programs like WordStar in color: 
What other Z80 -CP /M machine can do 
that? 

In the United Kingdom, the European 
version (MTXS00) has little competition. 
Its main competitor is the popular BBC 
Acorn microcomputer. The U.S. version 
has already been well received and is ob- 
viously on its way to being a best seller, 
although the competition here is much 
tougher. Its most direct competition will 

probably be from the Franklin Ace (an 
Apple clone), the Commodore 64, the 
Apple Ile, and the IBM PCjr.. Yet the 
MTX512 has some uncommon features 
and benefits that make it worth consider- 
ing. It's a great machine for the hobbyist 
or experimenter and dynamite for educa- 
tional applications. 

Billed as a "world class computer," the 
basic MTX5I2 is priced at $595 and is 
available at many dealers throughout the 
U.S. For those who want more informa- 
tion, you can write Memotech at 7550 
West Yale Avenue, Suite 200, Denver. 
Colorado 80227. R -E 

Where's Your ELECTRONICS CAREER Headed? 

Put Professional Knowledge and a 

COLLEGE DEGREE 
in your Electronics Career through 

Earn Your 

DEGREE 
No commuting to class. Study at your 
own pace, while you continue on 
your present job. Learn from easy-to- 
understand lessons, with help from 
your instructors when you need it. 

Grantham has been training stu- 
dents for electronics degrees longer 
than any other home -study, indepen- 
dent- study, or correspondence insti- 
tution. Grantham is the only school 
in the United States offering an ac- 
credited B. S. Degree in electronics 
by home study, independent study, or 
correspondence. 

Our free bulletin gives full details 
of the home -study program, the de- 
grees awarded, and the requirements 
for each degree. Write for our free 

Bulletin 8 -84. 

Grantham College of Engineering is 
a specialized institution catering to 
mature individuals who are employed 
in electronics and allied fields such as 
computers. The field of electronics is 
so enormous that opportunity for 
advancement is always present. Pro- 
motions and natural turnover make 
desirable positions available to those 
who are prepared to move up! 

Advancement in electronics is made 
easier and more certain by (1) superior 
knowledge, and (2) documentation of 
that knowledge. Grantham specializes 
in making both 1 and 2 as listed above 
available to you. 

Grantham's home -study program 
leading to the 

B. S. DEGREE 
may fill an important need for you. 
This is a comprehensive correspond- 
ence program in which you first review 
some things you already know, in 
preparation for the studies that come 
later. Some previous knowledge in the 
field is presumed, but is thoroughly 
reviewed in depth, so as to give you 
a thorough foundation for the level of 
studies you have not previously under- 
taken. Even though some students 
hold associate degrees before enrol- 
ling, an A. S. Degree is awarded along 
the way toward the B. S. Degree. 

For full information, write for Bulletin 8 -84 

Grantham College of Engineering 
2500 So. La Cienega Blvd. 

P. 0. Box 35499 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 
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COMMUNICATIONS CORNER 
A new era of personal communication 

HERB FRIEDMAN, COMMUNICATIONS EDITOR 

IN A RECENT ANNOUNCEMENT CON - 
cerning FM stations, which went un- 
noticed by most of the general public, the 
FCC opened up a whole new era in per- 
sonal communications. In fact, many FM 
stations are already spending money that 
they have yet to earn. And the Public 
Broadcasting System (PBS) envisions a 

national personal- communications net- 
work that will bring in millions of dollars 
for the always financially -strapped public 
service and educational television sys- 
tems. 

The key to that somewhat grandiose, 
but not impossible, dream is the recent 
decision by the FCC to lift virtually all 
restrictions governing SCA (Subsidiary 
Communications Authorization) subcar- 
riers, which are "piggybacked" on the 
main channel of FM- broadcast stations. 
To give you some idea of what we're talk- 
ing about: A "subcarrier" is impressed or 
multiplexed on an FM- broadcast signal. 
That signal, transmitted along with nor- 
mal programming, passes through stan- 
dard FM receivers undetected -the 
general listening audience hears only the 
"main channel." But a special attach- 
ment added to the receiver detects the 
SCA subcarrier, thus providing SCA pro- 
gramming without interference from the 
main channel. 

The SCA service was part and parcel of 
the restructuring of the FM service in 
1945, which moved FM broadcasts to the 
present 88 I08 -MHz band. Initially, the 
SCA service was simply background mu- 
sic (such as Musak) for restaurants and 
offices, etc. It was originally intended to 
provide FM stations with a dependable 
alternate income, while building up a lis- 
tening audience on a band for which there 
were few (if any) receivers. Eventually, 
SCA service grew to accommodate ser- 
vices for specialized audiences, such as 
talking books for the blind and foreign - 
language programming. There were even 
experimental digital -data transmissions 
of stock -market quotes and news reports. 
They represented the bulk of SCA -service 
transmissions with few exceptions. 

But the FCC, with its February 1983 
decision to deregulate SCA service, has 
opened up a whole new era in personal 
communications through common -car- 
rier services. No longer will radio paging 
be available only through the VHF paging 

and telephone services. With the new rul- 
ing, any group can have their own paging 
system, if they can find an FM station that 
will rent them a subcarrier. 

As for the national radio -paging ser- 
vice envisioned by PBS, all the user 
would need to receive radio paging in any 
major city, and most minor cities, in the 
U.S. is a pocket pager that can be tuned to 
the local PBS station. For example, as- 
sume that you travel from Boston to Chi- 
cago; when you reach your destination, 
you'd simply tune your pocket -pager to 
the local PBS station. Now, when your 
office back in Boston wants you to call 
them, they call the PBS station in Boston 
and give them your code and location 
(Chicago). PBS would then relay the mes- 
sage to its Chicago affiliate, who would 
then transmit the signal to activate your 
pager. Then again, perhaps a national di- 
rectory will be made available, thus allow- 
ing your Boston office to directly contact 
the Chicago service. 

Another advantage of the service would 
be when you're on the road and your of- 
fice needs to contact you. All they would 
have to do is simply arrange to have your 
pocket -pager code broadcast by several 
stations along the route that you're travel- 
ing. 

In addition to that, suppose you're trav- 
elling cross -country, crossing vast 
stretches of the nation where it's likely 
that there would not be an FM station for 
several hundred miles. Well, that's when 
satellite paging could come into play. The 
satellite transmission could close up the 
void created by the lack of FM broadcast- 
ing in any area. 

There are also several other pos- 
sibilities for communications via an SCA 
service. For example, providing selected 
stock quotes through digitized SCA- trans- 
missions would likely be a popular one. 

Further, how about a receiver with a 
built -in alpha -númeric keypad for pro- 
gram selection and a display? Imagine the 
possibilities! A subscriber could then 
choose the transmission desired (news 
headlines, stock quotes, etc.) by way of 
the keypad on his /her receiver. For exam- 
ple, suppose you want to receive the latest 
stock -market quotes, you could "punch- 
up" the symbol for that program and re- 
ceive a plaintext display of the informa- 
tion. At what cost? you may ask. Well, all 

it will cost you is the price of the pocket 
receiver /display unit, and a $20 monthly 
service charge. 

Meanwhile, the FM station will incur 
little additional expense, because the sig- 
nal is broadcast through the FM transmit- 
ter via telephone line or microwave 
transmission, and is paid for by the ser- 
vice operator. A considerable income can 
be realized by the FM station, particularly 
in view of the fact that little is required of 
it in the way of additional equipment or 
technical services. 

SCA subcarriers 
The sidebands of an FM station can 

extend to 75 kHz as shown in Fig. 1 -a. 
Technically, any number of subcarriers 
can be placed within that sideband as long 
as no part of the subcarrier modulation or 
the main -channel sideband extends 
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beyond 75 kHz. One of the popular sub - 
carrier frequencies is 67 kHz; because 
with 8 kHz SCA -sidebands, the total 
main- channel bandwidth would not ex- 
ceed 75 kHz (67 kHz + 8 kHz = 75 
kHz). 

Back in the days when most FM trans- 
missions were monophonic, the principle 
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1983, The American National Red Cross. 

Company blood drives are a 
vital part of our nation's blood 
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limitation on the number of subcarriers 
was the 30% total -modulation ceiling on 
the amount of subcarrier modulation ap- 
plied to the main channel. Since 8% is 

about the lowest degree of SCA modula- 
tion that can be used and still maintain 
decent reception, the practical limit was 

therefore three subcarriers, and preferably 
two. Also, to avoid interaction between 
the subcarriers due to poor receiver selec- 
tivity, the second subcarrier was placed at 

41 kHz. But then, along came stereo. 
As shown in Fig. I -b, stereo has its own 

subcarrier frequency centered around 38 
kHz, with its sidebands limited to +1- 
15 kHz. That means that the upper fre- 
quency -limit for the stereo signal is 53 
kHz and the instantaneous frequency of 
the SCA is now limited to a range of 
between 53 -75 kHz with no more than 
10% modulation. That leaves only enough 
room for one SCA sideband, which must 
remain for "Talking Books for the 
Blind," if that's what the station was 

providing at the time of deregulation. 
Since most FM stations transmit stereo 

signals, there obviously isn't much room 
available for a national paging service, or 
any of the other unusual personal com- 
munication for that matter. Because of 
that, it has been proposed that a subcarrier 
frequency of 91 kHz be permitted for such 
services as stock- quotes or personal mes- 
sages, and 67 kHz be reserved for a na- 
tional paging -service. R -E 

DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK 

continued from page 14 

change state) is about 100 nanoseconds at 
7 volts; which translates, theoretically 
speaking, into a maximum frequency of 
l0 MHz. The delay caused by the resistor 
will cut that amount by about half, and 
individual gates behave differently. Play 
with the circuit and see what you come up 
with. You will find, however, that the sup- 
ply voltage, and not the individual gate, is 
the most important variable. 

There are many other useful things you 
can do with only one gate. The XOR is a 

versatile gate and there are lots of other 
handy -dandy things you can do with it. 
But don't overlook the rest of the logic 
gates. 

Let us know what unusual uses you've 
found for one gate and we'll pass them 
along in a future column. In fact, let's go 
one step farther and make an official con- 
test out of it. The best and most imag- 
inative circuit will win a one -year 
subscription to Radio -Electronics. What 
we will be looking for is originality and 
imagination. You can have as many pas- 
sive components and diodes as you want, 
but the only silicon you may use is one 
gate. That means no transistors and no 
other IC's. R -E 
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Vital protection 
for PC Boards 

Be safe. Desolder PC components 
with Endeco irons. Get proper HEAT 
TO MELT and strong VACUUM 
ACTION TO LIFT solder and cool 
both PC board and component 
without damage. 

These PC components replaced fast 
with Endeco desoldering or solder- 
ing tools. 

id1RdR 
Endeco professional features include 
safety light that denotes high, low 
and off on switch models. SS con- 
struction for long life, light weight 
ánd balance for easy use. 

Contact your distributor for Endeco 
desoldering and soldering irons. kits 
and equipment -or write us today. 

Enterprise Development Corp. 
5127 East 65th Street 
Indianapolis. IN 46220 
Phone: (317) 251 -1231 
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STATE OF SOLID STATE 
Power supply over /under voltage monitor 

ROBERT E. SCOTT, SEMICONDUCTOR EDITOR 

MOST IC'S AND TRANSISTORS HAVE SPEC - 

ified "absolute maximum voltages" that, 
when exceeded, can destroy the device. 
Likewise, electronic circuits that use such 
devices have maximum supply -voltage 
limits. In addition, many solid -state de- 
vices also have voltage minimums that, 
when exceeded, can cause the device to 
malfunction. 

Motorola recently announced the 
MC3425 and MC3525 monolithic power - 
supply supervisory circuits, which con- 
tain dedicated over- and under -voltage 
sensing channels. Figure 1 shows a block 
diagram of the MC3425/MC3525. Here 
we see that the over -voltage and under - 
voltage detector inputs feed two voltage 
comparators that are referenced to an in- 
ternal 2.5 -volt bandgap reference. 

Separate delay pins (2 and 5) are 
provided for each channel to indepen- 
dently delay the drive and indicator out- 

puts. That provides greater noise 
immunity and freedom from false trigger- 
ing. The two delay pins are really the the 
outputs of their respective input com- 
parators and provide a constant -current 
source, IDLYIM,urcer The delay pins are 
pulled low when their respective input 
comparator's non -inverting input signal 
level is brought lower than the inverting 
input. The delay is based on the time it 
takes for the 200 -RA current source to 
charge an external delay capacitor (CDLY) 
to the reference voltage. 

The delay pins can sink more than 1.8 
mA, so the delay capacitors can discharge 
much faster than they can charge from the 
200 -RA source. When Vcc is 15 volts, the 
delay -time ranges linearly from .001 to 
100 milliseconds as CDLY is changed in 
decade values from .0001 to IO FAF. 

The delay pins are also directly coupled 
to the non -inverting inputs of the output 
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comparators, which are also referenced to 
2.5 volts. The output time -delay (tDLY), in 
milliseconds, is determined by the value 
of the delay capacitor and is equal to 2.5 
X CDLY /200 or 12,500 CDLY' 

The over -voltage channel can source 
300 -mA with a turn-on slew rate of 2.0 A/ 
microsecond; therefore, it is ideal for driv- 
ing the gate of an SCR used to "crowbar" 
the power -supply line leading to a voltage - 
sensitive device. A current- limited emit- 
ter follower drives the over -voltage output 
at pin 1. 

In the under -voltage channel, an open - 
collector NPN transistor can sink up to 30 
mA to drive an LED, small relay, or shut- 
down circuitry. A fault must be sustained 
for a predetermined time before there is an 
output. The under -voltage input com- 
parator has a feedback- activated 12.5 FAA 

current sink (IH) that is used when pro- 
gramming the input hysteresis voltage, 
VH. That helps to assure positive shut- 
down during marginal undervoltage con- 
ditions. The source resistance (RH), 
feeding that input, determines the hys- 
teresis voltage: VH = IHRH = 12.5 x 
10-6 RH). 

There are several versions of the 
MC3525 and MC3525 -U. The MC3525 - 
U and -AU versions come in ceramic DIP 
packages and have a - 55 to + 125 °C 
temperature range. The MC3425 -P1 and - 
API versions are packaged in plastic 
DIP's, while the MC3425 -U and 
MC3425 -AU are housed in ceramic pack- 
ages. All the last four versions operate in 
the 0 to 75 °C temperature range. The 2.5- 
volt band -gap reference regulator is rated 
at ± 4% accuracy in the basic devices. 
Accuracy for the "A" suffix devices is 

1%. Each of the six versions operate on 
a supply voltages ranging between 4.5 
and 40. 

Figure 2 shows how the MC3525 is 
used for over -voltage protection and un- 
der- voltage indication with a programma- 
ble delay. The fuse is necessary when the 
power supply is not current- limited. That 
is because the crowbar SCR acts as a short 
circuit directly across the power -supply 
output. The fuse must be extremely fast 
acting with an I2t rating less than that of 
the SCR, while having a continuous cur- 
rent rating that can handle normal supply 
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currents. That type of fuse will be expen- 
sive -that is, if one is available. There- 
fore, we suggest that the protected supply 
include current limiting in its design. An 

advance -information data sheet is avail- 
able from Motorola Semiconductor 
Products, PO Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 
85036 

Bi -FET op -amp 
Analog Devices has introduced a low - 

cost Bi -FET op -amp (the AD6IIKH) that 
offers premium -grade specifications for 
as low as $1.00 in 100 -piece lots. The 
AD611KH delivers a maximum offset 
voltage of 0.5 mV with an offset- voltage 
drift of 10 ILV/°C, and a guaranteed max- 
imum input bias current of 50 pA. 

The lower cost AD611JH version guar- 
antees the maximum offset voltage to be 
2.0 mV, with an offset -voltage drift of 20 
µV/°C, and an input bias current of 100 
pA. The exceptionally low bias current 
makes the AD611 useful in current -to- 
voltage conversion applications. 

Dynamic specifications for the AD611 
include a minimum slew rate of 8 volts/ 
microsecond, a unity-gain bandwidth of 2 

MHz, and settling to 0.01% in 3 microse- 
conds. Other specifications include a 
noise voltage of 2µV peak -to -peak at 0.1 
to IO Hz, and 0.0025% harmonic distor- 
tion. The K versions have a minimum 
open -loop gain of 94 dB and the J grade 
has a gain of 90 dB. The devices operate 
on supply voltages ranging from ± 5 to 

18 with a maximum of 2.5 mA quies- 
cent current. They are specified over the 
0 °C to + 70 °C temperature range, and are 
housed in 8 -pin TO -99 metal packages. - 
Analog Devices, 804 Woburn St., 
Wilmington. MA 01887. R -E 
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Battery Powered Wire 
Wrapping Tool 

This revolutionary new 
battery powered tool will 
wrap insulated wire around 
.025" (0.63mm) square ter- 
minal posts without the 
need for pre- cutting and pre - 
stripping. Allows daisy chain. 
one -level wire -wrapping strings. 
Tool has built -in cut -off mech- 
anism to end string at any time. 
Supplied complete with bit and 
100ít. (30,4m) 30 AWG 
(0,25mm) wire. 

Fast and simple operation 
Daisy chain or point -to -point 

wiring 
Complete with bit and sleeve 
Automatic feed mechanism 
Cuts off wire at end of string 
Convenient wire refill spools 

taro C sue Nickel Cadmium batteries not 
dad). 

DAVLE TECH INC. 
ELECTRONIC TOOLS &ACCE$ORIES 

.n 2 05 Banta Place Fau Lawn NJ 07410 11SA Tel 201.7961720 
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SERVICE CLINIC 
Unusual repair problems 

JACK DARR, SERVICE EDITOR 

INTERMITTENT TV SETS HAVE LONG BEEN 

the bane of the TV service technicians - 
they've made many of us totally misera- 
ble. Like everyone else, I've come across 
my share of intermittent sets over the 
years. And at times, I've felt as though I 

was getting someone else's share as well! 
While there are some products that make 
troubleshooting such sets a little easier, 
they simply can't handle every situation 
that comes along. Even that can of freeze 
spray on your workbench (see Fig. 1) 

won't always help you find the problem. 
To illustrate, let's look at some real jewels 
that took up a great deal of my time. 

TV repair headaches! 
The first case that we'll look at involves 

a Westinghouse table -model TV, that be- 
longed to a little old lady who lived in a 

small house all by herself. Her complaint 
was that it "fell all to pieces" (no joke - 
that's what she said). Anyway, I hauled it 
off to the shop, set it up on the old work- 
bench and turned it on. As I more than 
half expected, the picture came in per- 
fectly. (Many sets will do that.) That's 
when I decided to let it "cook' for a cou- 
ple hours; but I still saw no no sign of 
trouble. Finally, I took the set back to the 
customer and turned it on. Again it played 
perfectly; so, I left it there and went away. 
The next day, a call came in and - 
wouldn't you know it -the problem was 
back again. 

Well, I returned to the lady's apartment 
and hauled the set off to the shop once 
more. (Before I took the set away, I care- 
fully checked her antenna and everything 
thing else, for that matter. But still 
nothing.) I checked and rechecked, and 
rechecked everything again -that went on 
for quite a while. Eventually, I took the set 
out of the cabinet and sat it on the bench 
close to me. (The PC board in this model 
was upright.) I sat there watching the 
screen in a mirror on the wall, while I 

"monkeyed around" in the back of the 
set. The picture was perfect as usual. 

Finally, having run out of ideas, I drew 
a deep breath and heaved a huge sigh. 
That's when I noticed that the picture fell 
out of horizontal sync -very badly, I 

might add. I sat there, with my jaw hang- 
ing open, trying to figure out what was 
wrong. It was the the first time that I had 
seen the set act up: But why? Finally it 

FIG.1 

dawned on me; I had blown my damp 
breath on the PC board! By the time I had 
figured it out, the picture had straightened 
up. So I blew on it again and, sure enough, 
out it went. 

A little while later, experiments and 
scope checks revealed that quite a bit of 
AC was showing up on the horizontal sync 
when I blew on it. Further examination 
showed that there was single point in the 
PC -board wiring that was being used as a 

tie point; it carried 110 volts AC. It was 
right smack in the middle of several others 
points that had the horizontal AFC on 
them. Needless to say, I soon removed the 
AC from that point (making a well taped 
"flying joint "). After that, you could sigh 
on it all you wanted and have no problem. 
But what caused it to act up to begin with, 
and why in her home and not at the shop? 

Finally I found the answer: Her apart- 
ment was heated by a "wooly- backed" 
gas heater with asbestos padding behind 
the flame, but it had no vent. When an 
open flame burns in a small room, it can 
liberate an amazing amount of water 
vapor! That vapor had condensed on the 
cold PC board throwing the set "out of 
wack." Removing that AC connection 
from among all those AFC contacts clear- 
ed up the trouble. 

Another dandy that that came my way 
(one that took me most of the summer to 
figure out) was another table model, made 
by DuMont this time. It too, would fall 
out of sync, but would later quit al- 
together. That is, it would quit at the cus- 
tomers home -not my shop. To make an 
extremely long story a little shorter, I play- 
ed the set on the end of my bench, where I 
could see it, for an estimated total of 200 
hours and never saw any sign of trouble. 

On several occasions I took the set back 
to the customer's home, where I'd sit 
watching it -what fun! (His home, natu- 
rally, was 5 miles out of town!) Anyhow, 
autumn rolled around and I was still trying 
to catch that thing acting up. The customer 
had said that it would cut out after about 
two hours -not so, at least not while I was 
there. Well, I sat there watching the 
screen for hours (while being supplied 
with cold beer by the customer!). 

Anyway, one day it did jump a little, so 
I took the back off it and looked inside. As 
soon as I did, the customer yelled "Hey, 
there it goes!" At the time, I was looking 
at the neck of the picture tube and saw a 

tiny arc in there! After some tracing 
around, I finally located the real cause; the 
CRT screen -grid was intermittently arcing 
to the cathode. When it did, it shorted out 
the B + voltage to the horizontal os- 
cillator. All it took for a permanent repair 
was an isolation -type brightener, set to 
isolate, but not brighten. That was the 
result of all summer's checking of every- 
thing (except the picture tube, of course!). 
I filed that one away for future reference. 
But to this day, I haven't seen another 
problem like it. 

All that just goes to show you that re- 
pair jobs are not always easy, even with all 
the tools at your disposal; but just hang in 
there and fortune will smile on you, too. 
Good luck and happy repairs! R -E 

SERVICE 
QUESTIONS 
LOST: VERTICAL DEFLECTION 

A Panasonic CT-914 has me climbing 
the walls. The vertical deflection is lost 
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sometimes after a half hour, sometimes 
after a half day. I've changed a number of 
capacitors and resistors without success. 
Any ideas ? -G.S., Red Bank, NJ 

01 all the voltage measurements you 
gave me, the most significant is that of the 
collector of TR455, the bottom output 
transistor. It drops to 0 volts when deflec- 
tion is lost. That tells me that one of the 
output transistors opens up. Spray them 
with component cooler. 

With intermittents of this nature, the 
first suspect should be transistors, and 
unless you can pin it down with the spray 
technique, you should replace them, one 
by one, until you hit it. Slow, but certain. 

SHRINKING PICTURE 
A Sears' hybrid, with tube outputs, has 

bad shrinking on the sides; the grid volt- 
age on the horizontal output tube is too 
high, reading 128V where it should read 

85V. 1 found that when I cut out the reg- 
ulator diode the picture filled out nicely, 
but the brightness does not look right. - 
D.A., Babbitt, MN 

High -voltage regulation in this set is 
achieved by tying the output -tube grid into 
the 6EL4 cathode, which itself is biased 
in part through the regulator diode, which 
goes to B - , and D120, the bias diode, 
which goes to B + . If you have not al- 
ready tried a new 6EL4, do so at once. 
Then measure the voltages around that 
tube and see what turns up. An irregularity 
in the 6EL4 operating voltages must be 
upsetting the output tube bias. 

HORIZONTAL OUTPUT 
TRANSISTOR BLOWING 

A Sears 528 -41950316 blows the 3.25 - 
amp fuse and the horizontal output tran- 
sistor. Can you give me some assistance 
with some type of troubleshooting pro- 
cedure ? -S.K., Hamden, CT 

Think of it as something loading down 
the output side of the transistor. If an 

ohmmeter check from collector to ground 
shows a low reading, it becomes a simple 
process to find the source of the low read- 
ing. If that is not the case, suspect some- 
thing that breaks down when power is 
applied. A variable transformer is very 
useful for that: While starting at a low 
voltage and coming up to 70, 80, then 90 
volts AC, keep your eyes, ears and nose 

open for an arc, a smell or anything else to 
catch your attention. If you don't get 
lucky, you'll have to lift the scan rectifiers 
from the circuit, or the high -voltage reg- 
ulator, or anything else that you feel could 
be responsible. Keep the AC voltage as 

low as you can, while still getting results, 
to avoid blowing the transistor. 

REGULATOR PROBLEMS? 
I have a Sanyo 91C90 that works on 85 

volts AC, but will not work above 93 volts 
AC. I checked several parts around the 

regulator, but don't know if the trouble is 
there or in the hold -down circuits. How 
would you approach this ? -D.A., Babbitt, 
MN 

As I interpret the diagram, the twin - 
transistor hold -down circuit monitors the 
120 -volt DC B + voltage through Zener 
diode D403. If D403 is lifted, the hold - 
down would then be disabled, no longer 
killing the horizontal oscillator. Before 
lifting that, however, I would measure 
B + while coming up with the variable 
transformer. If it goes beyond 120 volts, I 
would concentrate on the regulator sys- 
tem, whose function is to hold it at 120 

volts. If the regulator is OK, check the 
components in the hold -down that might 
be causing premature tripping. 

TUNER PROBLEMS 
The problem in an Admiral 9M50 seems 

to be in the tuning control. The picture and 
sound stay on for 3 or 4 seconds and then 
go out as if the tuner isn't on- station. I 

need help in repairing the ET200 or ET300 
modules as they are very expensive to 
replace. -C.B., Bernie, MO 

Your first job is to determine whether 
the loss of signal is in the ET boards, the 
tuner, or the IF section. A tuner subber 
would eliminate the IF as a possibility. 
Monitoring the voltages coming out of 
J306 would tell you whether the tuner is 

failing or the tuner supply- voltages, com- 
ing out of the synthesizer, are going awry. 
If the elimination process brings you 
there, you must rely on voltage measure- 
ments and perhaps the use of component 
cooler to pinpoint the transistor or IC at 
fault. 

FINDING THE RASTER 
I wrote you about a Magnavox T991 

that had no raster, and you suggested that 
instead of changing modules randomly, I 

should measure the kine -socket voltages 
to find out what was missing. I did, and 
traced my problem back to a bad demod- 
ulator IC. It is much easier when you 
know where to look for trouble rather than 
just using guesswork. -R.K. 

BRIGHT VERTICAL LINE 
I have a bright vertical line approx- 

imately in the center of screen on this RCA 
CTC39X that, I'm working on. I've changed 
tubes and the efficiency coil, and tried a 

new yoke with no luck.-T.C., Lime Ridge, 
WI 

Something is wrong in the control -grid 
circuit of the output tube causing (what 
we used to call back in the old days) a 

drive line. Check C279, the coupling ca- 
pacitor, for leakage, check all the compo- 
nents in the grid circuit, including the 
resistor that ties into the 6BK4 regulator. 
(I hope you tried a new regulator, just for 
the heck of it.) Also see that the peak -to- 
peak output of the 6FQ7 is OK. If not, 
check voltages around that tube. R -E 

New from 
B&K-PRECISION , 
Autoranging 

and 
manual control 

in one DMM 

DCV 

Model 2816 $150 
Full manual or full autoranging on 
volts and ohms 
Single rotary selector switch 
control 
0.25% DC accuracy 
500 hour battery life 

Continuity test beeper 
Diode check 
Transient and overload protected 
High energy fuse 

Model 2807 $115 
Same features as Model 2816 with 0.5% 
DC accuracy 

Model 2806 $75 
Autoranging only on volts and ohms, 
manual amps. 0.7% DC accuracy 

For more information contact your 
B &K- PRECISION 

distributor or write for specifications. 

ii,KPRECISION 

DYNASCAN 
CORPORATION 

6460 West Cortland Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60635.312/889 -9087 

Intarnattonal Sales. Iwo W. Cortland St. . Ch,capo. IL t0aa0 
Canad,an Sales. Allaa Elettronics. Onlarw J South and central American Solos. 

Emoi,, Importers. Plainview. NY W$03 
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Be an FCC 
LICENSED 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN! 

Ns 

Earn up to 
$600 a week 
and more! 

Learn at home in spare time. 
No previous experience needed. 

No costly School. No commuting to class. The Original 
Home -Study course that prepares you for the FCC 
Radiotelephone license exam in your spare time! An 
FCC Government license is your "ticket" to thousands 
of exciting jobs in Communications. Radio & TV, 
Mobile two -way. Microwave. Computers. Radar. Aero- 
space and more. You don't need a college degree to 
qualify, but you do need an FCC License. No need to 
quit your lob or go to school! You learn how to pass 
the FCC License exam at home at your own pace with 
this easy -to- understand, proven course. It's easy, fast 
and low cost! GUARANTEED PASS You get your 
FCC License or money refunded. Write for free details. 
Soon you could be on your way to being one of the 
highest workers in the electronics field. Send for FREE 
facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

command PRODUCTIOnS 
FCC LICENSE TRAINING. Dept. 90 
P.O. Box 2223, San Francisco, CA 94126 
Rush FREE facts on how I can get my FCC License 
in spare time. No obligation. No salesman will call. 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY _STATE_ZIP J 

ACTIVE 
RECEIVING 
ANTENNA 

Gives excellent reception, 
50 KHz to 30 MHz. 

New MFJ -1024 Active Receiving 
Antenna mounts outdoors away from 
electrical noise for maximum signal. 

Gives excellent reception of 50 KHz 
to 30 MHz signals. Equivalent to wire 
hundreds of feet long. Use any SWL. 
MW. BCB. VLF or Ham receiver. 

High dynamic range RF amplifier. 54 
in. whip. 50 foot coax. 20 dB attenuator 
prevents receiver overload. Switch be- 
tween two receivers. Select auxiliary or 

active antenna. Gain control. "ON" 
LED. Remote unit. 3x2x4 in Control, 
6x2x5 in. 12 VDC or 110 VAC with 

optional adapter, 
MFJ-1312. $9.95. 

5 $1299 w 
Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted, 

return within 30 days for refund (less shipping). 
One year unconditional guarantee. 
Order today. Call TOLL FREE 800- 647 -1800. 

Charge VISA, MC. Or mail check, money order. 
Write for free catalog. Over 100 products. 

CALL TOLL FREE. 800- 647 -1800 
Call 601- 323 -5869 in Miss.. outside continental 
USA, tech /order /repair info TELEX 53 -4590 

MFJ ENTERPRISES, 
INCORPORATED 

Box 494, Mississippi State, MS 39762 
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LINEAR IC'S 

continued from page 68 

prove the CMRR. Because of that feature, 
the LM- 363 -AD is useful for applications 
in difficult environments or unusual sig- 
nal- acquisition situations. 

Figure 8 shows a practical amplifier 
based on the LM- 363 -AD. Switch SI is 
used to select the gains (10, 100, and 
1000) and should be mounted on the front 
panel, in most cases, so that the operator 
can select the level desired. 

SI 
GAIN 

9 1000 

0.1 

I( 

C3 

1NF 

( 

-v 

FIG. 8 -BY ADDING A SWITCH. a variable -gain 
instrumentation amplifier can be formed. 

if you want to make the circuit shown in 
Fig. 8 AC- coupled, it can be adapted as 
per Fig. 4. 

It would be wise to configure the circuit 
such that the leads from gain -selector 
switch SI and the IC package are as short 
as possible. Some lead length is permissi- 
ble, but do not let it be excessive. 

The capacitors used to bypass the -V 
and + V power -supply lines should also 
be mounted as close as possible to the 
body of the IC. The 0.11F units are the 
most critical in that respect because they 
take care of high frequencies. The reason 
why the 0.1 -µF and I -µF units are con- 
nected in parallel is that the 1 -1F units are 
electrolytics and as such are not very 
effective at high frequencies. 

Another ICIA device is shown in Fig. 
9. That device is the Burr -Brown INA -101. 
The voltage gain of that device is set by 
resistor RG, which corresponds to RI in 
Fig. 3. The gain equation is: 

Avo = 
4U,OROGO 

+ 1 

(5) 

If you compare Equation 5 with Equation 

FIG. 9-THE GAIN OF IC1, an INA -101 instrumen- 
tation amplifier, is set by RG. 

2, the gain equation for the IA in Fig. 3, 
you will note that they are similar. In 
terms of Fig. 3, if R4 = R5 = R6 = R7, 
and if R2 = R3 = 20 kilohms, then 
Equations 2 and 5 are identical. 

As in most textbook equations, Equa- 
tion 5 is not in its most useful form. In 
most practical situations, we know the 
gain we want to achieve. What we really 
need, then, is the value of RG that will 
produce that gain! Rewriting Equation 5 
into a more practical form yields: 

40,000 
Rß Avo - 1 (6) 

Equation 6 is somewhat more useful 
than Equation 5-at least outside of class- 
rooms! 

As an example, find the value of RG 
that will yield a gain of 1000. Substituting 
into Equation 6 gives us: 
RG = (40K /(1000 - 1) = 40K/999 = 
0.04 kilohms = 40 ohms. 

It is permissible to make RG variable in 
order to provide gain control. You are 
cautioned, however, to place a series re- 
sistor in the circuit with the potentiometer 
to prevent the gain from going out of 
sight. As RG approaches zero, the gain 
climbs to infinite (not really, of course, 
but it will not take much at all to make the 
amplifier saturate). The value of the series 
resistor is one that satisfies Equation 6 at 
the highest gain you want to achieve. 

Next month 
In Part 5 of this series we will discuss 

non -op -amp linear IC amplifiers, namely 
the current- difference amplifier (also 
called CDA or Norton amplifier) and the 
operational transconductance amplifier. 

Looking ahead to the coming months, 
we will deal with such topics as log- 
arithmic amplifiers, integrator and dif- 
ferentiator design, using isolation ampli- 
fiers, and the design of oscillators and 
multivibrators using op -amps. R -E 
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STATIC ELECTRICITY 

continued from page 48 

equipment in the area could be considered 
to have a common potential and we would 
have achieved an isoelectric environment. 
However, it would not be practical to con- 
nect wires to each and every metal object 
(including your chair) in, say, a five -foot 
radius of your workbench or computer or 
other static -sensitive device. Some more 
rational approach must be followed. 

We have already learned that friction is 

harmful charges. Another approach 
would be to have the equipment operator 
wear a conductive wrist -strap that would 
provide that same controlled bleed -off of 
any charges before any sensitive equip- 
ment is damaged. (see Fig. 5) 

Ionization 
Another method of controlling static 

build -up is ionization. Although gener- 
ally impractical for use in the home or 
office, it is often used in industry. In 
ionization, the air is ionized so that a 
conductive path is formed between any 
charged objects and ground. That allows 

COMMON 
GROUND 
POINT 

WRIST GROUND STRAP 

27K 

21K 

ANTISTATIC 
TABLE TOP 

CONDUCTIVE 
FLOOR /FLOOR MAT 

GROUND 

FIG. 5- MINIMIZING THE RISKS of a static discharge in a home workshop. Notethe use of an anti -static 
table -top and a conductive floor or mat. 

a chief cause of static -electric build -ups, 
so it should be apparent that if we elimi- 
nate potential sources of friction, es- 
pecially between dissimilar objects, we . 

would be well on our way to a practical 
solution to the static -electric problem. 
Carpets belong in plush homes, dens, 
cars, private planes, but not in computer 
rooms or workshops. If finances permit, a 

tile similar to the type used in hospitals 
with electrically conductive properties 
(per our static -electric definition) might 
be installed. Other approaches include 
floor covers of a conductive material for 
the under -desk and chair area. In lieu of 
those tiles or floor covers, and especially 
if the room must serve other purposes 
such as the living room of a home, a 

commercial "anti- static" carpet treat- 
ment may be effective. 

Some installations have taken control 
of static to the level of restricting the type 
of clothing (material) that one can wear to 
avoid those fabrics that can produce 
harmful charges. Such steps are only nec- 
essary in ultra -sensitive areas, although 
personnel in sensitive hospital areas may 
be required to wear "scrub- clothes" with 
tiny metal fibers present in the fabric, and 
also special shoes. 

In most situations, an anti- static table- 
top or discharge plate (a small square of 
metal) connected through a resistor of 
27,000 ohms to ground, located near, say, 
a disk -storage area, would provide a con- 
venient pathway to bleed -off potentially 

the charges to dissipate safely. 
It is obvious that control of static elec- 

tricity can be carried to extremes (restric- 
tive apparel, etc.) but it would be safe to 
assume that if you achieve at least 50% 
relative humidity, take normal care in re- 
moving potential sources of static .build- 
ups (carpets, etc.), and further link the 
major metal surfaces in a reasonable radi- 
us to a common ground through appropri- 
ate resistors, you will have done much to 
control and perhaps even eliminate that 
source of damage to your equipment. R -E 
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ELECTRONIC KITS 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

(Formerly PPG Electronics) 

O AM RADIO 
6 TRANSISTOR 

#854/754 

A "Fun to Build' super sens #I, 6-transistor AM radio. 
Exciting hands -on experience. Lamm the how rad oily 
of a radio by building It yourself. All pans necessary are 
included, so tun, ,. rind discover bng your o wns the fun of 
Features Low powconsumption 

cost. easy step-by-step 
inatru Ons with each kit. 
alignment procedure and 
troubleshooting instructions 
included Circuit operations 
explained. wrist strap and 
cabaret Included 

NEW! 

FROG PHONE W /CB & CASE 
This kit has over 76 electronic parts Including speaker. 
microphone. microswitCh, 12 button keypad. two circuit 
boards. transformer. two LED's epht transistors, one 
ntegrated circuit. twelve diodes. five electrolytic 
capacitors and sixteen resistors Comes with step -by -step 

instruction and learning 
manuel 

#815/715 Learn about 
Large scale integration 

N pulse generator IC's 
Matrix keyboards and 
decoders 
Dial tone generation 
Busy tone generation 
Ring pulse generation 

l:V , How to repair 
rCtron1 telephones 

OVER 50 KITS AVAILABLE 

KIT # yA 
d. revu D. r 

Rl rpm w Lw .an 17 eee w.. Se.. 
NMI osaee r. PPP. 

DPP l4 Pe.. ,: Caws. Lew ewe c.,ti 
KO Mery M.. . - renie. rame 
as w Dew a, Pp* Liar 
109 tto Pi* awa n.- 9,44 vii MyeM .a« 1.190, r &..W Poem PPP a' se Ewer M.M. 0R. 
IV Lia DOM t. .rlwM Mea. PM true 
Me MO M.M. In Opt., 1r KW.. 
al, wYP.. tr (VP O. 
Ill kW cis. .': Ilene tar. 
e, Paw. WY '' .e^ O.la Ces. 
4. Cru- ria " Dime We 
ec O.. DPW c+ Oea IS .7.M r Mir p Peer PPP 
F. AMI-.I ria an a.er..w. 
us re. M - 1r .n..l.r CO. Oep. Ira 
V, Yell he. 1.rrl0 w .e. hapleDM -e 

hew Sipple we Winne* ,Meatl DO wM.es a GS Pipe leer I+,we . Ers Trees rai. 
le serer ra.M Cur O.pli P. melpeeen MP NON 
M0 eeMY MP use Id haw Ga/Ma- Per* 

Nib Mee, CM. 

FREE 
CATALOG OF ALL KITS 

Available nationwide at your local 
electronics store. 

(Or send $1 00 shipping 8 handling 
to address below 

EKI ELECTRONIC KITS 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

791 RED ROCK ROAD 
ST GEORGE, UTAH 84770 

Call TOLL FREE 

1- 800 -453 -1708 
For store nearest you. 

Special Prices for Educators 
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MARKET CENTER 
FOR SALE 

CABLE -TV SECRETS -the outlaw publication the 
cable companies tried to ban. HBO. Movie Channel, 
Showtime, descramblers, converters. etc Sup- 
pliers list included. Send $8.95 to CABLE FACTS, 
Box 711 -R, Pataskala, OH 43062. 

RESISTORS ' W & v2W 5% 3 cents. 1% Metal - 
films, precision custom wirewounds, $1.00 refunda- 
ble to JR INDUSTRIES, 5834 -B Swancreek, 
Toledo, OH 43614 

FREE catalog featuring scanner accessories, car- 
rier subcarrier detectors, voice scramblers, unusual 
kits CAPRI ELECTRONICS, Route 1R, Canon, GA 
30520. 

DESCRAMBLERS for downconverters, high gain. 
Send $1 00 RB ELECTRONICS, PO Box 643, Ka- 
lamazoo. MI 49005 

THE Intelligence Library- Restricted technical 
information & books on electronic surveillance, 
surveillance -device schematics, lock- picking, 
Investigation, weapons, identification docu- 
ments, covert sciences, etc The best selection 
available. Free brochures. MENTOR, (Dept Z), 
135 -53 No. Blvd., Flushing, NY 11354. 

CABLE TV equipment, notch filters for "beeping' 
channels. Information $1.00. GOLDCOAST, PO 
Box 63 6025 RE, Margate, FL 33063. 

RF parts /Motorola transistors. MRF454 $16.00, 
MRF455 $12.00. Catalog available. RF PARTS CO., 
1320 -4 Grand. San Marcos, CA 92069. (619) 744- 
0720. 

UP to $500.00 per month. Sell computer software in 
your home. Write to' COMPUTER SERVICES, PO 
Box 7748, Tucson, AZ 85725. 

CABLE -TV products. Jerrold, Hamlin, and Oak 
converters. Send $3.00 for information. ADDI- 
TIONAL OUTLET CORP., 111 E. Commercial Blvd.. 
Ft Lauderdale, FL 33334. 

RECONDITIONED test equipment. $1 00 for cata- 
log. JAMES WALTER TEST EQUIPMENT, 2697 
Nickel, San Pablo, CA 94806. 

POLICE code unscramblers, other scanner ac- 
cessories, telephone recording device, DNE, Inc., 
Rt 7, Box 257E, Hot Springs, AR 71901, (501) 
623 -6027. 

NEW!... repair any TV... easy. Anyone can do it. 
Write, RESEARCH, RR No. 3, Box 601BR, Colville, 
WA 99114. 

To run your own classified ad, put one word on each of the lines below and send this form along with your check 
for 52.15 per word (minimum 15 words) to: 
Radio -Electronics, 200 Park Avenue South, N.Y., N.Y. 10003 

ORDER FORM 
PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to 
appear. For special headings, there is a surcharge of $20.00. 
( ) Plans Kits ( ) Business Opportunities ( ) For Sale 
( ) Education Instruction ( ) Wanted ( ) Satellite Television 
( ) 

Special Category: $20.00 

PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETTERS. 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 29 30 

31 32 33 34 35 

PLEASE INCLUDE FOR OUR FILES YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. 

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE for firms or individuals offering comercial products or services). 
$2.15 per word prepaid (no charge for zip code)...MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 5 discount for 6 issues. 
10°x° for 12 issues within one year. if prepaid. 
NON -COMMERCIAL RATE (for individuals who want to buy or sell a personal item) $1.50 per word 
prepaid no minimum. 
ONLY FIRST WORD AND NAME set in bold caps. Additional bold face (not available as all caps) at 20c, 
per word All copy subject to publisher's approval ADVERTISEMENTS USING P.O. BOX ADDRESS 
WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER WITH PERMANENT 
ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. Copy to be in our hands on the 20th of the third month preceding 
the date of the issue (i.e . August issue closes May 20th). When normal closing date falls on Saturday, 
Sunday, or a holiday, issue closes on preceding working day. 

Don't be mislead 
Full parabolic dish 
Highest gain probe 

Complete System 569.95 
Satellite TV from $995.00 

Eprom I Game 
Cartridge Duplicator 
EPRO 2000 - $99.95 

Blank Cartridges $e.95 

Visa & Mastercard accepted 
S.R.S. P. O. Box 331 

Isle of Palms, SC 29451 
(803) 886-6133 

PCB and TOKO coils for TV project in February, 
1984 article only $17.00 JIM RHODES, 1025 Ran - 
some Lane. Kingsport. TN 37660. 

OVER 1200 electronics parts. kits, and computer 
products. Lowest prices. Send $1 00 (redeemable) 
for catalog. Stamp brings flyer. DAYTAPRO ELEC- 
TRONICS, 3029 N Wilshire. Arlington Hts.. IL 
60004. 

CONNECTORS -audio, co- axial, aviation, comput- 
er. industrial, and many other types. Send $2.00 for 
complete price list and ordering information. 
Largest inventory in country. CONNECTOR TECH- 
NOLOGY INC., 5A Veronica Ave , Somerset, NJ 
08873. 

DELUXE cable'UHF converters. All systems. 
Zenith SSAVI -1 $225 00. SB -3 $89.95. N -12 $79.95. 
$2.00 catalog. PRECISION VIDEO, PO Box 1323, 
Elgin, IL 60121, (312) 683 -4042. 

WHOLESALE indoor antenna $14.00. Master video 
control center $30.00. (212) 897 -0509. D&WR, 
68 -12 110 St.. Flushing, NY 11375. 

CHANNEL 3-60dB notch filter. 63.5MHz. $32.00. 
CROSLEY, Dept. 763, Box 840, Champlain, NY 
12919 

LATEST bug -detection equipment for home or of- 
fice. Literature. $1.00. CLIFTON, Box 220 -X, Miami, 
FL 33168. 

RESISTOR assortment. 2200pcs. 1/4w5% C -film. 
110 std. values, 20pcs. each individually packed. 
$29.95 postpaid. Check MO accepted. COD add 
$2.00. BENNETT CO.1271 Merchandise Mart, Chi - 
cago. IL 60654. 

Worlds Most Remarkable Radar Jammer! 

. speed radar guns aid devices to read ow your choice of either a 

peroanhpd your Ina speedwhen in auronretk mode ferallakr. Tow 
epeeà 76 mph, ado mode set for 75%, speed displayed - 57 mph), or 
the speed that you dd In Min In manual mode. Transmits aey in the 
pwaric dapped radar. or by manudewrdde.OparalrenMlh Xarrd 
KhYMp WARNMG- The device Mated in es Mers %Is not lager for 
use apebat pedal rader, and I not FCC approved. 

For comrade serature and plan package, and 514.95 te 
PIWRps Instrument Design Co. Inc. 
9560 S.W. Satyr Blvd., Suite *109 S 
Portland. Oregon 97219 

L.E.D. displayer 10 L.E.D.'s light in sequence from 
output of any speaker. Unique visual display battery 
operated, handsome wood cabinet, $39.99 - 
$2.00 shipping. L.S.E. ELECTRONICS, Box 8402 
Madison, WI 53708. 

www.americanradiohistory.com



NOTEBOOK of subscription TV descrambler tech- 
nique ( sinewave system). TV companies' de- 
scramblers technique. 38 pages full of things. NE 
564 substitute, video improvement, Mitsumi, Amnec 
tuner modification, waveforms, troubleshooting and 
more $21.50. ADVANCE ELECTRONICS, PO Box 
3298, Culver City, CA 90231. 

NEWEST cable -TV facts. Manual includes: scram - 
bling and descrambling theory, schematics of popu- 
lar descramblers and converters, secret techniques 
and more. $9.95 plus $1.50 shipping. Free catalog. 
ELECTRON, Box 169, 17 N. State St., Room 1222. 
Chicago, IL 60602. 

BRADFORD parts 50% off -"JOE" TROY TV 
PARTS, 76 Second Ave.. Troy, NY 12180 

MICROWAVE antennas, new burn -out proof type, 
by -gain, $75.00. Free info. JCR SERVICE, Box 
20607. Denver, CO 80220 

TI -99/4A owners. Get your free catalog of new, ex- 
citing, low cost software. DYNA, Box 690, 
Hicksville, NY 11801. 

WANTED: Old RCA, Cunningham, Western Elec- 
tric tubes, amplifier, speakers. McIntosh, Marantz, 
Tannoy. Altec. JBL. (713) 728 -4343, MAURY 
CORB, 11122 Atwell, Houston, TX 77096. 

*`(.4 
\ 
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Complete Antenna Systems from 169°5 

Full 800 Mhz Range 
Tune 1.9-2.7 Ghz 
Includes all )ft11) 
ITFS Channels 

DEALERS WANTED 

COO's and Credit Card 
Orders call TOLL FREE 

1- 800 -247 -1151 

GALAXY 
ELECTRONICS 
5644 N. 53rd Avenue 
Glendale. AZ 85301 
1 -602- 247 -1151 

GOLD STAR 'VN 

DESCRAMBLERS -sinewave, gated, Zenith. 
Low as $100.00. Free information. Dealers want - 
ed-STV, Box 1226, Dublin, PA 18917. (215) 822- 
0558. 

TOP -quality imported, domestic kits, surplus, dis- 
count electronics, computer componets. Free cata- 
log TEKTRASONIX, 175 Fifth Ave , Suite 3194, 
N.Y., NY 10010. 

TI- 994/A -P -Box $199.00 -P -Box system $500.00. 
Extended BASIC $93.05-cassette cables $19.91, 
PHP -1250 $299.00. Hard to get items, specify to 
CSC, PO. Box 1361. Bloomington, IL 61702 -1361. 

BEST prices: CB equipment, telephones, radar de- 
ctectors, scanners. Free list. CRS. 1587 Central 
Ave., Yonkers, NY 10710. 

CABLE -television facts and secrets. Now you 
can get the informative publication that CATV com- 
panies have been unsuccessfully trying to get 
banned for 15 years. Movie Channel, HBO, and 
Showtime converters, etc. Send $8 75 to: CABFAX, 
P.O. Box 091196, Bexley. OH 43209. 

RESISTOR assortments 14W5 %, 50pc.- $2.00. 
100pc.- $3.00, 1000pc.- $20.00, wplastic con- 
tainer. Add $1.00 postage, WADE ELECTRONIX, 
P.O. Box 1473, Palmbay, FL 32905. 

EXACT same PCB for descrambler in February 
article only $17.00 JIM RHODES, 1025 Ransome 
Lane, Kingsport. TN 37660. 

AMAZING NEW PRODUCTS 
TONE Talking Memory Dialer -This credit card 
size tone dialer can memorize and recall one hun- 
dred-32 digit phone numbers and is ideal for MCI 
and Sprint customers. A few features include spe- 
cial access entry code. alarm, stopwatch and cal- 
culator functions for only $79.95. The Listener - 
represents the .atest technology in the area of 
monitoring devices Plugs into any modular phone 
lack. Its remote activation feature and ultra -sensitive 
microphone allows the user to telephone from any- 
where in the worlc and listen into what is happening 
at another location for only $99.95. UHF Preamp 
Kit -unit will drastically improve the picture quality 
of all UHF -TV stations and even find stations you 
never thought existed! Price $29.95 Free shipping 
MD residents add 5 %. HOWARD RESEARCH AND 
DESIGN, P.O. Box 204. Ellicott City. MD 21043, 
(301)465 -8116. 

Govt. SURPLUS 
ELECTRONIC 
EQUIPMENT 
CATALOG 
New ITEMS ... New BARGAINS! 

FREE UPON REQUEST! 
Send today for FREE Copy of 

NEW CATALOG WS-84I Address: Dept. RE 

FAIR RADIO SALES 
'1i16 E EUREKA Bo. 1105 LIMA OHIO 45102 

--,: 
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The One Stop Electronic Shop! 
Call Toll FREE 1 -800- 343.08 

In the United States: 
Mail Orders 
P.O. Box 8000 
Westborough, Mass. 
01 :1 

s) (617) 366 -0500 

ntréal 
51 Rue Ferrier 

ontréal, Québec 
4P 1N1 

(514) 731 -7441 

Items 
1023 Merlvale Road 
Ottawa, Ontario 
K1Z 6A6 

Boston 
133 Flanders Road 
Westborough, Mes. 
01581 
(617) 366-9684 

Seattle 
13107 Northup 
Bellevue, Wash. 
98004 
(206) 881 -8191 

Toronto 
14 Carlton Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5$ 1K5 
(41(1) 977 -7692 

Calgary 
3210.5th Ave. N.E. 
Bay 2 
Calgary, Alberta 

(613) 728 - 900 T2A 5N1 
(408) 235 -5300 (604) 438 -3321 

your nearestiActive store, 11, write or ci 
the Reader Service Card for your cop +of Active's n atalog. 

CIRCLE 77 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Down w 
86 St. is C. N. 
Downs w, Ontario 
M3J 1Y8 
(416) 6304400 
Vancouver 
3070 Kingswtly 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V5R 5..17 

91 
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Learn micro -processing with the new 

MICRO -PROFESSOR 1P 

f< 

it 

r 

Students, engineers 
upgrade your micro 
with the new Micro- 
The MPF-1P features: 

extensive software 
more built -in 
improved keyboard 
larger display 

Three tutorial guides 
capabilities. The ideal 
MPF -1P will deliver 
world of micro- processing. 

Plus -FREE GIFT 
Check this boa for FREE 

Z-80 Microprocessor 
Programming and 
Interfacing textbook when 
You order within 7 days. 
512.95 value. 

For immediate 

1- 800426 
Full money hack guarantee. 

or technicians - 
-processing skills 
Professor IP. 

support 
memory 

help cover all 
training tool! 

you into the growing 
Invest now! 

only $179.95 
' 

Dept. RE084 
14803 N.E. 40th 

Redmond, WA 98057 

action call TOLL FREE: 

-1044 
....o.d 

CIRCLE 39 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

HIGH QUALITY75dB GAIN 

MICROWAVE 
TV SYSTEM 
Varible from 1.9 to 2.5 GHz 

.,.., The latest advance 
in microwave 

technology with a 

SNOW -FREE 
PICTURE. 

Two Models to choose from. 

Both Models Include: ,j \ e 20 Parabolic Dish -_ - 7 Pre -assembled Probe 
with Down Converter 

Power Supply and Coax Switch 
60' of RG -59 U Coax with Connector 
Transformer for 75 to 300 Ohms 
All Mounting Hardware for Fast and 
Easy Installation 

20" Fiberglass Dish 
Up to 55dB Gain 

Special $9895 

20" Aluminum Dish 
Up to 55dB Gain 

Low Priced $9895 
Add 10e. for Foregn orders or U S Parcel Post 

High Gain 'fag Antenna wdh Down Converter and $8995 
Power Supply Complete System Ready to Use 

Send S2 00 for Catalog Refundable 
Available thru Mail 

with first purchase 

CAResado 6', elan 
and Phone Orders Only 

or Money Order to 
allow 2.5 weeks to Clean 

hyE 20 ° °deposebrCOD 
Send Cashiers Checx - 

PeraTmw Checks 

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO, Inc. 
4670 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood, Calif. 90027 

For C.O.D. Orders Call (213) 219-0227 

CIRCLE 21 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS 

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

BATTERY CLIPS A HOLDERS 

CABLE SETS CONNECTORS CAPACITORS 

DISPLAYS LED, FUSES JACKS A PLUGS 

KNOBS LAMPS POTENTIOMETERS 
RF COILS RELAYS RESISTORS 

SWITCHES SEMICONDUCTORS SPEAKERS 

TEST FOUIPMENT TRANSFORMERS TOOLS 

WIRE A CABLE 

OVER 15.000 DIFFERENT ITEMS IN STOCK! 

S.I...wd O,der 0e,s 
ON r 00. IPST! 

TEBMi COD Y.. 
M.u.C her 

IOPn A.,.,rn., A.1.I 

PA end M.I 
Ord,. I.. 
Ceilo. M1d 
O.b,d USA 
S.d 17 00 

MOUSER ELECTRONICS 
11433 W00DSIDE AVE SANTEE CA 92071 
PHONE (619) 4492222 TWO 910. 331 -1175 

CIRCLE 94 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
VIDEO game repair business Start your own Infor- 
mation parts list 55.00. BEST ELECTRONICS, 
4440 Sheena. Phoenix. AZ 85032. 

64K 6502 Z80 dual processor computer 
US$420 00 Hundreds Apple -compatible softwares. 
Details USS1 00. RELIANT, PO Box 33610. 
Sheungwan. Hongkong. 

YOUR own radio station! AM. FM. cable, licensed. 
unlicensed, transmitter kits! Write. BROADCAST- 
ING, Box 130 -F8, Paradise. CA 95969. 

ELECTRONIC 
ASSEMBII BUSINESS 

Start home spare time Investment knowledge or 
experience unnecessary BIG DEMAND assem- 
bling electronic devices. Sales handled by profes- 
sionals Unusual business opportunity 

FREE: Complete illustrated literature 
BARTA RE -O Box 248 

Walnut Creek Calif 94597 

BUY direct from Taiwan Hong Kong. Details $1 00 
Refundable. TONY COLUCCI, 56 Central Blvd . 

Merrick, NY 11566 

DEALERS: Sell solderless breadboards IC DIP 
sockets. Very competitive prices LICATEK. 26051 
Vermont Ave 203C. Harbor City. CA 90710. (213) 
539 -8997 

MONEY from your microcomputer Send LSASE for 
details. FRONT ROOM. REI, Box 1541, Clifton, NJ 
07013 

SATELLITE TELEVISION 
UNSCRAMBLE secret satellite channels watch all 
the good stuff. Plans $19 95 -kits $169.95 -com- 
plete units $39500- Details and order forms S3.00. 
SCRAMCO, 8688 Royal Dr.. Noblesville. IN 46060. 

SATELLITE -TV receiver breakthrough! Build 
your own system and save! Instruction man- 
uals, schematics, circuit boards! Send stamped 
envelope: XANDI. Box 25647. Dept. 21B, Tempe, 
AZ 85282. 

DESCRAMBLERS 
AMERICAN- CANADIAN 

New Salellne Descramblers 
C -1000 / ZENITH TYPE 

D scramo!es over tee air and 
cattle sync suppressed active 

il !VV., video Inversion signals 

Ready to go C.1000 379 95 
Complete Kit C 1000 271 95 
Printed Circuit 8 Manual 24.95 

illC -100 / JERROLD TYPE 

Cable DeSCrambier IOr in-band gated 
suppressed systems 

Ready to go C t 00 119.11 
Complete Kit C100K M RI 

SEND $2 FOR COMPLETE INFORMATIVE CATALOG TO 

DETERMINE WHAT TYPE YOU NEED 

Buy 1 kit 

Get 2nd kit 
at 1/2 price 

J & D ENGINEERING 
P.O. Boo 6099 

Falmouth, Maine 04105 

Dealers Wanted 
Special Quantity Pncrng 

COD's -OK 

ail J 8 D 0rwduc!s are engineered not coped an are quaFanteec 
90 days 8 we sIand behind Our D eduCIS where tenets ran to 

ENJOY Satellite Television. Save money with 
easy. guaranteed. do -it- yourself antenna plans kits. 
Electronics knowledge not necessary. Send $1.00 
for catalog GFI -22. Box 9108. Missoula. MT 59807. 

SATELLITE -TV!- Lowest prices on complete 
systems! All popular brands available. Free in- 
formation. Complete installation instructions 
and programming guide 52.00. Dealers want- 
ed- ANTENNA INSTALLATION SERVICE. P.O. 
Box 1226, Dublin, PA 18917, (215) 822 -0558. 

SATELLITE systems. build. save. For details send 
stamps. MATCO ELECTRONICS, Box 316RS. Ca- 
dillac. MI 49601 

SATELLITE -TV- Complete systems or compo- 
nents to upgrade your present one Send $1.00 for 
price list. SAT -TELE. PO Box 46057. Cleveland, 
OH 44146 

SATELLITE TV VIEWERS 1 
Get the most complete weekly listings 

Send Si for sample copy. 

P.O. Box 308E, Fortuna, California 95540 
íO0- 35144I7 (U.S.) 100 -554-1797 (Calif.) 

707 -71S -2479 (all others) j 
PLANS & KITS 

PRINTED -circuit boards. Quick prototypes. pro- 
duction, design, reflow solder send print or 
description for quote to KIT CIRCUITS, Box 235. 
Clawson. MI 48017 

HI -Fl speaker kits. auto speaker systems and raw 
drivers from the worlds finest manufacturers For 
beginners and experts. Free literature. A &S 
SPEAKERS, Box 7462R, Denver. CO 80207 (303) 
399 -8609 

NEW!... repair any TV... easy. Anyone can do it 

Write RESEARCH, RR No 3. Box 601BR, Colville. 
WA 99114 

REPAIRS of all converters and cable boxes with 
prompt service. Deluxe sinewave kits $95.00. 90% 
complete also available (quantity discounts) UHF 
converters of all types available. Send SASE (54 
cents postage) for information. I -(312) 637 -4408. 
HIGGINS ELECTRONICS, 6014 W. Nelson, Chi- 
cago. IL 60641. 

CATALOG: Hobby. CB. broadcasting! Linears, 
transmitters, bugs. scramblers. downconverters. 
antennas, modifications. morel PANAXIS, Box 130- 
F8. Paradise, CA 95969. 

QUALITY light chaser color organ kits. Refundable 
$1 00 for flyer. DESIGN SPECIALTY, Box 1995. 
Huntington Beach. CA 92647. 

HUNDRED exciting electronics kits with real life 
applications catalog. $2.00. MOSTKIT. PO Box 

-4939. Berkeley. CA 94704 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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12603 Crenshaw Blvd . Dept. B. Hawthorne. CA 90250 gip/ -quo 
For information (213) 973 -1921 Orders Only (outside Calif.) (800) 672 -8758 

MARK IV -15 STEP 
LED POWER LEVEL INDICATOR KIT 
This new stereo indicator kit consists of 36 4 -color 
LED's (15 per channel) to indicate the sound level 
output 0f your amplllier from 36dB to 3dB 
Comes with a well designed silk screen pnnted plas- 
hc panel and has a selector switch to allow Iloahrg or 
gradual output indicating Power supply is 6 -12VDC 
with THG on board input sensihvity controls. This unit 
can work with any amplifier from 1W to 200W Kd 
includes 70 pcs driver transistors, 38 pcs matched 
4 -color LEDs. all electronic components. PC Board 
and front Panel MARK IV KIT $31.50 

R 

}j 
f±. : 

TA -1000 
KIT 

551.95 

Power 
Transformer 
$24.00 ea. 

100W CLASS A 
POWER AMP KIT 

Dynamic Bias Class 'A- circuit design makes this 
unit unique in its class Crystal clear. 100 watts power 
output will satisfy the most picky fans. A perfect 
combination with the TA -1020 low TIM stereo pre - 
amp. 
Specifications Output power 100W RMS into 811 
125W RMS into 411 Frequency response 
10Hz- 100KHz THO less than 001 SN ratio 
better than 80dB Input sensitivity IV max Power 
supply 40V at 5A 

loo FCC Cuomo 
Regmre 

OUR PRICE 549.50 
Aaellronal Microphone 

(Twomey) Available 

at $28 00 ea 

MURA WMS 49 

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED 
WIRELESS MICROPHONE 

SYSTEM 

Transmitter. FET mic for flat 
30Hz- 18KHz response X tal 
controlled 49MHz AM Band 
for drift -free performance 

100mW output (range 
approx. '/a mile) for re- 
liable long range 
transmission 
Powered by a 9V 
radio battery 
Receiver XTaI con- 
trolled locks On 

49MHz transmitter signal. On panel VU meter. moni- 
tors the signal strength from the microphone Stan- 
dard phone tack outlet connection, to a P A. or other 
phone input 9V battery included This professional 
set is ideal for on stage in field church. in house or 
outdoor use 

LOW TIM DC STEREO PRE -AMP KIT TA -1020 
Incorporates brand -new DC design that gives a fre- 
quency response from 0100KHz 0 5dB Added 
features like tone defeat and loudness control let you 
tailor your own frequency supplies to eliminate power 
Ituctuations. 
Specifications. THD TIM less than 005% Fre- 
quency response DC to 100KHz 0 5dB RIAA 
deviation -0 2d SN ratio better than 70dB 
Sensnmty: Phone 2mV 47K11. Aux 100mV 100K11 
Output level 1.3V Max output 15V Tone controls 
Bass 10dB tri 50Hz, Treble 10dB iii 15Hz 
Power supply r 24VDC at 0.5A Kit comes witn 
regulated power supply All you need is a 48VCT 
transformer ai 0 5A 

Only $44.50 
Transformer 

$4.50 ea. 

pínecomTM DP-64 

Dual Processor (6502 and Z80A) 
Detached Keyboard 
64K RAM Expandable to 192K 
25 Function Key Keyboard 
Auto Repeat Keys w Upper lower Case 
2 Slim Disk Drives (optional) 
100% Apple II Compatible 
40.80 Column Display (optional) 
Runs Both Apple Soft and CP M Software 

Model DP -64 

Fully Assembled ... x65000 
pinecomrM 

Pioneer of Low Cost 
Apple* Compatible Computer 

Now 
wi 

} Improve 
th New 

d 
Keyboard 

and 64K RAM 

No Copyright Problems, 

Compare These Features with Our Competitors: 
Powerful Utility Program (100 °° Apple Compatible) 
68 -Key Upper & Lower Case Keyboard with Numeric Keypad 
25 Pre -programmed Function Keys 
2 Speed Auto Repeat Funtion 
64K User Memory-expandable to 192K 
5A Switching Power Supply (110,220VAC) 
All ICs Are Socketed for Easy Service 
Nation -wide Dealer Network for Convenient Technical Support 

And best of all, the price $49900 
Assembled and Tested is just 

* SPECIAL 1k 

Excellent Price! 
Model 001 -0034 
$29.50 per Kit 
Transformer 

510.50 ea. 

TA -322 30 WATTS TOTAL 
15W + 15W STEREO AMP KIT 

This is a solid state all transistor circuitry with on 
board stereo pre -amp for most microphone or phone 
input Power output employs a heavy duty Power 
Hybrid IC Four built on board controls tor. 
volume, balance. treble and bass Power supply 
requires 48VCT 2.5A transformer THD of less than 
0 1°° between 10OHz -10KHz at full power 115 Watts 

15 Watts loaded into 811) 

60W 60W O.T.L. AMP 

Stereo 
pre -amp lone control . power amp Ali in on 

unit. fully assembled, Compact in size 7-x4,.. "x2' i 
Can be fitted into mast cabinets Power transistors 
using 25C t 667 X 4 to give a max output of 60W 60W 
(911) 

Frequency response 20Hz 85K1-1z1 1d8) Total 
harmonic distortion. 0.02%(1 KHz) Signet Noise Ratio 
88 dB open loop) Tone control TOO Hz - t6 de 10 
KHz 1448 Dynamic range' 60 dB Power Supply 
48V 70V5Amp FilterCpacitor 4700µ 75Vor better 

MODEL: 
SA -4520 

Part .370-0350 $39.95 sa. 
1 Transformer Part 0670-0230... 522.50 mi. 
2 Filter Capacitor 4700µF 70V 56.50 ea. 

MAGNETIC HEAD EQUALIZER 
Standard RIM curve for all kinds of magnetic heads 3 

stages crossover circuit for best results Output voltage 
guaranteed to be stable without any osclllalgn Power 
Supply 24 V D C 

MODEL: MA -142 
Part .370 -370 $6.95 ea. 

STEREO MIC. AND ECHO MIXER 
FOR STEREO AMPLIFIER SYSTEM 
The circuitry employs all integrated circuits. BBD type 
echo circuit. echo time can be adlusted (max 30 
Msec I Also with a microphone peamp on the board 
Fully assembled 

MODEL: MX205 
Part .370 -0360 $29.95 ea. 

PROFESSIONAL REGULATED 
VARIBLE DC POWER SUPPLY KIT 

All solid state circuitry with high etticierlcy power Iran - 
sda 2SD388 and IC voltage regulator MC 1733 Output 
voltage can be adlusted from 0 -30V at to current 
loomed or 0-15V at 2A current lomded Internal resist 
once 9 less than 000511. npple and noose less than 
1mV. dual on panel meters for voltage and current 
rearing, also with on board LED and audible over load 
indicator Kit corsos with pre dnlbd PC Board, instmc- 
tlons. all necessary electronic components. trans- 
former and a FXaessartal looking metal cabinet The 
best protect for school and the most useful instrument 
tor 'apemen Build one today, 

. II 
$59.50 par KR 

Model TR88A 
0 -15VDC 2A 

ModeITR88B 
0-30VDC m lA 

LOW T.I.M. TRANSISTORS 
100W 100W 

Employs Hitachi low noise I C for pre -amp Max 
output 16 V P -P (non distortion) With N -low filter. and 
tone defeat circuit Rear power amp with short circuit 
protector, Giant heat sink for maximum results Tone 
controls 14dB All components (except pots for vol- 

me, and tone controls) are pre -assembled. the quality 
is guaranteed Power supply DC 35V50V 

MODEL: SA802C 
Part 0370-0340 $85.00 

POWER TRANSFORMER 
(68V -80V CT 6 AMP) 

Part #670. 0220 524.50 

SEND ONE DOLLAR 
FOR OUR DETAIL CATALOG 

Inside California 
Outside Calif lend. Mexico 8 Canada) 
Overseas 

Shipping 8 Handling Charges 
Under S50 00 Over SSO 00 

Purchase Purchase 
10°.i 5'v 
15% 100, 
25.. 20 ". 

Minimum Order 510.00 /Calif. Residents 
add 6.50, Sales Tax. Phone Orders Accepted 
on VISA or MC ONLY. NO C.O.D.'s. Prices sub- 
ject to change without notice. =MI 

STORE HOURS 
MON-FR 1-10-7 

SAT -10 -6 

Apple and Apple II are the trademark of APPLE COMPUTERS. INC. 
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RFyMODULATORS 
for the video Industry 

intone sR1.IHan tn. onnol E On SNE! 
AIN & Aswan& weals to HI Mfeswalars...Weldl.l II eae 
AISIrwr4 Anion N rt 1 1d. Asas..1. Also on rtAsHT 
in of Muter,, amnia ad Ws. FREE CATALOG 

PROSE 14011114171 

ATV Research 
IA-RE [ROADWAY 

DAKOTA CITY, RE Aliti 

AlaIA 

94 

FREE KIT Catalog 
FUNCTION GENERATOR KIT $59.95 
Auto -Ranging Cap -mater kit $79.95 

Phone 209 -772 -2076 
Writs or Phone for FREE CATALOG 

contains 
TEST a 
EXPERI - 
MENTERS 

EQUIP 

DAGE Stiktilif 
VALLEY SPRINGS CA 95252 

FREE Information. Increase the vertical bandwidth 
of your 5Mhz oscilloscope to 200Mhz! WHITE 
KNIGHT IND. 3928 Iowa, No.102, San Diego, CA 
92104. 

DIGITAL clock kit plays 1 -of -12 different melodies on 
the quarter hour. Displays time, date, and other 
features. Send $2.00 for complete assembly plans 
and pricing to KERBER KLOCK KO., 36117 Hill - 

crest, Eastlake, OH 44094. 

PCB and TOKO coils for TV project in February 
1984 article only $17.00. JIM RHODES, 1025 Ran - 
some Lane, Kingsport, TN 37660. 

CHLORIME generator plans, pool owners save 
90% easy to make, $3.00. HRH, 1005 South From - 
tace, Plant City, FL 33566. 

CONVERT pocket AM radios to receive shortwave. 
Plans, kits. For more information send SASE to 
HOWARD BAILEY, 115 Manor Place, Santa Cruz, 
CA 95060. 

CB MODIFICATIONS 
Increase channels, range, privacy! We specialize 
in frequency expanders, speech processors, FM 

converters, PLL & slider tricks, how -to books, 
plans, kits. Expert mail -in repairs & conversions 
16 -page catalog $2. 

CRC INTERNATIONAL P 0 BOX 31500RE. 
PHOENIX. AZ 85046 1602) 9968700 

CB EQUIPMENT 
PALOMAR/Pride electronics -exclusive repair fa- 
cility. Service- update -improvements on these 
and similar equipment. PALOMAR -PRIDE RE- 
PAIR, 1320 -4 Grand, San Marcos, CA 92069 (619) 
744 -0720. 

WRITE FOR 

McGEE'S 
SPEAKER & ELECTRONICS CATALOG 

1001 BARGAINS IN SPEAKERS 
Tel.: 1 (816) 842 5042 

1901 MCGEE 518ES KANSAS CITY, MO. 64108 

WANTED 
INVENTIONS, ideas, new products wanted for pre- 
sentation to industry and exhibition at national 
technology exposition. Call I-800-528-6050. Ari- 
zona 1 -800 -352 -0458. X831. 

HALLICRAFTERS S -40, S -52, S -77. Any con- 
dition. Paying $20.00- $40.00 each. FALA ELEC- 
TRONICS, Box 04134 -2, Milwaukee, WI 53204. 

TE 
CHNICIANS, 

about 
Get serious G ssion, 
Your pr °eCERT1FIED 

Now you can order 
the "Study Guide for 
the Associate -Level CET 

Test" from the International 
Society of Certified Electronics 
Technicians. It includes material 
covering the 
questions on 
Exam. 8' /t" x 

80 

jT 

most often missed 
the Associate CET 

11 ", paperback, 

CERT IFIED 

Send check to ISCET, 2708 W. 
Berry St., Ft. Worth, TX 76109. 

Name 
Address 
City 
State Zip 

copies ® $5.00 ea, 

Send material about ISCET 
and becoming certified. 

REPLACEMENT FOR 

[jCt!/TRIPLERS/NULTIPLIERS 
(MIN 50 PC. PER TYPE) 

TYPE NO Y011R COST TYPE NO YOUR COST TYPE NO YOUR COST 

500A. 7.65 530 10.85 537 11.73 
521 10.98 531 10.45 538 9.84 
522 9.50 532 12.40 539 9.84 
523 7.75 533 9.90 549 14.55 
526A. 7.75 534 10.48 550 10.05 
528 9.40 535 11.48 558 11.90 
529 8.90 536A 13.85 557 11.75 

564 11.55 

REPLACEMENT FOR ECG® TYPES 
TYPE NO 

85 
102A 
123A 
123AP 

YOUR COST TYPE NO YOUR COST 
FOUR for .99 125 SEVEN for .99 

THREE for .99 159AP FOUR for .99 
FIVE for .99 177 EIGHT for .99 

SIX for .99 199 FIVE for .99 

SUPER SPECIAL (MIN 5 PC EACH) 
TYPE No YOUR COST TYPE No YOUR COST TYPE NO YOUR COST 

124 .85 165 2 25 375 .90 
128 .45 171 .65 506 .55 
129 .45 184 .45 500A 8 95 
130 .80 185 .45 523 9.95 
152 .40 238 2.25 526A 10.20 
153 .40 276 6.95 529 13.75 
154 .60 291 .95 712. 1.25 

JAPANESE TYPES (MIN. 5 PC. EACH) 

2SC867A 2.75 HA1368W 1.88 571(0029 3.80 
2SC1114 3.25 HA1377A 2.90 STK0080 9.99 
25C1308K.... 1.95 LA4102 1.25 TA7205AP 1.50 
AN2140 1.45 M51515BL.... 2.95 TA7208P... .. 1.85 
AN239A 4.60 STK433 3.95 TA7222AP .. 1.95 
BÁ532 1.80 STK435 3.95 UPC1181H.... 1.25 
GH3F .89 STK437 6.25 UPC1182H.... 1.25 
HA1342A 2.30 STK439 6.50 UPC1185H 2.99 

COD ORDERS WELCOME ($25 MIN. ORDER) 
For Complete Component Catalog Call or Wrtte 

DIGITRON ELECTRONIC 
110 HILLSIDE AVENUE, SPRINGFIELD, N.J. 07081 

TOLL FREE: 800-528-4928 
In N.J.: 201379.9016 

ECG IS A TRADE MARA OF PHILIPS ECG 
DIGITRON ELECTRONIC IS NOT ASSOCIATED IN ANY WAY WITH PHILIPS ECG 

CIRCLE 11 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

MICROWAVE RECEIVER 
1.9 -2.5 gHZ 

AD -1 PULSEWAVE 
Pulsewave Kit 
and Enclosure 5119.95 
AD -1 Board Only ... $19.95 

UHF TV PREAMP II A very popular UHF Preamp Kit. As- 
tounding signal amplification. 
Features 

27 dB 
2 dB noise 

gain 
factor 

50 dB gain 9 
75 ohm 
Enclosure 

Input/output 
& power al 

50 mile line of sight supply included 
Complete power supply. cable 
antenna and probe. 

CD -1 Preamp Kit . $34.95 

RK -1 Assembled ... $114.95 DIGITAL METER 
RK -1 Kit Form $ 84.95 MIC -3300A 

MICROWAVE RECEIVER 
1.9 -2.5 gHZ 

7 

Assembled 31/2 digits 
DC 5% accuracy DCA up 
tol0ampsOhmupto2OM 
ohm hFE measurement 

decimal Leads incl 
Leads battery included 

Rod style 
30 mile reception A high Quality Digital Meter at an afford- 
Complete system able price, the MIC 3300A is a high quality 
32 element antenna meter for all hobbyists and maintenance 

Kit or assembled work 

RK -3 Assembled .... $79.95 MIC -3300A $59.95 
RK -3 Kit $64.95 Carrying Case S 9.95 

MICROWAVE PREAMP 
LOGIC PROBE 

KIT!!! a1[niornetfaour- -_- 
Use with RK -3 Kit. Add's 20 -25 dB 
gain. Troubleshoot TTL -CMOS 

Increase reception 4 LED states 
Low noiSe High input impedance 
Use with all existing stop sign Flexible clip on power leads 
board receivers Assembled & tested 

MP -4 Kit $38.95 L101A Logic Probe . $34.95 

TO ORDER CALL: 
GAMMA ELECTRONICS 1- 617- 641 -0778 
455 Massachusetts Ave. 

MI, I COD Arlington, MA 02174 

CIRCLE 60 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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190 
3 90 

88 
98 
45 
45 

95 
e/ 95 
8/ 95 
el 95 

8/1 95 
111 95 

90 
15 
95 
15 

90 
10 

90 

10 

70 

90 

90 
90 

90 

95 

3 95 

195 
2 95 
2 95 
190 
1 80 

/9 
69 

1 20 
1 90 
/15 
5 15 

6 45 

1 45 

2 49 

2 /9 
5 90 
2 95 
5 90 
115 
7 90 

5 90 

3 95 
190 

10 05 

5 95 
1395 
23 95 
1695 
3195 
19 95 

54 
.54 

74 
.86 
.38 
38 
38 

.38 
38 
44 

.78 
2.85 

.48 

.48 

.5e 

.58 

.38 

.98 

.54 

.54 
1.15 

2.45 
1.30 

.54 

.54 
1.85 
.68 
.68 
.64 
.58 
.68 
.64 
.68 
.64 
.68 
.94 

1.90 
1.70 
1.70 
1.45 

.68 

.54 

.54 
2.10 

1 
7415189 8.90 7415363 1.30 
7415190 88 7415364 1.90 
7415191 .88 7415365 .48 
7415192 78 7415366 .48 
7415193 78 7415367 .44 
7415194 .68 741S368 .14 
741_5195 68 7415373 1.35 
7415196 .78 7415371 1.35 
741.5197 .78 7415377 1.35 
7415221 .88 7415378 1.13 
7415240 94 7415379 1.30 
7415241 .98 7415385 1.85 
7415242 .98 7415386 .44 
7415243 98 7415390 1.15 
741.5244 1.25 7415393 1.15 
7415245 1.45 7415395 1.15 
74LS247 74 7415399 1.45 
7415248 98 7415424 2.90 
7415249 98 74LS447 .38 
7415251 58 74LS490 1.90 
7415253 58 7415624 3.95 
74L5257 .58 741.5640 2.15 
7415258 58 7415645 2.15 
7415259 2 70 7415668 1.65 
7415260 .58 7415669 1.85 
7415266 54 74LS670 1.45 
7415273 1 45 7415674 9.60 
74LS275 3.30 741S682 3.15 
74LS279 48 7415683 3.15 
7415280 1.95 7415684 3.15 
7415283 .68 741.5685 3.15 
741.5290 .88 7415688 2.35 
7415293 .88 7115689 3 15 
7415295 .98 7415783 23.95 
7415298 .88 611595 1.45 
74LS299 1.70 811596 1.45 
741.5323 3.45 811.59 7 1 45 
7415324 1.70 811.598 1.45 
7415352 1.25 25152521 2.75 
7415353 1.25 25152569 4.20 

SPECIALS 
4116 
4116 

2708 
2716 
2732 
2764 
27128 

4164 
4164 
4164 

2114 

SSSD 
SSDD 
DSDD 

250ns 490/ea 
200ns 89¢ /ea 

8K EPROMS 2.49 
16K EPROMS 2.95 
32K EPROMS 3.95 
64K EPROMS 6.45 

128K EPROMS 19.95 

64K DYNAMIC 
2 5Ons 

64K DYNAMIC 
20ons 

64K DYNAMIC 
1 5Ons 

4.45 
5.45 
6.45 

45on5 8/7.95 

51/4" DISKETTES 
ATHANA 

18.95 
22.95 
2795 

BULK DISKETTES 
51/4" DISKETTES 

NO LABEL 
SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY 
(WITH JACKETS AND HUB RING) 

Pack of Tan s 1 6.95 
Pack of 100 $149 00 

\ . J 

COMFUTER 

PROCUCTS. 

Inc. 

ORDER TOLL FF EE 

(800) 
538 -8800 
(CALIFORNIA RESIDEWS) 

(800) 
848 -8008 

VISA p 
TERMS: Minimum order $10.00. 
For shipping and handling, include 
$2.50 for UPS ground or E3.50 or 
UPS Blue (air). For each additional 
air pound, add $1 for UPS BlJe 
shipping and handling. California 
residents must include 6& /0 salbs 
tax, Bay area and LA resi lents in- 
clude 61/2% sales tax. Prices are 
subject to change WithoL- notice. 
We are not responsible for typo- 
graphical errors. We reserve t-le 
right to limit quanit es anc to sub- 
stitute manufacturers. All merchan- 
dise subject to pr or sale. 

HOURS: Mon. - Fri. 7:3C to 5 D0 
Saturdays 10:00 to 3)0 

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE 

2100 De La Cruz B .d. 
Santa Clara, CA 95050 

(408) 988-0697 

ALL MERCHANDISE IS 

100% GUARANTEED 

2101 
5101 
2102-I 
21021/ 
210112 
2111 
2112 
2111 
211125 
11111.1 
211113 
211111 
2117 
TMS1011-1 
T1S4041.3 
TMS/0/14 
144111 
T1M2016-200 
TMM2011-150 
TMM2016-100 
MMll1/-1 
116116-3 
M16116-2 
MM/11611-1 
MM61161-3 
MM611611-2 
2-6132 

T134021 
U10111 
1115280 
1144101 
1115298 
4116450 
1116-200 
1116-150 
2116 
1161-150 
1161200 
4164.150 

1702 
270/ 
2751 
2751 
2716 
2716-I 
TM12516 
TM12716 
TMS2532 
2732 
2732-250 
2732-200 
2781 
276/-250 
2761200 
TM6256/ 
011761 
27121 

STATIC RAMS 

261.11450n 
261 1 1 1450./ 

1024 1 1 1450,, 
1024 1 1 1150,, 
1124 1 i RSO,, 
256 1 4 IISOu 
256 :4 1450u 

1024 1 4 (450.1 
1024 1 4 12502 
1024 1 4 1450. 
1021 1 1 13004 
1021 1 1 12004 
1096 1 1 15541 
1096 1 1 11504 
4096 1 1 13004 . 
1096 1 I 12004 
1021 1 1 121044 
2048 1 11200. 
2048 1 1 1150n 
2018 1 1 1100.1 
2011 1 I 1200., 
2041111150,, 
2011 1 1 11214 
2018 1 1 (209.. 
2018 1 1 1150.1 
2048 1 1 1120,, 
1096 1 8 13002 

Real 

1111 

11.111 

11/1 

1111 

ILI 

L = L.. Nur 05MI = 04u-SI11ic 

DYNAMIC RAMS 

4096 1 

4096 
4016 1 

8192 
8192, 

16311 
16314 1 

16381 1 

16384 1 

65536 1 

65536 1 

65536 1 

1250,, 
1300,, 
13002 
12004 
1150', 
(2504 
1200., 
1150u 
11504 
1250n 
1200u 
11s0.1 

150 

1511 

156 

51 = Phis 5 9.1 SMI 

EPROMS 
256 1 I I l.q 

1021 1 1 145041 
1021 1 I 1450.11 
1024 1 1 1450111 151 

2011 1 1 1450.11 IS1 
2011 c 1 135014115 r 
2041 1 1 115 041 I51 
2011 1 114501.1 
4096 1 I I/SOuI Is1 
1016 1 1 14SIn1 15/ 
1091 1 1 125041 151 
1096 1 1 120041 156 

1192 1 8 1450',1151 
1112 1 1 1250441151 
1112 1 1 1200411 151 
1112 1 1 1450441154 
1112 1 1 11 50,,1 Is1 124 1191 

1/31411c.1 

5/ = SISM. 5 /.It S49111 

74LS00 
741500 .23 741592 
741501 .24 741593 
741502 .24 741595 
74LS03 .24 741596 
741504 .23 7415107 
741505 .24 74LS109 
741508 .27 7415112 
741509 .28 7415113 
741510 .24 7415114 
741511 .34 741S122 
741512 .34 7415123 
741513 .44 7415124 
741514 .58 7415125 
741515 .34 7415126 
741520 .24 7415132 
741521 .28 7415133 
741522 .24 7415136 
741526 .28 7415137 
741S27 .28 7415138 
741528 .34 7415139 
711530 .24 7415145 
741532 .28 7415147 
741533 .54 7415148 
741537 .34 7415151 
741538 .34 7415153 
741540 .24 7415154 
741542 .48 7415155 
741547 .74 7415156 
74L548 .74 7415157 
741549 .74 7415158 
741551 .24 7415180 
745_554 .28 7415181 
741555 .28 7415182 
741583 1.20 7415163 
741573 .38 7415164 
741574 .34 7415165 
741575 .38 7415166 
741576 .38 7415168 
741578 .48 7415169 
741583 .59 7415170 
741.585 .68 7415173 
741586 .38 7415174 
741590 .54 7413175 

'741591 .88 7115181 

www.americanradiohistory.com



96 

CPU'S b 
SUPPORT 

CHIPS 
ßa5 e 95 
80804 2 75 

8085A 10 00 
8086 22 50 
AMO 2901 895 
8202 19 95 
8205 650 
8712 50 
8214 450 
8216 350 
0224 450 
8226 350 
8237 22 00 
8238 395 
8250 10 95 
8251 9 00 
8253 90 
8257 90 
8259 90 

.: +9.5 

á 88 
Z80A CPU 
2808 CPU 
2804 777C 

2804 DART 
280ÁP10 
2804 510 
TOS 9927 51 
6502 
6803L 
9809 
6810 
6821 
6845 
6850 
6875 
68007.8 

24 
695 

¡z 95 
°° 

4 75 

1295 
675 
90 
495 

10 95 
9 95 
5 75 

1295 
895 
400 
4 0 

13 95 
3 95 
40 

3850 

INTER 
FACE 

b 
DRIVERS 

1488 1 50 
1489 1 50 
33414 2 95 
8130 250 
8830 250 
8833 7 50 
8834 2.00 
8637 200 
751078 395 
951941L 895 
C575037 1895 
MM5307 7 95 
MM5369 2 50 
AV310150 575 
7105 1013A 315 
45,5360PRO 9 95 

SHIFT 
REGISTERS 
MM1402 1.75 
24101 1.75 1771 
MM1404 1.75 1791 
MM5013 2.90 

1793 
MM8028 
MM2006 

2.60 
2.50 

M118057 2.50 
MM6058 
MM9080 

2.80 
2.50 

0160 
Controllers 

16.50 1796.. 46.00 

25.00 1797. . 46.00 

36.00 0765C 35A0 

ROM's RAM's 
2632 786 210144 1 50 
2706 3.0 211.0-3 90 
27126 22.50 21142 140 
2716.6V 4.86 21473 2.50 
2732 
2764 
36294J 

7.96 
9.06 
3.00 

3242 
9033400 

8.00 
1.75 

6331 196 MK4027-3 ITS 
Tro19642 150 TM9/060NL 2.95 
781296189 0.50 14K409611 1 25 
746474 3.06 41063 1.0 
76435 3.95 411616 1.50 
82565 
929126 
629130 

1.25 
195 
116 

41164 
4164-15 

1.0 
70 

9231 8 VS 0184807 595 
AM9saC 796 26104 

6116 3 

250 
6 75 

8118 12 495 

1340091E0 3 75 
1M377 moo GP . 98 LM30 TL064 CN 

- 
1,50 -- 1.20 

TL072 - 1.25 
LM386 TL071 - 1.50 
LM387 - 1.25 uno, 76 
LF398A- 3.50 L14301/748 50 LM3B3 - 75 LM387 - .0 
7.M555 - .50 7.14300 - .65 
L1A556 - .90 114310 - 1.10 

1 75 W311 - .BO - 1.26 
566 - 1.25 
567 - 1.75 
709C - .W 
LM710 - .0 
711CH - .40 
733 - .96 
741CV - .40 
747 - .0 
CA758 - 1.75 

EPDXY GLASS VECTOR BOARD 

NO. 30 

WIRE WRAP 
WIRE SINGLE 

STRAND 
100' .81.40 

SCR's 
1.6A SA 36A 

100 .35 .40 1.40 

200 .40 .50 1.90 

400 .60 .70 2.40 

800 430 1.00 180 

4001 
4002 
4006 
4007 
4006 
4009 
4010 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4014 
4015 
4016 
4017 
4018 
4019 
4020 
4021 
4022 
4023 
4024 
4026 
4026 
4027 

50 
50 
80 

70 
60 
60 
50 

70 
60 

1 25 
70 
70 

TRIAC's 
PRV lA 10A 26A 

100 .35 .80 1.40 

200 .50 .60 1.90 

400 .70 1.00 2.60 

00 1.00 1.20 3.B0 

C/MOS 

4028 BO 

4079 1 00 
4030 0 
4034 1 75 

4035 1 00 
4040 I 00 
4042 .90 
4043 90 
4044 90 
4046 1 20 
4047 I 0 
4049 0 
4050 60 
4051 100 
4052 1 00 
4053 1 00 

90 1066 70 
80 4068 SD 

100 4069 50 
55 4070 50 
70 4071 50 
50 4072 60 
95 4076 .86 
60 

4077 50 
4081 40 
402 40 
4093 80 
4099 1 75 

4501 95 
4503 1 50 
4506 75 

4511 100 
45,4 1 25 
4515 1 50 
4516 1 40 
4518 1 00 
4520 120 
4528 100 
4529 1 40 
4539 1.25 
4583 90 
4585 75 
74002 50 
74C04 10 
74008 70 
74C10 50 

7aCla 90 
74C20 0 
7aC37 80 
74C42 1 00 
74C76 100 
14C83 1 25 

741386 70 
740154 2 50 
74C157 I 75 

74C181 I 15 

74C174 115 
74C175 1.19 
74C192 1.30 
74C193 1 75 
740901 60 
74CO2 1 00 
740)03 75 
740907 75 
74C914 1.75 
740916 1 00 
742821 395 

50 FIN F09E80473 CONN ..3.95 
40 PIN U34E130450 CONN 100 

34 PIN EDGE BOARD CONN. 100 
26 PIN E501806RD CONK 2.50 

60 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN. 400 
50 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN. 3.50 

40 PIN 818605 CABLE CONN. 3.00 

34 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN. , . , 2.75 

26 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN. 250 

20 PIN RIBBON CABLE CONN. 2 

SPECIALS 
2911307160 GE T04 
21108* PNP GE 105 
HEP 01014 - MPG( TO 
TP 111 1 60 TP 146 

3411233NPR SWITCHING POWER 
MRF40M CM RF TRANSISTOR NM 
MEMO PNPST03 
TP228PNPS 
2M272 NPN5TOIS 
271ñ01 PN1 S T111 
2147066NM S T03 
MOW NMST042 
213103 PNP S 1082 
214818194' 5 T0220 
01131616196 5 T0220 
1P 328 PMP 5 T0 210 
11834 PNP S1 

TP121 Pt* 5UM 
1P 141 NP5SLED 
81.1206 
DP521:03 - DUAL POWER DAM. 
MJE3066T 

40 

L t CO 

85 

136 

1 CO 

7, 100 
7 100 

10 
7, 1.10 
7+ 1 00 

56 
O 

96 

10100 

1 75 

43 95 
/ 10 

CRYSTALS 
1 843 6 000 
200 6 144 
3.00 800 
1.579 1000 
4.00 18 00 
5.00 18 432 

20 000 

3.00 ea. 

74500 50 
74502 .50 
7450 50 
74504 1.00 
74506 1.0 
74508 1.00 
74510 .50 
74511 .50 
745,5 .50 
74520 50 
74530 50 
74532 1.0 
74542 .85 
74351 .70 
74374 1 10 

746 SERIES 

74886 
74989 
743112 
745124 
740133 
748136 
743138 
745139 
745151 
715,57 
745168 
745161 
745183 

.80 
2.20 
1 20 
200 

.50 
1.10 
1.25 
1.10 
I.25 
1.26 
1.25 
1.75 

40 

740174 
715175 
745181 
745182 
745194 
745196 
745240 
715241 
745257 
745260 
745373 
745374 

1.40 
1.40 
2.20 
1.75 
1.10 
1.50 
1.50 
200 
1.30 
1.50 
2.25 
i 76 

LMA9CT 
LM1310 
101391 

LM381 0 1458 
458 
um" 
LM2901 
CA3018 
CA3p784T 
CA3094 
CA3099E 
CA3130 
CA3140 
40270010 
CA3140 
CA3822 
1413808 
4138 
866868 
1691301110 

8700C3 
CA380 

LM319 - 1 30 
7.14324 - 1 00 
19339 
L41348 - .90 
18351 - 80 
1F353 - 1 26 
LF386 
141361 - 1.76 
124370 - 1.0 

0 
1.60 lw 

50 
1.75 

96 
1.95 
1.0 

1 30 
1.75 
I 00 
1.00 
195 
100 

76 
80 b 1 

5.96 
100 

4164 -2 - $6.25 
4116 -3 - $1.00 
2114 -4 -$1.00 
4164 -15- $7.00 

2143820 P FET 
TIS 73 N FET 
2N2646 UJT 
ER 900 TRIGGER DIODES 
2N 6028 PROG UJT 

s 45 
s 45 

.. s e5 
4/11 00 

s.65 

DISC CAPACITORS 
lUF 16V 10 S1 00 100 580 
O1OF35V 16 $1 00 10550 

Tri IC SERIES 

7400 50 1475 60 
1401 40 7476 60 
7402 50 7480 45 

7403 40 7483 50 

0404 60 7485 70 

7405 60 7486 60 
7406 1.50 7489 2 00 
7408 60 1491 55 

7409 60 7492 55 

1410 40 7493 55 
7411 40 7494 60 
7412 40 7495 55 
7413 45 7496 60 
741 15 74107 50 
7420 40 14118150 
7475 40 74121 45 

1426 75 14122 50 
74123 55 
74125 60 
74126 45 
7415 60 

7427 75 
7430 75 

1432 100 
7437 50 
7438 175 
1440 30 
1442 60 
7445 1 00 

0446 80 
1447 1 10 

7.48 80 
7450 30 
7472 50 
7473 50 
7474 60 

74146 1 10 

74150 1 10 
74151 70 

74153 70 
74154 160 
74155 70 
74157 70 
1410 85 
74161 65 
7167 70 
74163 10 

74164 80 
74165 80 
74166 95 
74170 1 60 
14173 75 

74114 80 
74175 70 

74176 75 
74180 1 90 
14181 1 90 
74182 90 
14190 Bu 
74191 811 

74192 80 
74193 80 
74194 85 
14195 45 
74196 75 
74199 1 25 
74221 1 00 
74213 85 
74279 60 
74365 80 
74361 80 
1430 0 
15325 1 50 
15492 1 05 
9601 1 10 

8726 1 40 
8128 1 40 
8798 1 10 

74LS SERIES 

8885180 CIRCUIT BOARD 
4- 6" DOUBLE SIDED EPDXY BOARDED' ,. "THICK 
1 049 5 +92 0 

TOGGLE 
SWITCHES 

1010 - SPOT -I93 
280 - DPOT - I 
7611 - OPOT - CENTER OFF 110 

1N414811N9141 15/1.00 
L1411 -IR DETECTOR 3/91.00 
FP 100 PHOTO TRANS .50 

RED LED's 2" 8/91.00 
YEL. GREEN 00 AMBER LARGE LED's 2' 8791.00 
RED -GREEN BIPOLAR LED .90 

RED -YELLOW BIPOLAR LED 5 .90 

MLED92IR LED .40 

MRD14B PHOTO DARL. XTOR .50 

MCT2OPTO ISOLATORS 5 .80 

1 WATT ZENERS: 3.3, 4.7, 5.1, 5.4 8.8, 
8.2, 9.1, 10, 12, 15, 18, or 22V 6/81.00 

FULL WAVE BRIDGE 
PRV 2A 6A 254 

40 S.P. 1200 ohm 000 
.75 

D.P. 400 ohm wir 
95 

Its DC RELAYS 
771 512E 

.1 t) 
: EE711111321 3 30 

4 40 

SILICON POWER RECTIFIERS 

PRV 

10 
200 

400 

000 

800 

100 

IA 
05 

.m 

.a 

.11 

13 

20 

34 
14 

.17 

.25 

.30 

.35 

45 

124 

E 
50 

38 

B7 

t.06 
ló 

504 

90 
1.30 

1.0 
2.0 
2.50 

30 

1254 

5.0 
7.0 

10.0 
1390 

16.00 

20.0 

2404 

6.00 

9.00 

120 
15.0 
19.60 

26.0 

CTS 206 4 

CTS 206 7 

CTS 206 8 
CTS 206 -10 

DIP SWITCHES 

4 POSITION .75 
7 POSITION .95 
8 POSITION 95 

10 POSITION 1.25 

8 PIN 
14 PIN 
16 PIN 
18 PIN 
20 PIN 

10 
15 
18 
20 
25 

DIP 22 PIN 

SOCKETS 24 PIN 
28 PIN 
40 PIN 

25 
25 
35 
40 

REGULATORS 
LM3332 $6.75 

1213177 11.35 
781.12 1 .40 

723 8 .60 

32015. 12.150.344 .E 
114 3371 91.25 

323211414661. . $1.75 

LM30960 1 75 

320T4, 6. S,9, 12 

15.180.2R7 9 .75 

LAS1412 12V 
34 17.! 

WIRE WRAP 
SOCKETS 

14PIN - .46 
16PIN - .50 
18 PIN - .05 
20 PIN - .90 
24 PIN - 1.10 
28 PIN - 1.25 
40 PIN - 1 80 

20KV DIODES 
250 n1Á $1.95 

DB CONNECTORS 
DROP - 92.0 13925P - 12.40 

0895 3 0 013255 3.20 

HOODS 1 10 8000S 1 10 

TANTALUM CAPACITORS 
22UF 35V 5/81.00 15UF 16V 3/51.00 
47UF35V 5/81.00 30UF6V 5/81.00 
68UF35V 5/81.00 33UF15V 8 .50 

47UF20V it .85 

66ÚF 16V 81.00 

2000F 20V 81.75 

150UF 16V 11.30 

330UF 10V 81.75 

1UF2OV 5/01.00 
2.2UF20V 5/81.00 
3.3UF20V 4/81.00 
4.7UF35V 4/61.00 
6.8UF20V 4/81.00 
10UF20V - 1 .40 

22UF 10V - s .30 

POSTAGE RATES 

ADO 10% FOR ORDERS UNDER 925 0 
ADD 5% FOR ORDERS BETWEEN $25 00 b 250 CO 

ADD 3% FOR ORDERS ABOVE $50 CO 

741500 70 741.908 70 747.5241 1 0 
741901 50 7/15112 90 7415242 200 
147.507 70 7118113 .0 74L5243 2.00 
4103 50 7115111 .66 7415244 225 

NI 504 1 00 7115123 1.60 7415245 2 25 

74105 1.00 7418125 140 74152448 95 

741508 100 7415128 90 717.3247 I So 

147.909 50 7415132 0 711524/ 150 
74L510 50 74L3136 100 7115761 90 

741511 80 7415137 1.00 7415253 90 

141512 50 7415138 125 7415257 90 

14L513 55 7415139 1 30 7422258 90 

go 14L5147 195 7415259 200 
O 7415151 100 7416280 1 75 

60 7415153 1.00 717.5286 1 00 

60 7415155 100 71L5313 I 
60 

80 7110166 1.0 7415279 1 00 

56 741.5157 1.00 741520 I 
BO 

60 7419186 100 7415283 1 00 

O 747.510 I 20 7415290 1 20 

I 50 7415161 1 20 7415293 
I 

20 

50 7415162 1 20 7415298 
I 

20 

O 71L510170 7415321 200 
74L5184 120 74L5323 350 

7115165 120 7415386 1 20 

7,0.0106 1.00 7415388 1 20 

74L3170 1.0 741.5367 I 25 

7415173 1.20 7415368 1 20 

7115171 17o 741973 3 CO 

141514 
1LSI5 
/1570 
1571 
141522 
741.526 
141127 
741528 
741532 
741537 
741538 
74L540 
141547 70 
1-41547 110 
141551 70 
741554 40 
74L513 80 
741574 I 20 7415176 I 20 74L974 on. 

141575 1 25 7415101 I 95 747.5377 2 00 
741576 80 747.5190 120 7415386 0 
747.583 80 
74 L585 1.20 
741586 0 
741410 90 
741991 70 
741595 90 
741596 80 
7415107 A 

7415240 150 811598 150 

7415191 1 20 7415390 1 10 

7415192 I 20 1415300 1 10 

7415193 1 70 74154.6. 2 00 
7415194 1 30 1415399 2 50 
7415195 I 20 7415675 I 75 

7415196 I 70 1415668 1 50 
741.5191 1 20 74L010 200 
1411271 I 50 61L597 1 50 

MULTI TURN TRIM POTS 

50 OHM 5K 

1000HM 3/S2.00 10K 

1000 OHM 20K 
50K 

TERMS 000 CAMBRIDGE MASS SEND CHECK SEND S 25 FOR OUR CAT6EOG 

OR MOND' 
O D PURCHASE 

ORDER 
ORDERN OAU CIHARGEP 

C 
67000 RECTIFIERS 146 HAMPSHIRE 

MINIMUM M41L ORDER $500 ST CAMBRIDGE. MASS 02131 

s SOLID STATE SALES 
P.O. BOX 74 D 

SOMERVILLE. MASS. 02143 

TEL. (617) 547 -7053 

WE SHIP OVER OVER 95 °. 
OF OUR ORDERS WITHIN 

24 HOURS OF RECEIPT 

TOLL FREE 1. 800.3435230 
FOR ORDERS ONLY 

CIRCLE 9 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

electronics 
ORGAN & PIANO KITS 
ALPHA DX 300 

052785:9556. 

21.1.11M11916. 

fully 
DIGITAL 
RS232 
Interface 

For Free Sound Info 
Call 1- 800 -233 -3865 
or write WERSI USA 

Dept. M 8 P.O. Box 5318 
Lancaster, PA 17601 

SCANNERS 
SCANNERS- discount prices Bearcat BC -100 
$279.99; Bearcat 210XL $214.99; Bearcat 300 
$335.99; Regency MX3000 $186.99; JIL SX100 
$138.99: JIL SX200 $269.99; Bearcat 20/20 
$275.99; Spectrum radar detector $214.99; plus 
$3.00 Shipping. Free discount catalog. Lowest 
prices anywhere on scanners, radar detectors, ma- 
rine radios, two -way accessories. SCANNER 
WORLD, 10 -RE New Scotland, Albany, NY 12208 
(518) 436-9606. 

AND ART SERVICES 

FACE 
PLATES 
ENCLOSURES 

WRITE OR CALL 
For Literature or Quotes 

Let us quote you 
on any stage of 
your product from 
proto types to 
production. 
FABTRON DIV. 
PO Box 925 
Columbia. TN 38401 

1615) 381 -1143 

REEL -TO -REEL TAPES 
AMPEX professional serles open reel tape. 1800 -or 
2400 -feet on 7 -Inch reels, used once. Case of 40, 
S45.00. 101/2 3600 feet and cassettes available 
MasterCard Visa. VALTECH ELECTRONICS, Box 
6 -RE, Richboro, PA 18954 (215) 322 -4866. 

SINE WAVE PATENT SECRETS 
INCLUDES patent, complete explanations of autho- 
rization and control, video signal correction, audio 
system, $20.00. INTERNAL DESIGN, Box 2512 -P, 

Culver City, CA 90231. 

GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS, ETC. 
NOISE eliminators, expanders. power meters, 
others. Twelve -24 bands/channel equalizers from 
$89.00 Kit see R -E 5 -6,78, 2/80, 3 -4/81. Catalog: 
SSS, 856R Lynnrose, Santa Rosa, CA 95404. (707) 
546 -3895. 

CABLE TV 
DEALERS wanted: Channel 2, 3, and 4 notch fil- 
ters. Money back guarantee. Send $15.00 for 
sample and quantity price list. Specify channel(s). 
LEE KURTZ, PO Box 291394, Davie, FL 33329. 

THE BEST PLACE Eo BUY. SELL or 
TRADE NEW and USED EQUIPMENT 

NUTS Si VOLTS MAGAZINE 
BOX 1111 -E PLACENTIA, CA 92670 

(714) 632.7721 
Jó6, Thousands of Readers Nationwde 

Every Month 
ONE YEAR U.S. SUSSCRIPTIONS 
$7.69 3rd Ors $12.50 ' I It Class 

ß5257999 - Uletinw - 3rd Class 

NUTS 6 VOLTS 

www.americanradiohistory.com



ADVANCED 
COMPUTER 

PRODUCTS 
RAM UP- GRADES 

MICROPROCESSORS 

64K D RAM (4164- 200nS) 
9 pcs for '5000 

16K D RAM (4116- 200nS) 
8 pcs for $1295 

MOO 
6800 
6e800 
44302 

8663 
68m 
6808 

4460119 
483 
68809 

66024 
6502e 

REPEAT OF SELL -OUT 

58 Key Unencoded Keyboard 

$1 f195 

Th,t n new 58 key Iennmal 099609r0 
714152 adored by a moor markA80MM. 6 
uncoiled wlh SPST keys uniliscll.d I6 any 
PC 19090 S1I4 molded plastic ban Nee- 
SUMS 1 1 

Unencoded 
Key Pad 

STEPPER MOTOR 
ÚP6,.110s by 914,y,09 
12VDC m pie director, 
and then reversing 
Polarity for square 

vel Uses 12VDC. 
S CIOCO Wise Rotation. 

^.Rated 3 RPM at 4 

PPS Naha 5 degree 
57.00309 40981 

ACP PriceS3 
10 for $34.95 

UV "EPROM" 
ERASER 

Model 
DE -4 
58995 

Holds 4 EPROM 6 

al ahme 

Model S -52T 5325.00 

RS232 
SIGNAL TESTER 

COEX RS232 

LINE TESTER 
(71 LED Indicators 

Only 
9S 

Other Styles Also Available 

CORCOM FILTER 
Popular it COO 

Finer 
RC M 

6 a,n1:'4" 
Cord AM 53.50 

SWITCHER 

SPECIAL 
by ASTEC 

O ,91041íy desgned for the Apple Ill 

751.1 40A 
-51/ 254 only 

+12(o 2 5 
$4995 -129r .30A 

CONNECTORS 

0625P IRS2321 
08255 Female 
Hood 
sal w11 Hood. Sab 
2550 S T Aypb 
2550 W W. Appb 
3192 ST. IBM 

31 62 W W. IBM 

50 100 W W. 5100 Connector 
50 100 5 T. 5.100 Connector 

$2.95 
3.25 
149 
6.96 
3.95 
4.95 
4.95 
5.9$ 
4.95 
3.95 

t6l:1iND].IIS:í759411. 
6845 $14 75 
68845 17 50 
6607 11.50 
104B506SP 15.75 
MCi372 675 
7M59918 3995 

173 
2708 

14795 653 1675 6749 94995 
395 6505 095 9755 39 95 

1050 6507 995 210 3 75 
750 0035 695 2d04 430 

20 95 6039 1195 2d08 950 
le50 BOW 350 2301 4495 
7350 6065 75 29002 4995 
7295 606542 713 F43960 1995 
2795 DON 2995 2650 1695 
11 WV 19900 163 595 

27 
95 MN 29 95 90061 1695 
70 603 134 96 2107 695 

650 6741 34 95 29014 9 50 

9 75 6746 39 95 16671 3795 

WE STOCK IN DEPTH 
CALL FOR VOLUME PRICING 

17407714 
13402576 

73402572 

1425 

65 os 

395 
5 75 

750 
525 
575 

EPROMS 
2732 14 75 

2732256 925 
2722.200 95 

273244 6 75 

27324 9 75 

273242 133 
2764 6 75 

2764250 $7 75 

2764200 16 50 

69794 3995 
69766 41 95 

27129 27 95 

520340 1450 
52040 1350 

STATIC RAMS 
2101 52.75 
2102 -1 .11 
21021.4 129 
25021.2 149 
2111 2 75 
2112 289 
2114 149 
21141.-2 1.89 

2147 $4 75 
2016-200 4 95 
2016-150 595 
2016100 6 95 
4044-4 3 95 
4044-2 650 
4118 950 
5514 3 50 

5516 $11 95 
6116 -4 495 
6176.2 6 75 

61161F4 590 
61161P2 10 95 
26132 32 50 
1646264 4750 
6167 995 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
30(4027 $1 85 4116200 5149 
UPD410 895 4164.200 595 
UPD411 4 95 4164.150 6 75 
1.11115280 295 34C6605 850 
1.1115290 149 TMS4164 15 850 
MM5296 149 41256 7995 

WE STOCK MOST OBSOLETE RAMS. 
CALL FOR YOUR HARD TO FIND PARTS. 

8000 SUPPORT 
8155 $9 95 8238 54 75 8271 574.95 
8156 9 95 8243 5 50 8272 37 50 
8202 23 50 8250 10 50 8275 34 95 
8203 36 50 8251 5 95 8279 8 95 
8205 3 25 82514 995 8279-5 9 95 
8212 1 95 8253 6 50 6282 7 95 
8214 4 50 8253-5 9 95 8283 7 95 
8216 1 95 8255 5.95 8284 7 95 
8224 2 20 8255A 9 95 6286 7 95 
8226 2 75 6257 7 25 8287 7 95 
8228 3 35 8257-5 9 95 8298 24 95 
8237 18 50 8259 7.25 8289 48 50 
8237.5 2150 82595 37.50 

6520 
6522 
65224 

6810 
68810 
6820 
6821 
681321 
6928 
6640 

6500 SUPPORT 
$425 
6 75 
850 

6532 
6532A 
6545 

$9 75 
1 75 

2150 

LINEAR 7400 
78I405K $595 LMI4IAN $190 
76"06 149 LM14580NN 49 

]BMG 1d9 MC1486N 99 
LM108AH 295 MC 1489N 99 
LM300H 99 LM1496M 69 

LM301CN 35 LM1S56N 150 
LM364H 198 LM1620N 95 
LM305H 189 LMIBSON 95 
16530694 325 LM11389N 10 

LM307CN 29 LM2111N 75 

LM3pBCN 96 11,12900N 99 
1453096 149 1M290114 50 

LM310CN 1.25 LM2917N 
95 LM311D CN 89 CA3013T 19 

LM312H 175 CA3018T 99 
04311T 1.70 C630217 49 
LM3IBCN 1.49 CA3023T 99 

319N/1 125 CA3035T 75 134319N11 
IM720( XX' 135 CA3039T 29 
LM320T XX' 139 CA3046N 29 

0h LM32XX 125 LM3053N 49 

01323K 4 95 CA3059N 19 

LM324N 95 CA3060N 19 

111337K 5 95 CA3062N 95 
L643386( 695 165306513 49 

1.1433919 95 CA3080T 29 
LM340K.XX I 75 CA3081N 69 
LM340T-XX. 125 CA3082N 69 
LM340N-99. 125 CA3083N 55 
2.453449 1.95 CA3086N BO 

MUM 120 CA3089N 99 
LM350( 

00 
5.00 CA3096N 49 

LM356CN 96 CA3097N 99 
LM360N 149 CA31307 00 
LM3]2N 195 CA3140T 19 

LM376N 375 CA3146N 49 

LM37774 2 75 CA3180T 19 

LM380CNN 125 CA3190N 95 
LM381N 179 CA3110N 59 
LM383T 195 MC3423N 49 

LM386N 125 MC3460N 95 
LM367N 140 SG352431 95 
LM390N 195 CA3600N 39 
NE531 V T 3 75 LM3900/ 59 
NESSSV 39 LM39O5N 19 

NE556N 96 1.113909N 96 
NE581i 1995 L653914N 75 
NE565N 125 LM3915N 95 
NE566HV 175 LM3916N 75 

NE567VH 150 RGI31N 95 
NE59274 2 75 RC4136N 10 

LM7O2H 199 RGI51N 70 

LM709N.H 29 RC4194TK 95 
LM710N11 75 RC4195T7( 40 

114711/691 39 ULN2001 25 

1.01715N 195 ULN2003 50 
L197237114 65 534754504I 59 
2.557339641 98 5 90*754515 35 
LA473eN 115 SN75452N 49 

1.997410944 33 SN75453N 49 

LM741C14-14 19 5N75454N 49 

LM747NM 75 51476491N 89 
LM746NM 39 SN75492N e9 
L4760CN 295 SN75493N 89 
LM13fON 

00 
190 514754945 69 

MC13 195 TL494CN 420 
MC1350 195 1L496CP 165 
MCt358 175 TL497 495 

74 500 
65454 $26 50 
6651 11 50 
65514 12.95 

6800 SUPPORT 
$2 75 
6 75 
425 
3 75 
675 

7250 
1250 

DATA ACQUISITION 
DAC01 
04038 
DAC100 
DAC0B00 
DAC0608 
DAC1020 
DAC1022 
F9708 

$5 95 
750 
750 
495 
295 
895 
595 
4 95 

A000600 
ADC0604 
ADC0809 
ADC0817 
MC3470 
140BL6 
140619 
04086E 

2a0CTC U95 
290ACTC 4 75 

MOCK 975 
MONO 395 
260ÁP10 4 75 

2606P10 12 s0 

68840 51795 88950 
6843 31 50 8652 
6844 25 00 6860 
6845 14 75 6875 
88845 1750 6880 
6647 77 75 68047 
6850 350 68488 

:e U0 
Ia00A61 No 75 

2e040AR1 7095 
260904RT 1695 
2806100 II 50 

260A.SIOO 12 50 

260S101 t i 50 

$5.75 
5.50 
7 75 
625 
2.50 

2295 
1950 

260Á9101 41150 
209002 1 50 

z60AS102 12 50 

26013S102 363 
3105q9 II 50 

14005109 12 50 

SOCKETS 
$15.25 

395 
495 
995 
495 
150 
295 
8.95 

LOW PROFILE 
SOCKETS (TIN) 

1.24 24-49 50.100 

74500 $ 39 745124 13 69 745244 $2 99 
74502 43 745133 54 745251 135 
74503 45 745134 16 745253 1.35 

.89 745135 1 15 745257 1.29 
52 745136 1.69 745258 129 
49 745138 1 99 745280 75 
49 745139 1 29 745280 2.79 
42 745140 73 7452e7 299 
42 745151 1.29 745288 2 55 
42 745153 1 29 745373 3 10 
42 745157 129 745374 3 10 

42 745158 129 745387 2 75 

42 745160 2.79 745471 7 95 
49 745174 1 49 745472 795 

7 79 745175 1 49 745473 7 95 
49 745186 2 69 745474 9 95 
42 745194 1 89 745475 9 95 
46 745195 1 69 745570 5 75 

46 745196 1 89 745571 5 75 

99 745240 2 75 74S572 8 95 
72 745241 2 75 745573 8.95 

745242 2 99 745940 2 90 
745243 7 99 745941 2 90 

74504 
74505 
74506 
74509 
74510 
74511 
74515 
74520 
74522 
74530 
74532 
74538 
74540 
74551 
74564 
74565 
74574 
74566 
745112 72 
745113 72 
745114 72 

DIP 
SWITCHES MISC. HI-TECH DISK SUPPORT 

6pmLF 
14 pin LP 
18PnLP 
18 pin LP 
20 P. LP 
22 pin If 
24 pin LP 
90 pn LP 
40 On LP 

65 .14 
19 18 
21 20 
28 27 
.32 .30 
27 24 
37 38 
.44 43 
.50 .$8 

MM5740AAC 995 3341F140 5475 7691 
A75 2376 13 75 2513-001 UC 9.50 1771 
A75 3600 13 75 25130021C 950 1791 
UPD7201 29.95 7107CPL 11.50 6793 
1ÁN2003 2 25 1795 

WE STOCK 74NC e 74C CMOS 1797 
2143 

51695 
7600 
22 95 
25 95 
2795 
44 50 
1695 

1791 
2793 
2795 
2797 
6843 
8272 
UPD765A 

49 50 
49 50 
5550 
5550 

31 50 
3600 
36 00 

2 Positron 
4 Poadmn 
5 POrlron 
8 Poston 

S 99 
1 19 

I 29 
1 35 

7 Posnbn 
8 Po7tan 
9 P0517ron 

10 Positron 

SI 39 
49 
65 

169 

PALS 
INTERFACE 3L WIREWRAP 

SOCKETS (GOLD) ¡? 

MUFFIN® FAN 
PA/1MB 
PÁ112646 
P61.14444 
PÁ01019 
PAL1216 

5375 
395 
3 95 
3 95 
3 95 

PAL1414 
PALI618 
PA115R8 
PAL 1686 
PAL1694 

$3 95 
9 95 
7 75 
7 75 
7 75 

FUNCTION GEN 
1404024 
8038 

$3 75 111566 
375 XR2206 

UARTS USRTS 
4161013A 5395 
AYS10144 675 
AS1015 675 
TR1602A 375 

75188 
75189 
8126 
8726 
8731 
9836 

$1 % 
9637 

3 75 

$1 19 
1 19 

1 75 
165 

2 75 

3 75 
3 75 

8795 0 85 
8796 
8797 
8796 85 
75150 1 50 
75154 1 50 

8s 
8` 

129 25.49 50100 

8 pm W W 55 54 49 
10 pm WW ITmI 65 63 58 
14 pm WW 75 73 67 
16 qn WW BO 77 70 

16 pn WW 95 10 81 

20 pn WW 1 15 1 O 99 
22 pn MN 1 45 135 1 23 
24 pn WW 1 35 1.26 1 14 

28 pin W W 1 60 113 ; 38 
40p0 WW 220 2.09 . 

The dependable. low 
cost. largest selling fan 
for commercial cooling 
appllcahons 

1050ím nee air d8bvery 
4 68- so 150 41999 

a We.11 7 0 

SPECIAL PURCHASE 

CLOCK 
04115369 
MM58167 

2350 59 75 
8250 12.50 
1116402 7 75 
1446403 a 75 1.000 

1 6432 
2000 
4 000 

006,5016 51595 5.000 
COM8116 1196 5.0666 
MM5307 11.95 6 g00 

BAUD RATE 
44014411 51750 
091941 10 50 
34702 12 75 

GEN. 

SOUND CHIPS 
76477 
76488 
76489 
ÁY38910 
4738912 

$3 50 
590 
8 50 
895 

1250 

MC3340 $1 95 
SC01 Vobaa 3995 14PIN21F $5 75 
01.1050 16PIN21F 5 95 

0.96891.5 34 95 18P1N21 F 7 75 
117A54101 54 95 20PIN21F 7 95 

6144 

CHIPS 
$3 50 111158174 $10 95 
1195 MSM5832 395 

OSCILLATORS 
$1095 

1095 
10 95 
10 95 
10 95 
1095 
1095 
10 95 

8 000 
10 000 
12 000 
16 000 
18 432 
19 6608 
20 000 
22 1164 

$1095 
10 95 
1095 
7095 
1095 
1095 
1095 
4095 

ZERO INSERT SOCKETS 
24141142IF 
28PIN21F 
40PIN27F 
64P1N21F 

$7 95 
9 50 

10 75 
1995 

r. 
59.50 ea. 

* CRYSTALS * 
32 7681017 $195 2.4574 52.95 57143 S295 

1.000MHZ 3 75 3 276826454 2 95 6 000M11x 2 95 
164211642 375 3579554642 195 61446612 295 
2.00011642 2 95 4 0001.0132 2 95 6 553611112 2 95 

2.01065M4 295 5000MH1 295 60001192 295 
209715211132 295 50688M1/2 295 100099*0z 295 

TOIL FREE 

800 -854 -8230 
TWX 

910-595-1565 

14 318MH2 
15 000MHz 
16 0001/Hz 
18 000MHz 
18 432MHz 
32 000MHz 

52 95 
2 95 
2 95 
2 95 
295 
2 95 

Mail Order: P. 0. Bol 17329 Irvine. CA 92713 

Retail. 1310$ E. Edinger. Santa Ana. CA 92705 

(714) 558.8$13 

542 W. Tumble. San Jose. CA 95131 

(408) 946-7010 

CIRCLE 80 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

7400 5 19 '4'5 5 3d 74161 S 89 
7401 19 7476 34 74162 69 
7402 19 7479 460 74163 69 
7403 19 7480 49 74164 69 
7404 19 7482 95 74165 69 
7405 23 7483 45 74166 120 
7406 CaO 7485 55 74167 295 
7407 Call 7486 35 74170 149 
7406 24 7489 1 75 74172 4 75 

7409 19 7490 35 74173 89 
7410 19 7491 45 74174 89 
7411 24 7492 45 74175 69 
7412 24 7493 35 74176 69 
7413 29 7494 69 74577 69 
7414 49 7495 50 74179 134 
7456 Call 7496 69 74180 75 

7417 Call 7497 290 74181 175 
7420 19 74100 290 74182 75 

7421 35 74107 24 74164 225 
7422 29 74109 37 74185 225 
7423 119 74116 125 
7425 29 74121 29 
7426 29 74122 39 74190 115 
7427 25 74123 45 74191 1 15 

7429 45 74125 39 74192 75 

7430 18 74126 44 74193 75 
7432 29 74128 59 74194 .75 

7437 25 74132 45 74195 18 
7438 29 74136 75 74196 .75 
7439 119 74197 7S 

7440 19 74141 65 74196 129 
7441 79 74142 2.96 74199 129 
7442 45 74143 4.50 74211 1.19 
7443 95 74144 295 74251 Se 
7444 65 74145 59 74273 1.05 

7445 79 74147 1 69 74276 1 89 
7444 79 74146 1 79 74279 75 

7447 65 74150 109 74263 140 
7449 79 74151 49 74284 369 
7450 19 74152 67 74285 369 
7451 19 74153 49 74290 89 
7453 19 74154 1 19 74296 95 
7454 19 74155 69 74365 65 
7459 25 74156 78 74366 65 
7460 23 74157 49 74367 65 
7470 29 74158 7 65 74368 .65 

7472 29 74159 2 49 74390 145 
7473 29 74180 79 74393 190 
7474 34 74490 190 

74LS00 

74/500 S 26 7415113 S 39 7415245 $299 
741501 25 7415114 39 7415247 110 
741502 25 7415122 49 7413246 110 
74/503 25 7419123 7 19 7415249 1 19 

741504 69 741.5124 2.75 7415251 140 
741505 25 744.5125 69 7415257 1.40 

740_506 25 7415126 49 7415257 86 
74/509 25 749_5132 59 7415258 90 
716.510 25 741S136 49 7415259 295 
741.571 39 741.5136 59 745280 66 
74/512 33 7415139 59 7415261 249 
743513 39 7415145 125 7415266 59 
741.510 59 7405148 149 7415273 1 75 

74/515 33 7415151 99 7415275 440 
741520 26 7415151 99 7415279 50 
741521 29 7415154 170 743.5283 99 
741522 29 7405155 119 741.5290 .99 

741526 29 744.5156 149 741.5293 .90 

741527 29 7415157 149 7415295 I 10 

741526 29 7419158 149 7415298 1.19 

741530 25 7405160 149 741.5724 1.75 

745532 33 7415161 149 7415347 1.95 

741.533 .55 7405162 1 49 7915348 195 
749_537 35 7415183 149 74/5552 119 
741.538 39 7415180 149 7413353 119 
741.540 25 7415165 149 7415363 149 
741542 .59 7415166 248 7415765 99 
743547 79 7415168 115 7405386 99 
741548 79 7415189 115 7415367 99 
741561 25 7413170 1 99 7413386 99 
741.554 29 7415173 89 749_5373 299 
741555 29 7415174 19 7415374 299 
741.573 .39 7415175 .9$ 749_5375 N 
741.574 99 744.5181 220 7415377 116 
741575 39 7415190 1 15 7413365 196 
741576 39 745.5191 1 15 7415386 65 
740579 45 7405192 98 7405390 195 

741.583 59 7415193 96 7415390 195 
749_565 69 7915194 115 7405395 170 
741586 39 7415196 95 7915399 235 
741590 57 7435196 69 7415424 295 
741592 49 741-5197 89 7415868 175 
741593 59 7416221 115 7415670 229 
741595 79 74/5240 199 811595 189 
791596 .99 7915242 1 99 811596 1 69 
7435107 .39 7415243 I 99 811597 1 69 
7415109 36 7415244 1 99 811598 169 
7415112 39 251.52521 295 25/52589 4 95 

CMOS 

4000 5 29 4037 $1 95 4089 s295 
4001 24 4040 75 4093 45 
4002 24 4041 75 4094 2 95 
4006 79 4042 65 4098 2 29 
4007 25 4043 85 4099 185 
4008 95 4044 69 14406 '2 95 

4009 39 4046 BO 14409 2 95 
4010 39 4047 89 14410 1295 
4011 24 4048 99 14412 12 95 
4012 24 4049 35 14415 8 95 
4013 35 4050 34 14419 495 
4014 75 4051 75 4501 39 
4015 39 4052 75 4502 95 
4016 35 4053 75 4503 62 
4017 65 4055 3 95 4505 8 95 
4018 79 4056 2 95 4506 75 
4019 39 4059 9 25 4507 95 
4020 69 4060 85 4508 125 
4021 69 4066 39 4510 79 
4022 69 4069 29 4511 79 
4023 25 4070 35 4512 79 
4024 59 4071 28 4514 1 18 

4025 25 4072 28 4515 1 79 

4027 45 4073 28 4516 145 
4028 65 4075 28 4518 65 
4029 75 4076 75 4520 75 

4030 45 4077 35 4555 95 
4031 3 25 4078 35 4556 99 
4032 2 15 4061 29 4566 2 25 
4034 1 91 4082 29 60095 1 50 
4035 79 4065 95 80C97 125 

TERMS. MO Carla 9 CO. Bard wee Pane. duos 
avow 2 a.e-. 4 por.+a609 kdb 00110. Loon. Ano 

o_5 card ea V. AMEX Cl add 3, seven 1091 Aee 

T 8ype7 9 rdnalr.9 or 12 50. ~wee 9!440 800 
0%0 kwrpn orden or US Parcel Pop Include Trapa. 

non* NO 000. 0,v6 aa6rad b mrq 80606 roan 
Sorda 8011. 4444. b pa 464 ala ,-rye M NM 4 
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PERSONAL DEFENSE AND PROPERTY PROTECTION 
UTILIZE SPACE AGE TECHNOLOGY. 
CAUTION THESE DEVICES CAN BE HAZARDOUS AND MAY SOON 
BE ILLEGAL. 
POCKET EIN PAIN FIELD GENERATOR - IPG50 

159.50 
IPGS PG 

AI 
Plans $7.00 IMO( Mt/Plans 939.50 

Assembled 
PN FIELD CROWD CONTROLLER -PPF10 

1250.00 
PPF1 Plans $15.00 PPFIK....Kl/Plans .... 9175.00 
BLASTER- Provides a plasma discharge capable of puncturing 
a can 
BLS10 Assembled $79.50 
BIS1 Plans $10.00 BLSIK Kit/Plans $59.50 
SHOCKER/PARALYZING DEVICE - Very intimidating and 
effective. 
MEMO Assembled $99.50 
SHOO Plans..... $1000 SNOB Kit/Plans ..$79.50 
RUBY LASER RAY GUN - Intense vrable'ed beam burns and 
welds hardest of metals MAY BE HAZARDOUS. 
RUB3AII Parts AvaNable for Completing Devlca$15.00 
CARBON DIOXIDE BURNING, CUTTING LASER - Pro- 
duces a continuous beam of high energy MAY BE HAZARDOUS. 
LC5 All Parts Available for Completing Device .$15.00 
VISIBLE LASER LIGHT GUN - produces intense red beam for 
sgh5ng sport ng etc Hand held complete 
LGU3 Plans $1000 (Kit d Assembled Units Available) 
IR PULSED LASER RIFLE Produces 15 30 watt infra -red 
pulses at 200 2000 per sec 
LRG3 All Parts d Diodes Available $10.00 
BEGINNERS LOW POWER VISIBLE LASER - Choice of 
red. yellow. green - provides an excelenl source of monochromatic 
light. 
LHC2 Plans $500 LHC2K .....Kit $29.50 
SNOOPER PHONE - Allows user to call his premises and eaten 
in without phone ever ringing 
SNP20 Assembled $89.50 
SHP2. .... Plans_ ....$9.00 SNP2K. Plans/lit $59.50 
LONG RANGE WIRELESS MIKE - Miniature device dearly 
transmits well over one mile Super sensitive. powerful. 
MFT1 Plans $7.00 MFTIK Plans/Kit $39.50 
WIRELESS TELEPHONE TRANSMI TER- Transmitsboth 
sides of phone conversation over one mile. shuts off automaticallNyy. 
VWPMS Plans. $8.00 VWPMSK ... PlansAOt 834.50 
TALK A TELL AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE RECORDING 
DEVICE - Great for monitoring telephone use 
TAT20 Assembled. 

. .$24.50 
TAT2 Plans $500TAT2K .... Plans/Kit._ $14.50 

IOur phone is open for orders anytime. Technicians are available 9-11 
a m , Mon -Thurs for those needing assistance or information. Send 
for free catalog of hundreds more similar devices. Send Ill, cash, 
MO, Visa, MC. COO to: INFORMATION UNLIMITED 

DEPT R8. P O Box 716 Amherst N H 03031 Tel 601673-4730 

CIRCLE 88 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

STATE OF THE ART KITS 

EXCEL DRILL 
IRAN Me DRILL MSG 
RELIANT SIMI MULL KIT EOM 
EXCEL MINIDRILLS ARE HIGH 
PERFORMANCE COMPACT AND 
LIGHTWEIGHT FOR ALL THE DELMaTE 
AND MINUTE WORK INVOLVED WITH 
ELECTRONICS. ENGRAVING. MODEL 
MAKING AND OTHER CRAFTS THE PRECI 
SION DESIGN MARES THEM AS EFFICIENT 

AS DRILLS MANY TIMES THEIR SINE 
EACH DRILL KIT COMES COMPLETE WITH CASE AND 20 PIECE 
ACCESSORY MINI TOOLS SUCH AS DRILLS. BURRS. !LURCHES 
AND DISCS NOTE: RUNS ON 12 VOLTS DC 
DRILL STAND FOR ABOVE SISJS 

EXCEL PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD KITS 
CIRCUIT BOARD KITS MSS 
COMPLETE RIT WITH POSITIVE RESIST PC BOARDS. ETCHANT. 
DEVELOPER. GRAPHICS I TRAY 

CARBIDE P.C. DRILLS 
SPECIAL PURCHASE MADE IT POSSIBLE TO PASS SAVINGS 

ONTO YOU THESE DRILLS NORMALLY SELL FOR AS MUCH AS 
fa PS All DRILLS HAVE STANDARD la INCH SHANK 
MS DEC SIZE MASSA OR MINIM 
lai xec. SIZE S1.M IA OR MISAS 
OM DEC. SIZE SIMI G OR Allas 
LOGIC PROSE KR ONLY SEMI 
NEEDED BY ANYONE WORKING WITH LOGIC IN THEIR PRO- 
ACTS HAS A RANGE CONSISTS OF SMALL GM Pc BOARD 
MEASURING 2 TIR F 14 AND POE.ORILLOD ONE SEVEN SEG. 
MENT READOUT ONE I C TWO DIODES. THREE RESISTORS AND 
ONE TRANSISTOR WORKS OFF 5 VOLTS AND MAY BE TAKEN 
FROM THE CIRCUIT BEING TESTED INDICATES IS HIGH. ID LOW 
NORMAL. AND IPI PULSING EXCELLENT STUDENT PROJECT 

PRESCALER KITS 
HAL SO PIRA tun 
PC BOARD AND ALL COMPONENTS 
NAL MAIM SLAM 
PC BOARD AND ALL COMPONENTS WITH PRE AMP ONBOARD 
MM BOMB 11211.55 
PC BOARD AND ALL COMPONENTS 
PALMA/PRE 41.RS 
PC BOARD ANO ALL COMPONENTS WITH ME -AMP ONBOARD 

HAL 11 OIIZ MLSCMEP MIRS 
BUILT AND TESTED REQUIRES 5 VOLTS O C 

S HIPPING INFORMATION: ORDERS OVER 125 WILL BE SHIRRED 
POSTPAID EXCEPT ON ITEMS WHERE ADDITIONAL CHARGES 
ARE REQUESTED ON ORDERS LESS THAN 525. PLEASE NCLUDE 
ADDITIONAL 1250 FOR HANDLING AND MAILING CHARGES 
MICHIGAN RESIDENTSAODA. SALES TAX SEND M STAMP OR 
SASE FOR FREE FLYER 

HALTRONIX, INC. 
PO. BOX 1101 DEPT. R 
SOUTHGATE. MICH. AHTBS 

PHONE (SI3) 215.17E2 
HL H "WL41.H NOK4AND 

CIRCLE 75 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

INTERFACING 

continued from page 56 

the MSM5832, which resumes normal 
timing operations. Program execution 
then returns to the BASIC language rou- 
tine. Line 870 defines the next MSM5832 
register which is to be input. Line 880 
defines the next storage location for that 
register's contents, and if all 13 registers 
in the MSM5832 have not been accessed, 
the machine -language program is called 
again. If all 13 registers of the MSM5832 
have been accessed, program execution 
stops. 

After program execution stops, the 
contents of all 13 registers of the 
MSM5832 will reside in memory, in the 
addresses listed in Table 12. Once the date 
and time information reside in memory, it 
is a simple matter to retrieve it and display 
it using the PEEK instruction. For in- 
stance, if you wish to retrieve the day of 
the week, write this simple program, you 
can enter the direct command: 

PRINT PEEK 16546. 
The number retrieved represents a day of 
the week as defined in Table 13. (Of 
course you could write a simple program 
to give you back the actual day instead of 

TABLE 14 -TIME RETRIEVAL 

10 DIM A(6) 
20 LET X 16540 
30 FOR J =1 T0 6 
40 LET A(J) = PEEK X 
50 LET X = X +1 
60 NEXT J 
70 LET B$ = "AM" 
75 IF A(6) >2 THEN LET B$ = "PM" 
80 IF A(6) >2 THEN LET 

A(6) = A(6) -4 
85 CLS 
90 PRINT A(6);A(5); ": ";A(4); 

A(3); ": "; A(2);A(1);" "B$ 
100 STOP 

TABLE 15 -DATE RETRIEVAL 

10 DIM A(6) 
20 LET X =16547 
30 FOR J =1Tß6 
40 LET A(J) = PEEK X 
50 LET X =X +1 
60 NEXT J 
i0 LET B=19 
80 PRINT 

A(4);A(3);" - " ;A(2) ;A(1);" - "; 
B;A(6) ;A(5) 

90 STOP 

Delete line 90 in the time -display pro- 
gram (Table 14). 

TABLE 12- MEMORY LOCATIONS OF MSM5832 REGISTER VALUES 

Hexadecimal 
409C 
409D 
409E 
409F 
40A0 
40A1 
40A2 
40A3 
40A4 
40A5 
40A6 
40A7 
40A8 

Decimal Register 
16540 0-SECONDS 
16541 1 -TENS OF SECONDS 
16542 2- MINUTES 
16543 3 -TENS OF MINUTES 
16544 4 -HOURS 
16545 5 -TENS OF HOURS 
16546 6-DAY OF WEEK 
16547 7 -DAYS 
16548 8 -TENS OF DAYS 

16549 9-- MONTHS 
16550 10-TENS OF MONTHS 
16551 11-YEARS 
16552 12 -TENS OF YEARS 

TABLE 13-DAY-OF-WEEK VALUES 

0- Monday 
1- Tuesday 
2- Wednesday 
3- Thursday 
4- Friday 
5- Saturday 
6- Sunday 

the number.) 
If you want the time to be retrieved and 

displayed try the program in Table 14. 

And if you want to retrieve and display the 
entire date, try the program in Table 15. 

Of course, using separate programs is 
not the most elegant way to use the clock/ 
calendar circuit. You could put all of the 
simple BASIC routines in a loop and have 
the time information updated 
periodically. To demonstrate updating, 
make the following changes: 

Change line 900 in the retrieval routine 
(Table 8) to: 900 GOTO 20. 
Those changes allow the time -display rou- 
tine to print the time values (lines 10 
through 80); go and get updated values 
from the MSM5832 (lines 800 through 
900); and return to the time display rou- 
tine. The program does that until a 
BREAK is entered. 

We now have a good idea of how to 
control the clock/calendar IC. Controll- 
ing other external circuits and devices is 
not too much different. Next month, 
when we continue, we'll look at how to do 
that. When we're finished, you'll see how 
we can add an alarm function to the clock/ 
calendar circuit. In addition to an alarm 
function you can use the MSM5832 in 
conjunction with the ZX8I as a nighttime 
light controller and a date /time home se- 
curity system. R -E 
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WE HAVE QUALITY PARTS. DISCOUNT PRICES AND FAST SHIPPING! 
TRANSFORMERS 

120 volt 
prlln4N s TAI 

5.6 VOLTS @ 750 MA 
6 VOLTS @ 1 SO MA 
12 VCT 200 MA 
16.5 V. (a 3 AMPS 
I6 V. @650 MA 
IS VOLTS (AI AMP 
24 VOLTS (A 250 MA 
24 VCT @ 1 AMP 
42 VCT (A 1.2 AMP 

53.00 
S1.25 
S2.00 
86.50 
S3.50 
S4.50 
82.50 
84.50 
14.50 

WALL 
TRANSFORMER 
ALL ARE 115 VAC 

PLUG IN 

4VDC@TOMA 
6VDC@100MA 
6VDC@500MA 
6VDC@225MA 
14VOC@300MA 
15 VAC @ 300 MA 
16.5VAC(a10VA 
17 VAC (a S00 MA 

112.00 

52.50 
$5.00 
$3.00 
$3.50 
$3.00 
$3.50 
$4.00 

SPRING LEVER 
TERMINALS 

TWO COt 'Jt 
CODED 
TERMINALS MEt 
ON A STURDY ü 
. 3/4" 

'T 

3 3/4' 

BAKELIE PLATE 

GREAT FOR SPEAKER ENCLOSURE', 
OR POWER SUPPLIES 

$1.00 EACH 10 FOR 1900 

HELPING HAND 
WILL HOLD PC BOARD OR 
OTHER SMALL ITEMS AND 
ALLOW BOTH YOUR HANDS 

FREEDOM TO WORK 

MULTI - 
SWITCHES 

3 STATION 
NON -INTERLOCKING 

3 - 2POT SWITCHES 
EACH OPERATES 
INDEPENDENTLY 

1k, BETWEEN 
MOUNTING CENTERS 

51 75 EACH 

5 STATION 
INTERLOCKING 

MADE BY ALPS f1Vt1 
3. 2P0T AND }RRR1 t({'. 
2 BPDT tE 
SWITCHES ON FULLY 
INTERLOCKING ASSEMBLY 

3'. BETWEEN 
MOUNTING CENTERS 

$2.50 EACH 

5 STATION 
NON -INTERLOCKING 

SAME AS ABOVE. EXCEPT 
EACH SWITCH OPERATES 

INDEPENDENTLY 
$2.50 EACH 

2 CHANNEL LIGHT ORGAN 
EASILY HOOKS INTO STEREO SPEAKERS 
AND ALLOWS 110 VAC LIGHTS TO DANCE 
WITH MUSIC TWO SEPARATE 110 VAC 
OUTPUTS FOR HIGH AND LOW FREQUENCY 
AUDIO SIGNALS USE TWO ORGANS FOR 
STEREO 

$6.50 PER UNIT 

COLOR LIGHT STRING AVAILABLE S1.7SEA 

MO EACH 

MIKE 
CONNECTOR 

5 CONDUCTOR INLINE PLUG 
AND CHASSIS MOUNT JACK 
TWIST LOCK STYLE, SAME AS 
SWITCHCRAFT 12CL5M 
$2.50 PER SET 

METER 
0 - 15 V.D.C. 

THIS 2 -1/4" 

SQUARE METER 
MEASURES 
0.15 VDC 

$4.50 EACH 

SUB -MINIATURE 
D TYPE 

CONNECTOR 

LIGHTS 
GRAIN OF WHEAT 
T1 SIZE 1:321 - 

125" DIA (315mm1 

3 10 6 VOLTS 3 for $1.00 
Rated 55ma @ 5 VOLTS 

6 to 12 VOLTS 3 foi $1.00 
Rated 55ma @ 6 VOLTS 

12 M 24 VOLTS 3 kw $1.00 
Rated 45ma @ 14 VOLTS 

T1 SIZE l 
WITH WIRE LEADS 
3 tob VOLTS 2 for $1.00 

Rated 55ma @ 5 VOLTS 

6 to 12 VOLTS 2 tot $1.00 
Rated 55ma @ B VOLTS 

12 Io 24 VOLTS 2 for $1.00 
Riled 45ma (d 14 VOLTS 

SOLDER TYPE SUB MINIATURE 
CONNECTORS USED FOR 
COMPUTER HOOK UPS 

DO-15 PLUG 
DB- I5 SOCKET 
DB- 15 HOOD 
DB -25 PLUG 
DB-25 SOCKET 
DB -25 HOOD 

$2.75 
$4.00 
$1.50 
$2.75 
$3.50 
$1.25 

"PARALLEL" 
PRINTER 

CONNECTOR 
SOLDER STYLE 
36 PIN MALE 
USED ON 
PARALI EL" 

DATA CABLES 

$5.50 EACH 

FREE! FREE! FREE' SEND FOR 
LINE CORDS 

TWO WIRE, 
6 tBga TWO WIRE 

3 FOR $1.00 

THREE WIRE 
18 INCH 18ga THREE WIRE 

2 for $1.00 
6 FOOT 113ga THREE WIRE 

$2.00 EACH 

TRANSISTORS 
2N706 5 for St 00 
2N2222A 4 for SI 00 
PN2222 e Ion 51.00 
2N2904 4 for S1.00 
2N2905 4 for $1.00 
2N2907 4 for $1.00 

KEY 
ASSEMBLY 

5 KEY 
$1.00 
EACH 

CONTAINS 5 SINGLE -POLE 
NORMALLY OPEN SWITCHES 

MEASURES 3 3/4" LONG 

8 KEY 
$1.25 
EACH 

CONTAINS 6 SINGLE -POLE 
NORMALLY OPEN SWITCHES 

MEASURES 4 1/4" LONG 

BATTERY 
OPERATED 

SMOKE DETECTO' 

IRK MODEL 79R 
OL APPROVED 
4 VOLT BATTERY OPERATION 
I OR CEILING OR WALL MOUNT 

$8.00 EACH ?FOR$1500 

POWER SUPPLY W /PRE -AMP 
THIS SUPPLY WAS USED TO POWER 

AN 8 TRACK /CASSETTE UNIT IT 

WILL SUPPLY APPROX 18 VDC AND 
INCLUDES A SMALL PRE -AMP TO 
BOOST SIGNAL LEVEL 
RCA PLUGS FOR LINE IN /OUT 

TOLL FREE ORDERS ONLY 
1 .800 826 5432 
ORDER ONLY) 
IN CALIFORNIA 1- 800. 258 -66661 

ALASKA. HAWAII. 
OR INFORMATION 
2131380 8000 

54.50 EACH 

NE 
LARGER! 

T1 -3/4 SIZE 
WITH 

WIRE LEADS 
163" DIA 14 14mm) 

3 1oó VOLTS 2 foe 51.00 
Rated 45ma @ 6 VOLTS 

6IO12VOLTS 2 for 51.00 
Rated 55ma @ 8 VOLTS 

12 lo 24 VOLTS 2 foi $1.00 
Rated 45ma @ 14 VOLTS 

NEON W/ RESISTOR 
DIRECT - OPERIRATION 

7 tor $1.00 FROM 120 VOLT 

120V INDICATOR 

NEON INDICATOR RATED 
120 V 1/3 W MOUNTS IN 
5/16" HOLE RED LENS 

754 EACH 
10 FOR S7 00 

100 FOR $65 00 

8 TRACK RECORD /PLAY TAPE DECK 

8 TRACK RECORD WITH AUTO STOP. NOT FULLY FUNC- 
TIONAL. REMOVED FROM ASSEMBLY LINE FOR MINOR 
PROBLEMS. IDEAL FOR PARTS. EACH UNIT CONTAINS 
SWITCHES, LIGHTS, TAPE MOTOR, BELT, WHEELS 
PULLEYS, PRE AMPS. TAPE HEADS. ETC. 

'SPECIAL PRICE' $4.00 EACH 
10 for $35.00 

2K 10 TURN 
MULTI -TURN POT 

SPECTROL 
MOD 534 -7161 

$5.00 EACH 

EDGE 
CONNECTORS 

-rlinrrrrrmrrmmrmFrrr 
ALL ARE 158" SPACING 

18/36 GOLD 
SOLDER EYELET $2.00 EACH 

22/44 TIN 
P C STYLE. NO MOUNTING EARS 

$1.50 EACH 10 FOR $1400 

22/44 GOLD 
PC STYLE 

$200 EACH 
10 FOR S18 00 

26/56 GOLD 
28/56 GOLD PLATED CONTACTS 
156 CONTACT SPACING 

$2.50 EACH 10 FOR S22 00 

50 /l00 GOLD 
STANDARD S -100 CONNECTOR 
125" SPACING GOLD PLATED 

PC MOUNT 

$3.75 EACH 10 FOR S3500 

- 48 PAGE CATALOG FREE' 

ROTARY 
SWITCH 

1 

POSmON 
lt. DIA .ty'HIGH 

754 EACH 10 for S6 00 

RELAYS 
MINIATURE 

6 VDC RELAY 
0, SUPER SMALL 

SPDT RELAY. 
GOLD COBALT 
CONTACTS 

RATED 1 AMP AT 30 VDC. 
HIGHLY SENSITIVE. TTL 
DIRECT DRIVE POSSIBLE. 
OPERATES FROM 43 TO 
6 V. COIL RES 220 OHM 

1 3/18" 13/32" 7/16" 
AROMAT RSOóV 

$1.50 EACH 10 FOR 813 50 

.c 13 VDC RELAY 
CONTACT S P N C 
10 AMP @ 120 VAC 
ENERGIZE COIL TO 
OPEN CONTACT 

COIL 13 VDC 650 OHMS 
SPECIAL PRICE 61.00 EACH 

COMPUTER, 
GRADE 

CAPACITORS 
2,000 mfd. 200 VDC 
13/4-DIA 5-HIGH 
3,600 mfd. 40 VDC 
13/8-DIA 33/4"HIGH 
6,400 m1d. 60 VDC 
13/8-DIA 41.4-HIGH 
21,000 mfd. 50 VDC 
21/2- DIA 5- HIGH 
22,000 mfd. 40 VDC 
2- DIA 6' HIGH 
31,000 mfd.1S VDC 
13/4"DIA 4-HIGH 
44,000 mfd. 35 VDC 
2- DIA - 5" HIGH 
72,000 mfd.15 VDC 
2" DIA 4 3/8 HIGH 
155,000 mfd. 6 VDC 
21/2"DIA 41/2"HIGH 

$2.00 

$1.00 

$2.50 

$4.00 

$3.00 

$2.50 

$4.00 

$3.50 

$1.50 

CLAMPS TO FIT CAPACITORS 5M ... 

4 PDT RELAY 
14 pm style 
3 amp contacts 
24 vol d c Or 

120 volt a c Coll 
Used but fully tested 

$1.70 EACH 
Specify COIL voltage 
LARGE QUANTITIES AVAILABLE 

Sockets FOP Pliny sae men 

JI g 10EV 
R 

IK) 

SLIDE POTS 

100K linear tape 
2" LONG 
1 546" TRAVEL 754 EACH 

500K linear taper 
2 7/8" LONG 
t 3/4' TRAVEL 754 EACH 

DUAL 100K audio taper 
3 1/2" LONG 
2 1/2" TRAVEL $1.50 EACH 

9 CASE STYLE HC33 /U 
COLORBURST 

2 MHZ 3579 545 KC 

53.50 EACH $1.00 EACH 

CRYSTALS 

METAL OXID 
VARISTOR 

G E V82ZA12 
50 VOLTS. NOMINAL D C 
VOLTAGE 5 /6" DIAMETER 

2 FOR $1.50 

MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES 
ALL ARE RATED 6 AMPS @ 125 VAC 

S.P.D.T. S.P.D.T. S.P.D.T. 
(on -on) (on -on) 11 (on-off-on).j 

SOLDER LUG 
TERMINALS 
$1.00 EACH 
0 FOR $9 00 
100 FOR S80 

P C STYLE 
NONTHREADED 
BUSHING 
714 EACH r 
10 FOR ST 00 

S.P.D.T. 
(on- off-on) 
NON THREADED 
BUSHING 
B C STYLE 
7M EACH 
no FOR S7 00 

S.P.D.T. 
(on -on) 

P C LUGS 1 

THREADED 
BUSHING 
$1.00 EACH 

0 FOR S9 00 
100 FOR 580 00 

905 S Vermont Ave P O BOX 20406 

SOLDER LUG 
TERMINALS 
SI 00 EACH 

F OR $9 00 
100 FOR sea 00 

D.P.D.T. 
(on -on) 
SOLDER LUG 
TERMINALS 
62.00 EACH 
10 FOR $t9 00 
100 FOR SIB000 P 

Los Angeles. Calif. 90006 

SWITCHES 
MINI -PUSH BUTTON 
SPST MOMENTARY 
NORMALLY OPEN 
'.4-- BUSHING 

356 EACH 
10 FOR S3 25 

100 FOR $3000 

SPECIFY COLOR 
RED. BLACK. WHITE 
GREEN. YELLOW 

á 

KEY SWITCH 

SPST 
4 AMPS @ 125 VAC 
KEY REMOVES BOTH o""-... 

POSITIONS 
$3.50 EA 'I` 

LIGHTED 
PUSH BUTTON 

RED LIGHTED 120 V'Al 
10 AMP SPST 

POWER' PRINTED ON 
FACE MOUNTS IN 
7/8" SQUARE HOLE 

$1.50 EA 10 FOR $13 5(. 

FREE! FREE! 
L.E.D.'S 

STANDARD JUMBO 
DIFFUSED 

RED 10 FOR $1.50 
GREEN 10 FOR $2.00 
YELLOW 10 FOR $2.00 

FLASHER LED 
5 VOLT OPERATION 

Fi RED JUMBO SIZE 
Illt,$1.00 EACH 

BI POLAR LED 
2 FOR S1 '0 

SUB MINI LED .a . T 
079 098 

RED 10 FOR $1.00 
200 FOR 51800 

GREEN 10 FOR $1.50 

LED HOLDERS 
-WO PIECE HOLDER 8 
OR JUMBO LED 

10 FOR S5S 200 FOR SIC' 

PHOTO -FLASH 
CAPACITORS 

35 MFD 330 VOLT 
5 8 DIA 

45t EACH... 
10 FOR S4 00 

170 MFD 330 VOLT 
1 1.8. 7 8.. 

2 FOR $1.50 10 FOR 17 00 

750 MFD 330 VOLT 
2 HIGH I 14 DIA 

$1.25 EACH 10 FOR SIT 00 

QUANTITIES LIMITED 
MINIMUM ORDER S10 00 
USA S2 50 SHIPPING 
FOREIGN ORDERS 

INCLUDE SUFFICIENT 
SHIPPING 

CALIF RES ADD 61-2', 
NO C OD' 

I 
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EPROMS 
1702 256x8 (lus) 4.50 
2708 1024 x 8 (450ns) 3.95 
2758 1024 x 8 (450ns) (5v) 5.95 
2716-6 2048 x 8 (650ns) 2.95 
2716 2048 x 8 (45Ons) (5v) 3.95 
2716-1 2048 x 8 (35Ons) (5v) 5.95 
TMS2516 2048 x 8 (450ns) (5v) 5.50 
TMS2716 2048 x 8 (450ns) 7.95 
TMS2532 4096 x 8 (450ns( (5v) 5.95 
2732 4096 x 8 (45Ons) (5v) 4.95 
2732-250 4096 x 8 (250n5( (5v) 8.95 
2732-200 4096 x 8 (200ns) (5v) 11.95 
2732-4 4096 x 8 (450ns) (5v) (21vPGM) 6.95 
2732A 4096 x 8 (250ns) (5v) (21vPGM) 9.95 
2732A -2 4096 x 8 (200ns) (5v) (21vPGM) 13.95 
2764 8192 x 8 (45Ons) (5v) 6.95 
2764 -250 8192 x 8 (250ns) (5v) 7.95 
2764-200 8192 x 8 (200ns) (5v) 19.95 
TMS2564 8192 x 8 (450ns) (5v) 14.95 
MCM68764 8192 x 8 (450ns) (5v) (24pin) 39.95 
MCM68766 8192 x 8 (350ns) (5v) (24pin) 42.95 
27128-30 16384 x 8 (300ns) (5v) 29.95 
27126 16384 x 8 (250ns) (5v) 34.95 
5v = Single5VO)tSupply 21vPGM = Programat2l Volts 

* * * *HIGH-TECH* * * 
SS I 263 SPEECH SYNTHESIZER 
* MICROPROCESSOR COMPATIBLE 

5 8-BIT CONTROL REGISTERS 

ENHANCE YOUR MOCKINGBOARD OR BUILD 
STEVE CIARCIA'S SWEET TALKER lI 95 (BYTE MARCH '84) 39. 

* * * * $POTLIONT * * * *, 

J 

CRT 
CONTROLLERS 
6845 14.95 
68845 19.95 
HD46S05SP 15.95 
6947 11.95 
MC1372 6.95 
68047 24.95 
8275 29.95 
7220 99.95 
CRT5027 19.95 
CRT5037 24.95 
TMS9918A 39.95 

018350 49.954 

2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.95 
2.9,54 

UARTS 
AY5-1013 3.95 
AY3-1015 6.95 
PT1472 9.951 
TR1602 3.95 
2350 9.95 
2651 8.95 
IM6402 7.95 
IM6403 8.95 
INS8250 10.95 

GENERATORS 
BIT-RATE 

MC14411 11.95 
8191941 11.95 
4702 12.95 
COM5016 16.95 
COM8116 10.95 
MM5307 10.95 

FUNCTION 
MC4024 3.95 
LM566 1.49 
XR2206 3.75 

,8038 3.95 

misc. 
UPD7201 29.95 
TMS99532 29.95 
ULN2003 2.49 
3242 7.95 
3341 4.95 
MC3470 4.95 
MC3480 9.00 
11C90 13.95 
95H90 7.95 
2513-001 UP 9.95 

d513-002 LOW 9.9.5A 

KEYBOARD 
CHIPS 

AY5-2376 11.95 
AY5 -3600 11.95 

'A1'5 -3600 PRO 11.90 

1.19 
.95 

1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
2.64 
1.19 
5.79 

.95 

.95 
1.95 
1.95 

.75 

.75 
12.95 

.35 

.35 

.35 

.35 

.35 

.59 

.35 

.35 

.39 
1.29 
1.99 

.65 

.65 

.80 
1.95 
1.95 

.39 
4.50 
1.19 
1.75 
.99 
.89 

5.75 
2.25 
3.25 
1.75 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.39 
2.00 
.79 

1.19 
1.19 
1.49 
1.49 
1.39 
5.75 
1.75 
2.25 
2.45 
2.45 
.39 
.85 
.85 

10.95 
.95 

1.00 
2.00 
2.75 
9.95 
8.95 
8.95 
1.95 
1.19 
2.75 

17.95 
15.95 
4.49 
4.95 
5.95 
7.95 
7.95 

19.954 

100 

4164 64K200 
nsMIC 

$595 4116 16K DY 

0 nsMIC 
8/$l95 

25 

STATIC RAMS 
2101 356 o 4 (450ns) 1 95 
5101 256 . 4 (4500$) (cmoe) 395 
21011 1024 x 1 

2102L-4 1024 x 1 

(450n1) 
(450ng (LP) 

89 
99 

210212 1024 x 1 (250ns)(LP) 49 
2125 1024 x 1 ( 45ns) 2 95 
2111 256 x 4 (450ns) 2 49 
2111L 258 x 4 (25ons)(LP) 2 95 
2112 258 x 4 (450ns) 299 
2114 1024 x 4 (450na) 8/9 95 
2114-25 1024 x 4 (250ns) 8/1095 
2114L-4 1024 x 4 (450n$) (LP) 6/1295 
2114L-3 1024 4 (300ns) (LP) 8/134S 
2114L-2 1024 x 4 (200ns) (LP) 8/13% 
TC5514 1024 x 4 (650n$) (cmos) 2 49 
TC5516 2048 x 4 (25003) (cmoe) 995 
2147 4096 x 1 ( 55ns) 4 95 
TMS40444 4096 x 1 (450ns) 349 
TMS4044.3 4096 x 1 (300ns) 3 99 
TMS40442 4096 x 1 (200ns) 4.49 
UPD410 4098 x 1 (100ne) 3.95 
MK4118 1024x8 (100ns) 9 95 
TM1.12018-200 2048 x 8 (20005) 4 15 
1MM2016.150 2048x8 (150n$) 4 95 
TM M2016-100 2048 x 8 (10008) 615 
HM6118-4 2048 x 8 (200ns) (cmoe) 475 
HM6116J 2048 x 8 (150ns)(cmos) 495 
HM8116-2 2048 x 8 (12pns)(cmoe) 8 95 
HM8118LP4 2048 x 8 (200n.) (cmos) (LP) 5.95 
HM6116LPJ 2048 x 8 (150ns) (cmos) (LP) 8 95 
HM6116LP.2 2048 x 8 (120ne) (cmos) (LP) 1095 
TMS4016 2048 x 8 (200ns)(cmoe) 8.95 
Z-6132 4096 x 8 (300ne) (0e1at) 34.95 
HM8264P.15 8192 x 8 (150ns) (cmos) 39 95 
HM6264 P-15 8192 x 8 1150ns1ICm0á) 4995 

LP = Low Power Oslat . Quasi-Static 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
TMS4U27 4096 x 1 (25005) 1.99 
2107 4096 x 1 (200n5) 1 95 
MM5280 4096 x 1 (300ne) 1 95 
TM 54060 4096 x 1 (300ne) 195 
UPD411 4096 x 1 (300ns) 195 
TMS4050 4096 x 1 (300nn) 195 
MK4108 8192 x 1 

M1.15298 8192 x 1 

(200ns) 
(25005) 

1.95 
1 85 

4116-300 6384 x 1 (300ne) 8/11 75 
4116-250 6384 x 1 (250ne) 81795 
4116.200 6384 x 1 (200ns) 8/1295 
4716150 6384 x 1 (15008) 8/1495 
4116-120 8364 x 1 (120n5) 8/29.95 
2118 6384 x 1 1150.8)(5s) 4.95 
1.164332 32768 x 1 (200n5) 995 
4164200 85536 x 1 (200ne) (5v) 5.95 
4164.150 85538 x 1 (150ns) (5v) 695 
4164120 85536 x 1 (120ns) (5v) 895 
MCM6665 65536 x 1 (200n5) 150) 895 
TMS4184 15 65536 x 1 (150ns) (5v) 8.95 
T14S4416 16384 x 4 (150ns) (Sv) 9.95 
41258 282144 x 1 (200ná) (5v) CALL 

5v - Single 5 von supply 

1 r 6800 
68000 49.95 

r- 6500 
1 MHZ 

6800 
6802 

2.95 
7.95 

6502 
6504 

4.95 
6.95 

6803 19.95 6505 8.95 
6808 13.90 6507 9.95 
6809E 14.95 6520 4.35 

6809 11.95 6522 6.95 
6810 2.95 6532 9.95 
6820 4.35 6545 22.501 

6821 
6828 

2.95 
14.95 

6551 
MHZ 

6502A 

11.85 

6.95 
6840 12.95 6522A 9.95 
6843 34.95 6532A 11.95 
6844 25.95 6545A 27.95 
6845 14.95 6551A 11.95 
6847 11.95 3 MHZ 
6850 
6852 

3.25 
5.75 

'502B 9.911 

6860 7.95 
6875 6.95 DISC 
6880 2.25 CONTROLLERS 
6883 22.95 1771 16.95 
68047 24.95 1791 24.95 
68488 19.95 1793 26.95 

6800 1MHZ 1795 29.95 
68800 10.95 1797 49.95 

68002 22.25 2791 
2793 

54.95 
54.95 

68809E 29.95 2795 59.95 
68809 29.95 2797 59.95 
68810 6.95 6843 34.95 
68821 6.95 8272 39.95 
68840 19.95 UPD765 39.95 
68845 19.95 MB8876 

MB8877 
29.95 
34.951 

68850 5.95 1691 17.95 ' 68800 2MHZ `143 18.9.54 

* Computer managed Inventory - virtually no back orders! 
Very competitive prices! 

o Friendly stall! 
* Fast service - most orders 

shipped within 24 hours! 

8000 
8035 5.95 
8039 
INS -8060 
INS -8073 
8080 
8085 
8085A -2 
8086 
8087 
8088 
8089 
8155 
8155 -2 
8156 
8185 
8185 -2 
8741 
8748 
8755 

5.95 
17.95 
49.95 
3.95 
4.95 

11.95 
24.95 
CALL 
29.95 
89.95 
6.95 
7.95 
6.95 

29.95 
39.95 
29.95 
24.95 
24.95 

r 8200 ` 
8202 24.95 
8203 39.95 
8205 3.50 
8212 1.80 

3.85 
1.75 
2.25 
1.80 
3.49 

19.95 
21.95 

4.49 
4.45 

10.95 
4.49 
6.95 
7.95 
4.49 
5.25 
7.95 
8.95 
6.90 
7.50 

79.95 
39.95 
29.95 
8.95 

10.00 
6.50 
6.50 
5.50 
6.50 
6.50 

25.00 
49.95 
14.95, 

8214 
8216 
8224 
8226 
8228 
8237 
8237.5 
8238 
8243 
8250 
8251 
8253 
8253 -5 
8255 
8255.5 
8257 
82575 
8259 
8259.5 
8271 
8272 
8275 
8279 
8279 -5 
8282 
8283 
8284 
8286 
8287 
8288 
8289 
8292 

r Z-80 
2.5 Mhz 

Z80-CPU 3.95 
Z80-CTC 
Z80-DART 
Z80-DMA 
Z80-PIO 
Z80-SIO/0 
Z80-S1o;1 
Z80-510-2 
Z80-SIO/9 

3.95 
10.95 
14.95 

3.95 
11.95 
11.95 
11.95 
11.95 

4.0 Mhz 
Z80A-CPU 
Z80A-CTC 
280A-DART 
Z80A-DMA 
280A-PIO 
280A-S10 0 

Z80A-S10/1 
Z80A-SIO -2 
Z80A-SIO/9 

449 
4.95 
9.95 

12.95 
4.49 

12.95 
12.95 
12.95 
12.95 

6.0 Mhz 
Z80B-CPU 9.95 
Z808-CTC 12.95 
Z80B-PIO 12.95 
Z80B-DART 19.95 
Z80B-S10/2 39.95 

ZILOG 
Z6132 34.95 
Z8671 39.95 

JDR Microdevices 
1224 S. Bascom Avenue, San Jose, CA 95128 

800 -538 -5000 800 -662 -6279 (CA) 
(408) 995 -5430 Telex 171 -110 

r Copyright 1984 JDR Microdevices 

CRYSTALS, 
32.768 khz 1.95 

1.0 mhz 3.95 
1.8432 3.95 
2.0 2.95 
2.097152 
2.4576 
3.2768 
3.579545 
4.0 
5.0 
5.0688 
5.185 
5.7143 
6.0 
6.144 
6.5536 
8.0 

10.0 
10.738635 
14.31818 
15.0 
16.0 
17.430 
18.0 
18.432 
20.0 
22.1184 

,2.0 

CLOCK 
CIRCUITS 

MM5314 4.95 
MM5369 3.95 
MM5369 -EST 4.25 
MM5375 4.95 
MM58167 12.95 
MM58174 11.95 

`SM5832 3.95 

' CMOS 
4000 
4001 
4002 
4006 
4007 
4008 
4009 
4010 
4011 
4012 
4013 
4014 
4015 
4016 
4017 
4018 
4019 
4020 
4021 

I4022 
4023 
4024 

,4025 
4026 
4027 
4028 
4029 

,4030 
4034 
4035 
4040 
4041 
4042 
4043 
4044 
4046 
4047 
4049 
4050 
4051 
4053 
4060 
4066 
4068 
4069 
4070 
4071 
4072 
4073 
4075 
4076 

,4078 
4081 
4082 
4085 
4086 
4093 
4098 
4099 
14409 
14410 
14411 
14412 
14419 
14433 
4502 
4503 
4508 
4510 
4511 
4512 
4514 
4515 
4516 
4518 
4519 
4520 
4522 
4526 

`527 

.29 4528 
25 4531 
25 4532 
89 4538 
29 4539 
95 4541 
39 4543 
.45 4553 
.25 4555 
.25 4556 
.38 4581 
.79 4582 
.39 4584 
.39 4585 
.69 4702 
.79 74C00 
39 74CO2 
75 74C04 
79 74C08 
.79 74C10 
.29 74C14 
.65 74C20 
.29 74C30 

1.65 74C32 
.45 74C42 
.69 74C48 
.79 74C73 
.39 74C74 

1.95 74C76 
.85 74C83 
.75 74C85 
.75 74C86 
.69 74C89 
.85 74C90 
.79 74C93 
85 74C95 
95 74C107 
35 74C150 
35 74C151 
79 74C154 
79 74C157 
89 74C160 

.39 74C161 

.39 74C162 

.29 74C163 

.35 740164 

.29 74C165 

.29 74C173 

.29 74C 174 

.29 740175 

.79 

.29 

.29 

.29 

.95 

.95 
.49 

2.49 
1.95 

12.95 
12.95 
11.95 
12.95 

7.95 
14 95 

.95 

.65 
1.95 

.85 

.85 
85 

1.25 
1 79 
1.55 
.89 
.39 
.79 

1.25 
1.25 
1.95 

74C192 
74C 193 
74C 195 
74C200 
74C 221 
74C 244 
74C373 
74C374 
74C901 
74C902 
74C 903 
74C 905 
74C 906 
74C907 
74C908 
74C 909 
74C 910 
74C911 
74C912 
74C 914 
74C91 5 

74C916 
74C 920 
74C921 
74C922 
74C923 
74C 925 
74C 926 
74C928 
74C929 

VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE 
HOURS: M -W -F. 9 -5 T -Th.. 9 -9 Sat. 10 -3 

PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING 

TERMS. Minimum order S10 For shipping and handling include 
52.50 for UPS Ground and 53.50 for UPS Air Orders over 1 lb and 
foreign orders may require additional shipping charges - pleue 
contact our sales department for the amount. CA residents must 
include 6 °. sales lax. Bay Area and LA residents include6' ,'°. Prices 
subject to change without notice We are not responsible for 
typographical errors We reserve the right to limit quantities and to 
substitute manufaclurer All merchandise subject to prior sale 
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Ì INTERSIL 
IC17106 9.95 
ICL7107 12.95 
ICL7660 2.95 
ICL8038 3.95 
ICM7207A 5.59 

0M7208 15.9.6A 

74S197 1.49 
745201 6.95 
745225 7.95 
74S240 2.20 
745241 2.20 
745244 2.20 
745251 .95 
74S253 .95 
74S257 .95 
745258 .95 
745260 .79 
745273 2.45 
745280 1.95 
745287 1.90 
74S288 1.90 
74S289 6.89 
74S301 6.95 
74S373 2.45 
74S374 2.45 
74S387 1.95 
745412 2.98 
745471 4.95 
74S472 4.95 
74S474 4.95 
745570 2.95 
74S571 2.95 

1.99 

.10 

.18 

.18 

100 -up 
.09 
.15 
.15 

10 .09 

83.00 
119.00 
175.00 
255.00 
349.00 
595.00 

4.95 
2.95 
8.25 
5.95 
1.95 
2.94/ 

.49 

.45 

.45 

.45 

.50 
4.95 

.60 
1.751 
1.20 

1.35! 
.551 
.55 

1.251 
75 

.55 
1.65 

.85 

.69 

.69 

.85 

.85 
1.00 
2.95 
1.65 

.75 

.89 

.89 

.75 
2.25 
2.00 
2.00 
1.15 
.79 
.79 
.85 
.85 
.75 

1.35 
1.35 
1.35 
1.25 
2.25 
1.95 
1.25 

.75 

.65 

.65 

.65 
1.35 

1 

1.65 
1.55 

.80 
2.99 
3.49 
1.30 
1.15 
1.85 

1.95 
59 
39 
39 
39 
39 
79 
79 
89 

2.19 
2.19 
.60 

1.00 
110 
1 10 I 

TMM2O1O 2K 200 nsTIC 
$415 

74LS00 
74LS00 .24 7415173 
741501 .25 7415174 
741502 .25 74LS175 
741503 .25 74L5181 
741504 .24 7415189 
741505 .25 7415190 
741508 .28 7415191 
741509 .29 7415192 
741510 .25 74LS193 
741.511 .35 74L5194 
741512 .35 7415195 
741513 .45 7415196 
741514 .59 7415197 
741515 .35 741S221 
741520 .25 741.5240 
741521 .29 74L8241 
741.522 .25 74L5242 
741_526 .29 7415243 
741527 .29 7415244 
741528 .35 741.5245 
741530 .25 74LS247 
741532 .29 74L5248 
741533 .55 7415249 
741537 .35 741.5251 
741538 .35 7415253 
741_540 .25 7415257 
711542 .49 741.5258 
741547 .75 74L5259 
741548 .75 741.5260 
741549 .75 74LS266 
741_551 .25 7415273 
741554 .29 741.5275 
741555 .29 74L5279 
74LS63 1.25 74LS280 
741573 .39 741_5283 
741574 .35 74LS290 
741575 .39 74LS293 
741576 .39 74L5295 
741578 49 741.5298 
741583 .60 7415299 
741 585 .69 7415323 
741586 .39 7415324 
741.590 .55 74LS352 
741.591 .89 7415353 
741592 .55 74L5363 
741 593 .55 7415364 
741595 .75 741.5365 
741596 .89 7415366 
741.5107 .39 7415367 
741.5109 .39 7415368 
7415112 .39 7415373 
7415113 .39 74LS374 
7415114 .39 741_5375 
7415122 .45 741.5377 
7415123 .79 7415378 
7415124 2.90 74L5379 
7415125 .49 711.5385 
74L5126 .49 74LS386 
7415132 .59 741.5390 
7415133 .59 7415393 
7415136 .39 741_5395 
7415137 .99 7415399 
74L5138 .55 74LS424 
74L5139 .55 74LS447 
711.5145 1.20 741_5490 
7415147 2.49 74LS624 
7415148 1.35 741.5640 
7415151 .55 7415645 
7415153 .55 7415668 
7415154 1.90 74LS669 
741.5155 .69 7415670 
7415156 .69 74LS674 
7415157 .65 7415682 
7415158 .59 74LS683 
7415160 .69 7415684 
741.5161 .65 74LS685 
7415162 .69 7415688 
74LS163 .65 7415689 
7415164 .69 811595 
7415165 .95 811596 
741.5166 1.95 811.597 
7415168 1.75 811598 
7415169 1.75 251.52521 
741_5170 1.49 25LS2569 

.69 

.55 

.55 
2.15 
8.95 
.89 
.89 
.79 
.79 
.69 
.69 
.79 
.79 
.89 
.95 
.99 
.99 
.99 

1.29 
1.49 
.75 
.99 
.99 
.59 
.59 
59 

.59 
2.75 
.59 
.55 

1.49 
3.35 
.49 

1.98 
.69 
.89 
.89 
.99 
.89 

1.75 
3.50 
1.75 
1.29 
1.29 
1.35 
1.95 

.49 

.49 

.45 

.45 
1.39 
1.39 

.95 
1.39 
1.18 
1.35 
3.90 

.45 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.49 
2.95 

.95 
1.95 
3.99 
2.20 
2.20 
1.69 
1.89 
1.49 

14.95 
3.20 
3.20 
3.20 
3.20 
2.40 
3.20 
1.49 
1.49 
1.49 
1.19 
2.80 
4.25 

74S00 
74S02 
74S03 
74504 
74S05 
74S08 
74S09 
74510 
74511 
74S 15 
74S20 
74S22 
74S30 
74S32 
74537 
74S38 
74540 
74551 
74564 
74565 
74S74 
74585 
74586 
745112 
745113 

-715114 

.32 
35 
35 
35 

.35 

.35 

.40 
35 
35 
35 

.35 

.35 

.35 
40 
88 
.85 
.35 
35 

.40 
40 

.50 
1.99 
.50 
.50 
.50 
.55 

74S00 
745124 
745132 
745133 
745134 
745135 
745138 
745139 
745140 
74S151 
745153 
745157 
745158 
745161 
745162 
745163 
745168 
745169 
745174 
745175 
745181 
745182 
745188 
745189 
745194 
745195 
745196 

2.75 
1.24 

.45 

.50 

.89 

.85 

.85 

.55 

.95 

.95 

.95 

.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
3.95 
3.95 

.95 

.95 
3.95 
2.95 
1.95 
6.95 
1.49 
1.49 
1.49 

BYPASS 
CAPS 

.01 OF DISC 

100 /6.00 

.01 OF MONOL 

100/12.00 

.1 OF DISC 

100/8.00 

.1 OF MONOL 

100/15.00 
6. 

INTERFACE 
8126 1.59 
8128 1.89 
8T95 .89 
8T96 .89 
8197 .89 
8198 .89 
DM8131 2.95 
DP8304 2.29 
DS8833 2.25 
DS8835 1.99 
058836 .99 
DS8837 1.65 

`DS8838 1.3.96 

CONNECTORS 
RS232 Male 2 50 
RS232 Female 3.25 
RS232 Hood 1.25 
S -100 ST 3.95 

EXAR 
XR 2206 3.75 
XR 2207 3.75 
X R 2208 3.75 
XR 2211 5.25 
XR 2240 3.25 

LED DISPLAYS 
HP 5082.7760 43 CC 1.29 
MAN 72 3 CA .99 
MAN 74 3 CC 99 
FND 357 (359) 375 CC 1.25 
FND -500 (503) .5 CC 1 49 
FND -507 (510) 5 CA 1 49 
TIL -311 40 .2i0 HEX W LOGIC 9.95 

r Copyright 1984 

JOR Microdevicer 

IC SOCKETS 
1.99 100 

.022000 .18 

.30 .27 

16 
pin 
pin 

T 18 P In 

22 
20 

pin T 
24 pin 
28 

pin T 
.40 

.39 
64 in T 4.25 call 

ST 
gin 

WW DE59 A149 
14 

pin WW .69 .58 
18 pin WW .99 90 
20 pin WW 1.09 .98 
22 pin WW 1.391.28 
24 pin WW 1.491.35 
28 pin WW 1.691.49 
40 pin WW 1.991.80 
WW = WIREWRAP 

18 pin ZIF 6.95 call 
24 pin ZIF 7.95 call 
28 pin ZIF 8. 5 call 

ZIF = TEXT OL 
(Zero Insertion circa) 

264 8K 180 
STATIC $3995 

VOLTAGE 
REGULATORS 

7805T 
78M05C 
78081 
7812T 
781ST 
78241 

7805K 
7812K 
7815K 
7824K 

78L05 
78112 
78L15 

78H05K 
781112K 

75 
35 
75 
75 
75 
75 

1.39 
1.39 
1.39 
1.39 

69 
69 
69 

9.95 
9.95 

79057 .85 
79081 .85 
79121 .85 
791ST .85 
79241 .85 

7905K 
7912K 
7915K 
7924K 

79L05 
79L12 
79L 15 

1.49 
1.49 
1.49 
1.49 

.79 

.79 

.79 

LM323K 4.95 
UA78S40 1.95 

C. T TO-220 K TO-3 
L TO-92 

76477 
78488 

176489 

SOUND CHIPS 
3.95 AY3 -8910 
5.95 AY3 -8912 
8.95 MC3340 

SSI. 263 39.95 

12.95 
12.95 
1.49 

r EPROM ERASERS 
SPECTRONICS 

PA CORPORATION 
PE-14 
PE-147 
PE-24T 
PL-265T 
PR-125T 

ell-320T 

Capacity 
Timer Chip 

9 

X 9 

X 12 
x 30 
X 25 
X 42 

Intensity 
(uW Cm') 

8,000 
8,000 
9,600 
9,800 

17,000 
17,000 

Pr 

ADC0800 
ADC0804 
DACO806 
ADC0809 
ADC0816 

L1DC0817 

DATA ACQUISITION 
15.55 DAC0800 
3.49 DAC0808 
1.95 DAC1020 
4.49 DAC1022 

14.95 MC1408L6 
9.95 MC1408L8 

7400 
7400 .19 
7401 .19 
7402 .19 
7403 19 
7404 19 
7405 25 
7406 29 
7407 29 
7408 24 
7409 .19 
7410 .19 
7411 .25 
7413 .35 
7414 .49 
7416 .25 
7417 .25 
7420 .19 
7421 .35 
7425 .29 
7427 .29 
7430 .19 
7432 .29 
7437 .29 
7438 .29 
7442 .49 
7445 .69 
7446 .69 
7447 .69 
7448 .69 
7451 .23 
7473 .34 
7474 .33 
7475 .45 
7476 .35 
7482 .95 
7483 .50 
7485 59 
7486 .35 
7489 2.15 
7490 .35 
7492 .50 
7493 .35 
7495 .55 
7497 2.75 

'74100 1.75 
74107 .30 
74109 .45 

174116 1.55 
74121 .29 
4122 .45 

74123 
74125 
74126 
74132 
74136 
74143 
74145 
74147 
74148 
74150 
74151 
74153 
74154 
74155 
74157 
74159 
74160 
74161 
74163 
74164 
74165 
74166 
74167 
74170 
74173 
74174 
74175 
74177 
74181 
74184 
74185 
74191 
74192 
74193 
74194 
74195 
74197 
74198 
74221 
74246 
74247 
74259 
74273 
74276 
74279 
74366 
74367 
74368 
74393 

LM301 
LM301H 
LM307 
LM308 
LM308H 
LM309H 
LM309K 
LM310 
LM311 

.LM311H 
LM312H 
LM317K 
LM317T 
LM318 
LM318H 
LM319H 

.34 

.79 

.45 

.69 
1.15 
1.95 
1.25 
1.75 

.64 

.89 
1.75 
3.95 
1.19 
1.49 
1.59 
1.90 

LM319 1.25 
LM320 (see 7900) 
LM322 1.65 
LM323K 
LM324 
LM329 
LM331 
LM334 
LM335 
LM336 
LM337K 
LM337T 
LM338K 
LM339 

4.95 
.59 
.65 

3.95 
1.19 
1.40 
1.75 
3.95 
1.95 
6.95 

LINEAR 
LM348 
LM350K 
LM350T 
LM358 
LM359 
LM376 
LM377 
LM378 
LM379 
LM380 
LM380N-8 
LM381 
LM382 
LM383 
LM384 
LM386 
LM387 
LM389 
LM390 
LM392 
LM393 
LM394H 
LM399H 
NE531 
NE555 
N E556 
N E558 

.99 LM587 .89 
4.95 NE570 3.95 
4.80 NE571 2.95 

.89 NE590 2.50 
1.79 NE592 2.75 
3.75 LM709 .59 
1.95 LM710 .75 
2.50 LM711 .79 
4.50 LM723 .49 

.89 LM723H .55 
1.10 LM733 .98 
1.60 LM741 .35 
1.60 LM711N-14 .35 
1.95 LM741H .40 
1.95 LM747 .69 

.89 LM748 .59 
1.40 LM1014 1.19 
1.35 LM1303 1.95 
1.95 LM1310 1.49 

.69 MC1330 1.89 
1.29 MC1349 1.89 
4.60 MC1350 1.19 
5.00 MC1358 1.69 
2.95 MC1372 6.95 
.34 LM1414 1.59 

LM1458 .59 
LM1488 .69 
LM1489 .69 
LM1496 .85 
LM1558H 3.10 
LM1800 2.37 
TO-220 

.65 
1.50 

NE561 24.95 
NE564 2.95 

.99 LM565 .99 
LM340 (see 7800) LM566 1.49 

H TO-5 CAN T 

LM1812 
LM1830 
LM1871 
LM 1872 
LM 1877 
LM1889 
LM1896 
ULN2003 
LM2877 
LM2878 
LM2900 
LM2901 
LM2917 
LM3900 
LM3905 
LM3909 
LM3911 
LM3914 
LM3915 
LM3916 
MC4024 
MC4044 
RC4136 
RC4151 
LM4250 
044500 
RC4558 
LM 13080 
LM 13600 
LM 13700 
M P02907 

K TO-3 

8.25 
3.50 
5.49 
5.49 
3.25 
1.95 
1.75 
2.49 
2.05 
2.25 
.85 

1.00 
2.95 
.59 

1.25 
.98 

2.25 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
3.95 
4.50 
1.25 
3.95 
1.75 
3.25 

.69 
1.29 
1.49 
1.49 
1.95 

RCA 
3023 2.75 

CA 3039 1.29 
CA 3046 1.25 
CA 3059 2.90 
CA 3060 2.90 
CA 3065 1.75 
CA 3080 1.10 
CA 3081 1.65 

CA 3160 

TL494 
TL496 
TL497 
75107 
75110 
75150 
75154 
75188 
75189 

71071 
TL072 
TL074 
TL081 
71082 
71083 

TI 

CA 3082 
CA 3083 
CA 3086 
CA 3089 
CA 3096 
CA 3130 
CA 3140 
CA 3146 

1 19 

1.65 75450 
3.25 75451 
1.49 75452 
1.95 75453 
1.95 75454 
1.95 75491 
1.25 75492 
1.25 75493 

75494 .89 

BI FET 
.79 TL084 

1.19 LF347 
2.19 1E351 

79 LF353 
1.19 LF355 
1 19 1E356 

LF357 140 

LED LAMPS 
JUMBO RED 
JUMBO GREEN 
JUMBO YELLOW 
LED MOUNTING 

`HARDWARE 

MasterCard 

I' w 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

800 -538 -5000 
800.662 -6279 (CA RESIDENTS) 

r DIP 
SWITCHES 

4POSITION .85 
5 POSITION 
6 POSITION 
7 POSITION 

`POSITION 

90 
.90 
.95 
.95J 

CIRCLE 74 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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lemelleeesmereaSOMI 
Hem RrWeee alb NN 

A WHOLE NEW WORLD OF TV VIEMINO WIT. Tully 
NEW YODEL CNUIC M CNABNEL CABLE TV CONVERTIE 
decree sit TT. EST. CABLE TV -WOUND 1 SUPERBAND 
CHANNELS m your UHF DIAL 

EIm,V.l.e MM need III rant, or .a,p Too 101.1. taros 
II. -nm.nd' end "w.ereand' thumb your Tv. VCR H 
HOMO. Can't ecwn and convene noun to Manama UHF 
chum. Mel .m eel Can lane m 

A MUST FOR VIDEOTAPING PROM CABLE TV! 
Tp system .lbw. wee ID 0001,^ Gan Ur IAIT TV decoder rum.. urn Wand.. 

l . rTE d MN VCR - .NN ,du 24j 95ee. NN,p 
Mum. 

MManner on coon NON 
Stnp. to Kedah and operate on am neaten, TV OTT UHF 

NOW AVAILABLE 
NEW TUNEABLE DELUXE MODEL CVU1000 '29.95 r. 

UHF TUNERS 

45 MN3 
Output 

Click Slop D.I.n1 Tune 
model. E.cellenl la replan 
men! use or .Sperlmentel 
were building UHF receivers 
Tor Tarn or Tv. 

WHILE THEY LAST 

'3.95... 
10 .má..'2.99... 

turo 7.ELEMENT 

75 OHM UHF TACI ANTENNAS 

OPTIONAL 

VHF n V ann. 
Munro 

leao Gen 
Nb 

'39 .95 ee 

n 
12 db GAIN 

Seecnr Canr 
'8.95 E. 
E OA MOVE 

'7.95 Eve 

CABLE (rd 
CONNECTOR 

F-I. Mae connector for RG 

59/1 cable. Compele with let 
rum Males w,m INoAN F 

COMMICIO. 
100 10x'10.50 

20s* 

ORAL 
POWER TRANSFORMERS 

'324v 
CT. 500*2.75 A 

.19... 1o.M .e 
50 M more .2.25 s.. 

Vol Lam, OVanINes C40 

SANYO UHF VARACTOR TUNERS 

75 Ohm Input - 45 MHz Output 
For Channels 14 . a3 

îFAP - Now! 
M0011 5.95 
3403A 

o Sand 
CAN Ive cowmen, Mee 

NEW 1984 
B&K AUTOIMANUAL 

RANGING 
MULTIMETER 

MOOEL MOT 

SPECIAL PRICE! 
'94.00 u. 

271( PRECISION 

POPULAR 

MICROWAVE 

PARTS 

NON./ Venn of 
flw Jerrold 400 

BEN. INSTRUMENT LCCSI 
5S CHAN. CATO CONVERTER 
Uwe . sed .e era M N 
Sm a: Mu 

TV Rondos 
map. re n deer mil:. .I SHE e ee N te, eu mea 

sae. Unnes 

W O I ynwdw a 0'War Tv 
a 

.99.95 $94.00 
.04 10 OA MOAK 

1N4001 DIODES 
15 lc, 51 00 00 1or u 00 

l 

COLOR MAX 
36 CHANNEL REMOTE CATV CONVERTER 

Now yOu 
n n. MODEL 

channels a hn.0 CY>ap 
r TV NI by remote 

control up to away 
Tne unit 

rto20 
than 

rNa2t3 plus mid Aw- 
wound uIM cM11 0 

m Odours Ide then 
Channel 3 

2 pc. 

REMOTE CONTROL 

....._. I 

'69.95 N. 
2 er Irae '84.95 IO. 

suRPlU3 
SYLVANIA 

VHF VARACTOR TUNERS 
45 MHz oulPUI ChanTI 2 

through 13'e weil as IM mil. 
band Owners Hookup dein 
Included 

WHILE THEY LAST? 

'13.95 w. 

MN 
t 8 
311 
313 

w 
30 

111 

POPULAR ICs 

TOP QUALITY 
NO SECONDS 

LIFE a N.T 

2.&Tt A -o o Par A.M 
Lou Valu. OMRO ARM 
Phew Lc ...Pd Lao u1N Video o Ap MN 
vow Dead! 

MC1342 VIM. II An. 
OC.1360 V.3 Ar 

M01362 v.o IT Amp AOC 
WT. Ave. IF Arno 
MC-1374e RF Moouala 
MC-1E Owl Comp OD Amp 
MG14a104 LWMIad YDNOwnpONdbr 
1.6.18110 VO4e MMNlaa 

W IWI MIMI SIMATO 
a VN Peen.. vat Rep 

a VSI eared. Vat Re, 
N Von Posture VOI Rea 
Is VOI Poem. van Reg 
fa vat Poem.. Vale RM. 
M val Pounce Val Reg 

LOAM ON 

.31111N, 
Y L -011[0 

L3{TaN 
LN.10 
LY[/t2 
U4N16 
UNN 
LEETOa 

THE ONONNL NEds4 N NOW MOR IN STOCK! 
N .M ENN Me e4.teu 4,r 

ISOTIP 
WAHL SOLDERING IRONS 

MOOEL TON 

Mao S ~me Mo.m 
LUTE.? WV 11 r00n 

a. Ya me 6,...a 
ro Canes 

m .p ro - 
Mania st re K 
Jon FN..c 
DPwr,do,:PT 

'39.95 ee 

wpA 
CMS return rum 

Osm 
'29.95 ee 

'39.95 4. 

PROJECT 

ROLES 

Ma boa ,. HMV end "H . "D .nn rernaOII alam 
mum ushaped cheuta t w 

'12.50... 
4«PROM '10.95N. 

'14.95.. 
or Ure4rOee'aVW Cuf 

Qe......o 
41wneA gennà 
E[TENDB CORDLESS TELEPHONE 

IULNOE UP TO 3 TOM. 

introductory 
Sp.c41 
$37.95 QWa 

INS, In, WV 
wonted pnO. 
antenna on Me 

M S+nN 
sWMIMn 

Mounts outdoors 
Dom I. roe 

4rpen. 
warranty 

COMPLETE 111 

tnC.MS nena 
w co. cable 
eaaO and by 

nM,Opns 

Na 

ORDER NOW 
TOLL FREE 

q 800 -854 -4655 
OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA 

714. 635.5090 
INSIDE CALIFORNIA 

R.F. ELECTRONICS 
1086.0 N STATE COLLEGE BLVD . PEP' 

RRII 

ANAHEIM. CALIFORNIA 92806 '404 ,1tfi 
PERSONAL CHECKS HELD FOR CLEARANCE - NO MINIMUM ORDER 

ALL PREPAID IROFRS I LYS OR t FSS MUST INCLUDE S2 SO SHIPPING S HANDLING - SHIPPED SAME DAY RECEIVED 

OPEN 
TUES FRI 

0.6 
AT 10 5 

CLOSED SUN { MON 

CIRCLE 27 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SKYFOX 
State -o - he -Rit Excellence 

SKYFOX DESIGN PERFORMANCE FEATURES 
Gain 55 dit Frequency 1.9 -2.5 GHZ 

Range 55 miles maXimum Tuning channels 2 -6 
20 inch Parabolic 

dish antenna 60 R. cable 
Cable adapters 

mounting brackets 
and hardware included 

Illustrated instructions 

<.....4111 

Receive movies, special presentations and educa- 
tional broadcasts -ALL FREE -with the SKYFOX 
deep fringe microwave receiver for homeowners 
outside the service area of microwave TV stations. 
SKYFOX receives up to a distance of 55 miles. 
From microwave transmitters located on buildings 
or towers in almost all medium and large size 
cities. SKYFOX does not receive Cable TV or 
satellite transmissions. 
SKYFOX I S 79.95 (not pictured. 25 mole line of site) 
SKYFOX II $109.95 (as shown. 55 mile line of site) 

ORDERS ONLY: Toll Fret 1- 800 -323/1327 
For Information Call: 1- 312/584 -0104 

Visa. Mastercharge accepted. COD. cash or Money Order 
only When ordering by mall. Money Orders or Cashiers 
Checks only Personal Checks. watt 4 weeks for check 
Clearance. 

90 day warranty Conditional money back guarantee 

S. E.1. Inc. 
641 Academy Drive 
Northbrook. Illinois 60062 

CIRCLE 84 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Available by 
Mad Order Only 

DON'T 
BLAME THE 
SOFTWARE 
Our Isolators eliminate equipment 
interaction, clean up interference.. 
curb damaging power line spikes 
and 
lightning 
bursts. 

ISO -1 ISOLATOR 
3 isolated sockets; quality spike 
suppression; basic protection.. $81.95 

ISO-3 SUPER -ISOLATOR 
3 dual isolated sockets; suppressor, 
commercial protection $122.95 

IS0-17 MAGNUM ISOLATOR 
4 quad isolated sockets; suppressor; 
laboratory grade protection $213.95 

,Atia;',. Electronic Specialists, Inc. 
171 S Main, Natick, MA 01760 (817) 855 -1532 - 

Toll Free Order Desk 1- 800-225 -4878 L. MasterCard, VISA, American Express . , -ANA 

CIRCLE 6 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 
EARN your university degree through evaluation 
assessment, of existing education. experience, 
achievements. Call, (614) 863 -1791. or write, AS- 
SESSMENT, Box 13130R, Columbus, OH 43213. 

F.C.C. General Radiotelephone license. Home 
study. Fast, Inexpensive! "Free" details. COM- 
MAND, D -91, Box 2223, San Francisco, CA 94126. 

PIEZOCERAMICS -Basic motor generator theory 
and applications $12.00. EARL R. HANSON, 2305 
Hudson St., Piscataway. NJ 08854. 

LEARN 
COMPUTER 

REPAIR 
Train at home In spars time No 
previous experience needed. Ex- 
perts show you what to do, how 
to do it! Even beginners can 
learn how to repair small com- 
puters. Everything explained in 
easy -to- understand language. 
You learn by doing with tools 
and materials included in your 
course. Easy home -study plan 
shows how you can get In on 
ground floor of this fast -growing 
business. Send for free facts. No 
obligation. No salesman will call. 

ICS School of Computer Repair, Dept i1LUV 

Ie.K 
"ee' Scranton, Pennsylvania 18515 

Yes! I want to get into computer repair. Rush me free facts I 

I 
and color brochure. 

Name Ap 
IAddress 

LAy /SIH. /ZIp 

TS 1000/ZX81 INTERFACE 
UNLEASH a powerful controller tailored to your 
needs 16' analog inputs, 8 digital inputoutputs. For 
schematics, software and detailed explanations, 
send $9.95 to R. DEVRIES, 215 N. Pleasant St., 
Jackson, MI 49202. 

INVENTORS! IDEAS HAVE 
VALUE! 

EVER think of an idea. forget it, and see it later on 
the market? Many people don't forget, act quickly, 
and are rewarded by American industry. Write down 
your idea! We offer free disclosure registration and 
initial consultation regarding your idea's potential 
value. Call or write without delay for your free infor- 
mation package. AMERICAN INVENTORS COR- 
PORATION, 82 Broad Street. Dept. RE, Westfield, 
MA 01086, (413) 568 -3753. 

DESCRAMBLERS- CABLE -UHF- 
TVRO 

"SINEWAVE" TV descrambler, video and sound in 
TV or VCR Complete kit and instruction manual 
ready to go $114.95 plus $610 S 8 H Free flyer 
information CABLE SEARCHER, P.O. Box 182, 
Carle Place Station, NY 11514. 

Satellite Descramblers 

For West Star 5 
COMSTAR D4 

Movies Movies Movies 
Send $5.00 for information 
Modern Technology 
P.O. Box 419 D1 

Boston, Ma. 02186 
(617) 871 -5838 

7 
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THE FIRST NAME IN 
ELECTRONIC TEST GEAR 

RAMSEY D -1100 
YOM -MULTITESTER 
Compact and reliable. de- 
signed to service a wide vari- 
ety of equipment. Features in- 
clude mirror back scale 

double -jeweled precision 
moving coil double over- 
load protection an ideal low 
coat unit for the beginner or 
as a spare back -up unit. 

$1995 
teat leads and battery 
Included 

: '^c'm.}- 

NEW FROM RAMSEY -20 MHz 
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 
Unsurpassed quality at an unbeatable price, the Ramsey oscilloscope 
compares to others costing hundreds more Features include a compo- 
nent testing circuit that will allow you to easily test resistors, capacitors, 
digital circuits and diodes TV video sync filter wide bandwidth & 
high sensitivity internal graticule high quality rectangular CRT 

front panel trace rotator Z axis high sensitivity x -y mode very 
low power consumption regulated power supply built -in calibrator 

rock solid triggering high quality hook -on probes 

$39995 
RAMSEY D -2100 
DIGITAL MULTITESTER 
A compact easy to use unit 
designed to operate like a pro. 
Featuring 31/2 digit LCD low 
BAT. indicator all range over- 
load protection overrange indi- 
cation auto -polarity Transis- 
tor tester dual -slope integra- 
tion vinyl carrying case 

$5495 
NE test leads, battery 8 vinyl 
carrying case included 

CT -70 7 DIGIT 
525 MHz COUNTER 
Lab quality at a breakthrough price 
Features 3 frequency ranges each 
with pre amp dual selectable gate 
times gate act vity indicator 

50mV @ 150 MHz typical sensitivity 
wide frequency range 1 ppm 

accuracy 

$11995 
wired Includes AC adapter 
CT -70 kit $99.95 
BP -4 nicad pack 9 95 

CT -90 9 DIGIT 
600 MHz COUNTER 
The most versatile for less than 5300 
Features 3 selectable gate times 9 
digits gate indicator display hold 

25mV M. 150 MHz typical sensitivity 
10 MHz timebase for WWV calibra- 

tion 1 ppm accuracy 

$14995 
wired Includes AC adapter 

CT -90 kit $129.95 
OV -1 0.1 PPM oven timebase ...59.95 
BP-4 nicad pack 9 95 

high quality 
hook -on probes included 

CT -125 9 DIGIT 
1.2 GHz COUNTER 
A 9 digit counter that will outperform 
units costing hundreds more. gate 
indicator 24mV @ 150 MHz typical 
sensitivity 9 digit display 1 ppm 
accuracy display hold dual inputs 
with preamps 

$16995 
wired Includes AC adapter 

BP -4 nicad pack 

DM -700 DIGITAL 
MULTIMETER 
Professional quality at a hobbyist 
price. Features include 26 different 
ranges and 5 functions 3'i digit. 'n 
inch LED display automatic decimal 
placement automatic polarity 

$11995 
wired Includes AC adapter 
DM -700 kit $99.95 
MP -1 probe set . 495 

PS -2 AUDIO 
MULTIPLIER 
The PS-2 is handy for high resolution 
audio resolution measurements. mul- 
tiplies UP in frequency great for PL 
tone measurements multiplies by 10 
or 100 0 01Hz resolution 8 built -in 
s gnat preamp /conditioner 

$4995 
wired 

PS -2 kit $39.95 

ACCESSORIES FOR RAMSEY COUNTERS 
Telescopic whip antenna -BNC plug 
High impedance probe, light loading 
Low pass probe. audio use 
Direct probe. general purpose use 
Tilt bail. for CT-70,90,125 

5 8.95 
16.95 
16.95 
13.95 
3.95 

8.95 

aaOADMND Ri MIEAYillrirR 
tC law . ,0.+ 

,.-.s r,, .,. 

PR -2 COUNTER 
PREAMP 

RAMSEY 0 -3100 
DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
Reliable. accurate digital 
measurements at an amaz- 
ingly low cost In -lone color 
coded push buttons. speeds 
range selection abs plastic 
tilt stand recessed input 
lacks overload protection 
on all ranges 31 digit LCD 
display with auto zero, auto 
polarity 8 low BAT. indicator 

$5995 
test leads and battery 
included 

n,E nm.,..c (MOM. 

I,mN. IHtMrMn 

i rr 
CT -50 8 DIGIT 
600 MHz COUNTER 
A versatile lab bench counter with 
optional receive frequency adapter. 
which turns the CT -50 into a digital 
readout for most any receiver 25 mV 
@ 150 MHz typical sensitivity 8 digit 
display 1 ppm accuracy 

$16995 
wired 

CT -50 kit 5139.95 
RA -1 receiver adapter kit 14.95 

The PR-2 is ideal for measuring weak 
signals from 10 to 1.000 MHz flat 25 
db gain BNC connectors great for 
sniffing RF ideal receiver /TV 
preamp 

$4495 
wind Includes AC adapter 
PR -2 kit . 

1171 
PHONE ORDERS CALL 

716- 586 -3950 
TELEX 466735 RAMSEY CI 

$34.95 

rFM .l '.J- memory. 

PS-1B 600 MHz 
PRESCALER 
Extends the range of your present 
counter to 600 MHz 2 stage preamp 

divide by 10 circuitry sensitivity 
25mV O 150 MHz BNC connectors 

drives any counter 

$5995 
wired Includes AC adapter 

PS -1B kit $49.95 

TERMS satisfaction guaranteed examine lar 10 days. it not pleased return in 

original form for refund add 6 .. for shipping and insurance to a maximum at 

s1000 overseas add 15 for surface mail COO add S2501COD in USA only) 
orders under SI5 00 add SI 50 NY residents add 7 sales tax 90 day parts 

warranty on all kits 1 year parrs 8 labor warranty on all wired units 

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS. INC. 
2575 Baird Rd. 
Penfield. N.Y. 14626 
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MM. .5 1116 

51//0011 N 25 
51171011 14 25 

5471024 14 25 

52979311 14 25 

51740111 14 25 

90405$ 14 25 

5474094 14 45 

904094 14 29 

511740811 11 15 

5974099 14 25 

947110N 11 25 

587477$ 11 25 

SN7410 14 49 

S/17113$ 14 39 

5$71141 14 49 

5474194 14 15 

5$1470 14 25 

5974201 11 19 

5974214 11 49 

547120 14 49 

9011311 N 59 

5171254 14 29 

9474264 14 29 

59742729 14 25 

5917421K 14 59 

5971309 la 25 
90431K 14 29 

5971371 14 25 

54174394 11 29 

9043911 14 59 

59I19* 14 19 

547447$ 16 69 
94744211 15 45 
917440 16 1 75 

50744411 16 115 
9174451 IS 69 
9114469 IS 69 
94744711 IS 69 

5474914 19 69 

5#745011 14 79 

904504 14 79 

904531 14 19 

9174541 14 79 

597159N 14 25 

SN '460N 14 39 

SN'4706 14 29 

7400 
MN. 'MN 0116 

M717111 14 29 

5474739 14 35 
5474214 14 35 

5174794 IS 45 

91747651 11 35 
54747994 11 1 % 
54741011 11 N 
904621 14 149 
5474134 14 59 

904854 IS 59 

5117496M 11 35 

9474899 16 1 25 

511719* 14 39 

514749114 14 29 

$47492/1 14 39 

904934 14 39 

5474911 14 89 

974954 14 49 

5474994 IS 49 

5474979 11 3 25 

587/10011 24 1 % 
91741041 la I 19 

9741091 14 I 19 

947/1674 11 a 
M7116 16 .a 
54741794 14 149 
51041219 14 39 

54741224 14 69 
5$74123M 16 49 

5117412511 14 45 

5997412644 II 45 

59741324 14 49 

54711394 14 69 

9874111M IS 99 
94711429 IS 3 % 
511741424 24 3 % 
54711444 24 3 % 
59741459 11 59 

074111$ 14 1 49 

9041488 15 
1 

19 

54711509 24 79 

54741574 IS 59 

517/1524 14 59 

54741539 16 59 

9171151M 24 1 25 

96711159 14 59 

Ye 40 7w 40 50 I.0 
N MINN /IN15 

MIN. 5095 -44119 

59741661 15 59 

111741571 14 .99 
547116011 IS 69 

59741614 11 69 

59741621 14 69 

$4741631 15 69 

54741199 14 69 

5147416547 15 69 
54741994 16 69 

511741614 II 1 95 

54741709 19 1 29 

54711724 24 4 95 

947417314 16 69 

$4741744 IS 69 

547/1751 IS 69 

34741794 14 69 

511741779 14 69 

5474179$ IS 1 49 

54741901 74 69 

5974189 24 I % 
51//1821 II 1 19 

51747644 16 2 49 

54741151 IS 249 
5557/1904 11 69 
5$741991 IS 69 

519747924 IS 69 

54741924 14 69 

90419111 IS 69 

9041991 11 69 

5$74196$ 14 89 
941419715 14 89 

54741961 24 519 
9041991 24 119 
59741179 IS 1 79 

59712518 11 79 

5111177611 29 7 49 

54742794 15 79 

91112831 16 1 49 

94741654 IS 1 % 
51742859 IS 2 % 
51043694 14 55 

5747436649 19 55 

54741674 11 55 

5$743694 IS 55 

54743904 11 I 49 

743921 14 1 49 

So' OM'ON N S 

741500 
141501 
741502 
741503 
741501 

741505 
741508 
741509 
741510 
741511 
741512 
741513 
741511 
741515 
741520 
741521 
/41922 
741526 

741527 
741526 
741530 
741532 
741533 
741537 

711534 59 
711542 
741547 
741514 
741549 
741551 
741554 
741555 
741573 
741574 
741575 
741576 
741579 
741583 
741545 

741590 

14 25 
14 25 

14 29 
14 a 
14 
14 ?5 
14 29 
II 29 
14 29 
14 35 
14 35 
14 39 
14 59 
14 35 
14 29 
14 29 

14 .a 
14 29 
14 29 
14 35 
14 29 
14 39 
14 55 
14 35 
14 35 
14 29 
le 55 
IS 75 

11 75 

14 75 
14 25 
14 25 
14 29 
14 39 
14 49 
16 39 
IS 39 
14 39 
IS 65 
IS 89 
14 39 
14 55 

741592 
741593 
741595 
711596 
7415107 
7415109 
7415112 
7415113 
7415714 
7415772 
7415173 
7415115 
7415726 
7415172 
7415733 
7415176 
7415119 
7415139 
7415151 
74l$153 
7415154 
7415155 
7415756 
7115157 
741511 
7415180 
7415111 
7415162 
74151/3 
7415119 
74157% 
7415169 
7415169 
7411170 
7415777 
7465174 
7115715 
7415181 
74151% 
7415791 

11 
14 

14 
N 
14 
16 
IS 
14 
11 

11 

14 
14 
14 

16 

14 

16 
16 

14 
16 

14 

24 
16 

14 
le 

14 

14 
16 
IS 
16 
11 

IS 
14 
16 

15 
16 
14 
14 
a 
15 
15 

55 
55 
79 
M 
39 
39 
39 
% 
39 
49 
89 
69 

59 
59 
39 

79 

59 
29 
69 
69 
59 
59 
69 
69 

69 
69 

69 
19 

1 19 
19 

1 49 
69 
69 
69 

2% 

7415791 IS 79 
1415193 IS 79 
7415194 IS 69 
7415195 IS 69 
7415197 14 29 
711501 IS N 
7415240 N 109 
7415247 29 09 
7415242 II 7 09 
7415143 14 1 09 
7465244 2I I 49 
7415245 N 149 
7415247 15 1 09 
741529 IS 1 09 
7415149 IS 109 
7415257 IS 59 
7415253 14 59 
7415257 IS 59 
7415251 IS 59 
1415250 14 59 

7415266 14 69 

7415273 2e 1 49 
74(5279 I5 49 
7415283 IS 69 
742500 14 99 
7415293 II 79 

7415299 IS 19 
7415352 IS 1 29 
7465353 15 I 29 
7415365 IS 49 
1415366 14 49 
7415361 15 49 
7415311 16 49 
7415373 N 7 49 
7415374 N I19 
7415375 15 69 
7415786 14 45 
1415793 14 79 
7415399 14 1 49 
741560 15 1 49 
811595 N 1 49 
011597 19 1 49 

74503 
74507 
74503 
74504 
)1505 
74504 
74509 

74510 
11511 

'4S15 
74520 
74522 
74530 
74532 

74536 
74540 

74551 
74564 
74565 

1,571 

585 
11586 

41112 

745113 

14 

14 

14 

II 
11 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

11 

14 
14 

74 

IS 
/a 
1I 

14 

35 

35 

39 

Is 
15 

39 

35 

35 

35 

35 

35 

35 

B9 

39 

35 

39 

39 

55 

2 49 

55 

55 
55 

745 / PROM S 
745114 14 55 

745133 1{ 45 

74513 IS 50 

745135 11 69 
715136 14 7 39 

74513 16 69 

715119 16 99 

745140 14 55 

11$151 IS 99 
745753 16 99 

215,57 16 99 

745154 76 99 

115760 16 : 19 

715174 16 ' 79 

745775 76 7 19 

Muir 76 1 49 

79194 16 ' 49 
145195 74 1 19 

7457% I 119 
745240 79 1 25 
745211 20 2 15 

745242 74 2 9 
1.130109 1 % 
1/30394 135 16 n 
CA301115 14 7 35 

5470595 14 2 % 
5430804 IS 2 % 
143065E 14 149 
CA ]090F 8 89 

04 0274 I5 1 19 

CA30836 76 I 49 

0410465 1 69 
LA 6 769 
003097 16 1 49 

745243 14 1 49 

745255 
745253 
745257 

745258 
745250 

745280 

74528' 
74521 
745373 
745374 
745391 
745401 
74547. 
745473 
745174 
745475' 
745570 
745577 
745572 
745573 
745940 
745941 

16 1 19 

IS 1 79 

14 1 19 

1I 119 
19 

7% 
16 1 % 
16 1 % 

20 2 49 

29 7 49 
16 I % 
79 s % 
ro 4 % 
10 4 % 
24 4 % 
24 4% 
6 1% 

16 ; % 
le % 
16 4 % 

26 219 
N 2 49 

CM170E 
w7401 
CAi16011 
W1671 
CA3162E 
0A3790 
LA3914 

1 69 

1 79 
195 

IS 2 95 
IS 6 95 
1e 59 
Ila 59 

004000 
0E9001 
CD1002 

CD4o06 

00007 
CD1ef 
C04010 
C04011 
004017 
C04013 
004014 

1381015 

CD916 
C0401 i 
cD4016 
004019 
004025 

004027 
004022 
cM423 

004024 
CD1025 
C04016 
004027 
CD926 
C01029 
CDO80 
C04039 
004035 

111-4 

14 

14 

14 

14 

11 

IS 
15 

14 

14 

11 

IS 
IS 
14 

IS 
N 
N 
IS 7 79 

16 I 79 

1{ I 19 

I, 29 

69 

23 

6 1 ,9 
16 45 
16 69 

16 1 29 

s 
29 

1 19 

29 

I 19 

3149 

I 79 

14 n 
24 1 19 

16 1 19 

Ca5K11 

CD-CMOS 
004040 
095047 
004042 
C04013 
001014 
001016 
001047 
CD1046 

COON 
CM050 
00957 
054057 
00443 
05056 
C01059 

C54060 
CD1066 
C04068 
CD4069 
CD1010 
004077 
009072 
054073 
C01075 
C04076 
C04078 
02167 
004042 
C04001 

IS 
14 

16 

1{ 
IS 
IS 
14 

IS 
N 
IS 
IS 
IS 
N 
N 
24 

IS 
14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

If 
14 

14 

11 

19 

1 19 

89 

79 

1 19 

.36 
39 
99 

99 

99 
1% 
] 95 
149 

59 

39 

29 

z9 

29 

29 

29 
19 

19 

a 
9 

LEMON IS 
CM506 IS 
00507 14 

004538 21 

004510 16 

C04511 16 

C04511 16 

004574 74 

C04575 74 

CMS,6 16 

004518 16 

044519 16 

C04520 19 

C04510 16 

004529 16 

004529 16 

CM543 16 

004561 14 

004566 16 

C04543 16 

CM584 14 

C04111 IS 

C04724 11 

1104409 II t 

504410 15 1 

5074111 14 1 

MC14412 15 1 

44014419 15 
II04433 24 1 

5014538 16 

MC14541 14 

95 
19 

9 

m 
19 

19 

44 

49 
19 

19 

59 

19 

49 

49 

69 
95 

95 
39 

69 
79 

19 

95 

95 

% 

ñ 
95 
9 
19 

MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS 
MN. 114 MM. PON 

030807 N CPU R % 
1650 41111291191 9 95 
1555501 N SrIKM4nnDY1nb10151RC1 14% 
506502 N YR19/0911 5 95 

50565078 4309/090 ]M81 9 % 
6809 N RS-914I4N7rW 01p1,M87 1195 
6409E M-11-10 554.91045581 Mt 1495 
451394 46 411-619 5 % 
956349 CRl 4404-0021015 Rae/ 5% 
9458050116 CPU 105 0995 RAMI 9% 
955079 N CPU 164100 RAW 1995 
295/0/79 N Chivy/8m 14a9 N54m1tr 29 95 
Po049 CRS 4 95 
6086 05116955549 24 % 
8069 N CPU V16-151 29% 
8755 N 110510111/0185-7194 6% 
8758 N 8110$ EPROM 00P11 11 % 

ao 
ZaOrD.u2le24a00707RIE5 

n% 
] 95 

10 95 
9% 
3% 

77 % 
u95 
72 95 
12 95 
49 
4% 
9% 
1295 

1600IC a CNIr 741114 0.aA 
280001 044950647 77y5 
2100% 45 NW Mowry 5om5 Cowl 
28300 N MI5 UOalaCobb 
217510/0 SNI/017.C8a%r0CB4edMl 
260510/1 5N1/01U0507681 
20151012 52411/0 57908) 
2/0510/9 50411/0 
2661 CPU (M6x11014x70pCn44M1 
2685010 a Caa1e 7511 MAI 
18010511 W1RgFSaImR/i5% 
2114-0144 OFYImy AMR Crp.l 
2681770 bail '40 Maim WNW 
1685570/0 N S9911/01709 PO 409 NdMI 
7681S10/7 5N1101140,407961 
280/570/1 50917011045 5300) 
78015704 N S091/0 
2106 P015635N$676M81 
1109C1C N CoIYrT.rs Camel 
280604R1 Ou4Ag6m Rv.9r/Ib%n4e 
2a6P10 N Pu1rl/O myna Cappó 
apOt N CRI MINN 
2000 N PII1m 5y7sn0 

11030 5N Cohn Cobb 
aD36 040,7$94L$009770914 

MC65014 
65eD 41/ic9c SERIES 

4106520 45 464504' Inter Nape 
MC6800 14871 

50690201 MPS 
1191m4a5 

and RAM 
uupp 

MC61 71E 45 
411 

461p104N11 
E4t4F 

IM061201 
506121 24 PIa9y Inlarruyy7 Controller 
1406631110 24 702449-07 104 15068470781 

24 95924994 LOr7124 MOW, 
406 857 24 599n1le49 Ser40 0al 
406860 14 0 W MODE 
506800018 69 5017 1601 614811 c5Ñ fs8raMona 

6167n7 Canm Goebel 
406866199 29 E3Nnc9 Prop Gomm Im 
50568761 74 641 EPROM 14507111 
576512 45 PpyMea"nte Mape 

8008 1E8E1 
145á904 CPU 
908151 126 85.065 160(/0 
8156 N RAM M'I/0 Pon 74Terre 
9582C06 N 044079 Flop fn541174G1741 
318212 24 005 l74440411412454121 
039211 14 'nob Inbne10na1 
050216 /I 1400004011490I94 
038271 N 011E409944/0.40 
008216 N aa P91 
038226 29 Sy09604 /9141095 1709281 
0437334 a MN CaSMR 0454351 
958240 24 1/0 E99104 tr 48 Sew 
958245 94 161ay Mob 5Nr(1109231 
7958216 a 20017 48m4*d Mom 17109771 
708247 a PM9yfAyMe174C911S 
2558218 a WW9C010901C9121 
7.5825011 N 84p7 97*7 E611191 
038257 a 559 f 74011154871 
088253 24 R69 0594 Tes 

P9n7r P /01W1 
CP/ Rog pM 
DP1259 N P19 In99*el Cab 
OP8275 P99 CRT 0009 
00279 P4944169a/9p17'into 
8264 11 0a fwllaran101.9 

1316113 N 5M7n5495h940a11Tran 
051.174 N 91412-0W100 RI.s 
D38327 N 614 a79s091Rem 
018303 29 61449MMNRa1 
00310 N 000454514976e51715e 

6 6áÓ NN ra EPROM 

' 0151( CDLN9lT5ROLIEOS 

f0F17971 7 Sega/9006 glnll (M 1 

001793 547y1790404817117461 
001795 64044/50M57 I 

FD5797 N 409Na1/SbSalIpI 
y 

D1 

SPECIAL FUNCTION 
0600950 I OIa1 1505 Da Om 15101 
MOWN 4 P40 1906C140 01.4015471 
1157661 a Careuremasp 
14C3170P IS ANN PN RsM Amp SMIma 
45591692 24 50490542517674 0558 
1145970.0 N Mw 08717.94797. 
0440199 400249199419091444 

COMM 
0991170 Dee 

N 14090054954/19aI152 
{9F1ED09s9/# kas ve 

COP4514 N 32549510 *wr Dr- 111-978691 
49516946/ 1 RO 00844101.99 160717 

555349157 9 11997 Osp1e6 /007 1100411 

3% 
,2% 
72% 
12 95 
12% 
9% 

12 95 
19 95 
12 95 
44 95 
3% 
44 % 
29 % 

6 95 
4 95 
7 95 
7% 
1495 
295 
59 

95 

7% 
49 95 

2495 

05 
995 

24 95 
795 

2 95 
13% 
6% 2 
2% 
2 95 
1% 
2a 
2 25 
3N 
49 
3% 
49 
4 95 
6% 
6% 
,,95 

9 
6% 
49 
5% 
695 
2995 
995 
995 
395 
2% 
2% 
1% 

2995 
24% 

16 % 
29 % 
29 95 
29 95 
29 95 

29 
1% 
6% 
4 95 
8% 
7% 
5% 

5% 

3 25 
179 

101 b. **Ma DYNAMIC NAME PIN 

41417 
IS 7024.7 

99 
7103 13404 99 .2 

1 89.87995 
1 69.8/12 95 
119.8/1095 
6% -8/4995 
s% -6/4495 

49 0/195 

1n5Px le 16394.1IISOns 
41169 IS 16.319. I 120074 
41194-4 IS 16.701.1 1750% 
41194150 IS 65 536.11150779 
4119-200 II 69 536.1110995 
0045211 11 1024.1 130075 
4946312 N 201671 16661 10 

555270 II 996.1 125071 5114096 4 95 
4155286 0 4096.1 120015 2701 395 
410$ IS 1184 n a 5552962 IS t31941 1561 I N 1/195 
455290 3 11 16 31941 12009 1 69 - 5/72 95 
555190 15 16.319.1 125065 7 49713/10 95 
555298 3 16 819241 12094 I 89 

STATIC RAMS 
1101 14 25641 1650651 1 49 

7101 22 25614 145071911101 2 49 
2102 IS 1024.1 1350%1 89 
71102 IS 1024.1 1450%16 P 1 49 
2111 IS 2544 (4504.5 Ell 2 95 
2112 16 256.4 1450%1405 1 95 
2714 II 1024.4 015991 I 49 6/9 95 
21141 11 1024.4 14501111 P 1% 11/13 95 
21112 15 102444 1200451 7 75-0/1, % 
21141-2 11 1024.4 120134911. P 2 a- 5/14 95 
2147 11 409E41 17051 4 95 
1148 II 1024.4 170991 4 95 
7554045 IS 10244 (45051 3 95 
700540147.45 N 10744 145051 2 95 
5101 111 2541 145041 C405 1 95 
455257 IS 40421 1459114044 4 95 
(74617613 24 10141 05041 0505 5 95 
1941168.4 24 20414 12009110505 4% 

561161.8.4 24 204615 1200797 l P 0505 549 
8416219915 N 8191.1 950M1 C1105 910 
7eó204_115 a 9192.1 f 199511P0165 9% 
177500 IS 2541 110%11 P 6% 
'=.5 15 144 1504%13701 2 25 

7 970 22 2544 1258691 3% 
IS 2544 1250%1 0505 3 % 

19 IS 1021.1 1250151 CM05165011 795 
' 10 IS 1024.1 125041005165181 3 95 
n9 IS 144 135419305 1 95 

IS 2541 1805193410 3 95 

'6 11 25617 1649419311 3 95 
.. 9 IS 7644 135011701 1 a -' 11 1024.1 1507910 C 193151 3 95 

IS 144 150%10 C 17452881 2 25 

PROMS / EPIIOMf 
1702A 24 25618 1 

1 

274 24 10244 450es 
27005 24 1024.8 5505 5600246 
1552576 24 54818 450es 2716 
1552531 74 40964 45869 4102532 
7552564 24 61914 4507 
7552716 24 2544. 4545 3 I9459 
2716 74 2446 450771 

77161 24 244 35074 
271605 24 2044 55671 
2732 24 40954 45495 
27321.3 24 1090 3041 
273244 24 4096. 45079 210 
273204 24 40964 5501 
1751071 a MN 450475 

2764 25 479214 4507 
276473 N 81924 2095 
5452040 14 511417491 
MC568764 24 819218 4595 
27726 24 76364.8 454911296 EPROM 
745111 16 3211 ROM 0 C 161301 
745287 IS 2544 PROM 1 S 163011 
745288 15 356 PROM T 5 161471 
745397 15 2544 PROM 0 C 163001 
745472 N T 5544 PROM S 16309 -1 

745472 N 51298 PROM 0 C 1639 -1 

145473 N 51211 PROM 0 C 16361 
745475 24 51216 PROM T 5 100061579941 
145479 24 4. 02 PROMO 5 16301 
745476 II 1074.1 PROM T 5 
745570 24 502445 PMO s 
745571 IS 512.4 PROMO 5 63051 
145572 IS 11244 ROM 1 5 (67561 
145571 la 102444 PROM 0 C 1151 
'(5--71 IS 3246.4 PROM 0 C. 195751611 

--I 24 5146 ROM 0 C 42175) 
"5 24 3OM 1 5127519) 
"3 IS 2566 

PR 

ROM I C 12751 
IS 25614 ROYO C (21520201 

':4 IS 5544 ROM 1 C 1275121 
'10 IS 511.4 PROM 0 C 127512 

14 29641 PROM 1 5 11/02411 
'+0 24 20448 168751 
791 24 7946 18091 

,1751851 211 024.5 PROMO C 1625141 
D49751544 14 2046.4 ROM 0 5 11251841 
D49751544 18 24644 ROM 0 C 1057051 
D41751994 24 20444 PROM 7 C 1825790( 
045751909 24 204644 PROM 0 C 7625590/ 
05615799 24 

DATA 
PROM 1516151911 

3070 ú9597í91Z'3Con9411 90 
4034700 19 Floppy 7914 Read AMP 5r15m 
MC 14017 IS 201 5 /A Converte 19C88071C41 
MC 140411 I6 9709 D/A Canwrtr (540019(041 
40041031.01 95 8.117 A/O COmalr 7:1721591 
AD00804 118.04 1/0 Colwer 11L5B1 
0400806 15651 D/1 Monet 10 79% 1e 1 

ADC0114 119.14 A /DC9merr18 {N 496 1 

A000817 46 6014 /0 Convene 116 C1 Muni 1 

010000 241071810/4 Cam Mai 04910 10 05%) 
DAC1009 10-00 09 Cam Mao Comp 1020%1 
3401020 15107810 /ACTS 104 %1161 
010022 1614140 /A Cony 10 2099 Lan 
0401222 1512.4WD/ A Cam (0 20% ire 1 

143341 Constant Curran Source 
`43352 twee/181u4 Transducer 
47996 Temp Camp 871 Set 15801/C, 

AB 515134 40 =INN Oe1(711952) 

495 
395 
295 
595 
6% 
14% 
995 
495 
5% 
419 
6% 
7% 
e% 
6 95 
2% 
9 95 
0% 
4% 

24 % 
79% 

49 
95 

LOW PROFILE 
(TIN) SOCKETS 

14 $0-KW 10049 

IS 

19 

17 

a 
x1 

31 

33 

N 
16 

9 

n 
15 

11 16 

74 73 
27 N 
7e .ri 
70 .a 
37 a . .a 

.N .43 

SOLDERTAIL (GOLD) 
STANDARD 

9 1099 10090 

;ó n SG 

SG 

16 a1n SG 

19nnSG 
24 pIn SG 

21 le SG 

4p8SG 
59 SG 

;0 

47 

53 

59 

61 

104 
1 21 

27 N 
N n 
43 

11 

86 
75 

101 
1 14 

4t 

11 

{7 
72 

97 

1N 

95 
95 
95 
95 

95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
9 
40 
00 
95 

SOL DEATAIL 
STANDARD (TIN) 

19 164 1064 
4 59 IT 
16W17 
II W /7 
NO 59 
24 pY IT 
29 911 

Nl9n 

79 

3 35 

IS 

.81 

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS 
(GOLD) LEVEL 63 

9 7099 10001 

9ernWW 19 

10 sin WW 65 

14pleWW 65 

16 W WW 61 

1859WV/ a 
Npl^WW 1N 
22 pan WW 125 
21pnWW 129 
76 pin WW 156 
16 pin WW 115 
9OInWW 199 

IS 

62 

62 
55 

42 

59 
5$ 

61 
65 79 

166 a 
1 19 1 15 

n 1 11 

169 1 4 
175 1N 
1 51 1 11 

DT1O50 - Applications: Teaching aids, 
appliances, clocks, automotive, telecommunica 
Clona, language translations, etc. 
TM DT 1050 N a staindof4 DIGIT ALK ER k5 encoded ante 137 Notate 
and usPul words. 2 tones. and 5 diffefe77 silence durations. TM 
words and tones nave been assigned drscr978 addr9sMa. mNln9 II 

possible to output sangle roads 0r words concatenated 910 p7rlsee 

o 
sentences The mace' oulpul of the 071050 as a mthly In. 

1e1(791b(e male race Female and children s voices can M syn11Mar1 
ed The vocabulary is chosen so that 11 I1 applicable t0 many pro 
ducts and markets 
TM DT1090 consists of Speech Procassa Chip. 44M54104 (4059) 
and two 131 Speech 90444 MM521645547 eM M 5511815510 121pm1 
along -(M 1414597 Wad (SI and r1comn14rlded s4Mm.4 
4la4ram on IM 599)0twn 55587. 

011050 Digitalker15 534.95 ea. 
MM54104 Processor Chip $14.95 ea. 

DT1057- Expands the DT1050 vocabulary barn 137 to over 260 
Wads. Includes 2 ROMs and specs 

Pan No. OT1057 $24.95 ea. 

$10.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only 
California Residents Add 61/2% Sales Tao 
Shipping - Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance 
Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Solos Flyer! 

Spec Sheets - 305 each 
Send $1.00 Postage for your 
FREE 1984 JAMECO CATALOG 
Prices Subject to Change 

.n oe.r E7.41mnr9. wa4ww. 

ämeco 
ELECTRONICS 

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002 
8/84 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592 -6097 Telex: 176043 

E.alualar 
MIS 11011 "IT 

M W R% Feeó 
704541 a CMOS 87.73903 Tuwr 
704501910 a 51pa1c9 C9p 571 

710600 3% 7991 A/00.00 PneI 
1E0200 3%0491100799517I8 71066 7716 

77049/4 N IC 010e1647E 281041 
1107061 3% C1948/0 IUD bee 
7107EV1N IC Cope 15470 2899911 

711601 49 350914/0L00701 810 

75111175 low 611try VM Ir10eJn 
77051PG 24 CM05 LEO 5leN49m7tee 
720564/101 24 55009100799 471. 

724CJ44 IS Tse Generas 
7286CEV/10 16 Te%Gae11wC199 171 
7207400 14 0904009 08717049 

72074E010 14 559 CapeCOp 571 

77154G 24 4 Mc CMOS bomb On 
771500/14 24 1/u76 95450108C40 571 
771540 N 609711119$CO,rperCA 
771908 a ; Onn 190 Caleb C C 

7277171 N 28pI LED Up/Down Cowin CA 
7317448 II 40197 LED Up/ Down CamOCC 
7224(87 N 1C019 MIN Cpu%e1011 

7726095101 5 Function 017r 090. XVI 

1116 

14% 
19 % 
9% 

19 95 

34 95 

11 95 

29 95 
16 % 

2 75 

12 95 

995 
4% 
7% 
5% 
7% 

1395 
11 95 

29 % 
19 95 

10 % 
11% 
10 95 

1130009 196SINTERSIL Data Soak n356p.1 .09.951 

74HC High Speed CMOS 
#CO2 

59 
59 

16139 IS 
1C147 6 

9 
119 

efXl 16 

M0257 11 

949.03 
11C01 

11 

11 

75 

59 
14(151 IS 
00113 N 

99 
69 

/L259 N 
IS 114 

11001 
14 

14 

65 
69 

/C154 14 
MC157 IS 

249 45C273 179 
48G21U 14 

11[t0 
K11 

14 

51 

59 
59 

14(14 
4#0160 N 

89 
129 

00299 N 
10366 16 

Mc4 
0020 

11 

11 
85 
59 

00161 IS 
44061 N 

129 
129 

s14(767 IS 
.10n a 107 

14(10 
14 

18 99 
0016 N 
40164 

129 
129 

4NC]74 a 134 
IIIC190 16 149 

1Cl2 
0042 

14 

N 69 
IS 00165 N 

41014 N 
119 
2% 

00091 N 19 
114(531 2 75 

0051 
14(56 

4 
N 

75 

75 
1CIn 
10114 

NIS IN 
9 

10571 N 239 
4140595 N lM 

0073 
/4(74 

4 
14 

16 

04(192 N 
69 
lÿ 

9081 a 319 
14(902 14 

0075 
001 

N 
N 

N 001% 
45094 IS ÿ 4 

005017 N 115 
48M020 IS 139 

001 
414(86 

N 
14 

169 14(1% 
10237 IS 

109 
2% 

004444 74 159 
11C1010 131 

00107 
/4(14 

14 

N 14(Nt N 
1% 
1% 

004040 IS 
101075 11 

001,1 
00113 

N 
4 79 

00242 
/1143 14 i% 1% 

1G01 11 69 
11C4515 IS 269 

I1C125 
INC131 

14 

14 

99 
99 

00244 
14(245 s 

1 
29 

1pA514 24 31 
14(4578 11 239 

MC137 
00138 

11 

4 
5% 
74 7440001 5 uM1111ed 

10459 II 349 
N pers are 5u9srad 

4000 
4002 

14 
14 1117111110:111 74t 11 I % 

74029 
01 

35 N t% 
4C04 14 29 79% 14 74C244 N 1% 
4000 
400 

II 
14 

35 
35 

79107 14 
74051 16 49 

740173 25 2 49 
74[374 N 149 

914 
4C20 

14 
14 

69 
35 

70154, 24 
74057 IS 

49 
25 

740 %1 14 59 
740903 14 59 

C30 , 
4C32 

14 

14 
35 
39 

740160 16 
74C161 IS 19 9 

74006 II 59 
740911 N 8% 

402 
1C41 

16 
IS 

1 39 
I% 

70162 IS 
79163 16 

19 
19 

799)2 29 
740915 IS 

8% 
79 

4073 
4074 

11 
14 69 

79t19 14 
74C173 1{ 

49 
19 

740917 NI 
740922 II 

95 
49 

4095 
406 

IS 
14 

740174 15 
740175 11 

79 

19 

74C913 74 
740925 15 

95 
95 

1019 
4090 

IS 
/1 

5% 

I 

740192 19 
74093 16 

49 
69 

740921 14 
14 

% 
69 

4093 tI 

'9 

9 14C1% 16 39 80[97 IS 69 

0710 29 Y71101 1 

7607203 1a 1 44a es- 

507101 N % 15701 59 
110111P 
71012P 
1104/01 

1 

1 

u 

69 
119 
1% 

U01F-5 
LI002P-12 
00429 75 

69 
69 
69 

1153101 11 19 
MCI3304 5 1% 
MC13N 4 779 

100101 
19/3411 

1 35 
I% 

6131 
1104N 

19 
99 

101330 5 19 
110356 N 1% 

UMW % UD501 
67ÿ1N 

495 
60 

15145Áa 6 1% ,..1.571.4561/70 

5 59 
1100)171 
13131301 

1 

1 

ö 
N 

61811 
183íN 

100 
1d 

1441469 11 N 
15148* 14 N 

120461 
1101001 1 

125 
175 

09ÿ6N 
1.10501 

110 

4 
1579* N 195 

1816%10 995 
6107104 
6145171 

1 N 
249 

6105911 
1101* 

179 

449 
11111M 11 19 

6111177$ 11 2% 
6145706 

69016 
119 
3% 

00724 
6Y370 

395 
1% 

151104 II 125 
1M 11 1 9 

0011101 
101111 

1 

14 

I% 
1% 

1.1011304 

001011 N 
1571871* 11 1149 25 

1018991 14 2% 
A/3105-5 
902M-72 

lÿ 
lÿ 

110014 
L9000 

779 
1ÿ 

LY20081 t% 
Á1000L N N 

9056115 
93201124 

1ÿ 
735 

11914519 

69T8*3 
022116 N 3% 
M2107 N 295 

10a15 99 UMW N /MN N 249 
M3201-12 
65201.15 

99 

99 

1M31* 
11091180 

119 
19 

10@11 N 395 
1.101771 1% 

93227.24 N 0139244 69 69097e 2 % 
1421/1 
49239 

14 11 
5% 

1.109111 

Ú099N 
3% 
54 

190990 14 59 

152680 14 69 

0432902 
11 59 

65 

71940 
549602 

]% 
119 

I52900 II 249 
LIMON M 59 

U61* 
110342 

1 ]% 
119 

405319 
405111 N 

2% 
295 

1.145451I I I 99 

1AlxO* 1 99 
1917.3.52 

1/616[ 
740 
1 19 

405561 11 

405559 

95 

35 
15391411 11 2% 
109155 II 2% 

600374 
616371 

115 
195 

01555 
19554* 5 

1 59 
69 

61/391* 11 295 
60I1394 14 115 

1L01 
190.7* N 

695 
N 

40569 11 

1115654 u 
1% 
119 

RO0574 I 195 
á/191R7 449 

0434075 1ÿ L195660 149 4041%I11 19 
110011 
153101715 

735 

735 4057* If 395 
61525001 1 129 

006545 N 795 
1904*.24 
1113407 5 

735 40571N N 
1Y100* 

2% 
119 

165038 1 20 
160134 I IN 

1.534131.12 64477* 11 7105 N 
1/0101.15 
11010724 

29 

29 

1.2770 
100711$ ü 

69 
79 

151410 14 3% 
15130591 I I14 

1145418.5 
15341P-12 75 

14 

l 11 1 W171001 14 I 

% 
19 

7M71 3 
1Y31/15 75 64473* N I% SHar! 
30003 1982 Nat. Linear Data Book 091 1 f11.96J 
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HOME COMPUTER ACCESSORIES 

RS232 ADAPTER FOR 
VIC -20 AND COMMODORE 64 

KEYBOARDS 

The JE232CM allows connection of standard RS232 
printers. modems. etc. to your VIC -20 and C -64. A 4 -pole 
switch allows the inversion of the 4 control lines. Com- 
plete installation and operation instructions included. 

Plugs Into User Fort Provides Standard RS232 signal 
levels Uses 6 signals (Transmit, Receive, Clear to Send, 
Request to Send. Data Terminal Ready. Data Set Ready) 

JE232CM $39.95 

HI -TEK 14 -KEY NUMERIC KEYPAD 
Great keypad for marry nome and business computer applications 
SPST swathing Mounted on PC board Sue 5" L a 3' W a 14" H 

Color Grey Weight 1 lb Spec available 

K -14 $9.95 

111111111111111111111,11 
t9U111111111minima 11111111Oase 
11111111111911111 IS 9 

MICRO SWITCH 
ASCII Encoded Keyboards 

Large selection of keyboards Han effect 
switching Some have parallel interlaces Some 
have serial interfaces All have status LEDs and a 

minimum of 68 keys Some with numeric keypad 
capabilities. cursor controls or both Sales may 

vary Weight 2 it's No specs available 

KB -MISC $9.95 

VOICE SYNTHESIZER 
FOR APPLE AND COMMODORE 

JE520AP 

JE520CM 

Over 250 word vocabulary - affixes allow the lamella of more 
than 500 words Built-)n amplifier. speaker volume control. and 
audio Nck Recreates a clear natural male voice Plug-in user 
ready with documentation and sample soewers Case size 

1/4 "1. R 3'IrW a 1- 3/84 
APPLICATIONS Security Warning Telecommunication 

Teaching Handicap Aid 
Instrumentation Games 

The JE520 VOICE SYNTHESIZER will plug ngnt into your 
computer and allow you to enhance almost any applica- 
tion. Utilizing National Semiconductor's DIGITALKER 
Speech Processor IC (with four custom memory chips), 
the JE520 compresses natural speech into digital mem- 
oryt including the original inflections and emphases. The 
result is an extremely clear, naturel vocalization. 
Par NO Description file 
JE520CM For Commodore 646 VIC -20 $114.95 
JE520AP For Apple It 11+, and Ile $149.95 

spa-r 
ej4izo,, POn e.. 1=1 

1111A a 4 

JE664 EPROM PROGRAMMER 
8K to 64K EPROMS - 24 8 28 Pin Packages 
weir* StedeMMI - keen M AMIMW Sous kr Operase 

Programs anp validates EPROM, Checks for Mopariy erased EPROM' 
Emulates PROM w EPROM, R5232C Compute. Inudace for wining and 

program 10.0ag Loads Oats no RAM by keyboard Charms data mn RAM 
oy keyboard Lod RAM from an EPROM Compares EPROMS for content 
dinerencea COSs1 EPROM, Power Input 115VAC 600 le 

s 

n IOW 

ure power consungear Enclos Co.-coordinated fight Ian panels with 
molded and Mneen mocha brown - Sze Is \L, e5- Dl's-H*wont 
55 lbs 

Ir. F661 EDMUeeaamwernW and valons eon it No Word PROW tow ne k. 

Ms M nteepy capotas Deaden Weaned no me 11íN i mena fe r n ü1 RAM,n mie 
wry' .1 Mims Kato PROM 12, Menr eera.mper. ei lM omen 1665í6232E 
96 Ili hm n Dane, nooe'e IM 1661 s MMi may be accessed merman pagan 

fun mr Dees wu vuket m an mena nwropweswl h wogeliwp and nurse. aie 

16M woes M ermrwm mange ana .ed.a, d'ovin tonknl Ire 166 s kook 
ca te yoga .d unwary toa'1 fuel aim,g un met PROM 

e te pteamwd ipa enei nays., dr W revu Inr 16N dopan iMIA re 
AbESS n Ciao Meatlarnal Iaanammec Minx . pISPLAr FIwAM DATA 

lib. - M DATA WWI lea AAA we to FROM sod an n nivelen v Ois 
MuMemal we pay o aie eel ...NM venen, owraON guai Ihe1M4 
Peewee meet ra JIM ARer Wan ,w caved Mice, 

JE664-A e9111 hqmer $995.00 
AarneHd a Tested IlntduGe. Jarca Modubl 

MIS - IBM TWAgf OfIM - rte 4623X, owner Owe mplenann 

rem01 as le RI JENA, RAM 11b eon the «meow, n mam,voee port A+1 

mar imev dM W aid Iron, the 1661 A.ar w vn .. hing n nern,n SW.%M 
cnV compeers Docierentwp .s vonoee to MO h v $diene to raw unman we en 

AS73' mit woo Baue a N wad Md WM to 1 atoo vie 

FOR A LIMIIEc TIME A SAMPLE OF SOFTWARE WRITTEN IN BASIC FOR 
THE IRS BO' 00(1(01 I. LEVEL 4 COMPUTER WILL ALSO BE PROVIDED 

JE664 -ARS I, Pias woe Tgsr- - - .. $1195.00 
Aa.ertd a Teged (Includes JM160 ModuCi 

9P10MAa1eERMODIAES - In 1661' AMPEX a, CUE .rw* Moule a 

duga1nYerlaa111MJi6Mheimyx*:g . ^.fnyMe. 

AM OM aYS\ M /am - a 
AMA zr Tw 

AM nNneMlaln s 
mmanmo 

FAO Irnn aa.rn s/í5 
wit Week nCh 
Aua Man 00a drat 

ones, rieMwvw .w161R RAM etas) 
AIM irae b tapp n060Á sws 
ARM Zr. !e Ar.w.6, is >4s 

MalmUMW tras 
ANC trae rw Rams tras 
ARM MOWN in L*uW tus 

113111.04 ` re zM 
..c irae 

tre A. FROM 
tp 

tot 
trae 

13'w'L a 4'. W a `a "H 

Mitsumi 54 -Key Unencoded 
Matrix All- Purpose Keyboard 

SPST keysvntches 20 pin ribbon cable conned 
tion Low motile keys Features cursor controls 

control. 
caps (lock) function, enter and shift keys 

Cola (keycaps) grey VW 1 !b Plnoul included 

KB54 $14.95 

u uuao ao 
eaaas Yaaaaaauaaa OMe a 
aaaaaasaaaall e.g Oa aaseuad OM a 

as 

76 -Key Serial ASCII Keyboard 
Simple rial interlace SPST mechanical awtch- 

i - pratsn p and lowe case Five user 
function keys -F5 finger edge card connec- 
tion Color Ikeysl ian Weight 2 lbs Data mcl 

KB76 $29.95 

Nationally Known 
Manufacturer! 

_rr 
A 

eee r ,ua eau 
i11er a. ii e-i a= i L 

21111"La98-We34H 

106 -KEY 8 -BIT SERIAL ASCII 
KEYBOARD 

The terminals were designed to be daisy chained 
around a central host computer and used as Indt- 
Moat work stations Hall effect switching numeric 
and cursor keypad 10 user definable keys 50 
interface cable with 9. pm subminlature connector 

7 LED function displays Security lock N -key roll- 
over Automatic key repeal function Color ICasel 
white w /black panel -Moo caps) grey and blue 

Weight 6't lbs Data included 

KB139 $59.95 

4 -Digit Fluorescent Alarm Clock Kit 

New 
AM/pe indicator 
ulom1K 
donor aimme 

angel 444116 5 high dleWy ro alma* noun .lane 

The JE750 Clock Kit is a versatile 12 -hour dtgdal clock 
with 24 -hour alarm The clock has a bright 0 5" high 
blue -green fluorescent display The display will automat- 
ically dim with changing light conditions The 24 -hour 
alarm allows the user to disable the alarm and immediat- 
ely re- enable the alarm to activate 24 hours later The kit 
includes all documentation, components, case and wall 
transformer Size 6,6 "L x 3L -W e 1%"D 

JE750 Alarm Clock Kit. $29.95 

DISK DRIVES AND SUPPLIES 

514" APPLE"' 
Direct Plug -In 

Compatible Disk Drive 
On sinon SA390 ureMnat IUM 

Mwm.d s1om9. 31 tenants 
en M. runnier Gwa s etk teae 

1w an cae. - rv,i pug mwn yew asa eae 

new card Sn. 6-1 3'yl11 
snó-o WW1 CA ros 

ADD -514...$195.95 
+5VDC @ 6 Amps Microcomputer 
+12VDC @ 4 Amps Power Inc. 
-12VDC @ 0.5 Amps 

1341x6LWa511 

CP167 $59.95 

Regulated 
Power Supply 

Perfect for computer or disk 
Oreply lims Supply has AMP 
connectors for direct connec- 
tion to two 5,4" disk drives 

Cooling fan Input 100/115/ 
200 /230VAC. 47 -63Hz Output 
(abovel Weight 9 lbs 

68 -Key Keyboard with Numeric 
Keypad for Apple II and 11+ 

Rugs directly Into Apple II or li. motherboard with 
16 -pin ribbon cable connector 26 soave! func- 
tions Color Ikeysl white /grey Weight 2 lbs 

KB-A68 $99.95 

POWER SUPPLIES 
TRANSACTION TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
5VDC Al 1 AMP Regulated Power Supply 

Output 5VDC A I 0 amp also 30vDC regulated) Input 115VAC, 60 Hz 
-Twit tone (black /beiges sell- enclosed case - 6 fool. 3- conductor black 
power cord Sue 6 ' r L . 7 W a 2'. H Weight 3 lbs 

PS51194 ...$14.95 

Power /Mate Corp. REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 
Input 105 -125/210 -250 VAC at 47 -63 Hz Line regulation ' 0 05% Three 

mounting surfaces Ovarvoltage proreclbn LO. recognized CSA certified 
Pen Na Output Mae Ways Pne. 

EMA5 /86 5V113A/6V025A 4,4104'W .21.11 2 los $29.95 
EMAS /9C 5Ve6A/6V115A 5 %1 x 41W x 2111 4 lbs $39.95 

ASTEC SWITCHING REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 
Appel Ill Flower Supply Multiple outputs for bench lop uses and Omer 

appkcabons Input 115VAC, 50 -60 Hz 3 0 amps Output 5VDC e 1 0 amp. 
12VDC 1.0 amp, -12VDC t damp 24VDC 2 S amp. -24VDC 2 5 amp 
Sue' 15 L x 31 x 2A1' H Weight 2b lbs 

AS1155 $39.95 
POWER SUPPLY +5VDC 7.e AMP, 12VDC a 1.5 AMP SWITCHING 

. input t I SVAC 50 -to va 3 amp/230VAC. 50Ha I amp Fan .pt rpow.. tupelo 
wren swatches 1115 /230VACI GerCer 5VDC 4 7 6 amp. 12VDC a 15 amp e loot Mack 
maw cord flee 11St 135 W 3411 Ma ght 6 I. 
PS94VOS 539.95 
KEPCO/TDK 4 -OUTPUT SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY 

Ideal for disk drive needs of CRT terminals, microcomputers and 
video games ' Input 115/230VAC, 50 /60kb Output 5V 5 Amp. 12V 
1 6 Amp. 12V 2 Amp. -12V 0 S Amp UL reCOgnrted CSA certified 
Size 711 a 6- 3/16'W a 15$11 Weight 2 lbs 

MRM 174KF $59.95 

atiDI:MTAILS Protect *ourself._ 
DATASHIELD II Surge Protector 

1111 
Eliminates soilage spikes and EMI -RFI noise 

below O Can damage our equipment or cause 
data loss 6 month warranty Power dissipa- 
tion 1100 mrcrosecondsl 1 000.000 watts 6 

sockets 6 toot power cord Normal line soil- 
age indicator light Brown oulblack out rose! 
switch Weight 2 lbs 

_' w 

Model 100 $69.95 

Pooled DATASHIELD 
1+ewsN.- Back -Up 

Power Source 
Provides up to 30 minutes of continuous 120 
VAC 60Hz power to your comma*, system 

G1 toad dependent) when you nave a black out 
or voltage sag Output rating 200 wens Se 
month warranty Weight 24 lbs 

Model 200 (PC200) $349.95 
IBM MEMORY EXPANSION KIT 

COMPAQ COMPATIBILITY 

SAVE HUNDREDS OF SSS BY UPGRADING 
MEMORY BOARDS YOURSELF! 

Mon of Me popular memory boards allow you to dad an additional 
MR. 1216. 192R, or 256R. The IMMMR RR will papuiat Ina. boards 
In Mk Seta IMrements. The kit Is simple to install - lual Insert the 

1 MR RAM chips In IM unlined sockets and set the two groups 
of switches Directions an Included. 

IBM64K (Nine 200ns 64K RAMS) $49.95 

4- CHANNEL SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY 
Microprocessor. mini -computer terminal. medical equipment and Process 

control applications Input 90- 130VAC. 47 -440Hz Output .5VDC C 5A, 
-5VDCtA 12VDC1A.- 12VDCtA Line regulator's '02%Ripple 
30mV D-P Load regulation 1% Oercurrent protectors Adl 5V main 
output 10% Size 611 a 1's W a 4- 15/16H Weight 1'7 lbs 

FCS -604A. $69.95 each 

TRS -80 MEMORY EXPANSION KIT 

TRS80 to 16K, 32K, or 48K 
Model 1 w From 4K to 161( Requires (1) One KR 

Model 3 = From 1K to 48K Requires (3) Met KM 
Color s Flow 4K to 16K Requires (1) One KR 

HMH I ninon ene E,antwa Bun up e Mt Tea neo laguna 
- 0n en e.,utrW le sacs 1M el basten - 

TRS -16X3 '200ns for Color 6 Model Ill 
TRS -16K4 25ons for Model I..... 

Switching Power Supply for APPLE II, II+ 8 IM'" 
Can drive four floppy disk drives and up to eight expansion cards 
Short circuit and overload protection Fits inside Apple computer 
Fully regulated 5V a 5A, *I 2V e t 5A, -5V @ .58. -12V @ 5A 
Direct plug -in power cord included Size: 91-L x 31íW x 24"H 
Weight 2 lbs 

KHP4007 $79.95 

510.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only 
California Residents Add f r/ % Sales Tax 
Shipping - Add 5% plus SI.50 Insurance 
Send SÄS.E. for Monthly Sales Flyer) 

Spec Sheets - 30c each 
Send $1.00 Pos age for your 
FREE 1984 JAMECO CATALOG 
Prices Subject o Change 

Mel Order Eleetren e.- WorMwaM ameco 
ELECTRONICS 

VISA' 

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002 
8/84 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592.8097 Telex: 176043 

512.95 
510.95 

TRS -80 Color 32K or 64K Conversion Kit 

Easy to install lees comes complete min b ea 4164.2(200ns) 64K 
dynamic RAMS and conversion documentation Converts TRS -80 
color computers mth O. E. ET F and NC circuit boards to 32K 
Also converts TRS -80 color COmputer It to 616 Flea DOS Or OS -9 
required to utilize lull 64K RAM on all computers 
TRS- 8410 $44.95 

UV -EPROM Eraser 
8 Chips - 51 Min cafes l 

I 
1 Chip - 37 Minutes 

Ernes 2704. 2716. 2732. 2764. 251e, 2532. 2564. Erses up to chips 
arthrn 51 minutes 11 chip in 37 minutes) Maintains contrant posare 
distance el one mulch Special conductive loam liner elimnals antic 
build up Buell in ..rely lock to present UV nposur COmpaer - only 
900- 3 70- 2.60' Complete elth holding tray for 6 chips. 

DE -4 UV -EPROM Eraser . 579.95 
UVS -11EL Replacement Bulb .. $16.9,J 
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TEC 
We Have 

The Prices 

CIANS1 

What You Need At 
You Want! 

- ;, v_. 

38995 
Warranty #72 -320 
Probes Included 

- I k 

20MHz DUAL TRACE 
OSCILLOSCOPE 
Backed By Our 2 Year 
High Quality Hook -On 

mil 
DIGITAL 
MULTIMETER 
HFE TEST 

j, 0.5" LCD display 
DC input impedance 

- 10M11 
i. j 

- $ .8U 3 
#72 -050 

AGC FUSES 
STANDARD 
11/4X14 
25A 4A 1 

5A 5A 
75A 6A 

IA 7A 
15A 8A 
2A ,OA C 
2.íA 15A 
3A 2o, 3.5 
(100- up pcs.) each (NO MIXED OTVS ) 

36 PIN PARALLEL 
CONNECTOR 

4110, 
$3.95 

#83 -310 

PANASONIC 2 -4 HOUR 
VIDEO HEAD REPLACES 
PANASONIC PART #VEH -0070 

#32 -160 

$39.95 

JAPANESE SEMICONDUCTORS 
01341 1.92 M51515BL 2.49 
BUY69A 2.99 STK0050 3.95 0 HA1377 2.49 4116 -200NS 1.38 

(min. 10 pcs.) 

We Also Have..a 
computer accessories. 
television parts, flybacks, 
capacitors. resistors. cartridges, 
and many more Over 
AROUND! 

Terms $10 minimum 
$20 minimum 

full line of test equipment. 
telephone accessories. speakers. 

yokes, switches. fuses, lamps. 
styli, wire, CATV equipment. 

4,500 Items AT THE LOWEST PRICES 

order $1.00 charge for orders under $10 
charge card order 

UPS C.0 D 
shipped within 24 hours 
open 8 30am to 6 OOpm Saturdays 10 00am to 

Nix 
Orders shipped 
Most orders 
Sales office 
3pm.EST 

CALL TOLL FREE 
1 -800- 543 -4330 

(in Ohio, 1- 800 -762 -4315) 

THE MOM YOU 

ONLY 

CO PRANY 

ELECTRONICS NEED 
858 East Congress Park Drive 
Centerville Ohs 45459 
513- 434 -0031 

CALL OR WRITE TODAY 
FOR YOUR FREE 120 PAGE 
CATALOG! OVER 4500 ITEMS! 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE RE. 1 

.., 

n 
SOURCE NO 
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DC TO OVER 1000 MHz 
with any 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
HIGH PERFORMANCE SAMPLING SCOPE. Lilco GS -1 will con- 
vert. will a simple external connection. any DC scope to a 
high per'ormince sampling scope It will outperform for 
repetitiv9 waveforms.any conventional scope regardless 
of price Rise ime 150ps max Bandwidth DC to well over 
1000 MHz Useful to several gigahertz Time base 12 

steps from 200ps to lus /div Noise or signal abberations 
10mV max Inou1 signal range 10 Vp -p. 100 Vp -p with X10 
probe attenuator sold below Remote active sampling 
probe with 10 Meg. 1pF input Stable trigger with slope 
and level cont oIs Mar ual scan for X-Y plotter operation 
Duality constauction with all BNC connectors Internal 
fused power supplies 
TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETER 1T0RI. GS -1 can be 
combined with Lilco ST -1 loops. 2 Vp -p step generator to 
form a TOR - a powerful tool for analysis of UHF. VHF 8 
microwave str p!rnes, coax cables antennas d networks 
MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE. It X voltage is impressed on 
'SCAN IN terminal of GS -t (DC 1000KHz ratel. Y voltage 
wall appear or -VERT OUT terminal for any waveform 
observed ideal for drgiazing of voltage. frequency delay 
8 risetime in microprocessor based test systems 

GS -1 Gigahertz sampler $34900 
PA -10 X10 probe tip attenuator 2900 
ST -1 100 ps 2 Vp -p step generator 195 00 
IN -12 Booklet - Sampling. TOR. GS -1 & S1 1 

theory & applications 900 
Shipping, I-angling & insurance 400 
Check or COD NJ res add 6 sales laxi 

LITCO SYSTEMS. INC.. Box 90. E. Hanover. NJ 07930 
17171 589 -7835 

DON'T 
FORGET 

USE 

YOUR 

READER 

SERVICE 

CARD 

-. - 
VIDEO REVERSER FOR THE TI -99 
The picture fixer will invert the direct video signal from your 
computer Allows you to use your TI -99 and other computers 
with a green phospher monitor Provides lit -up characters on 
a black background Accepts standard polarity video- 5 volts 
to S 0 volts P -P Outputs normal or reverse video at 1 0 volt P -P 
into 75 ohms Complete kit $19.95 

BAR -GRAPH TACHOMETER 
Add this sleek 40 segment lack to your dashboard instrument 
set Measurement range is user adjustable 11 K to 6K 0 to BK 
etc 1 Only 1 5 inches thick can be mounted on the steering 
column without blocking view of the speedometer Advanced 
circuitry provides last stable and accurate readout Complete 
kit $59.95. 

- AUTOMOTIVE VOLTMETER 
Dunt get stranded in the middle of no -where because of a 

dead battery Build this expanded scale bar -graph voltmeter 
and keep an eye on the condition of your car or boats electri- 
cal system Ten L E D 5 indicate battery voltage in 5 volt steps 
oetween 10 5 and 15 volts Easy to build and very accurate 
Complete kit S24.95. 

-w 

- 

OSCILLOSCOPE DELAYED SWEEP KIT 
Upgrade your scope to lab quality Contains a high quality 
video sync separator and trigger delay Lock onto and expand 
any portion of a video waveform Examine in detail the VITS 
waveforms A must for all TV repair shops and scrambled 
video experimenters Works with any triggered sweep 
scope that has external trigger input Complete kit $54.95. 

s 

BROWNOUT ALARM 
Save your voltage sensitive appliances (refrigerators air - 

conditioners etc I from deadly brownouts Sounds an alarm 
when the power line voltage drops to low or rises to high 
Alarm trip points are adjustable Kit 

timeout 
10 amp 

aower outlet for auto shut-of' and four minute hmeoui delay 
rncttued 539.95. 

11. 

. i 
j 

ELEPHANT ELECTRONICS INC 
BOX 41770 -R alb 

PHOENIX. AZ 85080 

Arizona residents only mist add h°t 
sales tax Please add St 50 shipping 
and handling for each kit ordered 
Overseas orders must add S5 50 per 
kit for shipping with payment made 

in U S Lunds drawn on an American bank We cannot 
accept charge card or C O D orders Personal checks 
held 'or clearance money orders shipped same day 
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IT'S SMART TO BUILD WITH SHACK® PARTS 
No Minimum Order! Low Prices! No Mail Order Delays! 

Power Transformers 
120 VAC Primaries 

Low -Profile DIP Sockets 
Quality non -wicking sockets for PC use Low- 
resistance contacts. 

Replacement 
Transistors 

Type Volts Current Cat. No. Each Type Cat. No Each Type Cat. No. Price 
Mini 

Mini 
Mini 
Mini 

Mini 

6.3 
12.6 

25.2 
12.6 CT 

25.2 CT 

300 mA 

300 mA 
300 mA 

450 mA 

450 mA 

273 -1384 
273 -1385 
273 -1386 
273 -1365 
273 -1366 

2.59 
2.79 
3.49 
3.59 
3.99 

2N1305 PNP 
MPS222A NPN 
PN2484 NPN 
MPS3904 NPN 
TIP31 NPN 

276 -2007 
276 -2009 
2762010 
276 -2016 
276 -2017 

1.19 
79 
89 
69 
99 

8 -Pin 
14 -Pin 
16-Pin 

276 -1995 
276- 1999 
276- 1998 

2/.59 
2/.89 
2/.89 

Type Cat. No. Each 
TIP3055 NPN 
MPS2907 PNP 
MJE34 PNP 
2N3053 NPN 
MPS3638 PNP 

276 -2020 
2762023 
2762027 
276-2030 
276-2032 

1.59 
79 

1.49 
99 
.79 

18 -Pin 
20 -Pin 
24 -Pin 
28 -Pin 
40 Pin 

276 -1992 
276 -1991 
276 -1989 
276 -1997 
276 -1996 

.49 

.59 

.79 

.89 
gg 

Std. 

Std. 

Std. 

6.3 
12.6 CT 

25.2 

1.2 A 

1.2 A 

1.2 A 

273 -050 
273 -1505 
273 -1480 

3.79 
3.99 
4.39 

H -0 
H -0 

H -0 

12.6 CT 

25.2 CT 

18.0 CT 

3.0 A 

2.0 A 

2.0 A 

273 -1511 

273 -1512 
273 -1515 

5 99 

6.29 
6.99 

TIP120 NPN 
2N3055 NPN 
2N4401 NPN 
MPSA06 NPN 

276-2068 
276-2041 
276-2058 
276-2059 

1.29 
1.99 
.59 
.59 

Computer /Game Connectors 
Repair or make your own RS -232 cables and joy- 
stick extension cords and save! 

Tantalum Capacitors 

20% Tolerance 
Standard IC Pin Spacing 

MPSA13 NPN 
MPSA42 NPN 
2SC945 NPN 
2SC1308 NPN 

276-2060 
276-2061 
276-2051 
276-2055 

59 
69 
79 

7.95 Type Positions Cat. No. Each 

ID Card Edge 

Card Edge Socket 

34 

44 

276 -1564 
276 -1551 

4.95 
2.99 

2N3819 N -FET 
MPF102 N -FET 

276-2035 
276-2062 

99 
99 

No- Solder Sub -D Male 

No- Solder Sub -D Fem. 

25 

25 

276 -1559 
276-1565 

4.99 
4.99 NF WVDC Cat. No Each 

x000- series 0.1 
0.47 
1.0 
2.2 

10 
22 

35 
35 
35 
35 
16 
16 

272 -1432 
272 -1433 
272 -1434 
272 -1435 
272 -1436 
272 -1437 

49 

.49 
49 

.59 
69 

.79 

Solder Sub -D Male 

Solder Sub -D Female 

Hood for Above 

9 

9 

9 

276 -1537 
276 -1538 

276 -1539 

1.99 

2.49 

1.99 

CMOS ICS 

With Pin -Out and Specs Solder Sub -D Male 

Solder Sub -D Female 

Hood for Above 

15 

15 

15 

276 -1527 
276 -1528 
276 -1529 

2.49 
3.49 
1.99 Type Cat. No Each 

Ceramic Disc Capacitors 

Low 
As 

39¢ of 2 \ \ 
For RF, bypass and coupling. Hi -Q. Moistureproof 
coating. 50 WVDC. 

Solder Sub -D Male 

Solder Sub -D Female 

Hood for Above 

25 

25 

25 

276-1547 
276 -1548 
276 -1549 

2.99 
3.99 
1.99 

4001 
4011 
4013 
4017 
4049 
4066 

276 -2401 
276.2411 
276 -2413 
276 -2417 
276 -2449 
276 2466 

.99 

.99 
1.19 
1.49 
1.19 
1.19 Communications ICs 

Type Cat. No. Each 

TTL Digital ICs 

In Stock at Low Prices! 

XR 2206 AFSK Generator 
XR 2211 Decoder /PLL 
MC1330 Video Detector 
MC1350 IF Amp With AGC 
MC1358/CA3065 FM Detector 

276 -2336 
276-2337 
276 -1757 
276 -1758 
276 -1759 

5.95 
5.95 
1.99 
1.99 
1.79 pF Cal. No. Pkg. 012 pF Cat No Pkg. or 2 

Type Cat. No Each 
4 7 

47 

100 

220 

470 

272 -120 
272-121 

272-123 
272-124 
272 -125 

39 

39 

39 

39 

39 

001 

005 

.01 

05 

1 

272-126 
272 -130 

272 -131 
272 -134 

272 -135 

39 
39 

39 
49 
49 

7400 
7404 
7408 
7447 
7490 

276-1801 
276 -1802 
276 -1822 
276-1805 
276 1808 

.89 

.99 
1.29 
1.59 
1.09 

d 1/4-Watt, 5% Resistors 

39¢ Pkg. of 5 c-,, 
Ultra- 

SPST Reed 

149 
Each 

Approximately 1" x She" 
Contacts rated 1 amp 
00i1s. 

5 VDC Coll. 275 -232 
12 VDC Coll. 275 -233 

Compact 
Relays 

Pins for PC mounting 
at 125 VAC. Low -current 

1 49 
1 49 

Ohms Cat No. 

Operational Amplifiers 
100 
150 

271-1301 
271 -1311 
271 -1312 

Ohms Cat. No. 

10k 
15k 
22k 

271 -1335 
271 -1337 
271 -1339 220 

270 

a p 
1k 

271 -1313 
271-1314 
271-1315 
271 -1317 
271 -1321 

Type Cat. NO Each 
27k 

47k 
68k 

100k 

271 -1340 
271-1341 
271 -1342 
271 -1345 
271 -1347 

741 (Single) 
MC1458 (Dual) 
LM324 (Quad) 
TL082 (Dual) 
TL084 (Quad) 
LM3900 (Quad) 
LM339 (Quad) 

276 -007 
276-038 

276 -1711 
276-1715 
276 -1714 
276-1713 
276 -1712 

.89 

.99 
1.29 
1.89 
2.99 
1.39 
1.49 

1.ek 
2.2k 
3.3k 
4.7k 
6.8k 

271 -1324 
271 -1325 
271 -1328 
271 -1330 
271 -1333 

220k 
470k 

1 meg 
10 meg 

271 -1350 
271-1354 
271 -1356 
271 -1365 

Understanding Automation 

Undwatanning 
Control Understanding Elec- 

tronic Control of Au- 
tomation Systems. 
This illustrated, 256 
page book explains 
how electronics is be- 
ing applied to indus- _ -= - - 

trial automation to ,.' 
increase productivity. 
62 -1387 2 95 

Getting Started 
In Electronics __ _- -- _- 

249 Mms III 
Forrest 

t 1 

t 

Teaches the basics of 
;12 

modern electronics 
with an emphasis on in- 
tegrated circuits. Easy- 
to -read text and Getting Start 
diagrams. 128 pages. troni 
Already a "classlc. to E1n 
276 5003 2 49 

Voltage Regulator ICs cw 
Type Adjustable Cat. No. Each 

LM723 
LM317T 

0 to 40 VDC 
1.2 to 37 VDC 

276 -1740 
276 -1778 

.99 
2.79 

Type Fixed Output Cat. No. Each 

7805 
7812 
7815 
7905 
7912 

+ 5 VDC 
+ 12 VDC 
+ 15 VDC 
- 5 VDC 

- 12 VDC 

276-1770 
276-1771 
276-1772 
276-1773 
276-1774 

1.59 
1.59 
1.59 
1.59 
1.59 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION Radie Ihaek OVER 8800 LOCATIONS WORLDWIDE 

Paces apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers 
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THE WM. B. ALLEN 

WINNER'S DEAL 

THE WM. B. ALLEN 

WINNER'S DEAL "JP TO 25% OFF 
CKMAK EICO 

FLUKE GLOBAL HICKOK HITACHI 

994 

SOAR ME540 S U 
HICKOK LX304X $ 94 

HITACHI 3510 $136 

s.. 

KEIFHLEy 
LCAOr 

Mt/AA 
Sfypsoh 

100 

pr 

ON 
LARGEST FULL -LINE INVENTORY OF 

HAND HELD METERS 
FROM THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS OF TEST EQUIPMENT 

PLUS SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES ON SCOPES, INCLUDING HITACHI 

FLUKE 75 S 88 BBC M2031 $199 
FLUKE 77 $115 BiK 2806 S 64 

FLUKE 80228 $125 KEITHLEY 128 $137 

IN STOCK AND AVAILABLE NOW 

WM. B. ALLEN SUPPLY 
ALLEN SQUARE 

300 BLOCK NORTH RAMPART, NEW ORLEANS, LA 70112 

LOUISIANA TOLL FREE 800 462 -9520 

_NO *E 
CALL TOLL FREE FOR 
SAME DAY SHIPMENT 

CIRCLE 56 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

MICROWAVE TV ANTENNA SYSTEMS 
Freq. 2.1 to 2.6 GHz 34 db Gain + 

TWO YEAR WARRANTY 
PARTS & LABOR 

COMPLETE SYSTEMS 
as Pictured) 
Commercial 40" 

Rod Style S 89.95 
Parabolic 20" 

Dish Style S 79.95 
COMPONENTS 

Down Converters 
(both types) S 34.95 

Power Supplies 
(12V to 16V) S 24.95 

Data Info (Plans)S 9.95 

CALL OR WRITE FOR 

KITS. PARTS. INDIVIDUAL 
COMPONENTS 

We Repair All Types Down 
Converters 8. Power Supplies 

Phillips -Tech 
Electronics 
1043 N. STADEM DR. 
TEMPE AZ. 85281 
(602) 967 -6972 
Special Quantity Pricing 
Dealers Wanted 

COD'S 

CIRCLE 29 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

NORTH AMERICAN SOAR corporation 

PEN -STYLE DIGITAL MULTIMETER 

GREAT PRICE $49.0 0 

Hand Held LCD Display - Fast One Hand Operation 
SPECIFICATIONS: 
Display: LCD 344 digits ma.,mum reading of 1999 continuity beeper built -,n 
Range: Auto ranging 
Polanty: Automatic no indication for positive polarity minus sign for negative polarity 
Ovemang. Indication: MBS I or I indication 
Data Hold: Data hold in all ranges with hold switch on 
Low Battery Indic-idiom B mark displayed when battery drops below operating voltage 
Sampling. 2 Times second 
Power Supply: SR -44 battery 11 55VI X2 
Power Consumption: 5 5mW 
Sin'. fi . I.WH (less probe hpsl includes 'h" and 2" probes 

Add S2 50 For Shipping 
STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR 

'.. 

II [-000 S 

ELECTRO KCS CORPORATION 
SEMICONDUCTOR PARTS AND PRODUCTS 

1043 N. STADEM DR. 
TEMPE, AZ 85281 (602) 967 -6945 

Call or Write for FREE 
Semiconductor Parts & Products Catalog 
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HB -0100 Buss Strip 
Each buss strip contains four 

groups of labeled contact 
points (25 per group) pro- 

viding multipoint distribu- 
tion for Vcc, ground and 

signal paths. When inter- 
connected, HB- 0100's can 
simulate Micro -Processor's 
data or address busses 
simplifying ROM, RAM, 

UART, etc. to processor 
interconnects. 

Competition Price: 13.00! 

$ 
HB-0100 

HB-1210 
One socket and one buss strip 

with self -adhesive backing and 

metal ground plate. 

Big nine 14 -pin DIP capacity. 

Competition Price: $18.50! 

$195 
HB -1210 

Holds enough IC's to meet any quick -fix 

situation. Includes: 2 sockets 

3 buss strips 3 binding posts 

and is mounted on an 8.7 "x5.9" aluminum 

ground plate. 18 14 -Pin DIP capacity. 

Competition Price: $51.50! 

HB -2313 $3100 

HB -2112 
A compact breadboard ideal for beginners, students, professionals and hobbyists. It's 

quick and easy to use and immediately becomes the most useful tool on your 

workbench. Includes: 2 sockets 1 buss st 

2 binding ing posts and is mounted on an 8.7 "x5.4op " HB-2112 
aluminum ground plate. 18 14 -Pin DIP capacity 

95 

25 

HB -1000 
Socket 

With HANDY sockets, 

breadboarding is easy 

because you always know 

where you're at. Each group 

of 5 contacts is labeled from 

1 -64 and each position within a 

group is labeled from a -i. With 64 

groups of 5 contacts each you have 

more then enough room for infield 

and lab mock -ups that always come 

up when you least expect them. 

Competition Price: $12.50! 

$095 
HB-1000 

HB-1110 
One socket and two buss strips 
with self- adhesive backing and 

metal ground plate. 
Big nine 14 -pin DIP capacity. 

Competition Price: $15.49! 

$1195 HB-1110 

Ideal for light industrial as well as secondary 

level educational and hobbyist experimentation. 
Includes: 3 sockets 

5 buss strips 4 binding posts 

and is mounted on a 9.4 "x7.7" aluminum 

ground plate. 27 14 -Pin DIP capacity. 

Competition Price: $66.00! 

HB-3514 $4795 

HB-4714 
Largest HANDY breadboard available today. Complete PCB or even 

system mock -ups can easily fit on this breadboard. This high capacity, 

heavy duty board is a must for industrial users where time is money 

...Great for advanced educational and hobbyist applications. 

Includes: 4 sockets 7 buss strips 4 binding posts 

and is mounted on a 10.3 "x9.5" aluminum ground plate. 

Giant 36 14 -Pin DIP capacity. Competition Price: $89.00! 

HB -4114 $6395 

Mall Orders: Please add 53 (Canada d Int'I add E5) 

to cover cost of shipping /handling. 
Charge Cards: (Min. Sis) Please irclude Acct. No. . Exp Date. 

dank No (M /C only) and your signature 
Checks: Drawn in U S. Dollars on U S banks only 
Conn Residents: Add 71/2% Sales Tax Sorry, No C O D orders 

Gip 

(Irforder...call 1- 800 -34 -HANDY 
gcharge with VISA, MasterCard or American Express. 

All Items off- the -shelf for Immediate Shipment! 

a division of RSP Electronics Corp. 

7 Business Pari Drive P.O. Box 699 Branford, CT 06405 (203) 488 -6603 TWX: (910) 997 -0684 
Easy Link Mail Box: 62537580 CompuServe: 71346, 1070 

U.S. and Canadian Distributor inquiries welcomed. 
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SPARTAN Electronics Inc 

(516) 499-9500 
G Pk°- 

4/4 a. 

6094 Jericho Tpke. 
Commack, N.Y. 11725 

CTC9R Philips Remote 
- - Cable Converter 

ICs -onk in picture a prevent een fie ChanMI 

171 

M.Cro computer'epnro ogy Ouant Controned 

seechons Programmable e on n oh 24 
hour LED d0bis Cats Flvonte nanne mem 
ono a letall plus scan Wirekss hand held 

$139.95 
reel transmmer system Automate fine 

'u ne eoaptate to any brand eteson One 
a amr once 

/ 
- SOUND ACTIVATED SWITCH / MODEL R -1 S29.95 

For Home Security. 
Hears a Noise. Turns On Lights' 

When lights turn on. Intruders are tngntened away ask any policeman 
The new SOUND activated SWITCH automatcaly turns on tights at any 

sound so it looks tae you re home even when you re not 
SOUND animated SWITCH protects your home better than timers. II turns 

on fights at the sound of an attempted break -m. and automatically turns 
them Oft when its sate 

SOUND activated SWITCH 
It s the IleMusk enam you can't attord to be *eau! 

Entry Hall Nursery Sick Room Fomdy Room Stauways and 
Halls Children's Rooms Ames Basements Garage Closets 

REFURBISHED MONITORS 
9" and 12' Bell & Howells 
or GBC Commercial Grade 
as low as 

$10.00 off with a purchase $39.95 
of 2 refurbished monitors 

BECKMAN CIRCUITMATE DM73 
5oe basic Vdc Accuracy $63.95 

probe -sized dmm 
4 ac dc voltage ranges (autoranging) 
4 resistance ranges lautorangmg) 
continuity beeper 
'touch hold" button 
Other Curcuitmate Meters Available 

Jerrold 58 Channel Wireless 
Remote Converter S109.95 it. 
Jerrold 36 Channel Remote 
CATV Converter wion /off Fine 
Tuning S94.95 

40 Channel VHF to UHF 
i - : Block Converter 

a r á e, 28.95 Ea. 
e war - Y 24.954 Sup 

Deluxe Version . Features fine tuning knob, 
matchln X former 8 2 cables $38.95 

BEFORE YOU PAY It FOR A TELEPHONE 
SERVICE CALL, TEST IT YOURSELF 

«VRFCISION 

Telephone Line Analyze Model #1042 
- bets trono,et inn rune.s that race 

usegnona - - 

-- Ossetts modem.. of *moon. Ism Imes -.AL 
weed Oboe to sews weplw rtk 

- *Mtn ~one r»Foamy arcan $19.95 41144 pointy sense. **owes 

PROFESSIONAL 
TELEPHONE PRODUCT TESTER 

«see c,seoN a. 

Features: MODEL 1045 ea 

; k 
r _ a..ha. tom masers, $335.95 

usolstes ea to, ...nuns WM. 
Can al . . 

o..e.ro mae.aa eo as n. sa matt.' o twit, loot t-.. aoee. nr,uct,on oa.a e pos.. .', 
NIow4. io. ma was a... wog WI ev *Ps 

can d u.n ea en *Orson 
vent. ano ID. a.m. oe«ran am tea.... 
a. F.a.rcyl I.,.. r 4.VbM. mews k. 

wowm..tsee ...w 

Volume 
It nl. all . A ,moat 

I. i , 'C,llllt' .1 C,15'1 diS outlt 
Discounts ( (t (I np'lt i ,Truer clel:h Add for 

n Order S25 00 yl' u;, ':c 

tel national shipping Add I 

Ica 7500 5250 

-Les subject to change 7600 to 25000 k50 
:.:bout notice 2510010 50000 5600 

i0 2 00 Extra 501 00 to 75000 5850 
:.col shipping 75100Io 100000 51200 
;or monitors Over 100000 $12 5C 

(516) Mon Th Tu W F Sa 
499 -9500 9-8 9-6 9:30 -5 

CIRCLE 36 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ADVERTISING INDEX 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear 
in the index below. 

Free Information Number Page 

59 Acorn 39 

77 Active Electronics 91 

80 Advanced Computer Products 97 

- Advance Electronics 5 

12 All Electronics 99 

88 Amazing Devices 98 

67 AMC Sales 36 

87 AP Products 23 

100 Beckman Instruments Cover 3 

22 Beta Electronics 39 

16 B &K 87 

- C &D 77 

18 CEI 30 

- CIE 26-29 

- Command Productions 88 

35 Communications Electronics .... 16,17 

50 Contact East 39 

68 CPU 21 

65 Digikey 110,111 

11 Digitron 94 

99 Dokay 95 

54 DTI 85 

58 EKI 89 

6 Electronic Specialists 102 

81.82 Electronic Warehouse 18,32 

70 Elephant Electronics 106 

42 Enterprise Development 83 

39 Etronix 92 

- ETT 13 

41) Firestik 83 

- Fluke Manufacturing Cover 4 

Fordham Radio 34.35 

76 Formula 93 

33 Global Specialties 2 

- Grantham College of Engineering... 81 

75 Haltronix 98 

14.15 Heath 24.25.45,46 

38 HMR Sales 39 

ICS 37 

Instrument Mart 31 28 

41 Jameco 104.105 

30 Jan Crystal 85 

74 JDR 100.101 

45 J &W 36 

83 KCS Ins 

REVERBERATION 
FOR ORGANS 

Solid state with controls for rever- 
beration and room size. 
EVERY ORGAN SHOULD 
OWN ONE. Send For free flyer 

DEVTRONIX ORGANS, INC. 
6101 WAREHOUSE WAY 

SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA 9E826 De t. B 

- Lilco Systems 106 

46 Logical Solutions 38 

93 McIntosh Labs 77 

19 MCM 106 

66 MFJ 88 

94 Mouser 92 

17 Multivision 21 

- Newton Electronics 19 

- NRI 8 -11 

- NTS 62-65 

SS Pacific One 39 

47 Philips ECG 1 

29 Philips Tech Electronics 108 

86 Phoenix Systems 39 

20 Priority One 7 

21 Professional Video 92 

43 PTS 40 

61 Radio Shack 107 

79 Ramsey 103 

31 Random Access 38 

62 Renau Electronics 39 

27 RF Electronics 102 - R &M Distributors 39 

95 RSP Handy 109 

25 Sams Book Store 78 -79 

60.84 SEI 94,102 

71 Sintec 15 

9 Solid State 96 

36 Spartan Electronics 112 

73 Teltone 38 

- Tektronix Cover 2 

- Texas Instruments 22 

56 WM B Allen 108 

TO MAGAZINE RETAILERS: 

Radio -Electronics Magazine is pleased 
to announce its "Retail Display Allow- 
ance Plan" available to retailers in- 
terested in earning a display allowance on 

Radio -Electronics Magazine. To obtain 
details and a copy of the formal contract, 
please write to the Marketing Depart- 
ment, Kable News Company, Inc., 777 
Third Avenue, New York, New York 
10017, our national distributor, who will 
act as administrator of our plan. Under 

our Retail Display Allowance Plan, in con- 
sideration for fulfilling conditions of the 

agreement, you will be entitled to receive 

a display allowance. This plan will be- 

come effective for all issues you receive 

subsequent to written acceptance on our 
behalf of your application. 

www.americanradiohistory.com



OR FREE 

NFORMATION 
JSE THESE 
305T-PAID 
;ARDS 

11 Print your name, ad- 
dress and Zip Code on 
one of the attached 
postage -paid cards. 

Circle the number (or 
numbers) on the card 
that matches the 
number at the bottom 
of each ad or editorial 
item that you want infor- 
mation on. Advertisers 
free information num- 
bers also appear in the 
ad index on the facing 
page. 

Mail the card. Its 
Postage -Paid. 

Khe bottom free -information 
;ard is a BUSINESS PRO- 
= ESSIONAL CARD. If you 
ise this card you MUST 
complete the spaces for 
company Name, Title, and 
'hone Number. If these are 
lot filled in, the card will not 
)e processed. 

voTr 
Jse the postcard address 

-or Free Product Information 
Dnly. Address all editorial 
nquiries to Editor, Radio- 
Electronics, 200 Park Ave. 
South, New York, NY 10003. 

E lectronics 
Your favorite electronics 
magazine and still 
getting better 
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FIRST CLASS PERL +1T NO 27346 PHILADELPHIA PA 

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE 

Radio - Electronics. 
FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION 
P.O. Box 13775 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19101 

NO POSTAGE 
NECESSARY 

IF MAILED 
IN THE 

UNITED STATES 

Radio EleotrMios 4SH46 

Subscribe today to the magazine that keeps you up -to -date with the newest 
ideas and innovations in electronics. (If you already are a subscriber, do a 
friend a favor and pass this subscription card along to him.) 

check offer preferred 
C 1 Year -12 issues ONLY S14.97 2 Years (SAVE MORE) -24 issues $28.97 

(You save $6.03 over newsstand) (You save $13.03 over newsstand) 
í . Canada -12 issues $17.97 - Canada -24 issues $34.97 

All other countries -12 issues $22.47 All other countries -24 issues $43.97 

Payment enclosed Bill Me Check here if you are extending or 
renewing your subscription 

Name (Please Pent) 

Company Name (If applicable) 

Address 

City State Zip 

Allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery of first issue Offer valid in US $ Only. 
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Radio - Electronics. 
FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION 
P.O. BOX 13775 
PHILADELPHIA PA. 19101 

NO POSTAGE 
NECESSARY 

IF MAILED 
IN THE 

UNITED STATES 

For New 
Ideas 
In Electronics 
read Radio - 
Electronics 
every month. 
During the next 
12 months 
Radio -Electronics will carry up to 
the minute articles on: 

Computers Video 
Solid -state technology 
Outstanding construction project 
Satellite TV Telephones 
Radio Stereo Equipment 
reports 
Test equipment VCR's 
Servicing Industrial electronic 

NEW IDEAS AND INNOVATIONS 

IN ELECTRONICS APPEAR IN EVERY 

ISSUE OF RADIO- ELECTRONICS 

KEEP UP TO DATE! DON'T MISS 
ANY ISSUES! 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 

USE THE ORDER CARD ON YOUR LEFT 

Hands*.J 
Electronics 

Delivers construction article after 
construction article Exciting col- 
umns including Jensen on DXing, 
Friedman on computers. Test bench 

tips. Noll with Calling All Hams. New 

Products and more. 

Satellite Receiving e 
iPraJecta 

w,b 

. 

.^-- 

_.. 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 

USE THE REPLY CARDS ON YOUR LEFT! 
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Oops 
Now there's a 

new breed of 
Beckman Industrial 
Corporation hand- 
held DMMs tough 
enough to withstand 
accidental drops, 
input overloads and destructive 
environments. 

The new HD100 and HD110 
DMMs are drop -proof, packed with 
overload protection and sealed 
against contamination. You won't 
find a more rugged meter than our 
HDs. 

Drop Proof 
Constructed of double -thick 

thermoplastics, the HD100 series 
DMMs resist damage even after 
repeated falls. All components are 
heavy -duty and shock mounted. 

Contamination Proof 
The HD series meters are 

designed to keep working even 
around dirt, heavy grime, water 
and oil. The special o -ring seals, 
ultrasonically -welded display 
window and sealed input jacks pro- 
tect the internal electronics of the 
HD meters. The oops -proof meters 
are sealed so tightly, they even 
float in water. 

Accidental Overload 
Protection 

All DC voltage inputs are pro- 
tected up to 1500 Vdc or 1000 Vrms. 
Current ranges are protected to 
2A/600V with resistance ranges 
protected to 600 Vdc. Transient pro- 
tection extends up to 6KV for 10 
microseconds. 

More Meter for 
Your Money 

For starters you can get 2000 
hours of continuous use 
CIRCLE 100 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

from a common 9V 
transistor battery. 
You can run in- circuit 
diode tests and check 
continuity. You even 

get a one year warranty. 
The 0.25% basic dc volt accu- 

racy HD meters serve you with 7 
functions and 27 ranges. The HD 
110 also gives you 10 AMPS ac and 
dc. With one simple turn of the 
single selector switch, you can go 
directly to the function and range 
you need. There's less chance of 
error. 

Also available is the electrical 
service kit. It includes the meter of 
your choice, a current clamp, 
deluxe test leads and a heavy -duty 
case designed to carry both meter 
and accessories, conveniently. 

Feature for feature you can't 
find a more dependable meter with 
prices starting at just $169 (U.S. 
only). 

To locate your nearest distribu- 
tor, write Instrumentation Prod- 
ucts Division, Beckman Industrial 
Corp. A Subsidiary of Emerson 
Electric Company. 630 Puente 
Street, Brea, CA 92621 (714) 
773 -8111. 

Bw-4issis Irrrh.ái-ria! 'M 
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Take home 
a world 

champion. 
85* 

gets you a technical knockout. 

The Fluke 70 Series. 
Winners of the digital vs. analog battle. 
Since their debut, they've become 

the worldwide champions of the industry. 

Never before have such tough, American - 

made meters offered so many professional 

features at such unbeatable prices. 

Each comes with a 3 -year warranty, 2,000+ 
hour battery life, and instant autoranging. 

You also get the extra resolution of a 3200 - 
count LCD display, plus a responsive analog 

bar graph for quick visual checks of continuity, 
peaking, nulling and trends. 

Choose from the Fluke 73, the ultimate in 

simplicity. The feature -packed Fluke 75. Or the 

deluxe Fluke 77, with its own protective holster 

and unique "Touch Hold" function ** that 

captures and holds readings, then beeps to 

alert you. 

So don't settle for just a contender. Take 

home a world champion. 
For your nearest distributor or a free 

brochure, call toll -free anytime 

1- 800 - 227 -3800, Ext. 229. From outside the 

U.S., call 1- 402 -496 -1350, Ext. 229. 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS. 

FLUKE 73 FLUKE 75 FLUKE 77 

Analog/digital display Analog/diva display Malog/drgital display 

Volts. ohms. 1Q& diode %Its. ohms, 10A. mA. Volts, ohms. 1a. mA 

test diode test diode test 

Autorange Audible continuity Made continuity 

0.7% basic dc accuracy Autorange/ra ge hold -Touch Hold' fur ion 

2000+ hour battery life 0.5% basic dc accuracy Autorarge/range hold 

3 -year warranty 2000+ hour battery life 0.3% basic dc away 
3 -year varranfy 2000+ hour battery Ide 

3 -year warranty 

Multipurpose holster 

Suggested U.S. list price. effective July 1.1984 
Patent pending 

FLUKE 
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